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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
The following thesis will present an empirical analysis of language change,
primarily of semantic and lexical character, in the terminology of the press in
Northern Ireland. By evaluating that, the study moreover tries to trace some
trends reflecting social and societal change too. To give some insight as to
trends in change, an interesting example from popular culture should be the
starting point.
During one of her concerts in Belfast, the American singer – Lady
GAGA – provoked some controversy, when she simply raised the tricolour of
the Republic of Ireland. This display of a flag created a barrage of comments
in the various comments’ sections of Northern Ireland’s newspapers and
news(paper) web pages. Lady Gaga came across as truly polarising. She did
so, not because of her personality or stage costume, but rather the particular
political setting of Northern Ireland in which she chose to raise the Irish
tricolour (on the one hand a metaphor, namely the national symbol of the
Republic of Ireland and on the other hand a symbol of identity for the
Northern Irish Nationalist community). (see Kilpatrick 2010, BT)
Interestingly, the comments and the language in the Belfast Telegraph
comment’s section gave the impression of her having created what in
Northern Ireland would be referred to as a political incident. In reality, it
went far beyond that. The example of the display of the flag (not the first time
in Irish history that the display of the flag caused misunderstanding: see
Divis Street Riots in October 1964; also see Chapter 5) simply shows that the
strong and controversial sentiments about that particular national emblem
are still there. However, the crucial part about this matter was the language,
in particular the lexical items used for those comments. They refer to that
kind of language that could be described as “incident language” and which
appears appropriate; to sum up, the controversial and complex linguistic
situation of political attitudes in Northern Ireland. The way in which lexemes
were applied was reminded of days gone by. In some of the comments, people
even called for an intervention. Within the terminology of northern Irish
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political language, the use of the anachronistic idea of 'them and us' and ‘tis

for tat’ comes to mind. It is the application of a politically related vocabulary.
However, the particular issue of the ‘incident’ is that language-wise it is
repeatedly a temporary phenomenon; this means that, generally, the use of
politically related lexemes is common. Daily politics are, for example,
expressed by these lexemes. This includes the discourse about boom and
decline of the economy, as well as other socio-political or societal topics. The
word incident as such has a very particular meaning in Northern Ireland.

Incident means, that if an ‘act’ of violence or crime has happened, a particular
set of lexical items is applied. It describes for example bomb attacks and
seizure by the police and customs or meetings of political opponents. To talk
of an ‘incident’ reveals a critical point within the societal and political
procedure of dealing with violent acts from both communities.
Journalistic writing, therefore, takes place in particular circumstances,
as the age of the writers plays a role, not only in the Belfast Telegraph. Most
of the journalists have already been working as correspondents for the
newspapers during the Troubles. They ‘created’ and applied the lexemes that
complicated 30 years of Northern Ireland’s latest history even more. The
recipient – in this case the reader – can notice the differentiation in discourse
and awareness when such incidents happen today. Younger people only
rarely understand this historic link and associate a peculiar feeling with the
use of such lexemes. It can be observed that this lexical inventory serves as a
kind of ‘incident language’ in present journalistic texts.
Regarding the starting point so far, it appears as if NI remains a place
associated with violence. Observations largely lead to the impression that

sectarian incidents have become less frequent as the peace process continues
at the present time. This is an indicator of change in Northern Ireland’s
society. Monitored from an outside perspective, however, incidents still
appear to be a part of the political and societal life.
With the dissidents still being active in the province, sections of the
former paramilitary groups are regrettably playing their part in some way
keeping the ‘incident language’ alive by carrying out their violent acts. This
also means that the old/new threat embodied by them comes to life again as a
small but constant strain for the social and political order.
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Still, this is only one side of the coin as the example above reflects only
part of the political nature of Northern Ireland’s society. Along with the
example of the political matters, changes in societal and social measures are
also present. Therefore, this study takes into account other phenomena such
as gender and sexual identity.
Interestingly, those topics (gender and sexual identity) allow change to
become more visible in a particular way as they reflect openness and
democratic attitudes as well as rights that were long denied to some of the
people of Northern Ireland because decades came and went with the
overwhelming civil war raging across the country. There was practically no
time to review linguistic issues and socially relevant topics such as gender
and sexual identity intensively.

1.1 Purpose/ Rationale
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a new approach to Northern Ireland’s
language usage through the empirical analysis of texts, from the time shortly
before and shortly after the Good Friday Agreement, dealing with politics and
society. The thesis, therefore, focuses on three sub-topics to allow a predefined collection of material for the corpus analysis. These topics are politics
in the traditional sense, gender (women’s rights, as well as, women’s politics),
and the representation of sexual identity in Northern Ireland. In relation to
the topics the following research questions were posed, with P standing for
Politics, G for Gender, and SI for Sexual Identity:
P1: Has the peace process and the developments in Northern Ireland’s
society led to a shift in meaning /change in the lexical inventory?
P2: What kind of features of semantic and lexical change can be observed
in the lexical inventory regarding politics?
G1: Can we find traces in language usage of women’s influence in the peace
process in NI?
G2: What kind of gender has Northern Irish politics? Has gender
awareness also increased in language usage?
SI1: In which way does language usage reflect/portray/represent changed
attitudes towards sexual identity in Northern Ireland?
SI2: What lexical items have been used to refer to (homo)sexual identity?
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However, this thesis is not intended to be only another piece of research
about the Troubles, although it cannot generally exclude this period. It is
going to explore some of the historical circumstances to illustrate that the
state of Northern Ireland has changed quite profoundly and through that
create the frame in which language usage can be evaluated.
Furthermore, the thesis will provide an outside perspective for
scholars and students in as well as outside Northern Ireland as well as in
other European countries. It should enable them to realise and understand
the difficulties of post-civil war societies in a different way. The problem (as
many authors have experienced before) is that of applying a linguistic
perspective with a neutral (political) attitude for commenting on the social
and political development.
By concentrating on these topics this thesis aims to advocate and to
establish understanding and with that appreciation against discrimination
resting on ethnicity, gender, and sexual identity in a post-conflict community.
Raising awareness in language usage and communication it should motivate
people to support change, because a stable peace (also advocated through
language usage) can only be encompassed together in shared communities.
In addition to politics and armed struggle, this thesis will also bring
another topic into focus: the significance (social and societal) of equal rights
in sexual orientation as well as identity and gender, which was a matter that
society was apparently not able to focus on in earlier decades. It is a sign of
change that becomes more important now and that shows another dimension
of this formerly separated society. The time to contemplate questions of
adoption rights for same-sex couples or the right of women to decide on their
own to terminate pregnancy shows the immense change from a society in
civil war to a society that equally stands among others in a pluralist Europe.
Language analysis should also provide this topic with additional awareness,
as linguistic representation, broadening or weakening of terminology
promise to give insight also into hidden social change.
To be able to formulate comments on any of the linguistic research
questions named above the research methodology chosen for the analysis
(part B of the thesis) will be to study lexemes using lexical semantics, corpus
analysis, and lexicology. The particular way in which the corpus was built
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here — as a specialised one — allows a specific perspective on language use in
Northern Ireland’s society. Therefore, statements are made about the context
in which these lexemes appear and statements are made on the political and
societal discourse.
Subsequently, if the word ‘peace’ is used more often in current texts of
Northern Irish news(papers) than before, does it mean that it could be
concluded that a shift in language usage has taken place and that this shift
has some profound basis in society too. Though these changes may be, to a
degree, marginal they nevertheless show a concept of language use. To
explore this concept further, a range of sources and the current use of
lexemes in the language of newspaper texts will be examined. It is probably
the application or non-application of various lexemes (political related,
gender-related and sexual identity-related) that further create an image of
change. Already Hawes-Bilger (2007) pointed out in her book that there is a
Northern Irish political language. The lexemes she found reflected the
‘Troubles’ and gave an impression as well as an expression of the zeitgeist.
In the years after the Good Friday Agreement the extraordinary
situation of a re-installed regional government on the one hand and the
counter-phenomenon of civil unrest on the other need to be considered as
two sides of the same coin. Them and us, paramilitary groups (dissidents)
that attempt ‘to breach the peace’ seemingly accumulate reactions from
ruling parties, though the concepts for example of republicanism or loyalism
have been altered inside society as well as towards the outside world.
Northern Ireland’s society apparently finds itself confronted with different
“lexemes” from the past. At the same time, economic crisis and government
spending are the new issues that have to be deal with. It needs to be
understood that by the experience of living in a divided society, the
conversion towards a universally “shared future” cannot be instantly achieved
by the communities. The language of the past possibly accompanies the
moves towards the future and a great amount of awareness of this within its
application is needed.
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1.2 Structure
This thesis consists of the two main parts: A and B. Parts A will deal with

Literature, the Theoretical Background, and the Database created. Part A
describes the change in the various fields of politics and society.
In chapter two, the thesis will give an overview of the literature and the
theoretical background used as a basis. The focus will be on socio-political
change with three areas of interest: politics, gender and politics, and sexual
identity. Socio-historical perspectives and latest developments in Northern
Ireland are sketched to allow the in-depth analysis in chapters five to nine.
Chapter three will portray some models of language change (focussing
predominantly on semantic and lexical change) and then draw some more
detailed statements connected to particular examples of the situation of
language change/ language shift in the North. There will be as already said a
particular stress on the concept of lexical and semantic change in this part, as
these two measures are further discussed in the analysis in Part B.
In chapter four of this section, the method of analysis will be presented
and discussed. In the centre of chapter three, the correlation of variables (as a
basis for analysis), and the database (with its principles of corpus collection)
are set out. These two chapters will provide the reader with the knowledge/
information needed to understand the focus in the analysis in the second
part.
Part B will then fully cover the field of Analysis and Results. This part
supplements the necessary account of the historical background (on war and
peace, policing, dissidents, gender and politics as well as sexual identity). It
furthermore attempts to illustrate how this could have affected the usage of
lexemes from 1995 to 1999 (the time around the Good Friday Agreement) and
2000 to 2009 (the time past the Good Friday Agreement up to the St.
Andrews Agreement and the re-installed Northern Irish government). The
chapters in this section (five to nine) are structured as following.
In chapter five, the concepts of ‘war’ and ‘peace’ are distinct from
another and compared in the particular setting of Northern Ireland. The
lexical items that represent these concepts are chosen, defined and then their
frequency in press texts (see Chapter 4) is analysed. This chapter closes with
a look beyond frequency and a further evaluation of the results in the context
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of political change. It also will have a selective look at some of the
collocations to complete the picture.
In chapter six, the historical, and the political background of the police
force in Northern Ireland is explained. With the help of this knowledge, the
chapter turns to the latest changes in and about the new police force and sets,
the language issues connected to its name in focus. The lexical items for the
domain police force are analysed and discussed beyond the category of
frequency. It also will have a selective look at some of the collocations to
complete the picture.
In chapter seven, the analysis deals with the phenomenon of dissidents
as a concept of political opposition and civic unrest. Both groups are looked
at and lexical items are compared. In the same manner, as chapter five,
results are further interpreted and conclusions are drawn on the gradual
change in language. It also will have a selective look at some of the
collocations to complete the picture.
Chapter eight focuses on how women are supposedly represented in
the political landscape of Northern Ireland. It also shows how the women’s
movement influenced political and social change as well as gender and
politics in Northern Ireland. The chapter traces the development of the
political involvement of women and their impact on politics in general. The
chapter analyses lexical items that are related to gender and women and
attempts to evaluate their usage. It will also have a selective look at some of
the collocations.
In chapter nine, the study will examine the language usage with regard
to sexual identity in Northern Ireland. The picture of societal change will be
drawn and an analysis of lexical items of this topic will be undertaken. It will
also be the task of this chapter to find an indication of social change towards
a more open approach to sexual identity in Northern Ireland. At the end of
this chapter there will also be a selective look at some of the collocations to
complete the picture.

1.3 General Frame
The general frame of the thesis needs to be understood as the following: After
several achievements of change were outlined (chapter 2), the theory on
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semantic and lexical change (chapter 3) follows, preparing the ground for the
methodology on corpus building (chapter 4). The subsequent chapters (in the
analysis part) then gradually introduce the reader to the complex – historical,
political and social – situation in the North, while they also attempt to trace
the way those achievements (peace process) were won. The integral part and
focus, however, lies in the attempt of an empirical analysis of the language
usage through corpus linguistics at the time shortly before and after the Good
Friday Agreement.
Chapter 5 will, therefore, be the starting point for the analysis part. By
using the concepts of “peace” and “war” it will provide on the one hand,
general images and, on the other, some insight into Northern Ireland’s
language usage regarding them.
This section will then be followed by two particular themes and their
examples in language usage that should give some more insight into the
mechanisms Northern Ireland works on. Therefore, Chapter 6 refers to
policing and its reform. In the following Chapter 7 paramilitary action,
organisations and their change of ideology along with the already mentioned
linguistic analysis will be central.
In Chapter 8, gender and politics in Northern Ireland, will put focus on
an issue that used to be a side topic for much too long in province though it
has generally been an object of academia as such. This particular theme
bridges the gap between the exclusively political chapters with the sociopolitical as well as the societal ones.
Finally, Chapter 9, on sexual identity, will essay to bring an issue to the
table that society has long tried to ignore though liberation movements
forced their way in nearly every society of Western Europe and the US. This
chapter will stand as one of the examples of the latest social and societal
developments and the question of how far the change seems to have probably
been adapted.
One problem that will be continually referred to in the course of this
thesis is that change will be marginalised in means of socio-political matters
as well as in linguistic analysis.
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Part A: Literature, Theoretical Background, Database
2. Socio-historical Perspectives and Latest Developments in Northern Ireland
For the framework of this thesis, previous research on Northern Ireland and
its varieties of language usage was chosen as a model for the approach. In the
following, the previous research should now be discussed. This includes
books on the variety of English in Northern Ireland, books with a purely
linguistic approach (including discourse analysis and corpus analysis as well
as language change), books on Northern Irish politics and language use,
books about social change (general and Northern Ireland), books with a
purely historical approach and books about gender and sexual identity.
Resources from official institutions as for example the Commissioning Board
and the Police Service of Northern Ireland have also been included in the
collection of references. Finally, particular interviews or statements of
politicians helped to complete the approach of the thesis. The frame set will
be the basis for the academic discussion from where a start seems to be
promising, as the following works have partly provided pioneer work or can
be seen as a further evaluation of research of this difficult ground. For a
better placing of this study among the sources of previous research the
following literature review has been grouped into themes: (A) Linguistics/
Sociolinguistics/Language Change, (B) Politics/Sociology/History, and (C)
Gender/Sexual Identity.
(A) Linguistics/Sociolinguistics/Language Change. For the linguistic
approach of this thesis, the works of three important authors namely James
and Lesley Milroy (1980s publications), Kevin McCafferty and Cordula
Hawes-Bilger have been chosen to form the basis for methodology and
approach. James and Lesley Milroy observed language behaviour in different
Belfast neighbourhoods between 1975 to 1980 and beyond. Their analysis
encompassed a sociolinguistic approach to evaluate phonological changes
and differences.
Kevin McCafferty (1998) Ethnicity and Language Change has done
considerable work in the field of language change in Northern Ireland too. He
draws the picture of phonological changes through a sociolinguistic
perspective focusing on the city of Londonderry in particular.
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The work of Cordula Hawes-Bilger (2005) War Zone Language analyses the
language that has been used during the “Troubles”. Her major point is to
show, in contrast to the two authors above, how far different groups (political
and paramilitary) used particular styles and phrases to refer to attacks or
violent actions carried out by adverse groups. She also demonstrates how
particular ambiguity in language was used as a political instrument of both
sides. Her findings will function as a very important basic contribution to
able the evaluation of the findings and to draw further conclusions on recent
usage in the frame of this thesis.
In the area of corpus analysis and discourse analysis authors
influencing the approach among others were, Paul Baker and Brian Paltridge.
Paul Baker’s books (2006) Using Corpora in Discourse Analysis and (2005)

Public Discourse of Gay Men provide the basis to start from as well as a
valuable account of material to work from for further research. Brian
Partridge’s book was chosen as a frame for the application of the theory of
discourse analysis in the evaluation of results in the analysis part of this
study.
Concerning language and politics, the two following books have been
chosen as models for research on Ireland: The Propaganda War by Liz Curtis

(1998) and New Labour, New Language? by Norman Fairclough (2000).
Liz Curtis portrays how the media in Ireland and Britain have reported
on the different political perspectives in Northern Ireland. Each group
(Republicans, Loyalists, and British Army) portrays the other as hostile.
Moreover, she demonstrates that propaganda was used to motivate and
provoke violence on both sides, in the same way as Hawes-Bilger does. These
two works will then, perhaps, show different aspects of the same theme.
In his work, Norman Fairclough criticises the language that was
recognised in public and established in society when New Labour under Tony
Blair took over power in Downing Street. The book challenges New Labour,
with its concepts of ‘New Britain’ or ‘New Politics’, to attempt to find out if
this new scheme was merely bare rhetoric without the prospect of seriously
bringing change to society.
With the focus on language usage also, the theory of language changes
needs to be addressed. However, due to the general frame of this study only
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some specific features can be discussed and applied. Therefore the focus will
be on the following authors and their works: April M. S. McMahon (1999)

Understanding Language Change, Albert C. Baugh & Thomas Cable (2002)
and William Labov (2001) Principles of linguistic change: Social factors and
Principles of linguistic change: Internal factors. Among the authors that
have in particular dealt with the language situation in the north and how it
changes Kevin McCafferty Ethnicity and Language Change (1998) needs to be
named along with the studies of the already mentioned Milroys.
(B) Politics/Sociology/History. Apart from the themes and their
authors named above another important account connecting research on
language and politics is Kevin Bean with his book The New Politics of Sinn

Féin. Bean explores the profound changes within the Republican movement
and allows insight into the dynamics of the new government. Moreover, it
shows how former paramilitary members of the IRA came to political power.
The account is not only political but also has a focus on political language and
this makes the book extraordinarily interesting and important for the
approach of this thesis.
Regarding social change or rather the sociological approach slightly to
be touched in this thesis too, the books by Piotre Sztompka The Sociology of

Social Change (1993) and Norman Fairclough Discourse and Social Change
(1992) in particular need to be named among others. In his book, Piotre
Sztompka has a look at concepts and categories of change. Moreover, he takes
account of the previous research at his time and has a look at history and its
influence on change. Certainly, his work is shaped by its time of origin and
publication as well as by Sztompka’s own biographical background; as a
result of this it is a valuable source for providing some of the basic concepts
of social change.
The work of Norman Fairclough is also very important for this thesis
as it combines social change with discourse analysis, which means that the
historic circumstances at times reveal discourses in society, and the other way
round. In particular, the need for a combination of language analysis and
social analysis is stressed here, as they provide each other with the
interpretation of one another.
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For the particular Northern Irish setting and (contemporary) change, the
main authors are, for example, Colin Coulter Contemporary Northern Irish
society: An Introduction (1999) and in co-operation with Michael Murray
[eds.] Northern Ireland after the Troubles: A Society in Transition (2008).
Further important references here are William J. Crotty and David E. Schmitt
[eds.] Ireland and the Politics of Change (1998) as well as David McKittrick
and David McVea, the authors of Making Sense of the Troubles (2001). The
accounts by the authors named above, taken together, create a vivid picture
of how the situation in the North is shaped by a number of different
perspectives on politics, women, gender, and change in society. Those
authors have not only sketched the change that came about, but they also
focussed on providing the knowledge about the mechanism of politics and
society for the rather complex case of Northern Ireland.
In addition to this, the thesis also needed a basis for sketching and
explaining the historical background. The references that were consulted here
are the books by Arthur Aughey (2005) The Politics of Northern Ireland:
Beyond the Belfast Agreement, George Boyce (2002) Northern Ireland and

the Origin of the State, John Coakley Changing Shades of Orange and
Green: Redefining the Union and the Nation in Contemporary Ireland
(2002), Crossing the border: new relationships between Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland (2007); Tim Pat Coogan (2000) The IRA, (2002)

The Troubles: Ireland’s Ordeal and the Search for Peace as well as Paul
Dixon (2008) Northern Ireland: the politics of war and peace and Peter
Taylor (2000) Loyalists

only to name some from the vast amount of

historians who work in the field of Northern Ireland’s history and politics. In
all cases, their accounts of Northern Irish history go far beyond solely retelling “the story” of the time before, during and after the Troubles, as each of
the authors has brought with them not merely their own perspective, but also
their expertise as historians and their individual approach.
(C) Gender/Sexual Identity. For the aspect of gender and politics, the
following books were used as a frame (and integrated for research). There are
for example the works of Janet Holmes, namely her Introduction to

Sociolinguistics, the works of the northern Irish authors like Eilish Rooney
Women in Northern Irish Politics: Difference Matters (2002) and Grainne
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McCoy Women, Community and Politics in Northern Ireland (2000) as part
of the account of Carmel Roulston and Celia Davies (2000) with their book
on Gender, Democracy and Inclusion. In this frame of gender, also the
collection of works by Yvonne Galligan, Eilis Ward and Rick Wilford [eds.]

(1999) Contesting Politics: Women in North and South and Yvonne Galligan
(1998) The Changing Role of Women as a main source needs to be
considered. These works provide the basis for the evaluation of gender and
language usage to be addressed later in this study, for example by stressing
the nature of conflict and how it is assumed to have changed recently.
Despite the fact that many books cover the political background
(history and further approaches) and gender of Northern Ireland not so many
books will be found on gay (culture) and its history in Northern Ireland. The
basis for research on sexual identity, therefore, is mainly shaped by the works
of Brian Lacey (2008) (who studied and worked at Ulster University) and his
book Terrible Queer Creatures which has a look at homosexuality in Irish
history. He is among a very small group of people who have decided to bring
this subject into academic discourse. The book provides a large amount of
historical (but also sociological information or rather details) and allows the
tracing of some unique changes and trends in this field of research.
To sum up the literature review it needs to be emphasised again that
those books named above are those the author of this thesis chose to employ
as a basis and therefore also as a starting point for her own evaluation. The
books are only representative of the large amount of books that have been
published dealing with Northern Ireland on the one hand and with language
and politics on the other; as many more could be listed. However, besides
these authors from the various academic backgrounds: history, sociology,
linguistics, and sociolinguistics, further very important sources also come
from institutions, be it the Northern Ireland government, data from the
census, studies or publications from official boards (see References for
detailed bibliography).
2.1 Definition of Socio-political Change (in Northern Ireland)
To define social change is rather difficult, as it means paying attention to its
influence on various spheres. These are seemingly social structure, social
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institutions, social behaviour, and social relations involved here. Social as
well as political change has to be seen as a group phenomenon. Sometimes,
change can also only be a partial phenomenon. (Sztompka 1994: 5/ 6, Jäger &
Weinzierl 2007: 13)
In addition to this approach, there is also a whole range of terminology
and projections about change that cannot be defined as such. Though there
seems to be a need for stability and social structure as a background for
change its causes remain a difficult question. At times, it is even hard to
define clearly, what kind of change it is, as there is a differentiation between
social change and socio-cultural change. (Jäger & Weinzierl 2007: 13)
There is however, in most cases, a reference to the past that needs to
be made in order to be able to trace change (Jäger & Weinzierl 2007: 14). In
the case of Northern Ireland there happens to be a large range of historic
accounts as well as current accounts from where information can be
collected. This information centres on the setting, the development and the
interpretation of the various tendencies in society. Jäger & Weinzierl (2007:
14) state that somehow the crucial question remains on how the change will
continue.
Perhaps tracing the change in larger periods seems to be more
promising, as the perspective is then a historic one that means looking back
in time. It could be argued that change in some case is only a matter of time,
as it is an inevitable cause. (Jäger & Weinzierl 2007: 14)
Sztompka (1994: 41) emphasises this by stressing that “social
processes stretch over time” and that “[e]very social phenomenon or event is
related to other phenomena or events”. Given the broader time frame chosen
(including the decades from the Troubles to the peace process and beyond)
for this thesis, change can be recognised as will be shown.
For Northern Ireland, change includes then the major movement from
civil war to a peace (process) that would last — manifested through the Good
Friday Agreement — and that made the stabilisation of society by
reconciliation and mutual acceptance possible. This settlement apparently
provoked change even within the larger political system. (Bean 2007b: 216
pp.) The former repressive state needed to be more democratic, a society had
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to be created that promotes and supports different cultures and sub-cultures
(Ruane/ Todd 1998: 180).
According to the extent to which politics or gender relations underwent
change in Northern Ireland’s society, the peace process also seemingly
altered the attitudes and issues revolving around sexual identity in a certain
way. (also see Northern Ireland Act 1998 (Part VII)) This factor gives the
latest developments a new twist as it calls for anti-discrimination apart from
the question of religious relations. Therefore, it is not surprising that sexual
orientation was also included in one of the most important documents,
namely the Northern Ireland Act of 1998, under the point of Human Rights

and Equal Opportunity. (Bean 2007b: 32, 90 and Northern Ireland Act 1998
(Part VII))

2.2 Signs and Issues of Socio-political Change in Northern Ireland
2.2.1 Political Change
Since the foundation of Northern Ireland, the systematic discrimination
against Catholics led to an outcry over the established structures and the call
for equal treatment of Catholics. The more the issue of discrimination was
denied, the more the situation radicalised in the years of 1969 to 1970.
Political non-reaction and reforms that came far too late fused enormous fury
against the state (see Farrell 1976). Therefore, it happened that the late 1960s
saw the rise of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Campaign (NICRA) where
Catholics started to stand up against discrimination and call for equal
treatment. (Hennessey 1997: 139; 140; 142) Soon after the beginning of the
‘Troubles’, initiatives were sought to find a solution, and to advocate an early
peace process (Dixon 2001: 135).
The most important steps for reconciliation and for peace in this frame
are the Sunningdale Conference (1973), Anglo-Irish Agreement (1985/87),
Belfast Good Friday Agreement (1998) and the St. Andrews Agreement
(2006).
In 1973, the Sunningdale Conference took place and opened the way
for the power-sharing executive that took up office in 1974. The year of 1981
then marked the establishment of the Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental Council
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by the two governments British and Irish, followed by the New Ireland
Forum two years later. (McKittrick/ McVea 2001: 95-98; 262-267)
The next step was the Anglo-Irish Agreement (1985) which was accompanied
by a widespread debate (Bean 2007b: 169). This debate was not only shaped
by the traditional nationalist approach but rather by a broader perspective.
This also opened the way to new strains of nationalism. (Coakley 2002: 152)
Interestingly, the Anglo-Irish Agreement was reviewed in 1987 without major
changes being made. (Mullholland 2002: 122)
However, the situation was still shaped by violence from both sides
and attacks on the Northern Irish state as well as on the British state and
beyond. The Anglo-Irish Agreement nevertheless had played an important
role, but a truly founded peace needed different circumstances that had not
come to shape yet. Further negotiations had to be held again to find a
solution to bring about major improvement for change.
With the (Belfast) Good Friday Agreement (1998), the province finally
came to peace. This particular document with its various influences
(European and American) was able to set a new framework for the people in
Northern Ireland. (Meehan 2006) They were to decide themselves about
their future, and that most of the people wanted peace was more than
understandable. The people in Northern Ireland were aware of the fact that if
the situation was to be changed then it had to be at this particular point.
There appeared, as already earlier on in history opposing voices too,
challenging the prospect, but an attempt had to be made to alter the
circumstances for a generation that would not have to be frightened by
paramilitary groups and their violent acts. (Dixon 2008, Bean 2007b, Tonge
2006, Davey 2001)
With so much hope put into the Good Friday Agreement, reality only
came too quickly, crossing all plans. In fact powers could not be handed over
from Westminster until December 1999. After a very short time, the
Assembly had been suspended again. On the one hand the Unionist party was
still suspicious of full republican inclination in the peace process while on the
other hand republican action remained a political threat. Perhaps with so
much at stake this was not a status quo for a government to work in. (Davey
2001)
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However, the Assembly was restored in May 2000 but this time only until
October 2002. Though as a drawback, direct rule needed to be installed
again, the peace process made its way, through the difficult period. After
negotiations were held in Scotland, the St. Andrew’s Agreement (2006) (see
full text of Agreement at St. Andrews) was established and as a result, in
2007, finally government was restored. The new assembly was to be lead by
Sinn Féin and the DUP as they had won the second election to the (still
suspended) assembly in 2003. Some of the main points that were discussed
and argued about at the conference in St. Andrews were the issues of the
police and some objectives on the operation of the assembly. (The St Andrews
Agreement (2006) and St Andrews Agreement Act (2007); Wilson 2010)
However, up until now, Northern Ireland appears to be still at peace.
The long and winding road seems to have led to a positive future.

2.2.1.1 The Good Friday Agreement as a Stepping Stone for Change and Peace
As already pointed out the Good Friday Agreement (1998) is an important
document. It created the basis for the peace process against the violence and
can even be seen as one of the most important political foundations for the
establishment of real long-term peace. Notable here is also that it was
followed by an extensive scientific and academic analysis. (Mulholland 2003:
141 pp.)
In fact, it was voted upon in referendums in both Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland. The idea behind this agreement was to turn a society
experiencing steady violence into a culture of mutual acceptance and secured
peace within the framework of co-operating governments – Irish and British
(Good Friday Agreement 1998).
A positive side effect of the Good Friday Agreement also was the
decline in violence that supposedly would lead to economic growth with an
increase of state investment. (Mulholland 2003: 102) The whole development
also brought new topics such as the concept of victimhood and the question
of who were ‘the winners and losers’ of the ‘Troubles’ into the public debate
(Morrissey & Smyth 2002: 3-9).
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The success of the Good Friday Agreement (and the political environment of
peace it created) can be seen in the many activities of the state, be it an
investment in public construction or the increase in social life not only in the
city of Belfast. Tourism is also a new factor connected to this. There are, for
example, tourism web pages as “http://www.ireland.com/de-de/” that
advertise for travels to Ireland, North and South. Without question, this
would not have been possible with the province still at war.
Altogether, these might be small steps but they apparently illustrate
the prolonged will to keep the process of change going.

2.2.1.2 Nationalist Paramilitary Organisation within the Peace Process and
beyond
The change of paramilitary organisations within nationalism is another factor
that has to be considered, as that is a vital part of the historic development of
the province and therefore for change. Among the paramilitary organisations,
the (traditional) IRA took a relatively unusual way. There was a turn to the
left and following this a closer co-operation with the civil rights movement.
To become politically involved the Republican movement (perhaps even
some of the Provisionals) turned to other (political) fields and so it can be
observed that in the recent past there were primarily words rather than
actions — at least on the surface. (Coogan 2000, Coogan 2002, Bell 2004,
Bean 2007a/2007b)
There is a ‘new kind of nationalism’ together with a political
establishment used as some kind of brand. Out of this, the traditional concept
of the paramilitary armed struggle gradually appears as becoming mystified
with a reference to the past. Even more, as with the developments of the year
of 2006 and onwards, some of the former “freedom fighters” became
respected politicians in Ulster. In this connection, a new approach towards
key political concerns such as Nationalism, Republicanism, but also Loyalism
and Unionism archetypal for Northern Ireland can be detected. (Bean 2007b:
6/7, 43, 104, 128; Bean 2007a: 133-146; Dixon 2008: 84 pp.; Hanley 2010)
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In the following two examples the shifts and changes in the nationalist or
rather republican view can be illustrated. The first example is a definition of
community and the second a reaction in the form of a speech by Martin
McGuinness when the attacks in March 2009, known as the the Massereene
Barracks shooting in County Antrim, took place.
When Bean (2007b: 112) quotes Malachy O’Doherty, who explains the
Provisional’s attitude towards ‘community’, this brings the matter of
dissidents into play by an interview from the 23 July 2005.
[…][They (Provisionals)] use the term 'community' in a bullying
way within these neighbourhoods; if you're not part of the
community then you can be frozen out. The joyrider, the young
offender and the dissident can be regarded as offenders and
deviants against the community and alienated or even exiled from
the community on that account” (O’Doherty 2005).

In other words, (new) dissidents are described among other examples of
groups breaching the social and societal peace. The Provisionals (as biased in
their own way) on their side emphasise this difference and clearly state it.
In the same way, Martin McGuinness strikingly points out that he will
not allow those groups (dissidents) to challenge the political leadership or
even the peace process. (Bean 2007a, 2007a) On the occasion of a reaction to
the Massereene Barracks shooting in March 2009, he made an unambiguous
political statement that would certainly not being found in earlier decades. It
is an affirmation of a pluralist political agenda and even more the new social
as well as societal position of Northern Irish nationalism.
Martin Mc Guinness: “[…] what I have to do is that I have to keep
my nerve and I have to appeal to my community and to everybody
within the community to assist the police services North and South
to defeat these people[.] That is the best advice I think we can give
at this time[.] So there is a duty on me[,] there is a responsibility
on me[,] to lead from the front[,] and I think I am leading from the
front [.] And I expect that people will follow because these people
… they are traitors to the Island of Ireland[.] They have betrayed
the political desires and hopes and aspirations of all of the people
who live on this island and they don’t deserve to be supported by
anyone […]. (McGuinness 2009 on Channel 4 News)

The change that can be found here is the result of a long and difficult
transformation of a previously paramilitary acting organisation into a
political ruling force and an advocate of the peace process. (Adams 1996:
326-327, also see Bean2007a/b, Coogan 2000/2002) The profound change
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on the one hand and simultaneously keeping the nationalist Irish and the
unionist British perspective on the other hand, shape the Northern Irish
political environment and can be claimed as keeping the devolved
government and the peace process in permanent motion. (Bean 2007b: 9193, 112, 128)

2.2.1.3 Policing in the Post-“Troubles” Era
Also, the police and their tasks experienced a recent change in Northern Irish
society. The notorious Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) was disbanded (for
historic details see chapter 5) and replaced by the Police Service of Northern
Ireland (PSNI) in November 2001. (A History of Policing in Ireland 2008)
Since the change of name and outlook, the PSNI is a state institution in
transition. It remains difficult though to leave the troubled past behind
because there are still processes and mechanisms within that hold the new
service back from the future. (O’Rawe 2008: 125) This means more precisely
mechanisms that slow down the adaptation of the service to the future.
Especially, the Republican and Nationalist side showed difficulties in support
for the police as the force represented too much of the British state and its
claim on the province. (Bean 2007b: 132-134) It needed a fundamental shift
inside the Nationalist and with that also the Republican movement in
particular to make its members accept the new police force. (Bean 2007a/b,
Coogan 2000/2002, Ryder 2001, also see sub-chapter 6.2, specifically 6.2.5)
In this transition process, the key role of the Patten Report (for details
on Reform see 6.2) as a result of the work carried out by the monitoring
commission should be stressed here.

2.2.1.4 Political Parties and the New Assembly
The political parties in Northern Ireland are in a different position, with
regard to change. Their members still represent the former political system
(and its paradigms), but now need to work together (Sinn Féin, DUP and
others). (Bean 2007b: 217-18; 249) Although it seems clear to some extent
how to change circumstances in politics by talks and negotiations, the
violence of the past remains a problem for politicians. Violence is a difficult
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subject to be addressed on the one hand, and difficult to tackle on the other.
However, through the peace process, politicians have become even more
aware of the necessity of talks (also refer to Aughey 2005: 46 pp.).
In this frame the year 2007 marked a very important step when regional
government was re-installed in the province (Bean 2007b: 249). How
strongly change has taken place can be illustrated by the current Stormont
government. On the basis of the former events, political co-operation
between Sinn Féin and the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) must have
appeared as an unimaginable coalition at a first glance (Tonge 2008: 50).

2.2.1.5 Northern Ireland, Europe and the USA
Another aspect of change in Northern Ireland is connected to the
Europeanization and the internationalisation of Northern Irish Affairs. This
means that with the growing development of the European Union peace and
co-operation became old new values. (Guelke 1998: 195; also see Bean
2007b)
However, the internationalisation not only came with Europe. Already
at the time of the blanket protest (between 1976 and 1980), a significant
media interest — mainly — in the US could be recognised. In addition, the
case of prisoners was brought to the European Court of Human Rights.
(Loughlin 1998: 84) Stimulated by its different political approach, the EU
made politicians in Northern Ireland think in particular about a solution for
the conflict and the violence in Northern Ireland. (Guelke 1998: 195; also see
Bean 2007b)
Meehan (2006: 338-356) stresses that on a national level there was a
large amount of co-operation as well as North-South initiatives to enhance
relations (British-Irish-Northern Irish) further and to bring nationalists as
well as unionists together, for a violence-freed and conflict-freed future.
Again, the GFA plays an important role here, by its origin and even
more by its approach, as it provided the basis for the improvement of
political, social, economic and cross-border co-operation and that, even
more, reflects formally the frame of European institutions in general.
(Meehan 2006)
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With its Special Support Programme for Peace (SSPPR), the EU frame helped
to facilitate development and helped the non-governmental Organisations
(NGOs) (Cochrane 2006: 257). The monetary support led to the improvement
of “social, cultural and community relations between and within Northern
Ireland’s divided communities” (Cochrane 2006: 257). Other programmes
such as the funding of Translink or PEACE II followed, not only by the EU
(Cochrane 2006: 259, also see Meehan 2006: 345).
In his approach, Wilson (2010: 72) compared Northern Ireland to
other regions in Europe as for example Bosnia-Herzegowina where because
of the political situation a strong European interest in setting up policing
reform as well as power-sharing was favoured too.
Finally, it can be stated that Northern Ireland has profited from the
Europeanization or rather internationalisation of the conflict. The European
political setting together with the GFA — where EU structure was used —
made change possible. These measures go far beyond a mere agreement.
When Northern Ireland became a factor in Europe, the political future was
not any longer up to the paramilitary organisations of both groups. In
addition, the EU involvement appears as it has created the room towards
regional government with both sides ruling as equal partners. (Meehan
2006)
2.2.2 Social Change and Gender
In addition to politics, this thesis will also focus on gender as an important
variable for social change. Women have influenced and shaped the province
continuously. Along with the civil rights movement, the women’s rights
movement opened new perspectives and made the attempt to shed light on
another facet of life in the troubled province of Northern Ireland. The
dimension of gender in most cases was seemingly overlooked, even excluded
from earlier discourse. (Ashe 2006: 161, Wilson 2010: 40)
Women were confined in their traditional roles and the conflict was
described as male dominated. Ashe describes that in her study of the
influence of gender on the conflict of Holy Cross namely Ardoyne. She
summarises the issue of gender and its status quo in the following.
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“Irish nationalism and Unionism are ideologies based on the
glorification of hegemonic masculine virtues such as national pride,
courage, physical strength and self-sacrifice. The public sphere of
politics in Northern Ireland has been dominated by these masculine
values. Men’s role in Northern Irish politics has been defined as active
and public.” (2006: 151)

To underscore the process of change, the focus will now be laid on two
women’s organisation with political as well as societal involvement and
action: the NIWRM (Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement) and
further on the NIWC (Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition). The following
quote from Hinds underpins, again, the role of these women.
“The long painful experience of exclusion and marginalisation
suffered by women makes them ideal champions for new structures,
relationships, and arrangements that can accommodate people’s
multifaceted identities composed of gender, class, culture, race,
religion, age, sexual preference; reflect different life experiences,
allegiances, and analyses; and give voice to different aspirations and
expectations.” (Hinds 1999: 126)

2.2.2.1 The NIWRM – Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement
As already pointed out for a long time the political struggle in nearly all cases
was dominated by men (also refer to Ashe 2006: 147-164). In 1975, the
Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement (NIWRM) was set up to
challenge these given structures. It was time to mobilise for negotiations and
for change. (Coulter 1999: 145-6; also see Galligan 1998: 112; see Key Issues Women and the Northern Ireland conflict (CAIN) for details and background
information).
Therefore, it cannot be surprising that already from the beginning of
the peace process women, in particular, have played an important role.
(Coulter 1999: 145) They have been among the first to advocate negotiations
and to attempt to bridge differences within this contradictory society. (Ashe
2008: 164-165) They were able to bring together feminists with different
backgrounds. (Coulter 1999: 146) Ashe calls the new approach “transversalism”
that “[...] involves women from different ethnic groups accepting their ethnopolitical differences while forming feminist coalitions around issues of gender
and inequality. However, ethnic division makes transversalism extremely
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difficult” (2006: 160). This is also the reason why rights for women and the
politics of peace in Northern Ireland are entwined in a particular way.

2.2.2.2 The NIWC - The Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition
The NIWC had actually been founded in 1996 at the dawn of the elections
that would determine the delegates for the peace negotiations. Apart from
other considerations, this coalition had a cross-community basis that means
that its framework was shaped by three core principles: human rights,
equality and inclusiveness. The NIWC repeatedly stressed the aspect that
they would not (stubbornly) defend a fixed constitutional position. (Fearon/
Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 121) This new idea of politics embodied a
“rediscovering [of] the centre” (Coakley, 2002: 139). A notion that was
strongly influenced through and by the earlier women’s movement. (Coakley,
2002: 139-141; Coulter 1999: 139/ 140)
One of the main approaches of the NIWC was that they focussed on
interests rather than on positions. An even more important point for the
NIWC was how the interests could be accommodated, within their
framework. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281)
A particular feature of the NIWC also was that they attempted to
conceive compromises and creative agreement in contrast to purely putting
too much effort in finding out if an agreement could be reached at all.
(Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281)
In addition, the NIWC encouraged a so-called communicative circle as
they involved the British government, the Irish government, talks’
chairpersons, other members of civil society, grassroots community
organisations and much more. This was also underscored by constant
communication with the external community. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006:
281, Hinds 1999: 122/23)
In terms of background, it can be noted that many of its members had
already been working in the community or had been involved in voluntary
work before. This way they could use their contacts to establish even better
relations with the different communities. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281)
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Though being a rather small action group they were “able to minimise the
stunting effect of “group-thinking” [through their] heterogeneity and ethical
framework that guided its participation” (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281). All
of these features named above constitute an integrative coalition — one of the
most important – with gender emerging as a major factor in the peace
process. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 125)
However and despite their efforts, after about ten years of working for
peace, the Women’s Coalition was officially wound up in 2005. (Aughey
2005: 93; Northern Ireland Women's Coalition (NIWC) (1996-2006))
Nonetheless, the impact that it created remains as an alternative
environment where different identities found a place to exchange ideas.
Reflecting on the nature of its achievements it should be pointed out
honouring that they were able to reach far beyond its actual work. (Aughey
2005: 93; Northern Ireland Women's Coalition (NIWC) (1996-2006), Fearon
& Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 125/126)
2.2.3 Social Change and Sexual Identity
One of the topics where social change is more visible compared to others is
the topic of sexual identity. Here the question of change is linked to visibility,
(holding hands or exchanging kisses in public) and taking action against the
discrimination of same-sex couples.
Societies had to accommodate themselves to different sexual
orientations (gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender) and attitudes had to be
altered too. In very traditional societies such as Northern Ireland with a
particular focus on religion, this meant a whole lot of strain for lesbian and
gay people. When in the 1980s the American gay community was struck by
the calamity of AIDS, this led to a discourse on traditional values towards
sexuality and beyond. Perhaps not instantly but sure enough this also
happened to Northern Ireland when this epidemic also found its way to the
North. Though the number of deaths is not comparable to those in America
(Ulster Medical Journal 1986 a/b, see Notes for numbers in the US) it can be
concluded that the impact on traditional values towards (homo)sexuality
happened there also. (Lacey 2008: 238) AIDS changed the world, America,
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Europe and finally Northern Ireland. (Sztompka 1994: 6 (change in
environment))
Probably it was also due to the arrival of the AIDS epidemic in the
remoteness of Northern Ireland that the still divided northern Irish society
had to change its approach to (homo)sexuality as well as towards morality as
such (also see Ulster Medical Journal 1989/1991). Northern Ireland has been
continually shaped by this particular sense of remoteness. Certainly the
province appears to be not often sincerely associated with modern and

alternative lifestyles. Along with Britain, the way to law reform and later to
civil partnership (colloquial gay marriage) was a long stony path to travel, in
Northern Ireland the complex political situation made it even more difficult to
establish freedom here.
It was a significant move to change laws and attitudes (in Northern
Ireland) towards lesbians and gays and it still is, as the Republic of Ireland
experienced the YES campaign for the referendum on marriage equality for
lesbians and gays. As the bombs are gone, the people in Northern Irish
society want to live their lives with whom they choose as in any other western
European country and society. Perhaps also conservative politicians in
Northern Ireland need to adapt to this.

2.2.3.1 The NIGRA – Northern Ireland Gay Rights Association
The NIGRA (Northern Ireland Gay Rights Association) was founded in
Belfast in 1975. Soon after the NIGRA had been launched, it was to challenge
the existing law (Sexual Offences Act of 1967) with its key figure Jeff Dudgeon
(see the Black 2015 interview with Jeff Dudgeon on the situation of
homosexual males in Northern Ireland) at the European Court. The result of
this was the decriminalisation of homosexuality on the one hand and the
establishment of a group to fight for equality against discriminating attitudes.
(Lacey 2008: 248, NIGRA History 2013) From the year of its foundation on,
it can be concluded that this association was strongly influenced by the Civil
Rights Movement in the US as well as in Northern Ireland itself.
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2.2.3.2 Homosexual Law Reform in NI
Although NIGRA had been founded as outlined above, Northern Ireland
needed several more years for its “gay liberation movement” in contrast to
America where “Stonewall” (the riots of 1969 in particular) became the
synonym for standing up and taking actions against heterosexist oppression.
(also see Cronin 2004: 253) Nevertheless, the push for liberation did not leave
Northern Ireland unaffected. The campaign for law reform was — though still in
its early stage — on the way. (NIGRA History 2013) Particular terms related to
the expressions of sexual identity forced their way into society. Implicitly,
change happened and made this rather stigmatised minority visible. (Lacey
2008: 245-246)
Surely, the most important step to provide the basis for change was the
decriminalisation of homosexuality in 1982 in the Homosexual Offences
Order (for consenting adults at the age of 21, in absolute privacy). Although
law reform was finally reached in the House of Commons, a kind of moral
conservatism appears to have survived within society. (Lacey 2008: 249)
This conservatism can be illustrated very well by the question of the age of
consent for homosexual acts. In 1982, this age of consent was set to 21. It
would take until 1994 for the laws to be reviewed and for the British
government to deal with the age of consent for homosexuals in Northern
Ireland. After reviewing moral and political questions, the age of consent was
then to be lowered in Northern Ireland by the Criminal Justice and Public
Order Act 1994 from 21 to 18. (Clews 2012, NIGRA History 2013) In 2000,
the Sexual Offences Act lowered the age of consent again in Northern Ireland
from 18 to 17.
This episode on the age of consent for homosexuals shows that it
needed a very long time for Northern Ireland’s homosexual men and their
rights to be in line with the rest of the United Kingdom.

2.2.3.3 Civil Partnership, Sports and Pride
Besides the NIGRA and the law reform there are even more signs of change
concerning sexual identity. As time moves on, attitudes towards different
sexual lifestyles are liberalised slowly. Discourses about sexual identity and
different lifestyles finally started to transform traditionally fixed terms such
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as family and sexuality as such (D’Emilio 2002: 174-192). Though this is a
rather general statement, it can be argued that this revision of societal
conventions was quite fundamental. In recent years, the traditional society of
Northern Ireland has even moved closer to modernity. (cf Weeks 2007)
Nearly twenty years after the House of Commons decided to decriminalise
homosexuality in Northern Ireland; the first civil partnership – colloquially
called ‘gay wedding’ – was registered in December 2005. (see 'Gay weddings'

first for Belfast BBC 2005)
In 2008, the Belfast Telegraph published an article about the formation of
the first gay-friendly rugby team, the Belfast Titans. Therefore, it also seems
that the traditional field of sports underwent slow but probably inevitable
change. (see The Ulster Titans, Northern Ireland’s first gay-friendly rugby

team BT 2008)
Every year along with other demonstrations of homosexual emancipation
(known as Gay Pride parades) in Europe, “Belfast Pride” and “Derry Pride” are
celebrated and it appears as if some politicians — especially those of
Nationalist Sinn Féin — are actively taking part in these marches showing
their seemingly open-minded attitude. (Sinn Féin: EQUALITY, DIVERSITY,
SOLIDARITY – Fighting with PRIDE for LGBT Rights in Ireland 2014)
Commonly, new debates about gay marriage and child adoption by
same-sex couples can be observed. (D’Emilio 2002: 177) With that
development on the way terms such as ‘gay marriage’ or ‘same-sex parents’
are more often to be found in recent news(papers) articles or to be heard in
radio discussions, also in Northern Ireland. (Weeks 2007) Finally, the
referendum in 2015 in the Republic of Ireland, tipped the scales in favour of
further discourse on change in marriage legislation for lesbians and gays also
in the North.

2.3 Conclusion
The title of a non-academic book by Henry McDonald (2004) about Northern
Ireland described the changing situation with the words Colours: Ireland —

From Bombs to Boom. This is, obviously, a very straightforward title using an
effective alliteration, although it appears as rather simplifying the subject.
(Interestingly it leaves aside the term ‘Troubles’ and replaces it by the term
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bombs.) It could be assumed that this is the impact of political change in
Northern Ireland. However, it would be too simple to describe the mere
absence of bombs as a political change.
The “Troubles” have left a huge wound within the state and society of
Northern Ireland. Out of this change in politics has to be perceived as a more
complex healing process instead of covering up the scars and continue with
history. It also means for example that institutions that traditionally took a
stand for one of the two communities needed to take up their part in the
process that brought change for bettering each side. They had to deliver more
than simply alter their approach on long kept given ideas and attitudes such
as Nationalism, Unionism, Republicanism, and even Loyalism.
As Szomptka (1994:5/6) has shown that social change has different
levels on which it ‘works’. It could be argued that it is the same with political
change.
However, there are questions that remain difficult to be answered,
such as the idea of the constitutional change and with that of national
belonging as reflected by the lines used in Thomas Osborne Davis song called

A Nation Once Again “[...] And Ireland, long a province, be A Nation once
again! [...]” (CELT - A Nation Once Again (text)). Though the text was
originally written in the mid-1840s by Thomas O. Davis, many republican
bands covered it later on relating to that issue. However, it seems as if a
possible referendum to decide about the future of Northern Ireland as part of
the UK or part of the Republic of Ireland appears rather as a difficult
diplomatic matter, with a real opportunity for a reunification with the
Republic put on the shelf. The situation, nonetheless, can be observed that
Northern Ireland remains a society and a community in transition.
Coakley (2002) describes this more precisely through the concept of a
political change that was accompanied by an “ideological shift, or at least
policy repositioning" (2002: 132). As The journey is still not finished, the
hope for further lasting peace nevertheless keeps political change working.
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Notes
2.2.3 Social Change and Sexual Identity

Table 2.1 Number and percentage of persons with AIDS
by selected characteristics and period of report – United States , 1981-2000

Centre for Disease Control: HIV and AIDS -the United States, 1981-2000 (2001)
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5021a2.htm#tab1 (05.01.16)
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3. Language Change as Reflection of Trends in Social Change
After this study has started with mapping out socio-political tendencies of
change in Northern Irish society and how this society was transformed, the
focus should now be put on the concept of language change. For a better
understanding, a rough sketch of some of the main strains of change in
language will be provided. In a second step, the theoretical background to the
internal and external factors that lead to lexical and semantic change will be
portrayed. This will further point to the adoption of the theory of the
situation of language usage in Northern Ireland because it allows the study to
interpret and evaluate the results of the analysis part in a more eloquent
manner.
This chapter will also serve to close the gap to the change in society, as
language change and alteration in society seem to be entwined in a particular
way (McMahon 1994: 175). However, the methodological frame of this thesis
with a relatively narrow time-span of about twenty years will not allow a
purely diachronic approach, which would mean tracking huge steps within
language change. The possible outcome will – expectantly –allow some light
to be shed on certain aspects of changes in usage observable in this seemingly
transformed society.
Traditionally language change would necessarily include a whole range
of different approaches and matters that cannot and do not need to be
considered exceedingly in the analysis frame of this thesis. From the array of
phenomena of language change being identified in all the areas of linguistics:

phonetics, phonology, semantics, lexicology, morphology and syntax
(McMahon 1994, Murray 1997, Labov 1994, 2001) only the concept of
semantic and lexical change will be concentrated on intensively in this study.
In the analysis part of the study, the evaluation of the results will be
assessed exclusively in this field, stressing most prominently social factors
and variables as a probable source of (gradual) changes in usage for the
follow-up discussion at the end.
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3.1 Defining Language Change
3.1.1 Internal and External Concepts of Language Change
A general but important feature of the nature of language change needs to be
pointed out here, namely that all the languages undergo change. (Jones &
Singh 2005: 4) As such change remains an inevitable feature of language as
well as the language system and this is even more guaranteed, as it is passed
on from one generation to the other. (Murray 1997: 315)
Although it does not appear at first glance, there is a system behind the
alterations and with that, language change can even be described as in some
ways regular and systematic. (Labov 1994, 2001; Mc Mahon 1994) There are
different general approaches to the question of how this process works. (Milroy
2003: 143-145) There is, for example, the concept of the invisible hand, the

family tree concept and the wave concept to describe the change of language.
(see Grzega & Schöner 2007: 23 on concepts; Lyons 1981: 207-213) In the
following, some internal, as well as external characteristics of change in
language, will be roughly explored.

3.1.1.1 Analogy and Reanalysis
In addition to the two causes of language change already named above others
can be found too such as “analogy and reanalysis” (Traugott & Dasher (2005:
27) which are understood as cognitive factors that also play a role in the
change in all components of grammar. The two sources “analogy” and
“reanalysis” can be portrayed the following. (Shukla & Connor-Linton 2014:
306)
“Analogy” can be seen as reflecting the speakers’ sense of preference in
favour of a regular pattern over an irregular pattern within the linguistic
system. (Baugh & Cable 2002: 3) Narrowing down exceptions to the rule,
therefore, includes extension and generalisation of regularity. In contrast,
“reanalysis” or folk etymology is more common in change on the
morphological level. It involves the attempt to attribute compound/root +
affix structure to a word that formally was not be broken down into
components/morphemes. An example to underscore this measure is the word

hamburger. (Shukla & Connor-Linton 2014: 307)
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On the other hand, it can be found that among the concept of “analogy” the
phonological and semantic character can serve as a basis. Hock and Joseph
(2009: 151) point out in particular that the term analogy experienced change
itself.
3.1.2 Semantic and Lexical Change: Shift in Meaning and New Words
After having sketched some of the more general (internal and external)
aspects of language change that are more important for understanding rather
than necessary for the evaluation of the results of this study, the following
part should now focus on two specific fields within the theory of linguistic
change. The measures that are of particular interest in the following are
semantic and lexical change. The advantage of using these concepts is that
they reflect developments and by that illustrate alterations also related to a
shorter time span. Therefore, semantic as well as lexical change and its
concepts will be working as an important instrument in the frame of this
analysis of changes in language usage. Change at this level largely involves
the modification to the lexicon. Apart from other forms of change, lexical
change even involves entire words, not only particular segments. (Hock and
Joseph 2009: 279-303) They also seem to appear more constantly among
native speakers than any other kind of change. (McMahon 1994: 174)

3.1.2.1 Types of Semantic Change
Word meaning changes, in the same way that words change. This change
appears to take place continually in all languages. McMahon (1994: 176-177)
describes the conditions for semantic change in the frame of three aspects
that allow change. Firstly, she states that words are polysemic, that means
they cover a whole range of meaning. Secondly, language is transmitted
discontinuously and thirdly semantic change is sanctioned by de Saussure’s
doctrine of the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign. Arbitrariness then allows
change to occur more freely. (McMahon 1994: 176-177)
However, Murray (1997: 344) points out that it is not the case that
words — that are in fact unrelated – merely jump from one meaning to the
other. Semantic change therefore has to be viewed to some extent as being
involved in a step-by-step process.
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In order to illustrate the complexity of this concept, McMahon (1994: 178184) defines the following classification of semantic change: extension &
restriction, pejoration & amelioration, and the influence of contiguity &
similarity of meaning.
The approach by Traugott & Dasher (2005: 27) in contrast firstly
differentiates between two major forces in semantic change namely
reanalysis and analogy, then they also name borrowing of lexical items
without further reference and finally discuss the mechanisms of metaphor
and metonymy within this concept.
However, Murray (1997: 344-46), on his side, seeks to differentiate
typical features of semantic change by semantic broadening, semantic
narrowing, amelioration, pejoration, weakening of meaning and semantic
shift.
(1) In this systematic process of semantic change, semantic broadening
generates meaning more general or rather more inclusive compared to the
historical earlier form. In contrast to this, semantic narrowing has to be seen.
Here the meaning of a word becomes less inclusive than its past earlier form.
(Hock & Joseph 2009: 212, Shukla & Connor-Linton 2014: 295-296; Semantic
Change (2017)) McMahon (1994: 178-179) – in contrast to Murray (1997) and
Shukla & Connor-Linton (2014) – considers extension and restriction within the
concept of semantic change. She defines restriction by specialisation that
involves an increase in information, and moreover defines extension as a
kind of generalisation, increasing the number of contexts.
(2) Amelioration another type of semantic change puts the focus on a
word becoming more favourable and positive, while pejoration tends to mark
a word as rather negative or unfavourable for usage. (Shukla & ConnorLinton 2014: 296; Hock & Joseph 2009: 230 (see examples); Semantic
Change (2017)) On amelioration and pejoration McMahon (1994: 179)
stresses that the attitude of the speaker plays an important role here. She also
puts emphasis on the value assigned to the word. In the case of pejoration
McMahon (1994: 179) describes the process by a downward tendency and
names euphemism (avoiding of taboo words) as a rather specific momentum
within pejoration. On that matter, Hock and Joseph (2009: 233) also stress
that “[...] tabooed words undergo deformation [and that] others are replaced
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by euphemism.” With this statement, they underline the perhaps at times
sporadic aspect of change.
(3) Despite those forms already named, there is also the concept of
weakening meaning that occurs quite frequently. Speakers tend to exaggerate
words in usage and also weaken meaning by that. (Koch 2016: 53; Semantic
Change (2017))
(4) In the concept of semantic change, another feature comes up,
known as a semantic shift that happens when a word loses some aspects of its
former meaning. The word takes on a partially new – though still related –
meaning. These series of shifts take place over longer periods of time and as a
result, constitute a meaning that is completely unrelated to the original sense
of the word. (Koch 2016: 21-66 Murray 1997: 345-6)
(5) Within this alteration of meaning, a very striking type of semantic
change is triggered by metaphor. Metaphorical change involves a word with a
concrete meaning taking a more abstract sense. (McMahon 1994: 182) In
most cases, the original meaning of the word is not lost. Through this notion
the meaning of many English words has been extended by metaphor. (Hock
& Joseph 2009: 212/213, Murray 1997: 346)
Aitchison (2003: 42-46) gives the following overview of types of
metaphors: conduit, tree, wave & ripples, game, chain, plants, buildings, the
dominator model and others, as these are the most prominent ones.

3.1.2.2 Internal and External Causes of Semantic Change
McMahon (1994: 179-182) sketches more or less four causes of semantic
change: linguistic, historical, social, and psychological. These categories have
already been introduced earlier on. The first three were coined by Meillet at
the turn of the 20th century and the fourth category was added later on by
another academic (Ullmann) in 1962.
The linguistic causes for semantic change are to be found within the
language. They are internal (McMahon 1994: 180, Labov 2001) while
historical causes are rather to be found in connection with change in the
material culture. Social causes (external) contribute to the usage of words by
social groups. There are two different aspects of this concept. Firstly, a word
gains new meaning as it is used by a particular social group. Secondly, the
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opposite can be observed by bringing a word into common usage with
extended meaning previously only being used among the people of a
particular group. (McMahon 1994: 181; Koch 2016: 21-66; also see Semantic
Change (2017))
Psychological factors for semantic change are to be found largely
revolving around taboo words and euphemisms. Examples of these are
religious concepts, dangerous animals and acts or objects that are connected
with unpleasant or distasteful thoughts. They are turned into a taboo. As the
names cannot be used, different expressions come into usage instead, and
euphemisms step in which lead to semantic change. (McMahon 1994: 181)
Comparing different causes of semantic change (external and internal)
McMahon (1994: 180) concludes that change (at times) is very difficult to
track. In the different categories (see above), she finds even contradictory
features that cause difficulties with classification. (McMahon 1994: 180)
Hock & Joseph (2009: 218-228) also provide a list of factors
responsible for semantic change. According to them the following can be
found: metaphor, taboo, onomatopoeia, avoidance of excessive homonymy,
avoidance of synonymy, semantic differentiation, reinterpretation, and other
linguistic changes. In some cases, overlapping in discussion of terminology
can be observed between Hock & Joseph (2009) and McMahon (1994).
Perhaps for analysis, the focus on the different factors remains to be
determined.
Aitchison (2013: 202), in her account, points out in her summary on
causes of language change that a language can only be changed if it is
prepared to change which is an exceedingly important paradigm. There are –
and this stresses, even more, McMahon’s argument – different levels that
need to be included in the question of what triggers change in particular.

3.1.2.3 Types of Lexical Change
Lexical changes, even more, reflect cultural and technological (external)
alterations that introduce new objects and notions. These will then eliminate
outmoded ones and with that, new concepts are installed. A measure that
underpins this process is an addition. (Murray 1997: 340) Lexical gaps can
develop out of technical advance and then need to be filled by adding new
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words to the lexicon, this can be done in two different ways: by word
formation or by borrowing (already the main concept of language change).
(Jones & Singh 2005: 30)
Hock & Joseph (2009: 228/229) emphasise that borrowing (already
pointed out as related to lexical change) can also bring about semantic
change; thereby this can be seen as an example of interaction and mutual
influence of semantic and lexical change as such.
Word formation marks another process of change that can be
identified within the field of lexical change. It includes compound derivation,
conversion, blending, backformation, clipping, and acronyms. Compounding
and derivation, in particular, have constantly been available to create new
words not only within the English lexicon. (Murray 1997: 340; Lipka 2002:
108-110)

3.1.2.4 Internal and External Causes of Lexical Change
After having briefly mapped out the internal and external types of lexical
change, a brief look at the causes will now follow. As already mentioned
above addition to some extent seems to reflect wider alterations in society. In
many cases, the concept of addition is the result of, for example, technical
innovations (or even contact with other cultures). (Murray 1997: 340,
Burridge & Bergs 2017)
Developments in society (external cause) can generate word
formation, because there is not yet an appropriate term available for the
changed content. Perhaps new trends or brands can also create new words by
derivation or compounding. (Lipka 2002: 108-110; on mechanism of wordformation, Burridge & Bergs 2017)
With regard to borrowing, the cultural relationship between languages
needs to be looked at. There are three types of influence of one language on
the other: “substratum, adstratum [and] superstratum” (Murray 1997: 341).
“Substratum” describes the effect of a politically or culturally non-dominant
language on a dominant language. “Adstratum” thereby stands for the
influence of two languages that are in contact, with neither of them being
culturally or politically dominant. Finally, “superstratum” is a type that can
be explained as the effect of a politically or culturally dominant language on
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another language or other languages. (Shukla & Connor-Linton 2014: 304305; Murray 1997: 341-343)
3.1.3 Lexical and Semantic Change in Society
After the different measures (internal and external) of lexical and semantic
change have been outlined above, now the question remains of how language
change spreads. There are roughly two different approaches to this topic: on
the one hand lexical diffusion and on the other hand spread through the
population. (Murray 1997: 346-48, for leader of linguistic change, also see
Labov 2001: 29 pp, Phillips 2006: 96-180)
Lexical diffusion works in the way that there are at first only some
words showing signs of linguistic change. Then gradually change spreads
through the vocabulary of the language. (Milroy 2003: 150; Murray 1997:
346; Phillips 2006: 96-180; Baker and Hengeveld 2012: 397-398; Bell 2014:
209, 232). It needs to be noted that not every linguistic change involves
gradual diffusion (Murray 1997: 48).
In addition to lexical diffusion, there is also the measure of spread
through the population. This concept involves that for language change
particular innovations must be accepted by a sizeable section of a linguistic
community. (Murray 1997: 348; Labov 2001)
Then change begins with a rather small number of words, with a
change of speech being adapted by only a small number of people. Social
pressure also plays an important role in means of acceptance of a linguistic
innovation. Only if the community takes up the innovation into usage, can
change take place. (Murray 1997: 349)
Thereby, speakers are in the position to decide whether they use a
particular expression, or to avoid it. Supposing that they ascribe prestige to a
lexical item, they will make it a socially conventional expression. (In the other
case, this group will rather not use the word. Then social pressure can play a
role in limiting the spread of an innovation.) (Murray 1997: 349)
Once a change has taken hold in the speech of a high prestige group,
this will also have an effect on other speakers, finally affecting the entire
linguistic community. (Murray 1997: 349)
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According to Labov (2001), the question of language change needs to be
followed in a different way. Seemingly Labov (2001: 29) attributes more
emphasis, if not the complete focus, on those who bring forward change
instead of attempting to explain on why language changes come about. This
alteration in focus is strikingly important in particular in the frame of this
thesis.
3.1.4 Conceptual Metaphor, Mapping and Framing
Depending

on

the

academic

approach

(linguistic,

sociological,

or

neurological) towards the theory of conceptual metaphor, mapping and
framing — three models of structuring knowledge beyond mere linguistic
forms — it is possible to find divergent as well as convergent definitions.
However, following the theoretical approach of Lakoff there is,
perhaps, not much difference, but rather a complex interaction of the
different definitions. In the following, this part of the thesis provides a short
overview on the three models named above under the points 1 to 3.
(1) Conceptual Metaphor. As already established earlier on, one of the
features of semantic change can be seen in metaphor. The term metaphor as
such refers to an outdated category. In the 1980s, Lakoff and Jonson created
a new paradigm for this category which was, in the following, more
specifically referred to as conceptual metaphor. In contrast to the traditional
metaphor (seen as merely linguistic expression), conceptual metaphors have
to be seen as conceptual structures that conceptualise the world even more.
(Leezenberg 2001: 135-136) For better understanding the example
ARGUMENT IS WAR taken from Lakoff & Johnson (1980/2003: 4) should
be given for illustration.
[...] ARGUMENT IS WAR
Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weak point in my argument.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I've never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shoot!
If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out.
He shot down all of my arguments. [...]

For the analysis following in Part II of this thesis, this definition and
approach of conceptual metaphors will be referred to when being employed.
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(2) Mapping. As it is displayed in Figure 3.1, there happens to be a connection
between what Lakoff (1993) labels source domain and target domain.

Figure 3.1 TARGET-DOMAIN IS/AS SOURCE-DOMAIN correspondence

JOURNEY

LOVE
[...] When I speak of the LOVE IS A JOURNEY metaphor, I am
using a mnemonic for a set of ontological correspondences that
characterize a map ping [sic!], namely: THE LOVE-AS-JOURNEY
MAPPING -The lovers correspond to travelers. -The love
relationship corresponds to the vehicle. -The lovers' common goals
correspond to their common destinations on the journey. Difficulties in the relationship correspond to impediments to
travel. It is a common mistake to confuse the name of the mapping,
LOVE IS A JOURNEY, for the mapping itself. The mapping is the
set of correspondences. Thus, whenever I refer to a metaphor by a
mnemonic like LOVE IS A JOURNEY, I will be referring to such a
set of correspondences. If mappings are confused with names of
mappings, another misunderstanding can arise. [...] (Lakoff 1992)

Taking the figure and the quote into account mapping needs to be understood
as a set of larger entities that are correlated. It is, by far, not the single
expression but the link that is created between source domain and target
domain.
(3) Framing. In addition to conceptual metaphor and mapping, the
model of framing will now shortly be presented. Framing allows the reader or
the recipient to structure knowledge reflected in linguistic entities. This
measure is needed to understand the environment surrounding them. In
media texts, framing is used to provide the reader with content and allows
them to follow. Along with this concept stereotyped descriptions can be
found. Regarding evaluations on framing Konerding (1993), Lakoff and
Scheufele established what could be referred to as some kind of standard
definitions.
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Konerding employs the rather straightforward example of the bathroom to
illustrate and explain the main features of the concept of frame. A bathroom
apparently consists of different devices that usually only will be found there.
No one would suggest that this room has a letterbox, a hydrant, or even a
coffee machine. (Konerding 1993: 7) Traugott & Dasher (2005: 78-79) also
formulated comparable examples.
The Figure 3.2 below illustrates a theoretical approach towards
framing by using the example of the partial frame for CAR by Barsalou —
another academic who carried out research on frame.

Figure 3.2 A partial frame for CAR (Barsalou 1992: 30)

However, frame as a category (or rather theory) structures information also
in other areas of society. Politics is one of them. In the following principles,
Lakoff (2006) gives some more insight into the theory of framing in
particular in relation to politics. The quote taken from his essay shows the
fundamental model, though the examples he employs are merely from
everyday life.
“[...] Moral 1. Every word evokes a frame.
A frame is a conceptual structure used in thinking. The word
elephant evokes a frame with an image of an elephant and certain
knowledge: an elephant is a large animal (a mammal) with large
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floppy ears, a trunk that functions like both a nose and a hand,
large stump-like legs, and so on.
Moral 2: Words defined within a frame evoke the frame.
The word trunk, as in the sentence “Sam picked up the peanut with
his trunk,” evokes the Elephant frame and suggests that “Sam” is
the name of an elephant.
Moral 3: Negating a frame evokes the frame.
Moral 4: Evoking a frame reinforces that frame.
Every frame is realized in the brain by neural circuitry. Every time
a neural circuit is activated, it is strengthened. [...]” (Lakoff 2006)

As could be seen above, this concept can seemingly be adapted to other areas
such as politics or social circumstances. Frames are used or rather represent
underlying information in media texts. They are referred to within
sociolinguistic approaches (as it is the case in this study, in the “what-kindof-language-usage-do-we-expect-in-Northern Ireland” paradigm and, even
more, they can be found along with the other two models (conceptual
metaphor and mapping) in the description of various kinds of stereotypes.

3.2 Language Change in the Frame of Northern Ireland
Under the points, 3.1 to 3.1.3. a general theoretical background on language
change was given. This should serve as an explanatory definition of language
change that will now be modified by means of its adoption to the situation in
Northern Ireland.
3.2.1 Adapting Semantic and Lexical Change to NI
The concept of language change described above is rather a broad one. As
already pointed out and in contrast to other traditional approaches towards
language change the time span covered by this study is rather narrow. Huge
steps cannot be traced, like for example, a large measure of new words. A
shift in meaning in particular lexemes connected to politics, society, gender,
and sexual identity that come up in press texts is what could perhaps be
found. (see Methodology of study (4.2 in particular))
Nevertheless, there are situations in usage that appear at least in some
rougher sense as if change has been taken place. Especially with the security
forces and its name change, as well as with the state institutions, this
eventually could be traced. The question that comes up now is how the thesis
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can formulate language change or rather shift in usage within the traditional
approach of linguistic change while on the other hand the results of the
analysis parts tend to be of marginal manner.
3.2.2 Types of Semantic Change NI
In the particular language usage in Northern Ireland and on the background
of social change in a society in transition, semantic change or rather shift in
usage seems to be a commonly expected feature. The following areas of
research that form the main part of the analysis provide many examples and
concepts that essentially appear to have shifted in usage.
As will be seen later in this chapter and also in the analysis part of this
study, the suggested narrowing of meaning of particular words (see 5.2;
5.2.1.1; 5.2.2.1; 6.3.1; 7.3.1; 7.3.2;) as well as some cases of assumed
broadening of meaning (see 6.3.2;) appears to have become some kind of
constant feature of language usage and change. Along with the use of
conceptual metaphor (see 5.2; 5.2.1.1; 5.2.2.1; 5.2.2.2; 7.3.2; 7.3.4; 9.3.1),
amelioration (9.3.2) and pejoration, (as in 7.3.1 or 9.3.1; 9.2.3) of not only
political lexical items, appear to be very common. Euphemism (5.2.1.1) as a
type of semantic change seems also to be found as well as examples of word
formation here in particular with the use of acronyms (7.3.4).
In relation to the attributed improvements described in Chapter 2,
language change or language shift does not necessarily imply a positive effect.
It needs to be understood that the underlying concepts related to the lexical
items still tend to be repeatedly connotated in their meaning. Using one
instead of the other term is not exclusively a linguistic choice. Evaluating
language change and shifts in usage and meaning is, therefore, to be carried
out very carefully and with a strong awareness of the complex political
circumstances and developments.

3.2.2.1 War and Peace in Northern Ireland
With the Good Friday Agreement in the first place and later on with the St.
Andrews Agreement peace was settled in Northern Ireland (for details refer
to Chapter 2 as well as chapter 5). Semantic change here involves the two
main concepts namely war and peace as well as the lexical items that are
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connected to them. (Hawes-Bilger 2007) In usage the concept as well as the
lexical item war is apparently narrowed in its meaning in earlier usage as it
seemed to refer to the “home-focused” perspective on the paramilitary
struggle and violence carried out by opposing (political, social, societal (and
religious)) groups. Peace – as a concept and lexical item – is narrowed in its
meaning too as it refers to the peace process and the absence of paramilitary
violence within the frame created by of the Good Friday Agreement. Peace,
even more, appears to be used as a conceptual metaphor for the peace
process bringing about change from a society shaped by a culture of terror
towards a pacified society of mutual understanding.
A very interesting example of using specific terminology within the
concept of war (and peace) in Northern Ireland is the use of the related word

incident. The word incident as such tends to be used in a narrowed meaning
in Northern Ireland and within this frame seems to refer to a whole range of
disruptions (certain actions predominantly violent that can be seen as
potential attempts to breach the socio-political peace) of routine. (McKittrick
& McVea 2001: 110, 257 on incident centres; Dixon 2008: 161 on incident
centres; Hennessey 1997: 255) In the particular example of Northern Ireland,
this lexeme appears to relate almost exclusively to the actions named above
followed by security alerts.
In chapter 5 of the analysis part more examples are given of the use of
both the lexical items war and peace as well as the on the use of the keywords
chosen (see table in Notes for keywords) for corpus analysis. In this collection
of words, narrowing and metaphor will play a major role.

3.2.2.2 Terminology on Paramilitaries and Dissidents
Another trace of semantic change or rather shift in usage could expected to be
found in relation to the description of paramilitary action. During the
‘Troubles’ (and even afterwards) the terminology for paramilitary action
seems to have been summed up in the usage of the term terrorist. Related to
this, the phrase consisting of the adjectives republican and loyalist and the
noun paramilitary were used. With the many splits within the traditional
republican paramilitary organisations, the terminology appears to have
changed to dissident to presumably describe – in the scheme of Northern
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Ireland – a new kind of a violent stance towards the state in peace and under
permanent British influence. It might be suggested that Dissident(s) then
also represent a ‘new’ to some extent notorious scheme of (civil)
disobedience.
In the particular frame of the Northern Irish language usage, especially the
collocation republican paramilitary in contrast to the rather pejorative lexical
item dissident metaphorically relates to, even more symbolises, a believed
underlying historical link to the Easter Rising of 1916 and the foundation of
the southern Irish state with a misty-eyed view of the past. Furthermore, this
differing reference also applies to the struggle against Anglo-Irish Treaty or
rather for the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 only some years later (see McMahon
2004a: 508 on Republicanism) and the many issues of territory – and the
simple but fundamental question “what” belongs to “whom” (Hawes-Bilger
2007: 60-108, also see McCafferty 2001) – that came with it. (Currie 2011:
167/168)
The present usage of the lexical item ‘dissidents’ also seems to remain
with a pejorative meaning reflecting the expression of some kind of
communal detest, (in particular as a thorn in the side of the Unionists as well
as the Republican movement in Northern Ireland). Dissidents have to be
taken seriously because of the violent potential they could possibly cause or
rather have already caused as news reports indicate. The words that relate to
recent dissident action are often pejorative in meaning as well as separated
from what could be called the traditional IRA (the Provos?), or traditional
Republicanism (and traditional Loyalism). (Currie 2011: 167/168; Hanley
2010: 209; Horgan 2013: 178)

3.2.2.3 Republicanism vs. ‘New’ Republicanism
The Republican movement underwent notable changes as already outlined in
chapter 2 (as well as in a more detailed manner in chapter 7) providing the
historical background to the changes.
Along with the changes in attitude and action — namely exchanging
the gun with the ballot box — many words are assumed to become used
differently and perhaps shifted in their meaning too. It can be observed that
leading republican figures to some extent started to use different language –
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along with the peace process. It seems to have changed their linguistic
approach as it led to certain omitting or re-phrasing. Metaphorical
expressions such as shared future are apparently part of this as well as the
indicated derogative use of lexical items such as dissidents. In-group rethinking probably gave way to more political involvement in the struggle in
contrast with earlier campaigns that nearly exclusively used bullets and
bombs. (Bean 2007a/ 2007b; Hawes-Bilger 2007: 282-289)
The new Republican movement could almost be compared to the phoenix – a
mythological creature – that has been reborn from the ashes. It appears to
open up, trying to find new meaning in the new meaning of a new order. The
question, however, remains if the new Republican movement will be able to
keep up with the pace of change and the language usage it has assumingly
created around this New Republicanism. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 288)
Probably there is an issue in the attribution of the adjective new to the
lexical item republicanism. At some point it possibly creates the image of
rebranding. However, when Bean (2007a/2007b) coined this term he also
referred to the structure of the former Republican movement that
considering the people involved (namely prominent IRA figures) remained
therefore partly as it was, together with its presumed common republican
cause. If so, the remarkable shift has to be seen in the suggested change of
perspective, especially in language usage as it could be observed more often
in interviews and statements by supposed leading republicans such as Gerry
Adams and Martin McGuinness.

3.2.2.4 Community – Neighbourhood: Divided or/and United
Semantic change or semantic shift is also assumed to be found along with the
concept of community and neighbourhood. The term community appears to
be used with a rather narrow and slightly pejorative meaning in relation to
either of the groups in society. The terminology, therefore, possibly refers to
either of the sides – Protestant or Catholic, as it might be suggested that there
are or rather were clear boundaries of how community “works”. Protestant or

catholic “neighbourhoods” – a term that used to go hand in hand with
community – appears to be drawing these boundaries clearly. They could not
be ignored and were or rather are made visible for example in the streets by
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painted kerbstones or either of the national flags flying on buildings. Out of
this Hawes-Bilger (2007: 111) comes to the conclusion that the term

community cannot be used unbiasedly carrying the ascribed meaning.
The term community that certainly refers to the whole of the people of
Northern Ireland has to be seen as a phenomenon of the later development of
today. An example to illustrate this can be seen in the discussion still
surrounding murals (and their language usage) from both sides. In the
particular case, the Belfast Telegraph quoted a spokesperson from the
Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) pointing out that " [...] [i]n a
post conflict society, issues, such as these, present a challenge for the whole
of society.” (Black (BT) 22/09/2016)
With politics that are considered to be focussing on the involvement of
‘all of the people of Northern Ireland’ this concept forms now a different
basis. Strikingly not only Sinn Féin, as a motivating force of New
Republicanism, stresses the use of this terminology repeatedly (also see Bean
2007a/b). Even more, as politics and matters are seen as needed to be
discussed across or rather beyond community boundaries. In addition to this,
the idea of a ‘shared’ future is likely to be found attached to this. The future
could only desire a united Northern Irish community, denoting a society that
to some extent has risen above the past hatred, and possibly even the
dreadful past experience, and through that is able to probably attribute
positive meaning also to this particular lexical item. (compare Hawes-Bilger
207: 288, 111, on the past usage of community)
With the dissident threat tending to negatively influence to the current
situation of a peaceful society in transition, the term community (as already
shown quite problematic for many reasons) is growing more inclusive even
ameliorative for those in general who are willing to follow the road to peace
paved by the Good Friday Agreement and the St. Andrews Agreement.
(Hawes-Bilger 2007: 257-281 on the implementation of the GFA with a
linguistic perspective)
Moreover, on the other hand, the term appears to exclude those
elements in society that want to do the people in Northern Ireland harm by
presumably dividing them. The dissidents are thought to not belong to the
new “community”. Out of this, both “communities” (meaning all the people in
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Northern Ireland) possibly need to be secured from them. Politically
Northern Ireland should be safe for all the people who live there (also see
3.2.3.1). This makes the dissident threat from both sides appear (republican
and loyalist) to develop into an even bigger issue outside the boundaries of
communities or rather neighbourhoods and perhaps even beyond the
Protestant and Catholic denomination. This seemingly creates unity within
the society against those opting out, which can be seen as an supposedly
positive development. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 111, pointing out the difficult
background to the term community)
Examples similar to this are seemingly of a progressive nature, but it
would certainly be too simple to suggest that two decades of social change
could almost instantly wash away the past hatred. Social change, however, is
likely to have prepared the way (see chapter 2). Language change or rather
shift in usage could now be traced in certain circumstances too, even if it is at
times only marginal in application.

3.2.2.5 Participation
Participation, as a term, is believed to have not only been narrowed by the
means of campaigns on gender equality but also by the attempt to bring the
contesting groups to one table in the frame of negotiations. In phrases such
as participate in roundtable talks, participation in governmental decisions
and participation in peace talks this notion can be found (- however, it could
be argued that this is perhaps hardly an exclusively Northern Irish
phenomenon). The coalition of parties such as DUP and Sinn Féin appears
also a result of this approach to participation and it, even more, implicitly
denotes the political motivation to overcome sentiments of the past.
To express participation could be seen a core feature of Northern Irish
politics in the period since the ‘Troubles’. It is, even more, presumed to
become a conceptual metaphor as it tends to represent a democratic
perspective and related democratic value. This concept of participation also
often creates a strong link to equality. The term itself is estimated to
postulate the idea that the people of Northern Ireland create and support
their future by taking part in the political process and its decisions. (Wilson
2010: 196 structure and change)
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In contrast to earlier times, this also seems to connect people with the
governmental institutions. In this presumed frame Participation served and
still serves as a measure to keep the peace stable and to allow progress across
the community boundaries. (Wilson 2010: 197) Denying one’s participation,
for example, with politician stepping down from governmental posts
(example of Peter Robinson (DUP) in September 2015) can evoke reactions
similar to “shaking up the assembly” or “shaking up the peace process”.
Especially in the case of Sinn Fein and nationalist politicians, the linguistic
(as well as the social) concept of participation might become even more
essential.

3.2.2.6 Gender
In the recent decades, gender as a variable appears to have developed into a
more important measure in Northern Ireland’s society and therefore tends to
influence change or rather shift in language usage associated with this
concept. The lexical item gender seems to functions also as a conceptual
metaphor for quite a range of phenomena – such as sex roles, concepts of
family, women’s’ rights and sexual identity – related to society and from this
is assumed to carry a substantial amount of social and even more political
meaning. (Ashe 2009a: 309; Ashe 2015, Ashe 2007, Cameron 2006: 2-3)
An interesting point with regard to language change or rather shifts in
language to be taken into account here is the suggested broadening of the
lexical item gender as it not only implies to relate to the behaviour and
cultural attitude of men and women towards each other, but also tends to
make their relation towards society visible. (also see Coates 2007) Beyond
this, however, it could be observed to have also been used in a primarily
narrowed meaning to describe and personify the political as well as social
actions in the province. (Ashe 2009a: 309)
The observation that the armed struggle in Northern Ireland is largely
to be imagined as dominated by men seems to become visible also through
the military terminology applied — predominantly established during the
‘Troubles’ (see Hawes-Bilger 2007 on radicalisation of language). This leads
to the assumption that the gender of (intercommunal) armed struggle could
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largely be described as male. (Ashe 2006: 149) Supposedly this also had an
influence on the language being used after the end of the ‘Troubles’.
In contrast to that, it could be assumed that the negotiations and
talks, the searching for new ground and trying to bridge differences were
rather attributed to women of both communities (for example the Women’s
Coalition or the Northern Ireland’s Women’s Rights Association). This
certainly leads to the conclusion that the peace process as such and its
language usage, perhaps to a larger extent, represent the female gender. (see
Ashe 2008, Galligan 1998, Coulter 1999)
This entire concept seems to open up the gender terminology and
because of this presumed shift in language women were probably made more
visible. Not only did women take to the political stage as they left their
traditional role as the homemakers and housewives and the keeper of the
faith, additionally women often became more involved in their communities
and certainly they brought their language usage into the political procedure.
(Matthews 2012: 635-637 on NI political culture)
Important documents that paved the way to peace also clearly pointed to
the importance of broader gender involvement. Along with this, involvement is
also to be found in other terminology such as religion, disability and sexual

orientation. (also see Good Friday Agreement (1998) and St. Andrew’s
Agreement (2006)) With gender, being seemingly broadened as a lexical item
and in its terminology, the role of women and that of men was likely to be
further questioned. In addition to this traditional language usage to some extent
became questioned too. (Baker 2010: 68-69)
The result is the notion of a stronger implication of awareness with
language issues on the political level and a presumably growing tendency to
address gender linguistically in addition to religion, sexual identity and
corresponding subjects in the main political documents. (also see Ashe 2009a:
298-314; see Good Friday Agreement (1998): section 6 and St. Andrew’s
Agreement (2006): section 8)
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3.2.2.7 Negotiations – Far more than Talking
Along with the shifts in language and gender the terminology of communication
on the political level - in particular between the two communities - was brought
into bigger focus. “We [the NIHE] will continue to discuss and engage with
others and with local communities to find a resolution to such issues [refers to
murals on both sides, using paramilitary reference].” (Black (BT) 22/9/2016) In
this sense, communication implies reference to negotiations, round table talks
and talks in general. The aim to bring forward peace for the people in this
connection has to be seen as initiated for example by the leading women’s
organisations and groups. (also see Hawes-Bilger 2007: 237;Hinds 1999: 115118)
The concept of gender and the presumably attached refocusing of
communication are to some extent entwined here. In usage, negotiation has a
relatively essential meaning also in confronting opinion from the different sides
– protestant and catholic. In connection with gender (meaning the involvement
of women in the political peace process), a rather positive and apparently
ameliorative meaning is believed to be attributed to the lexical item negotiation.
(Hinds 1999: 118)

3.2.2.8 Assembly – Two Perspectives
With the dawn of the peace, the assembly supposedly became increasingly
important as a sign of this process. Assembly can be seen as a conceptual
metaphor for the political way and the political solution as well as regaining the

right for self-government. (McMahon 2004b: 26; see Good Friday Agreement
(1998) and O’Leary 2002: 293-365) Assembly appears to become furthermore
narrowed in meaning suggested to be carrying the implication of a governmental
body within society established by shared office with leading figures from both
socio-religious groups (see Good Friday Agreement (1998)). However, especially
during the ‘Troubles’ the concept of the term assembly and the lexical items
attached to it also seemed to reflect political influence.
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Figure 3.3 Screenshot of lexical item assembly in BT texts (2000-2009)

For the extreme groups assembly was perhaps standing synonymously for
believed the involvement from mainland Britain in the form of a ‘Unionist rule’
on the one hand and the assumed political influence up to involvement from the
Republic on the other (also see Dixon 2008 and Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.4 Screenshot of lexical item assembly in BT texts (1995-1999)
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At present, the presumed fragility of the concept assembly is repeatedly
stressed and laid claim upon, when the peace is threatened and the assembly
is seen in danger of being disrupted. This can be observed in phrases such as
“shaking up the assembly”, “disputing the peace”, “disrupt the assembly” and
“threat to collapse assembly” (see Slugger O’Tool and BBC 2016, BT). The
meaning in this way is suggested to be narrowed focussing on all the specific
Northern Irish concepts outlined before and described above, such as shared
future, cross-community work, integration and in particular the stability of
the political situation. (McMahon 2004b: 36-37 on democracy)
Additionally, the term assembly is apparently carrying a huge bulk of
hope metaphorically as well as aspirations, and against-all-odds attitudes. As
already pointed out the terminology connected to the assembly tends to boil
the matter of a shift in meaning and usage down to the essence. (see O’Leary
2002: 293-365)

3.2.3 Types of Lexical Change NI
Finding semantic change or at least shift tended to be rather less problematic
than discovering moments of lexical change in Northern Ireland. One of the
most striking examples remains the re-naming of the state forces namely the
police. In 3.2.1.3, this example will be discussed in more detail.
Another case also to be described in more detail revolves around the
issue of applying different words when talking about paramilitaries (‘heroes’
that supposedly became ‘traitors’). As already mentioned under the concept
of semantic change there has been an assumed shift in meaning with this
terminology. Now the attempt is made to perhaps even trace lexical change
with this particular example.
Finally, two more cases of lexical change are portrayed here under
3.2.3.3 as revised (social) terminology focussing on the compounding with
gender and the adaption of marriage terminology.
However, it remains challenging to trace extensive lexical change as it,
perhaps, needs a longer period before it could be evaluated and this is
probably a contradictory issue with this study.
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3.2.3.1 Top-down Change in Terminology: RUC vs. PSNI
The year 2016 saw the 100th anniversary of the Easter Rising with the Belfast

Telegraph covering the celebrations quite comprehensively. The Belfast
Telegraph also presented some photos on its web page. Among those, a very
striking image was that of a wall in Lurgan’s Kliwilkee estate where could be
read the following: “RUC AND PSNI DIFFERENT NAME SAME AIM” (Black
(BT ) 29/03/2016 (see Notes)). In the frame of this thesis, this graffiti is a
very interesting example and moreover could be discussed in various, rather
problematic, dimensions. (Patterson 2011: 88-89)
Firstly, there is the provision that the RUC, of which the Republicans
were suspicious, was replaced by the PSNI through the Patten Commission.
(see Patten 1999/ Patten 2001; Bean 2007a/b; Dickson 2006: 172)
Secondly, the suggested aim of the police to intervene with any force
that threatens the (their Unionist) state. This leads to a third dimension
because with this notion the RUC and now also the PSNI (along with Sinn
Fein’s support) seemingly keeps Northern Ireland in the – for some
unwanted for others regrettable – Union with Britain. (Tonge, Braniff,
Hennessey, McAuley, & Whiting 2014: 95, also see Patterson 2011: 78)
Fourthly, putting all this together the former RUC and the present PSNI
were or rather remain representatives of a state that some republican forces
deny its legitimacy. (Morrison 2011: 17; Patterson 2011: 68; Saoirse March
2009: 2 (see Notes for full article))
This leads to the fifth dimension namely that in the end applying a
different name becomes a kind of political action and is felt as a supposed
change from top-down. (Tonge et al. 2014: 92-93; Baker and Hengeveld
2012: 395 on theory) Along with socio-political change, it creates an
impression that perhaps is apparently not completely reflected in day-to-day
usage of language in the North (see frequencies in chapter 6).
"The Royal Irish Constabulary became the Royal Ulster
Constabulary and they ultimately became the Police Service of
Northern Ireland, the PSNI. But while the cap badge might change,
the essential point of these forces remain the same. They are there
to uphold British rule, they are integral part of the British state
forces," Dalton said. "So it is worth remembering all the recent
reports of Catholic PSNI officers being unable to live in the
communities they came from.[“]
"Our message to young nationalists is that your place is not there
in the PSNI. The logic of the situation remains the same – if you
join a force that upholds British rule then you are putting yourself
in the line of fire." (McDonald 2010)
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Despite this issue, it nevertheless should be stressed that in the particular
case of Northern Ireland re-naming the security forces was seen as one of the
few responses to the question of how the conflict could eventually be tackled
on a long term. (Tonge 2011: 100) Re-naming the police (as part of the
policing reform as such) to some extent opened the way to a less sectarian
image and this could possibly be seen as a (linguistic) success on the political
level. (Patten 1999; Tonge et al. 2014: 24) As will be estimated later on in the
analysis part, there are seemingly opposing forces that attempt to deny the
achievements of the reform (6.2). (Tonge 2011: 110-111) With relation to
change and its progress – political, social, and linguistic – however,
(linguistic) issues like these of the police are assumed to be too important for
the whole of society to be left aside.

3.2.3.2 ‘Heroes’ Become ‘Traitors’
As already pointed out under 3.2.2.1, 3.2.2.2., and 3.2.2.3 a distinction has to
be made between those men (‘heroes’ (of a particular kind)) who were for
example fighting for freedom at the Easter Rising, and those traitors
(dissidents) who are now carrying out violent attacks on the state to cause
disruption mainly, as for example in March 2009. (Hanley 2010: 209)
In the concept of traditional republicans, those who are to bring the
common cause forward could be the so-called heroes in a broader sense,
although this perception appears slightly one-sided. The remarkable point in
this image of paramilitary struggle and the usage of terminology relating to it,
is the change to the lexical item traitor as alleged in-group usage for

(republican) dissidents. Attached to this change of designation a different
perspective, predominantly among the political wing of the Republican
movement, could be noticed. (Bean 2007a/200b; McAuley 2011: 159-160)
Martin McGuinness (also see chapter 2 and chapter 7) first established
the term ‘traitors’ in the media during a broadly remember speech about the
violent attack on the Massereene Barracks in March 2009. The statement
assumingly developed some prominence and was quoted often later on.
('McGuinness helped maintained UDA ceasefire' (2015); also see McAuley
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2011: 159-160) Along with the change in terminology, the notion of ‘tolerable’
and ‘intolerable’ republicans can also certainly be perceived.

3.2.3.3 Revised Social Terminology
Lexical change as already pointed out proves difficult to be traced in
Northern Ireland’s recent language usage. Two rather striking cases and their
examples have already been given above. Now two more cases using word
formation – more precisely compounding – are discussed as it embodies
another feature which triggers lexical change in particular.
(1) Gender as a concept and lexical item could perhaps be estimated an
essential social measure as others explained before. One might think that
only semantic change is connected to it. However, there is also lexical change
observable with this item. The particular notion here is the formation of new
compounds that possibly leads to new terminology and with that to some
kind of refocusing. Illustrations of this phenomenon are, for example, the
combination of lexical items as gender pay gap (a reaction of payment
differences), gender equality (representation of the two genders) and gender
quotas and perhaps the so-called gendered conflict discussed by some northern
Irish female scholars. (Ashe 2015: 665-680, Ashe & Harland 2014: 747-762; also
Matthews 2012: 635-637 on NI political culture; see Good Friday Agreement
(1998): section 6 and St. Andrew’s Agreement (2006): section 8) Seemingly,
issues such as these are not exclusively Northern Irish in origin but as traces
of change can be observed, language usage is apparently influenced by them.
(2) Adapting (traditionalist) marriage terminology is another aspect
that could be discussed here. The new expression portrayed refers to sexual
identity and with that to interpersonal relationships. Although it is not a
singular and exclusively Northern Irish phenomenon, the rather commonly
used compound gay marriage (officially called civil partnership) was also
adapted to Northern Ireland’s language usage. The interesting point here
should be seen in the attribution of the seemingly broadened adjective gay to
the already existent term marriage leading to a more precise description of
marriage with reference to homosexual couples instead of heterosexual
couples. (‘Gay weddings’ first for Belfast BBC 2005)
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3.4 Problems of documenting language change: speed and correlation
Dealing with language change in an interdisciplinary study such as this also
raised some issues, problems of how to use the linguistic instruments
correctly and in a way to be able to formulate comprehensible conclusions.
This was at first hand not possible as straightforward as it is used to be
carried out generally in this field because of some difficulties in the particular
approach of this thesis. Some of the causes are explained in the following in
more detail.
Most recent studies on language change have been undertaken on a
socio-linguistic or even socio-phonetic basis (in Labov’s methods paradigm).
They rested on data from several generations of informants (with over 50
years in apparent-time age-grading) analysing a few well-known phonetic
variables in detail focussing on the usual social and (text-)linguistic variables
(such as gender or interview/word-list style, respectively).
This is clearly impossible for a study that aims at tracing language
(usage) developments of a brief period (before and after the GFA) in the fields
of semantic and lexical change. In fact, it seems a particularly difficult
undertaking to carry out an empirical, corpus-linguistic analysis of lexical
variables based on a relatively limited stratified data-base that includes only
about one Million words. Most similar analyses rest on a structuralist model
of language with only a few good examples without any empirical backing
(see Ullmann’s account on The Principle of Semantics (1957)).
Generally it remains a difficult approach, as this thesis cannot claim
exclusiveness to the Northern Irish frame, meaning that some developments
found in the Northern Ireland data may equally be found in similar sociopolitical contexts, such as in the devolutionist move in other parts of the
United Kingdom i.e. Wales or Scotland.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter on the theory of language change, the focus has
predominantly been laid on the internal and external factors that trigger
semantic and lexical change as the main concepts of this study. Under 3.1 and
the following pages definitions were given and they should create the basis
for the adaption of language usage to the frame of this study. Despite the
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rather broad measure of phenomena regarding semantic and lexical change,
some features were chosen for more detailed explanation as perhaps, not all
of them could be found in the further analysis of texts.
A very important step was taken in 3.2 when the theory of semantic
and lexical change was attempted to be adapted to the Northern Irish frame
of language usage (language usage in a society post-civil war that gave way to
language usage in a rather pacified society (perhaps through the influence of
the peace process)). This subpart was divided in two larger parts with the first
one (3.2.2) focussing on semantic change in Northern Ireland and the second
one (3.2.3) concentrating on explicitly four cases of suggested primarily
lexical change. They are seemingly advocating tendencies of change in
society, though it could be questioned in what way they have been used to
create the one or the other impression (see case of re-naming of police).
This chapter closes with identifying some of the problems of
documenting language change, especially in the narrow frame of this study.
This part also stressed the difficulty of attempting to draw conclusion from
specialised corpora, especially when they are rather small in size.
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Notes

Table 3.1 Forces of lexical change and the Gricean maxims

3.1.2.4 Internal and External Causes of Lexical Change

Source: Grzega, Joachim (2012). “Lexical-Semantic Variables”. In: Hernández
Campoy, J. M. (2012). The handbook of historical sociolinguistics (1. publ.).
Malden, Mass. [u.a.]: Wiley-Blackwell. p. 277
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3.2.3.1 Top-down Change in Terminology: RUC vs. PSNI

McBurney/Members of Republican Sinn Féin commemorate the centenary of the
Easter Rising. Pictured members of the RSF colour party march through the streets
of the Kilwilkee Estate Date: Saturday 26 March 2016 Location: Kilwilkee Estate,
Lurgan Credit: Liam McBurney/RAZORPIX Copyright: Liam McBurney/RAZORPIX Liam
McBurney +44 7837 685767 +44 2890 660676 liammcburney@gmail.com

Picture - Kevin Scott / Presseye Belfast , UK - March 26, Pictured is the
Republican Sinn Féin commemorative march as it makes its way from the
Kilwilkee Estate to St Colemans Cemetary on March 26, 2016, Belfast, Northern
Ireland (Photo by Kevin Scott / Presseye) Source: http://www.belfasttelegraph.
co.uk/news/northern-ireland/police-rapped-over-dissidents-brazen-shows-ofstrength-in-northern-ireland3457 9629.html
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Issue 263, Saoirse: Irish Freedom (March, 2009) p.2
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4. Methodology – Socio-political Change in NI and its Reflection
in Language Usage
Up until now, the study sketched the change in politics and social issues. The
alterations, especially in connection with politics, have been numerous. (see
chapter two) Now it is the task to evaluate how these processes are
transferred to language and even more important how they are reflected in
language usage. It is assumed that a change in meaning/usage of particular
lexical items as for example dissidents, RUC, paramilitary, understanding,
took place. The vocabulary that the press (i.e. Belfast Telegraph, BBC
Northern Ireland, and An Phoblacht) employed in this context is historically
connotated, but also ‘ordinary’ people use it as part of their reality. Through
this, those terms express attitudes towards political change or stagnation.
(Hawes-Bilger: 9-13/ 53-54) The following paragraphs will explain the way in
which social and societal variables are correlated with linguistic variables.
This section also addresses the collection of data and the

formation of the

database for further analysis.

4.1 Correlation of Linguistic and Social Variables
4.1.1 General Approach on Variables
Three variables (social as well as societal) will be in focus within the
methodological approach of this study and its analysis of the language usage
in Northern Ireland: ethnicity, gender, and identity. These variables have a
particular influence on language usage (Holmes 1994: 211). Repeatedly,
people have used terms and phrases that referred to these variables. These
terms galvanised political actions and led to various decisions on a social as
well as on a societal level.
4.1.2 Ethnicity and Lexical Items of Region/ Geography
The first variable, ethnicity (and with that region), is important, as politics in
Northern Ireland has repeatedly been shaped by the conflict and the struggle
of where people belonged to. (McCafferty 2001: 24-5; Wolfram 2007: 77) Out
of this ethnicity is correlated with the language features that communicate ethnic
identification. (Holmes 1994: 190) This means geographical and political terms
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with which people define the region of Northern Ireland (e.g. six counties,

Ulster, the North, across the border, the statelet in the North, and north of
Ireland) and their political attitude towards it.
Ethnicity is certainly connected to the use of lexical items such as
particular nouns, adjectives, and conceptual metaphors that are related to the
land, the people, the political tendencies and communities within the
province of Northern Ireland. It will be the task of this study to evaluate in
particular how this reference presumably shifted in meaning.
4.1.3 Gender
The second variable, gender, came into Northern Ireland’s politics as a
relatively new measure with the dawn of the women’s movement and the
effort of the peace process. (Coulter 1999: 145; Morrissey & Smyth 2002: 578) To bridge differences and to bring people from various backgrounds
together (Aughey 2005: 93) finds its realisation in the features that
characterise the approach of women (e.g. stress on co-operation or to bridge
differences). This leads to the idea of correlating gender with the language
usage in politics.
The scheme of women's language with its typical/stereotyped features
such as “lexical hedging & filling, tag questions, empty adjectives as well as
intensifiers” (Holmes 1994: 314) seemed to have a substantial influence so
that women could reach political census in Northern Ireland where it had not
been possible before. However, this thesis can only analyse certain features of
gender and politics in the frame of its main topic (see Chapter 8).
In the context of their work Ashe (2006, 2008), Rooney (2000) and
Galligan (1998) describe the importance of this variable in relation to the
developments in Northern Ireland. Although their focus rather lies on the
sociological approach, it nevertheless gives some hidden insight into the
correlation with language usage. Their work therefore is assumed to help to
analyse language phenomena further in the frame of this study.
4.1.4 Sexual Identity
The third variable, sexual identity — as a social category — is a more complex
and difficult one. However, with regard to the recent changes this variable
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and concept is believed to become even more crucial. Consequently sexual

identity represents here sexual orientation and, with that, a shift in
definitions such as family, sexuality and masculinity. (Dyer 2007: 103, 104,
105, 108; Motschenbacher 2010: 1-19) Out of this, it could possibly function
as an indicator for change to modernity within the society of Northern
Ireland.

Sexual identity is correlated with language features as lexemes,
phrases and conceptual metaphors that describe sexual identity (for example

queer, gay-friendly, gay, gay marriage). This means that the thesis needs to
evaluate which kinds of lexical items (nouns, adjectives and further
compounds) are suggested to be employed to express sexual identity in the
modernising society of Northern Ireland.

4.2 Database
4.2.1 Principles of Corpus Collection
This dissertation carries out empirical research in the field of language
change with a distinct focus on lexical and semantic shift (and change) in
Northern Ireland. From this, it became necessary to choose particular
subjects to be able to collect material in a reasonable way. These subjects are

political discourses, on the one hand, the discourses related to gender and
politics on the other and the discourses that revolved around sexual identity.
The method of corpus building (i.e. forming a database) was used to carry out
corpus analysis in order to find evidence for lexical and semantic shifts
(perhaps even changes).
The first step was to set the period for corpus building. Then various
web pages from Northern Ireland were browsed to gather material for the
corpus. These included sources such as newspapers (Belfast Telegraph, the

Irish News, Irish Times, the BBC NI, An Phoblacht and regional newspapers);
internet blogs; publications from the Northern Ireland Assembly (HANSARD);
Northern Irish academic writing; web radio from Northern Irish radio
stations and TV stations (BBC NI, RTV and ITV).
The second step was then to determine, in how far these texts reflected
publicised opinion, public opinion, or personal attitude.
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With the different sources named above, different methods and principles for
corpus collection had to be applied. How the database (of about one million
words) was built from the different sources, which of them were finally
chosen and how its formal features were established should now be discussed
in detail (for detailed corpus statistics see Notes).
4.2.2 News Web Pages
There was a wide/ large range of news web pages (Belfast Telegraph, the Irish

News, Irish Times, BBC Northern Ireland, An Phoblacht and regional
newspapers) that could be used to collect texts/ material for this study from.
After some test runs had been carried out, the following pages were decided
to be used for the thesis: Belfast Telegraph, BBC Northern Ireland, and An

Phoblacht. The sources are reflecting a stereotyped readershipraging from
moderately Unionist-Protestant (BT), relatively neutral, but British origin
(BBC NI) and Republican-Catholic (AnP).
The main reason for the decision was the relatively easy access to the
material. Therefore, folders were created to which the texts from 1995 to 1999
and the texts from 2000 to 2009 were later on copied to. The texts that have
been collected were listed in a further document. The formal code for
tracking the data was applied as follows: <author: ><title: ><web address: >
and <date of publication: >.
For the analysis, articles had to be searched (about politics and society,
as well as comments from readers and editorials) within the particular period
(also see 1.1). The decision for a particular text from 2000 to 2009 — Belfast

Telegraph, BBC NI or An Phoblacht — happened to depend on three main
criteria: firstly, by a search of columns on the news web pages; secondly, by a
look at the headlines of the articles and thirdly, by a look at the text itself.
With texts from 1995 to 1999 — that in most case were to be found in the
digital archives — the procedure differed slightly.
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4.2.2.1 News Texts from 1995 to 1999
To collect texts from 1995 to 1999, the archives of the news web pages were a
valuable source. With the different archives, various difficulties had to be
dealt with. One of the problems was, for example, to find texts with terms and
phrases that were the main interest of the analysis. The search for texts of
political content from this period could be carried out well on the web page of
the Belfast Telegraph because this page offered the possibility to search for
texts at specific points of time (— currently that is not possible any longer).

Figure 4.1 Systematic search terms sub-corpus POLITICS
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UUP
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Robinson

nationalist
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victimhood

political
topics

commemo-

politicians

ration culture
talks
RUC
negotiations

Martin
McGuiness

PSNI

PSNI

(i) Sub-corpus POLITICS: Keywords such as troubles, Provos or phrases such
as peace process and an end to violence had to be typed in to find a great
number of texts. At BBC Northern Ireland, the search for texts that deal with
political issues was different. The problem was that the search could not be
carried out by a pre-selection of particular years. In order to be precise, the
search for the specific year had to be typed in right after the keywords. The
output then appeared in the form of a list of texts that could be sorted
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chronologically. Out of this, the search here appeared more difficult than with

Belfast Telegraph and needed more details, concerning the keywords and
phrases that were related to the year.
(ii) Sub-corpus WOMEN: The search for texts with regard to gender
(women) and politics at news websites was carried out in the same way as
that of politics. Here, keywords and phrases that reflect assumed debates on
gender, women’s rights, and their participation in the peace process had to be
chosen.

Figure 4.2 Systematic search terms sub-corpus WOMEN
Women
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female
politicians

(iii) Sub-corpus GAY: To gather texts about the discourse on sexual identity
from news websites the parameters named at the beginning also applied.
With regard to the time-frame, there were, certainly, different issues to be
found in the news such as the struggles for gay rights, the campaign to lower
the age of consent or the debate about ‘sin and salvation’ fuelled by religion.
However, at times the data collection was faced with some challenges
particularly with the search for texts at the BBC NI and An Phoblacht.
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Figure 4.3 Systematic search terms sub-corpus GAY
Gay
gay
homosexual
emacipation
gay
liberation

Lesbian

gay marriage

homophobia

civil union

hate crime

civil
partnership

legislation

women's
rights
emancipation
feminism

Iris Robinson
gay
marriage

HIV/ AIDS

4.2.2.2 News Texts from 2000 to 2009
To collect texts from 2000 to 2009, the archives of the news web pages were
again a valuable source. However, difficulties in using the archives had to be
dealt with. Generally it can be stated that that the procedure for the collection
of older texts was also applied to the collection of newer texts. (see Figure 4.1.
to 4.3)
(i) Sub-corpus POLITICS: The search by column for texts with political
topics was easy to access. The second matter, namely the headline was in
most cases a clear indicator if a text on politics was essential to follow or not.
Attention needed to be paid to the appearance of particular words like
acronyms of parties (DUP, SF, and SDLP) as well as phrases that were related
to political decisions, as ‘DUP and SF admit crisis ahead’. However, in cases
where it was still unclear if the article was suitable for the collection, a more
detailed look at the text itself was necessary.
(ii) Sub-corpus WOMEN: For the second topic of gender and politics
the same approach was used, but the problem was that more often the whole
text had to be looked at in contrast to texts which deal with political content.
However, the recent debate on the abortion law and the return of Northern
Irish politicians such as Bernadette McAliskey led to more publications on
the topic of gender and politics.
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(iii) Sub-corpus GAY: Belfast Telegraph, the BBC NI, and An Phoblacht were
also searched for texts that referred to the discourse on sexual identity. To
gather texts about sexual identity the parameters named at the beginning
applied again. Of interest were, for example, news articles about debates for
adoption rights for homosexual couples, civil partnership, as well as articles
dealing with controversial statements by Northern Irish politicians.

4.2.2.3 Issues of Collecting Material from News Websites
There were also some issues with collecting the material. In the beginning, it
was easy to access the archives at Belfast Telegraph, but soon it became quite
difficult as the web page was restructured. Out of this, different ways had to
be chosen to be able to still find texts.
(1) SIZE: Another measure also is the size of the corpus. The design of
a specialised corpus does not necessarily require a large number of texts,
though larger numbers of texts could lead to results that are more significant.
However, as already pointed out a number of times, this thesis cannot be a
complete account of the topic, but it could determine trends in language
usage and change within the frame of its setting.
(2) SUB-CORPORA: Connected to the size of the corpus as such
another issue came up. The sub-corpora are altogether of different size. The
sub-corpus POLITICS is the largest of the three sub-corpora that was built for
analysis. The two other sub-corpora WOMEN and GAY are less large. Out of
this, the procedure in Part B (Analysis and Results) was adapted and this way
a solution was found how to tackle this issue. (also see Notes on chapter 8
and 9)
(3) HTTRACK: There are possibilities to gather a huge amount of
material from web pages. Among other examples, HTTRACK is the most
prominent software of this kind. (see Wagner & Schmied 2016 on application
of HTTRACK) Using HTTRACK for collecting the material was therefore
considered but soon after some trial test were run, another issue had to be
faced. Normally this program offers a wide range of possibilities. With the
particular frame of this study, the program only worked semi-satisfactorily.
Due to the structure of the website of the Belfast Telegraph with a large
number of random texts and adverts, there happened to be excessive junk
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data/ information that to be handled rationally. As a result, only some of the
data could be used for further analysis. Out of this, the texts were then mostly
searched for manually (see Figure 4.1-4.3) and copied to text files to store and
analyse them.
4.2.3 Blogs (nearly exclusively Devenport Diaries)
Blogs were considered as another possible source from which the collection
of material (see 3.2.1) appeared to be of interest. With regard to Northern
Ireland’s political landscape, quite a number of possible sources were found,
as for example Slugger O’Toole, The Devenport Diaries, Blogs at the Belfast

Telegraph, and individual ones such as EIBlogador.com.
Blogs are a new way for circulating a semi-publicised opinion.
Ordinary people can launch a blog and tend to simply write in the way in
which they understand and value their environment. This is generally a huge
advantage about this sort of texts.
Although they seemed to be easily accessible, the difficulty partly became
visible by the way such a blog operates. At times, it is difficult to find a way
through the many parts of the blogs that were found. In the case of The

Devenport Diaries, this measure could be handled quite well, though.
Therefore, the different parts of the text were copied into the editor document
and sorted by month.
Within the further approach of the collection, the focus was on The
Devenport Blog as this is a rather journalistic one. As this study can only
point to one topic, it surely could be the task of following studies to provide
further research on Blogs and how they are reflecting public discourses.
4.2.4 The Northern Ireland Assembly (HANSARD)
As the corpus is built as a specialised corpus on Northern Ireland, in the
course of the collection some material from Stormont’s official reports
(HANSARD) was experimentally assembled. This data was assumed to
represent a special kind of political communication and political discourse.
The official reports were sorted chronologically from the time of the

Northern Ireland Assembly (July 1998 to October 2002, the Assembly
(November 2006 to May 2006), the Transitional Assembly (November 2006
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to March 2007) and the Northern Ireland Assembly (August 2007 up until
now). To determine if a particular text could be useful and included, one had
to have a look at the topics listed at the beginning of each session report, or
particular expressions. With regard to the frame topics (political discourses,
on the one hand, the discourses related to gender and politics on the other as
well as the discourses that revolved around sexual identity), the decision was
then taken.
To obtain the plain text from the website of the Northern Ireland
Assembly the same procedure (Belfast Telegraph, BBC NI, and An Poblacht)
was used. The advantage here was that the documents have already been
brought into order. Often the documents had more than three pages so one
had to be careful collecting the whole text. After some trial tests, the data was
however not included in the analysis part.
4.2.5 Existing Corpora: The ICE
Within the principles of corpus collection, the idea to use an already existing
corpus came up. The advantage of the ICE (International Corpus of English)
would be that searches could be carried out almost instantly. However, after a
closer look on the corpus, the author decided against it. The problem with the
ICE was the broad variety of texts and in addition to that the length of texts.
For example, in the collection of press articles, there were news texts to be
found with rather general topics. In contrast to that, the specialised corpus
fully consists of texts that deal with particular topics of Northern Ireland’s
society and politics. Perhaps the ICE could be used as a reference corpus.
4.2.6 Keywords for Analysis
Another matter that will be of extraordinary importance for the analysis can
be seen in the approach of how the keywords were chosen. Those lexical
items were evaluated in a two-step system. Firstly, depending on the domain
of the chapter and secondly in terms of context. Therefore, in any case, it was
important to have a closer look at the text and hand in hand with that to be
aware of the background (political, social, and societal). The keywords list
can be found below. Naturally, another approach would have been that of an
automatically generated list, but that was not the leading thought. Again, the
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specialised corpus makes it possible to approach the whole matter in a
different direction.

Table 4.1 Keywords (all chapters)
Domain

Keywords

War and Peace

war, peace, Troubles, arms guns, paramilitary, terror fear,
future, co-operation, understanding assembly, decommission,
democracy, self-determination

Police Force

RUC, police, PSNI

Paramilitary
Action

terrorist, dissident, republican, loyalist, paramilitary, loyalist
paramilitary, republican paramilitary, UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA,
UVF, dissident loyalist, dissident republican

Women/
Gender

work, family, children, women and gender, support, political,
rights, agreement and equality

Sexual Identity

gay, queer, lesbian and minority, gay rights, civil union, gay
marriage and gay bashing, fear, silence, hate and religion,
homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality

4.2.7 Annotations (also see 4.2.2)
After collecting the texts for the specialised corpus, the measure of
annotation was thought about, as this is a typical procedure found in corpora
linguistics.
However, as this is an interdisciplinary study covering linguistic and
cultural studies and not a traditional corpus analysis with a focus on
grammar and flexion, the author decided against a computerised annotation
of the various texts. The particular focus of analysis based on the chosen
lexical items allows this procedure here.
Another measure on this question to use annotation is that the study
focuses more on the question of if a word comes up or not, rather than how a
particular word or rather lexical item is changed in its form as such.
Moreover, the texts are compared diachronically to identify if the
frequency changes or not. Therefore, the corpus was not annotated as the
corpora in other linguistic fields. (For further reference on the necessity and
type of annotations, see Baker 2006: 38-42)
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4.3 Conclusion
After having presented the different principles of the corpus collection, it
needs to be stressed that these principles were thought out thoroughly and
repeatedly. Within this chapter, a general approach was provided on how the
different variables were correlated with linguistic variables. The variables
chosen are ethnicity, gender, and sexual identity.
A further step in this chapter has been the detailed explanation for
how the corpus was built and why it was not composed differently. From the
many sources that in the beginning were considered in the early planning
phase of this thesis only some limited were chosen to form the basis for the
actual material collection. This was done in order to be able to possibly allow
specific insight into language usage in Northern Ireland.
Apart from such basic matters, one of the most important aspects of
this chapter is certainly the part about the issues that occurred within the
corpus collection and more specifically with the software being used. Despite
intensive work on the issues, not all problems could be tackled and
concessions had to be made in order to acquire the appropriate and proper
material for a specialised corpus from the news websites.
Under point 4.2.2.3, was also discussed whether software such as
HTTRACK could be used as tool for the collection of material. As already
explained above HTTRACK allows copying complete websites, but in the case
of the news web pages chosen, the software did not meet the expectation
because of the large amounts of additional data that could not be used for
analysis.
Another important measure in this chapter also was the description of
how systematically search-words were used to find the material and how the
keywords for the corpus analysis of the second part were selected.
Apart from the details given above the chapter also has a central
position (along with chapter 3 on language change) as it provides the
methodological basis for the corpus, and therefore for the entire analysis of
the thesis.
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Notes
4.2.1 Detailed Corpus Statistics
BBC NI 1995-1999
Politics
words
1999
17.382
1998
1997
1996
1995

14.850
32.232

texts
24

BBC NI 2000-2009
Politics
words
2009
15.702

19
43

2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003

3.577
1.475
1.259
1.412
4.243

2002
2001
2000

AnP 1997-1999
1999
1998
1997

1996
1995

17
6
1
74

AnP 2000-2009
words
11.955
14.945
12.033
38.933

texts
19
23
20
62

Politics
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

BT 1997-1999
Politics
1999
1998
1997

8
3
2
2
8

11.280
4.707
340
43.995
folder 44.087 words, difference 92 words

114
Politics

texts
27

words
texts
2.955
9.323
13.090
18.566
11.623
55.557

10
25
26
37
27
125

BT 2000-2009
Politics
2009
2008
2007

words
7.655
8.846
7.925
5.743
7.060

texts
9
8
11
8
13

7.238
6.996
5.067
12.737
6.251
75.518

8
8
8
13
8
94

words
texts
81.776
197.350
26.214

47
185
48

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

11.399
1.042
393

20
2
1

2000

2.151
320.325

3
306

Note: 196592 number of words in folder 2008, thus difference of 758 words
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BBC NI 1995-1999
Gender
words
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995

AnP 1997-1999
Gender
1999
1998
1997

BBC NI 2000-2009
Gender
words

texts

1.283
1.682
2.965

words
texts
852
2009
2861

2
3
5

2
4
6

2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

559
684
650
233

1
1
2
1

2003
2002
2001
2000

668
612
1.610
5.016

2
1
2
10

AnP 2000-2009
Gender
2009
2008
2007
2006

733
-

texts
2
-

850
428
-

2
1
-

2.011

5

BT 2000-2009
Gender
2009
2008

words
474
6.629

texts
1
4

2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

1.863
-

2
-

2001
2000

8.966

7

2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

BT 1997-1999
Gender
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995

words
1.963

texts
3

354
2.317

1
4

texts

words
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BBC NI 1995-1999
Gay
words
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995

AnP 1997-1999
Gay
1999
1998
1997
-

texts

388
388

words
-

1
1

texts
-

BBC NI 2000-2009
Gay
words

1997
1996
1995

words
3.215

texts
9

274
3.489

1
10

texts

2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

343
1.413
1.407
3.054
-

1
6
4
2
-

2003
2002
2001
2000

475
604
747
8.043

1
1
2
17

AnP 2000-2009
Gay
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

BT 1997-1999
Gay
1999
1998

76

words
1.817
-

texts
2
-

-

-

1.817

2

BT 2000-2009
Gay
2009
2008

words
16.603
142.034

texts
10
28

2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

6.390
269
-

10
1
-

2001
2000

165.296
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Part B: Analysis and Results
Explaining the various dimensions of presumed change in Northern Ireland
was the main task in part A of the thesis. This information is certainly needed
to present a theoretical framework for the second part B. This second part
will now provide a detailed account of some characteristic examples of the
state organisations (police),
campaigns

(dissidents),

contemporary paramilitary actions and

representation

of

women

(politics)

and

representation of sexual identity (societal progress) in Northern Ireland.
After it has been outlined in which way seemingly change took place in
Northern Ireland (see chapter two), how language change was defined in the
frame of this study and adapted to the language usage in the province (see
chapter three), how the variables were set and how the corpus for this
research study was built (see chapter four), the author will now start to
analyse changed language usage intensely.
Before the details on each example are given and discussed, the
procedure of the empirical analysis and with that evaluation on that basis of
using data from the corpus collection should be briefly recapitulated.
Therefore, firstly the concepts and their lexical items are defined. Secondly,
the texts are searched for pre-defined lexical items (keywords). Thirdly, the
frequency is determined and interpreted further, conclusions are drawn on
the assumed recent usage and features of alleged (gradual) change in usage.

5. Change in Language Usage I: ‘war’ and ‘peace’
As a starting point for the analysis of language change in the frame of the first
chapter of this part B, the concepts of ‘war’ and ‘peace’ were chosen. Related
to this, the lexical items that belong to these concepts are looked at
specifically. The corpus already introduced in chapter 4 (namely as the
collection of texts from Northern Irish news web pages: the Belfast

Telegraph, BBC Northern Ireland, and An Phoblacht) is being employed here
(for detailed corpus statistics and list of texts see Notes).
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To be able to trace changes in usage each of the definition of the concepts of
‘war’ and ‘peace’ needs to be outlined. Subsequently, the frequency of war and

peace as lexical items will be evaluated because this allows suggestions how
far the frequency – as it is the first indicator of applying a particular word –
changes. The software Antconc is employed here to search the corpora for
these expressions. The results of the examples investigated will be interpreted
further in relation to the discourses that surround the concepts of ‘war’ and
‘peace’ as well as their lexical items that reflect them in Northern Ireland’s
political life.
After initial search runs have been carried out this chapter will start to
evaluate change as well as further shift in meaning, which also means to
consider usage beyond frequency. By the help of discourse analysis, a basic
insight will be gained on topics of Northern Ireland’s politics in order to be
able to understand the outcome of the empirical analysis much better (see
Paltridge 2012: 15-37 and Johnstone 2008: 32-73, 128-158 on terminology,
see also Baker 2005, 2006 for methodological approach).

5.1 Definitions of Concepts and their Lexical Items
5.1.1 The Concept of ‘war’
Why was the concept of ‘war’ – which is certainly a relatively general notion
for a detailed analysis of language change in Northern Ireland – chosen? In
the case of this particular theme two reasons could be considered: firstly ‘war’
more precisely ‘civil war’ appears to have shaped the existence of the province
almost from the very beginning, and secondly already since 1998 this kind of
‘war’ seems to have been ended although dissident groups still claim the
opposite (also see Tonge 2008: 68). In Northern Ireland, the term ‘war’ – as
assumed to be narrowed in meaning (see 3.1.2.1) – refers to a particular kind
of struggle, a paramilitary one, for example carried out by groups like the
republican IRA and the loyalist UDA. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 109) It seems to
be important to show with the help of a concept how lexical items that are
connected to it or that directly reflect it find their way into the language of the
press. For the further analysis of this chapter, the keywords for the concept
‘war’ are Troubles, arms, guns, terror and fear and paramilitary were chosen.
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5.1.2 The Concept of ‘peace’
In the same way ‘war’ was used as a concept, ‘peace’ will also be used as a
concept in the analysis. Why should the concept be used here? The answer
can only be because it is the complement concept to ‘war’. With a first
impression of the situation in Northern Ireland, ‘peace’ appears as the
language concept that has, along with ‘war’, also been a constant feature in
the politics of the province. (Dixon 2001/2008; Hennessey 1997; Cox,
Guelke, Stephen 2006 et al.)
As the North never experienced a political life without tension even in
the so-called silent years between 1920 and the late 1960s, (McKittrick/
McVea 2001: 1/ 4; Lyons 1985: 695; Hennessey 1997: 56 pp.) the peace that is
experienced now is of a particular kind. Therefore, the concept of peace is a
difficult one in Northern Ireland. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 172) The Northern
Irish peace is a negotiated settlement born of the peace process and as
already pointed out manifested by the Good Friday Agreement. (Ruane/
Todd 1998: 178-194, in particular 186-190) In this frame ‘peace’ is, even
more, a concept in a political sense. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 170)
For the further analysis of this chapter, the lexical items used related
to the concept of peace are co-operation, ceasefire, understanding, assembly
and decommission.
5.2 War and peace as Lexical Items in Press Texts
To approach the use of war and peace in press texts the analysis started with
the frequency of these concepts as lexical items. To find out about the
frequencies that indicate usage texts from the sub-corpora of the Belfast

Telegraph (BT): POLITICS, BBC Northern Ireland (BBC NI): POLITICS and
An Phoblacht (AnP): POLITICS) were loaded into AntConc. The results are
listed in Table 5.1 below.
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Table 5.1 Frequency of war and peace in sub-corpora POLITICS
war

peace

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N of
hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N of
hits

2.34

13

26.46

147

3.10

10

45.30

146

3.08

12

29.28

114

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)
BBC NI 1995-1999
(32,232 words)
AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

Note: The abbreviations (BT, BBC NI, AnP) for the corpora are, from now on,
used in the following chapters.
For a better visualisation of the results the graphical depiction of the search
for peace and war (as lexical items) in texts from 1995 to 1999 (with the
exception of AnP where texts are from 1997 to 1999) have been displayed in

Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1 Frequency of war and peace in sub-corpora POLITICS

50,00

BT
19951999

Relat. N

40,00

BBC NI
19951997

30,00
20,00

AnP
19971999

10,00
0,00

war

peace

The results presented are slightly differing than expected, because war tends
to appear less often while peace appears in larger numbers — presumably the
opposite it should actually be the case. With regard to the development of
society, however, this is not surprising because the texts are altogether from
the period after the ceasefire in 1994 where peace was assumed to be the
essential aim of politics. (Mulholland 2003: 132) Peace also could be seen as
functioning as a conceptual metaphor for change in general. It shows that
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change in society might have started earlier and that the newspaper texts
reflect this notion. For the course of this study, this result will be accepted,
although within a closer examination of the situation of actual language usage
an estimation remains difficult. (Hawes-Bilger 2007: 109, terminology of the
conflict as an example).
It can be observed that narrowing of meaning appears with both
lexical items – war and peace. In the frame of Northern Ireland’s political
lingo the two lexical items apparently refer to either paramilitary actions
(war) and/or the still continuing pacifying process (peace). (also see 3.1.2.1
for theoretical approach on language change and 3.2.2.1 case of NI)
In the next table, a different picture of frequency in usage is drawn.
The texts loaded into the software tool (AntConc) here are from 2000 to
2009.

Table 5.2 Frequency of war and peace in sub-corpora POLITICS (BT, BBC NI
and AnP)
war

BT 2000-2009 (320,325
words)
BBC NI 2000-2009 (43,995
words)
AnP 2000-2009 (75,518
words)

peace

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N of
hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N of
hits

4.12

132

9.96

319

2.27

10

22.28

98

1.99

15

15.49

117

With a closer look at Table 5.2 and the graphical depiction of it in Figure 5.2,
it can be observed that peace, as a lexical item is more frequently found in
comparison to war. It is established as a concept reflected by the large
number, in particular in BT and AnP.

War appears nevertheless in a remarkably large number of BT texts.
Why does war have so many counts there? Probably this can be explained by
the Northern Irish concept of ‘war’. As already pointed out (3.1.2.1 and 5.1.1)

war as a lexical item tends to be narrowed in its meaning with ‘homefocussed’ reference to a paramilitary struggle, which is given a particular
connotation called ‘the Troubles’. Today the situation in the province can be
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described as somewhere between the two concepts of ‘war’ and ‘peace’, which
means that Northern Ireland is not yet finally at peace, though it is also not
any longer at war. (McGarry/O’Leary 1995: 396, also see BT article
11/9/2015) This leads also to an assumed broadening in meaning especially
with the lexical item war in contrast to earlier stages of usage.

Figure 5.2 Frequency of war and peace in sub-corpora POLITICS

25,00
BT
20002009

Relat. N

20,00
15,00

BBC NI
20002009

10,00

AnP
20002009

5,00
0,00

war

peace

An expression of that could be seen two incidents that happened in March
2009. At this point, the press employed a language of days that were thought
to belong to the past. The ‘back and forth’ of politics in that way tends to be
transferred to the language of the press, which often applies a terminology
filled with conceptual metaphors and narrowed expressions of bygone days.
In general counts presumably seem to reflect visible change.
Another cause for the high count of war could perhaps also be seen in
the ‘will’ of the press to talk openly about the issues that are on the political
and societal agenda after there has been considerable criticism on their
approach in the past. (Dixon 2008, McGarry/O’Leary 1995, Curtis 1998: 278)
To bring in some new perspectives a search for the lexical items that
belong to the concept of ‘war’ (Troubles, arms, guns, paramilitary, terror
and fear) as well as those that belong to the concept of ‘peace’ (co-operation,

ceasefire, understanding, assembly and decommission) chosen in 5.1.1 could
be useful.
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5.2.1 The Frequency of Lexical Items of the Concept ‘war’

5.2.1.1 Troubles, arms, guns, paramilitary, terror, and fear
This search deals with lexical items such as Troubles, arms, guns,

paramilitary, terror, and fear. The results of this search may surprise at the
first sight. It seems irrational that lexical items that belong to the concept of
war still show such large numbers. As already pointed out earlier, Northern
Ireland is believed to be in change and this seems to include uncertainties in
language usage. Instead of a clear semantic and lexical change in language,
this rather fuzzy phenomenon reflects, even more, the current situation in the
province. In the following part, the examples from Table 5.3 are analysed.

Table 5.3 Frequency of lexical items that belong to the concept of ‘war’ in subcorpora POLITICS
Troubles

arms

guns

paramilitary

terror

fear

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

BT
20002009

3.59

115

1.37

44

1.25

40

1.40

45

1.53

49

1.28

41

BT
19951999

2.70

15

12.60

70

3.06

17

4.14

23

2.34

13

1.80

10

5.46

24

2.05

9

0.68

3

4.55

20

-

-

3.41

15

4.03

13

4.96

16

5.27

17

14.58

47

0.31

1

0.93

3

AnP
20002009

-

-

3.31

25

0.93

7

3.58

27

0.26

2

2.38

18

AnP
19971999

0.26

1

1.28

5

0.77

3

0.77

3

0.77

3

2.05

8

BBC
NI
20002009
BBC
NI
19951999

(1) The lexical item Troubles seemingly appears far more often in newer texts
from BT than in older ones. The same measure could be noticed with the BBC

NI. Troubles functions as a linguistic and conceptual metaphor for the armed
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struggle that certainly shaped the newer history of Northern Ireland. It still
seems to work as a reference as well as historic link in current language
usage.

Figure 5.3 Frequency of lexical items that belong to the concept of ‘war’ in
sub-corpora POLITICS
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(2) The example of arms perhaps draws a different picture at least in texts
from BT and the BBC NI. Here it can be assumed that arms belongs to the
past as counts clearly indicate. Despite the rather small numbers, arms has a
relatively high count with newer AnP texts. This lexical item probably plays a
key role in the linguistic usage of “former” paramilitary groups. It could also
be seen as a metaphor even as a hyperonym for guns as it appears less
specific.
(3) Guns are also associated with ‘war’, but it could be observed that
especially with BT the counts are to some extent higher in the newer texts,
while with BBC NI the older texts have more counts.
(4) The lexical item paramilitary shows the expected counts (older texts
higher, newer texts less) only with BBC NI in contrast to BT and AnP. In that
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sense paramilitary apparently carries a euphemistic meaning for terrorist
activity. It is also used to avoid taking sides. The general term appears to be
less loaded, rather objective, although it is partly not. It appears relatively
broadened in meaning, but it can be narrowed to more specific meaning by
forming phrases such as loyalist paramilitary (action) or republican
paramilitary (action) (also see chapter 7: 7.3.3).
(5) The lexical item terror was also chosen to be counted according to
its frequency. It was expected to generate many counts, especially with the
older texts. However, this seems to be not the case. As shown in table 5.3 the
counts were relatively high in the newer texts, especially BT 2000 to 2009.
This probably indicates that the concept of ‘terror’ from within the province
and ‘terror’ worldwide becomes an issue here. In the frame of language usage
in the Northern Irish setting, the lexeme terror tends to be used with a
narrowed meaning in describing incidents. It seems, however, to be further
broadened recently in reference to the international level. Earlier texts of BT
seem to use the expression terror as a dysphemism for the violent campaigns
carried out by both groups. Supposedly, this particular item remains roughly
unchanged within the language usage of news texts in Northern Ireland.
(6) The lexical item fear seems to be another very interesting case,
because it is supposed to have apparently higher counts in older texts, but
with the procedure carried out this assumption could not be verified. It rather
appears more often in newer texts. There seems to be a semantic shift with
this item. In the past, the term fear was stronger, related to the ‘traditional’
paramilitary activity. In the current political situation, fear is even more used
as a conceptual metaphor to express a notion towards a believed political
vacuum and beyond this to some extent a kind of political uncertainty
(“circumstances that would be able to shake up the assembly”).
Which conclusions can be drawn from these figures? Perhaps, that the
perception of gradual or rather continuing change is more appropriate to
describe the circumstances of recent language usage in Northern Ireland. The
concept of ‘war’, with its lexical items that reflect it, is not solely gone away
because arms were laid down. As already noted, the press seems to take up
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that particular set of lexical items but not in the sense of a description of the
situation, but rather as a lexical inventory that in some way belongs to
Northern Ireland’s (political) language ever since the ‘Troubles’ and its
language usage have shaped the province. To view the whole matter from a
different angle another search needs to be taken into account.
5.2.2 The Frequency of Lexical Items of the Concept “peace”

5.2.2.1 Future, co-operation, ceasefire, understanding, assembly and
decommissioning
In the table below the search was carried out for lexical items that belong to
the concept of ‘peace’ in Northern Ireland. Again, the problem arises that the
data is not as explicit as it was expected.

Table 5.4 Frequency of lexical items that belong to the concept of ‘peace’ in
sub-corpora POLITICS
future

co-operation

ceasefire

understanding

assembly

decommission

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

BT
20002009

6.09

195

0.47

15

0.41

13

0.44

14

8.99

288

0.28

9

BT
19951999

10.26

57

1.08

6

12.06

67

1.26

7

11.34

63

1.80

10

3.18

14

0.23

1

1.36

6

0.68

3

17.27

76

-

-

9.31

30

1.24

4

10.86

35

2.79

9

26.68

86

1.86

6

AnP
20002009

5.30

40

1.19

9

0.13

1

1.19

9

11.12

84

0.79

6

AnP
19971999

6.68

26

0.26

1

1.80

7

1.03

4

10.53

41

-

-

BBC
NI
20002009
BBC
NI
19951999

(1) The lexical item future can be observed to have many counts with newer
texts from BT as well as with texts from AnP. In this way, future appears as a
valuable example of the concept of peace, because it also presumably carries
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as a conceptual metaphor the meaning to create a prospect beyond today. In
the case of the province, its supposedly narrowed meaning reflects the idea that
there could probably be a new kind of society that is believed to be shared by
both communities (Bean 2007b, also see Hawes-Bilger 2007: 111-120).
(2) Furthermore, co-operation could be be seen in this direction too.
Especially, as it tends to suggest to emphasise the approach of social as well
as political problems altogether. In the past co-operation has been a difficult
aim to fulfil. Out of this looking back into the history of the province, co-

operation could not be rated highly enough. In the recent development of
society the usage of this lexical item has been given seemingly more
importance. The lexical item appears as having been narrowed in its meaning
as it refers to the collaboration and the support of the various groups in
society. Co-operation could also be seen as another conceptual metaphor for the
ongoing peace process though its frequency in the texts appears rather low.
(3) Ceasefire again tends to have more counts with the older texts from

BT and the BBC NI. This could be explained by the time span (1995 to 1999)
set for the collection. In relation to military language usage in Northern
Ireland, the lexical item ‘truce’ is only rarely found. Both words are synonyms
of one another, but there seems to be a tendency to use ceasefire (temporary
putting down of arms) as a euphemistic metaphor and ostensibly narrowed
terminology to the particular setting of paramilitary activity in NI.
(4) Understanding reached only small numbers although it should be
understood as a core point on the way to improve the situation politically as
well as socially. It is another example of the lexical items alleged to be
narrowed in meaning as it refers to the understanding between nationalists
(Catholics) and unionists (Protestants). In addition the lexeme understanding
also often functions as a metaphor presumably reflecting the ongoing peace
process and therefore also partly for change.
(5) In the concept of ‘peace’, assembly certainly plays a major role.

Assembly carries to some extent the subtext of self-determined political basis
(also see chapter 4: 3.2.2.8 on semantic change) in the province itself. (also
see Ruane/ Todd 1998: 178-194) The lexical item assembly could therefore be
identified as a metaphor for the expression of a certain kind of political selfesteem and policing the province. The term is perhaps further narrowed in its
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meaning as to underline that political self-determination. It furthermore
reflects Northern Ireland’s own political agenda after the province had been
under Westminster’s rule for almost forty years. Out of this, it could not be
surprising that the number of counts is relatively large. However, the
numbers are relatively large in all of the texts and that draws a very clear
picture.

Figure 5.4 Frequency of lexical items that belong to the concept of peace in
sub-corpora POLITICS
30,00
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(6) The rather euphemistic term decommission is lexically related to arms
and guns. It could be seen as a metaphor for the extension of the peace
process as it implies an end to struggle by handing over arms and guns as
well as other warfare. Interestingly this lexical item was counted in very small
numbers. Decommissioning (or disarming) is to be believed an important
topic before and around the time of the Good Friday Agreement. Here its
narrowed meaning appears to be broadened as it included all groups and
their withdrawal from armed struggle. However, the numbers in which it
comes up in texts are rather small as, which is probably connected to the way
it was used. After many attempts, the word has become a weakened almost
empty expression because a large amount of obstacles complicated the
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implementation of decommissioning regarding its the transfer to practice.
The issue of decommission even caused argument in relation to the complete
implementation of the Good Friday Agreement up until 2000. (also see
Decommissioning (2005), Dixon: 2008, Hennessey, 1997, Coogan 2000, Bew
2006) As the IRA finally declared the end of its actions, and with that
perhaps gave way to decommissioning, this certainly made the full
implementation of the Good Friday Agreement possible (also see IRA
Ceasefire (2005)). At this stage, the term had been presumably narrowed
again referring predominantly to IRA weaponry.

5.2.2.2 Democracy and self-determination
Within the concept of ‘war’ and ‘peace’, another new search appeared to be
quite interesting and even more promising. The lexeme democracy on the
one hand and the lexeme self-determination on the other are metaphors that
supposedly express a high degree of change and progression in the particular
setting of Northern Ireland’s political “being-controlled-and-governed-byWhitehall” scheme.
Out of this idea, a count was being carried out with the suggestion that

democracy and self-determination will perhaps have a high count in
particular in newer texts, because of the political development of past years.
In Table 5.5, the frequency of the lexical items in older texts from BT, BBC NI
and AnP have been displayed.

Table 5.5 Frequency of lexical items democracy and self-determination in
sub-corpora POLITICS

democracy

self-determination

Relat. N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N
of hits

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)

3.06

17

0

0

BBC NI 1995-1999
(32,232words)

1.24

4

0.31

1

AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

2.05

8

1.28

5
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The frequency shows at least for the older texts from BT a relatively high
count for democracy whereas self-determination tends to remain with zero
counts. With the other two news web pages, the picture appears to some
extent clear but the count is rather low in numbers.
With these lexemes, the underlying schemes are rather difficult and
complex. Democracy is a diverse lexical item given the historical frame of a
power struggle in and about the province. Self-determination possibly
contradicts in some sense the peace process and it partly could mean
reaching out for the southern Irish Republic with reminding to some extent
on the recurring paradigm often embodied though the slogan a-nation-onceagain. Especially with AnP texts, it seems to functions as a conceptual
metaphor of a solution without Britain’s influence. In the same way it
presumably still reflects certainly some lurking insecurities (not only by
Unionists) of the years around the Good Friday Agreement where there is
repeatedly the question of how far contesting groups can accommodate and
still save their face.

Figure 5.5 Frequency of lexical items democracy and self-determination in
sub-corpora POLITICS
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In Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6, the frequency of lexical items in newer texts from

BT, BBC NI and AnP has been displayed. The lexical item self-determination
was not represented in the figures in all the entries with the newer texts BT,
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BBC NI, and AnP. Despite the discourse, self-determination — not in the
sense of devolution, but rather as becoming a part of the Republic of Ireland
— seems to be no longer in question. Partly this supposedly also characterises
change in the political sense. The lexical item democracy has a relatively high
frequency with newer texts from BT in contrast to BBC NI and AnP.

Table 5.6 Frequency of lexical items democracy and self-determination in
sub-corpora POLITICS

democracy

self-determination

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

BT 2000-2009 (320,325 words)

0.81

26

-

0

BBC NI 2000-2009 (43,995 words)

1.14

5

-

0

AnP 2000-2009 (75,518 words)

0.93

7

-

0

The concept of democracy in Northern Ireland allows even better to find
consolidation with Britain, specifically Whitehall, and to possibly further
accommodate within the status outlined by the Good Friday Agreement.
Therefore, it could be concluded that the lexical item democracy stands as a
metaphor for peace, the political way and equality where meaning seems to
become narrowed as it relates to the different contesting groups in Northern
Irish society namely religious, social and societal.

Figure 5.6 Frequency of lexical items democracy and self-determination in
sub-corpora POLITICS
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5.3 Beyond Frequency
The frequencies of the lexical items representing the concept of ‘war’ and
‘peace’ show rather clear alterations in focus on the armed struggle to
political/ democratic measures. The two main concepts (‘war’ and ‘peace’) for
the linguistic analysis of the shifts in language in Northern Ireland are
believed to have undergone fundamental (outlined under 2.1) changes in
Northern Ireland. The chosen lexical items – keywords – (for details see 5.2
to 5.2.2.2) were grouped as following:
(1) War, peace, Troubles, arms, guns, paramilitary, terror, fear;
(2) Future, co-operation, ceasefire, understanding, assembly,

decommission
(3) Democracy and self-determination
They apparently reflect these changes in particular when it comes to the use,
for example, in press texts.
Societal discourse is also often concerned with peace in the recent
years. Supposedly, it has to be kept and increased by example through crosscommunity work and other factors (see for example the results on assembly
and coalition). The change in language from a militarised language (lexical
items of war see 5.2.1.1) to a language that promotes peace (lexical items of
peace see 5.2.2.1) can to some extent be noticed.
This, however, needs to be described in the frame of a gradual change
because minor incidents can lead to a sudden reaction, related to the usage of
the lexical items of the concept of ‘war’ that actually belong to the language of
conflict of bygone days. The main direction, however, is the tendency of
alteration towards lexical items of the concept of ‘peace’. The change in
language usage is based on a shift in discourse and this is presumably carried
by an attitude that tries to leave behind ‘dark old days of terror’ (BBC 2009).
The frequencies in usage of the lexical items of these concepts (see
Table 5.3 and 5.4) were slightly surprising, though not generally unexpected
as such. The socio-political circumstances have certainly changed and with
that, the frequency of these lexical items seems to have too.
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There are periods where the higher frequency found is connected to a certain
kind of incident character of language usage which is also part of what this
study focussed on. Particular situations, be it attacking British army barracks
or out-bursts of violence connected with the marching season, or the raising
of a particular flag (Irish, British, LGBT, or other) could bring back a set of
(even) sectarian lexical items into press texts. Somehow, those utterances
could be compared to some kind of reflex. Literally, these words apparently
pop up and are probably faster to hand than the more appropriate PC
(political correctness) terminology.
Another measure that can explain the higher frequency of the lexical
items of ‘war’ is also the open way in which the press refers to these terms
and uses them. People more often tend to speak their mind, also journalists,
which is a rather new phenomenon. The Troubles and their language, as well
as the peace process and its language, are believed to be a vital part of this.
5.3.1 Collocations War and Peace
Evaluating language usage beyond frequency also needs to involve the subject
of collocations. The approach to look at this provides some additional
information for the analysis. In line with the tables and figures of this
chapter, the following collocations (selection) were found (see tables).
In the findings, the lexical items war and Peace/peace were chosen for
this analysis. Predominately BT was used here and should stand as an
example, as its texts are from the largest corpus of the three corpora (BT,

BBC NI, and AnP).
The problem with this specialised corpus was that although collocates
were found, they appeared generally very low in numbers. This means that at
first sight there seemed to be quite a range of collocates, but with a closer
look, they altogether came with a rather low number in frequency. It is
however still important to include this measure here.
(1) The collocates of war in BT texts (with a fixed span of -15 to +15)
are displayed In the table (5.7) below. There are adjectives (harassing,
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distressed) as well as nouns (Nation, Republican, and Movement) that
function as collocates.

Table 5.7 Collocates of war in BT texts with fixed span of -15 to +15
Nation
Republican/Anti
harra[s]sing
drum
Movement
distressed

2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
2
2

(2) In Table 5.8, collocates of Peace/peace in BT texts (with a fixed span of -15 to
+15) are displayed.

Table 5.8 Collocates of Peace/ peace in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
Process
un-changed
P[r]otestants
Our
experi[e]nced
purpitrators
cornerstone
dividend
setback
generate

4
3
3
3
6
6
3
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
2
2

(3) In Table 5.9, collocates of democracy in BT texts (with a fixed span of -15
to +15) are displayed. At a first glance, the collocations that are presented
seem to be rather fuzzy, but on a larger scale, they reflect the typical pattern
underlying the concept of war and peace.

Table 5.9 Collocates of democracy in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
facism
Puritans
chosen
unsuitable
mandatory
coll[al]ision
non-violence

3
3
3
3
3
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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Interestingly, IRA ceasefire (a collocation not included in the table) is rather
found as a collocation in BT texts from 1995 to 1999. In the newer BT texts
(2000 to 2009), this collocation is not found very often. Perhaps in the older
texts the political issue was that of an IRA truce and – additionally – the
decommissioning of the IRA weapons. Out of this IRA ceasefire, has a higher
frequency as collocate in the older BT texts, compared to new ones.
After having had a look at the different entries on collocates, it should
be possible to draw some conclusions on language usage. Despite the
marginal quantities, the insight given nevertheless allows at least some
general estimations that are related to assumed changed language usage.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the language concepts of ‘war’ and ‘peace’ in Northern Ireland
were examined, were discussed, and were analysed. The concepts of ‘war’ and
‘peace’ had been defined beforehand. Then the lexical items (keywords) have
been chosen to represent these concepts. To analyse in how far these lexical
items occur in texts Antconc was used to determine the frequency as a
starting point. In addition, collocations were looked at to be able to analyse
and interpret data by means of quantity – beyond frequency.
Generally, the main assumption on the frequency of usage could be
proven. However, the suggestion that particular settings accumulate
particular lexemes was only partly supported.
With regard to collocations, it needs to be said, that although there
were collocations to be found, the particular lexical items of interest did not
appear on a larger scale. However, those that appeared follow the already
established discourses known in the frame of Northern Ireland. Despite their
marginality in counts, collocations are nevertheless seen as worth evaluating.
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Notes
5.3.1 Collocations War and Peace
Collocates of war in BT texts with fixed span of -15 to +15
Gorka
36th
achived
-well
Nation
carryout
Republican/Anti
harrasing
Anti
flout
Nicholas
drum
Lieutenant
Movement
distressed

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

Collocates of Peace in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
Process
ransom
Standing

4
3
2

0
1
0

Collocates of peace in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
experinced
purpitrators
Curran
entrenched
wrath
paddy
ruc
time.
Narrows
un-changed
Potestants
Wisher
bump
Diehards
brother-in-law's
crave
Our
Ransom
v
cornerstone
cynic

6
6
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
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redouble
Won
consciousness
broker
one-way
fleece
column
consternation
recrimination
defunct
thoughtful
wed
betray
utmost
proponent
boat
dividend
setback
generate
President's
deadlocked
%

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
169

Collocates of democracy in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
facism
Puritans
Precisely
entiled
chosen
unsuitable
erm
mandatory
beano
collalision
non-violence

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Collocates of self in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
pious
i've

4
3

0
0
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6. Change in Language Usage II: The Expression of State Power:
RUC to PSNI
In the following chapter, lexical items relating to the police and its name will
be in focus. The scheme of this chapter is to show how an assumed change in
language usage became a momentum for hope, that the peace in the province
secured by the Good Friday Agreement might become stable. The police
(known as the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) 1920 to 2001) shaped by the
role in the past ‘Troubles’ was changed (see Patten Commission), not only on
the level of its organisation and working frame but also by the name.
The new term Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) is by far more
than simply exchanging words. To understand the particular role of the police
(political and societal), before, during and after the ‘Troubles’ this chapter
will provide the historical background. It will introduce the reader to the
challenging frame of policing in Northern Ireland where the police force (and
its name) often tend to embody the past tension between the two
communities on the one hand, as well as the presumed change towards a
shared future and democratic society with mutual understanding and lasting
peace on the other.
Out of this, the chapter will start with the historical circumstances that
brought the force into being until the province drifted into civil upheaval and
further into one of the worst episodes of earlier Northern Irish history, the
‘Troubles’. Moreover, the chapter shows the way to the re-formation of the
police and the many aspects that possibly led to its change.
Finally, the chapter will bring together the historical and theoretical
background to trace the change in language use with the help of the corpus
analysis and the interpretation of its result.

6.1 The RUC: Historical and Political Background
6.1.1 Pre-“Troubles” Policing (1920-early 1960s)
With the foundation of the new statelet of Northern Ireland (established in
1920) the situation demanded a new force to keep law and order. Under
Section 60 (Government of Ireland Act), the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC)
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that had already been in power in pre-partitioned Ireland was therefore put
under the authority of the northern Irish government. (RUC 2007; George
Cross History; Ryder 2000)
The RIC was applied in the North with the name slightly changed. The
‘new’ northern security force then became known as the Ulster Constabulary
with the particular implication to seek “permission […] to have the ‘Royal’
prefix” (Ryder 2000: 48) added. (also see George Cross History) This
decision should not only reflected the local position but also the political
alignment to Britain. (Ryder 2000, Dixon 2001/2008, Hennesey 1997)
Eventually, later on this would develop to become a severe problem.
Strangely enough, the makers of the law possibly already saw the issue and
suggested that the new security force should have a one-third proportion of
Catholics, which could be “recruited initially from suitable members of the
RIC” (Ryder 2000: 48). In 1922 the Constabulary Act was passed.
In terms of equipment, the uniform stayed the same as the RIC.
However, a rather special circumstance was that they had a ‘dual role’
because on the one hand they apparently provided general law enforcement
police service and on the other, they had to protect Northern Ireland against
terrorist attacks from oppositional banned groups. Another point worth
mentioning is that these officers were allowed to carry arms. (RUC 2007)
However, a problem of the new force was, that the RUC “was being built from
top to down with the more senior posts being filled first” (Ryder 2000: 53).
The RUC presumably was not trusted very much, either from London nor
from Dublin as it was repeatedly argued that the force appeared to lack
supervision and discipline. (Ryder 2000: 53)
In terms of strength, the RUC was represented by 3000 officers.
However, the “growing lawlessness in the North created further difficulties”
(Ryder 2000: 37). Unionists were calling for tougher security and more
forces. Along with this there had steadily been an plan to create a special
branch. With relation to that soon elements of the irregular UVF regrouped.
(Ryder 2000: 37) From this point on the R.U.C. was often supported by the
Ulster Special Constabulary, (Note: The Ulster Special Constabulary are also
known under the more common name B-Specials. They were a volunteer body of
part-time auxiliary police who were given uniforms and training.) who were
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responsible for the maintenance of law and order. Still, after the building of
the force, the situation in the North was hardly to be changed, with the
growing religious divide and the increasing violence from both sides that
made the work of the police force quite difficult. (RUC 2007, Brewer 1991)
Meanwhile, the British government had already become sensitive about a
certain notoriety in conduct of some of the Ulster Specials. (Ryder 2000: 43)
By that the RUC very soon is believed to have earned itself a damaging
reputation for its role in the newly established Northern Ireland. Their
“reaction to sectarian violence was further complicated by differing
approaches and” (Ryder 2000: 52) that it was lacking a true working
structure of some kind (relating to criticism of form and function of the
force). There also had seemingly been a “split [in] responsibility between the
police and the military” (Ryder 2000: 52).
Though it appears to be surprising, it needs to be considered that the
situation calmed down again by the end of the 1920s for only a short period.
However, with the economic recession by the beginning of the 1930s
accompanied by a rising level of unemployment, serious rioting broke out
again in the North (mainly Belfast) in 1932. With community relations
apparently on the brink of rioting, the police became involved quite fast and
it assumingly placed great pressure on them (for example, celebrations of the
Silver Jubilee of George V in May 1935), also because seasonal marches could
quickly develop into communal rioting. In this situation, the IRA campaigns
of the 1930s certainly challenged the force even more. Above that the Second
World War also provided the RUC with additional tasks and responsibilities.
The post-war years then continued to be developing years for the ‘more or
less protestant’ police force, as illustrated by the example of the change in
uniform in 1958. The 1960s also saw a number of important developments.
(RUC 2007)
The end of the 1960s in particular is mainly associated with the Civil
Rights campaign and the change it brought. Again, it meant a new challenge
in policing the province in the following decade. (RUC 2007) With regard to
the historical development many reasons could account for why especially
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Unionists supposedly wanted security to stay in their own hands. This way is
alleged to be the best to ensure retaining self-government. Ryder 2000: 37)

6.1.2 Policing at the Brink and During the “Troubles” (1968/69-1998)
In those years of the early 1960s, the force itself underwent some structural
changes (Ryder 2000: 96) and that put a large amount of pressure on the
force. According to Ryder (2000: 102), tensions remained extraordinary high
in Belfast. The August of 1969 saw a “rapidly deteriorating public order
situation” (RUC 2007) and with that the risk of the British Armed Forces
being installed in the province. (RUC 2007) During the civil rights campaign,
a “profound political crisis” (Ryder 2000: 105) the “unionist government [as
no other before, was] under the glare of such searching scrutiny” (Ryder
2000: 105) that the more the traditional approach of the RUC was applied –
to disperse the demonstrators – the more the one-sidedness of this force was
tended to be criticised. (Ryder 2000: 105)
Already in 1969, a report sought to reorganise perhaps even more
modernise the force and this paper suggested that it should be brought in line
with the other policing forces in the United Kingdom. The result of this report
was “the introduction of the British rank and promotion structure as well as
the disbandment of the [to some extent notorious] Special Constabulary and
the creation of a Police Authority representative of the whole community”
(RUC 2007). With March 1972, the situation in the North changed again
tremendously as the province was finally placed under direct rule from
Westminster. (RUC 2007) Ryder describes this process stating that the “[...]
grotesque events [perhaps in 1968-70], which would eventually bring the
RUC to its knees, were already in train” (2000: 99).
Ryder (2000) is alleged to be proven right with his analysis as the
story of the RUC continued into what could be described as the ‘dark days’ of
the ‘Troubles’. It became increasingly obvious that all the issues that had
been part of the criticism now more frequently found its expression in the
struggle between security forces and believed unleashed paramilitaries of
both groups.
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The RUC on their side appeared to be only barely able to maintain the peace
– perhaps, contradictorily, even worsened the situation that already was very
fragile. An interesting circumstance in this frame is that almost 3 years before
Direct Rule was imposed the British Armed Forces were sent to Northern
Ireland to support the police.
“The army was deployed because Northern Ireland's police force,
the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC), was at breaking point and
unable to contain the violence on the streets.” (Kearney 2013)

Figure 6A The challenging constellation of the security forces during the
‘Troubles’

The People of NI from
both communities

British Army
RUC (police), the BSpecials and the UDR
taking action

PROVOS
(Republican
Paramilitaries)

attacking each other

UDA (Loyalist
Paramilitaries)

As Figure 6A above indicates, the security forces during the Troubles were
pushed into a difficult situation, as they had to face the permanent threat of
terrorist attacks on the people in the cities and villages. They also had to
tackle eruptions of violence between the two (main) paramilitary groups and
they also had to carry out what could be called the daily police routine. With
the army installed in the province, and staying for next 30 years, there was
probably no turning back. The situation seemed destined to aggravate
radically.
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There are many accounts of the different attacks and violent campaigns. The
mainly protestant recruited police force out of this apparently suffered many
casualties in various attacks (Dixon 2008: 294).
“Members of the RUC and UDR were exposed to huge risks in the
course of their duties. More than 300 RUC officers and over 200
members of the UDR were killed during the Troubles.” (Kearney 2013)

A whole generation of authors has covered this part of policing history in
great detail and therefore the study will not go into too much consideration
here. As this would lead too far certainly a look at Dixon 2008, at Coogan
2000 and 2002, Ryder 2000, and Hanley 2010 to only name a few, will
provide an excellent insight on the further circumstances.
How violent and deeply sad the whole conflict soon had became is
marked by the bombing attack in Omagh, Co. Tyrone carried out by Real IRA
(that had split from the Provisional IRA in the 1970s). (Taylor 2011: 14)
Omagh actually happened around the time of the Good Friday Agreement. It
was one of the last major attacks being carried out. Even within the circles of
the IRA, some criticised this bombing attack apparently referring to it as an
excess of violence. (Hanley 2010: 209)
6.1.3 Policing at the Time of the GFA and Beyond (1998-2009)
Describing now policing at the time of the Good Friday Agreement and
beyond it needs to be understood as a very difficult measure during a
transition period for the security forces. The constant threat by the PROVOS
on the one hand and loyalist organisations as the UDA on the other often had
put substantial pressure on the force. (Ryder 2000: 309-372) Their role in
‘Troubles’ – as seen above – has been evaluated, as examples surrounding the
“shoot-to-kill” allegations illustrate (see Notes for extract from Guardian
article: Northern Ireland: when Britain fought terror with terror 2015) this in
all its controversy (Coogan 2002: 231; McKittrick & McVea 2001: 268-269
(examples); Hennessey 1997: 251; Mulholland 2002: 126; Dixon 2008: 8;
McGarry 2004: 376; Ellison & Smyth 2000).
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An assumedly huge challenge nevertheless was to find a way to maintain law
and order, but understand the particular situation of this province in terms of
community relation and the work of the security forces. (Ryder 2000; Brewer
1991; Ellison & Smyth 2000) Three main causes for the reform that was to
follow the Good Friday Agreement could be named. They are displayed in the
figure below for illustration.

Figure 6B Causes that had to lead to a reform of the police

Founding character of the
RUC (former part of the
RIC, but mainly protestant
in recruitment) and the B
Specials as their right hand

Incapability to cope with the
situation at the brink of the
Troubles in a de-esescalating
manner and the consequences it had for the
security situation

Violent potential that
summoned up and led to
aggrevation of the political
and social situation on all
sides

Why the reform of
the police became
necessary around
the time of the
GFA?

Out of this, the role of the RUC was questioned repeatedly even after the
Troubles ended. Vincent Kearney, a BBC Northern Ireland Home Affairs
Correspondent described it the following:
“All sections of the security forces operating in Northern Ireland during
the Troubles faced allegations of collusion with members of loyalist
paramilitary organisations. In recent years, investigations have
concluded that collusion did take place, resulting in a number of
murders.” (Kearney 2013)

The most important point made here nevertheless should be stressed again as
on the one hand the encounter of civil unrest (specifically the late
1950s/1960s) and later on the other the even more devastating experience of
the ‘Troubles’ that opened the way towards a new thinking about the issue of
policing in this particular province of Ireland.
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6.2 Reforming the Police in Northern Ireland
As presented in 6.1 the RUC had been in power for a very long time. All
through these decades, Northern Ireland underwent tremendous changes. As
these changes became more visible, also its security forces needed an update
to some extent. However to reform the police would appear to be rather
difficult for this had been such a huge and even dramatic influence on the
region. Immediately it became clear that the democratic element needed to
be stressed more. In addition, the symbols and the name urgently had to be
reviewed, to name only a few of the considered matters. With this pressure to
reform drawn by the evaluation and implementation of the Good Friday
Agreement, a variety of approaches supervened too. Voices from political
parties, the Good Friday Agreement itself and an international perspective
(views of the American envoy) began to play a role. In the following part of
the thesis, these aspects are outlined, along with their socio-political as well
as societal dimensions.
6.2.1 The Implementation of the GFA to Reform the Police
A very important document that brought the idea of a reformed police
certainly onto the table was the Good Friday Agreement. According to the
authors Shirlow & Coulter, the Good Friday Agreement sought to “redress the
grievances of nationalists by promising [them] ‘a new beginning to policing’”
(2007: 208). However, what happened was the opposite. It could be
seemingly no surprise that the dissolution of the RUC and establishment of
PSNI could not win the entire support from within the republican
community. In the eyes of the ‘other side’ – Protestant Unionists – it gave the
impression that the direction of the process would be towards a nationalist, even
republican community (Shirlow & Coulter 2007: 208) To lose one of their state
institutions to the ‘other side’ is believed to bring up a lot of old biases.
With his comments on the reform of the RUC Coakley (2002) provides
some insight into the Unionist perception on changes that were actually
already part of the Good Friday Agreement and that presumably loomed on
the horizon of political change in general. Examples of this are “the spectacle
of the release of IRA prisoners, the sight of Sinn Féin ministers in office in
Stormont as well as the transformation of the RUC into PSNI” (Coakley
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2002: 26-27). For Unionists, these must have been “unpleasant indicators of
what the small print of the agreement implied” (Coakley 2002: 26-27).
The Unionist criticism remained, though on the other hand the Good
Friday Agreement guaranteed Northern Ireland’s place within the Union but
implying that overall it would be a less British Union. (Coakley 2002: 27)
This problem appears to be important in this microcosm of Northern Ireland.
However, it should be clear that in any case of pro and con to reform the
police, the question of how to approach this goes far beyond a mere reform.
Identical to many other issues, this certainly reflected well the diverging
political and social attitudes of the statelet.
6.2.2 Hiring and Employment Patterns within the RUC
Besides other concerns, equal employment politics have been among the
political issues. Already since the days when the province was created this has
caused social and political upheaval. In the case of the security forces, this
often meant one-sided participation. In the days when the security force was
built Protestants had found alternative employment in the strongly
expanding security sector. Out of this, the forces became almost exclusively
protestant. This security sector consisted of the RUC, the UDR, the police, as
well as the army reserve and prison service. (Ruann/ Todd 1998: 179) Taking
this historic development into consideration it also could explain why the
reform was desperately needed. Haddick-Flynn states “he (Clark) urged that
Catholics should join in sufficient numbers to keep order in their own areas”
(1999: 329). However, the whole appearance of the force made Catholics
considerably withdraw based on negative feelings towards it. (Haddick-Flynn
1999: 329) The small number of Catholics in the police provides a more
reflective view of the perception of the force in the Catholic community.
(Hancock 1998) In the eyes of the Catholics, “the R.U.C. appeared as a
partisan force that bowed more to political pressure than of discriminatory
hiring practices” (Hancock 1998). The proportionate in religious composition
could not be reached. However, the RUC was alleged never to be wholly
protestant in the manner of the B-Specials. (Guelke 1992: 95)
This statement is also supported by Morrissey & Smyth, who point out,
that the nationalist antagonism towards the security forces was based on the
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perception that security forces engaged in repression directly of Nationalists.
Furthermore, the authors state that nationalists would resist to any change
on plans for the police reform. This was based “on a depth of feeling related
to this perception of security forces” (2002: 24). Northern Nationalists were
often regarded as the enemy within. The RUC already by the name stressed
the allegiance to the majority population. (Taylor 2000: 26)
Around 1920 most recruits for the new police came from the UVF and
out of this, it developed into a protestant force. (Guelke 1992: 95) Concerning
the revived UVF the creation of the RUC happened also because of the
pressure from the British government to legitimise patrolling and other
activities. (Guelke 1992: 95)
6.2.3 IRA vs. RUC – Paramilitary Forces against State Forces
Arthur Aughey (2005) offers a different perspective on the debate on the
policing reform. In his eyes, it seemingly reflected the attitude but also the
nature of the IRA’s campaign of violence. Aughey describes this complex
situation by a “slippage between the legitimate proposition that policing must
become more acceptable to Catholics and the illegitimate proposition that
there was moral equivalence between the acts of the IRA and those of the
RUC” (2005: 116). The matters that were required by the politics of
compensation apparently gave anti-agreement Unionists “a number of points
for a negative balance sheet” (Aughey 2005: 126). Examples from this list are
“the ‘destruction’ of the RUC and even more the 50/50 recruitment system
for the new police service that discriminated against Protestant applicants”
(Aughey 2005: 126).
Aughey also points out further that the “reform of the RUC, would
have been made more palatable had there been a clear indication that the
IRA was in the process of disbandment” (2006: 96). The decommissioning of
illegal weapons was still strongly doubted to be seriously in progress. What
happened, supposedly, was the reverse, as campaign after campaign was
confirmed. (Aughey 2006: 96) However, republican campaigns of violence
(carried out already since the foundation of the state) were seen increasingly
as unsuccessful and soon became discredited as a form of political opposition
— even amongst their supporters. This means that those campaigns “failed to
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generate support among the catholic community” (Maginess 2002: 34) and,
above that, they could be easily defeated militarily by the Royal Ulster
Constabulary. Naturally, this “provided [the Unionist leadership] with
plentiful propaganda” (Maginess 2002: 34) and therefore certainly lead to
further support among Protestants for the Unionist leadership so that in turn
there would be further oppression of the catholic community. Campaigns like
this seemed to utterly play into unionist hands. (Maginess 2002: 34)
6.2.4 The Internationalisation of Northern Irish Affairs and the Policing
Reform
Another aspect for the need of a policing reform also increasingly became the
internationalisation of Northern Ireland’s political affairs. (Laffan/ O’Donnell
1998: 176) Guelke points out that for example, the scandal over police
interrogation methods in Northern Ireland had attracted the attention of the
Americans. (1998: 201) Suddenly the work of Northern Ireland’s police would
not any longer be only Northern Ireland’s business. This way the so-called
American connection also had an influence on the complicated subject of
policing, with its international perspective. Out of this, it could not be
surprising that Richard Haass (president of the Council on Foreign Relation
and US ambassador) commented that he approved the recommendations of
the Patten Report and its full implementation in the Good Friday Agreement.
(Dumbrell 2006: 361)
6.2.5 Political Parties (DUP, SDLP and Sinn Féin) and the Policing Reform
On the level of political parties, the discourse on reforming the police is also
alleged to make attitudes along the traditional division visible. In the
following, the position of the SDLP, the DUP, and Sinn Féin are sketched.
There have been quite a number of critical issues for the SDLP (Social
Democratic and Labour Party) during the talks. Among them policing,
criminal justice, human rights, and equality could be found. Policing,
however, appeared, as the most important issue as there happened to be a
“total absence of active nationalist support for RUC” (Farren 2006: 115).
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Sinn Féin who used to be engaging in what is widely known as abstentionism,
which means that they did not take up the seats in the Northern Irish
parliament, were now also not taking up the seat in the NIPB (Northern
Ireland Policing Board) at first hand and by that withheld support for the
reconstituted force. (Tonge et al. 2014: 24) It should take some years until in
June 2007 before they took their first step to enter the talks. (Sinn Fein's
Policing Board debut (31 May 2007) and Bean 2007b: 191)
This was reflected by a very low enrolment of Catholics (see 6.2.2) and
further in the range in which the RUC appeared as an IRA target (see 6.2.3).
(Farren 2006: 115) Perhaps the matter was even further complicated by the
unresolved issue of decommissioning looming on the political horizon.
(Tonge et al. 2014: 24/25)
On this background, it could not be surprising that the Patten Report
needed considerable time until it met not only the demands of the SDLP. The
time the Patten Report took to become legislation made the procedure even
more difficult for the party (SDLP). Negotiations (with the British
Government) on details of the implementation were to last until August 2001.
The outcome put stress on a whole ‘bundle’ of issues of policing. (Farren
2006: 115; same page see details of 7 points)
To understand the significance of this reform a look at the statistics is
useful. They show that from members of SDLP “94 per cent backed the
radical reform of RUC […]” (Tonge 2006: 81).
With regard to the DUP, it could be said that leading figures like Peter
Robinson, first of all, stressed the failure of Sinn Féin and its commitment to
support the police. (Tonge et al. 2014: 24) This was problematic as policing
remained one of the main issues, any change regarding it tended to attain
symbolic character with the Unionist side, in particular the discourse
revolving around the issue of the name. (Tonge et al. 2014: 24)
Reflecting on opinion and partly structure Patten also seemed to have
an influence on change within the Unionist movement, from the UUP to the
DUP. (Tonge et al. 2014: 68)
With the question of fair recruitment, the matter of support also
remained difficult. There was only minor advocacy for the 50/50 recruitment
scheme. (Tonge et al. 2014: 68) However, a slight change could be seen,
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because “44 per cent of DUP members believe[d] that most Roman Catholics”
were now backing the police in contrast to “the 31 per cent dissenting” (Tonge
et al. 2014: 68).
An interesting aspect also comes into play in how the DUP valued the
involvement of Sinn Féin. Not a majority, but nevertheless 36 per cent of the
DUP members were in favour of it, even possibly considering the benefit for
policing in Sinn Féin’s presence on the policing board. This clearly silenced
those members (one-third) who did not share this view. (Tonge et al. 2014:
68)
Nevertheless, the traditional position and attitude is to some extent
still reflected in the question of how far the RUC and the PSNI are equal. In
that question, 71 per cent of the DUP members leave no doubt that these two
organisations are far from being perceived as similar. For nationalists, this
estimation tended in the opposite direction as having achieved a kind of goal
(abolition of the RUC). From their perspective, stronger support could be
given to the new force. (Tonge et al. 2014: 68-69)
With this background, it is understandable that the many changes
assumingly created concern for the DUP members. (Tonge et al. 2014: 92)
For some of the members, concern was even falling too short. They felt rather
anger about the changes to come. Out of this 61 per cent believe that the
reform has gone too far. (Tonge et al. 2014: 93/94 Figure4.1, (see Notes for
Figure))
With Sinn Féin, the situation is perhaps slightly more complicated.
Their involvement – as already pointed out earlier – was estimated as helpful
by some but still seen with some suspiciousness by others. (Tonge et al. 2014:
94/95 (see Notes for Table 4.1))
Strangely enough, a situation had developed where “Sinn Féin [was]
backing [...] the police force of a state it supposedly wishe[d] to end” (Tonge
et al. 2014: 95). This turned out to be “the most dramatic of all republican
transformations, one awkward for that party, but perhaps even more so for
whom the Provisional IRA once targeted” (Tonge et al. 2014: 95). Relating to
the concept of social change this is perhaps one of the rare occasions when it
becomes observable.
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Concerning the public attitude towards the policing reform Mac Ginty (2004:
91, Table 3 see Notes) ascertains in his survey that the people of each of the
communities (Catholic and Protestant) reflected the opinion to a larger
extent determined by their political parties.
6.2.6 Implications of the Patten Report 1999/2001
As already pointed out in 6.1 and partly 6.2 the police in Northern Ireland
was faced with many challenges and experienced a growing need to be
reformed. The past decades of conflict (and before) had made it almost
impossible to look at the force without creating the impression of onesidedness. The peace process, however, demanded to address this issue. The
police (RUC) needed to become a security force for all of the people of
Northern Ireland. Against this background, Mallie and McKittrick point out
that at some point the support for the Good Friday Agreement was decreasing
among Protestants and Unionists. Right at that moment, a commission had
drawn up a report on the future of policing. On a first glance and with the
many biases in mind (described under 5.2.1 to 5.2.5) it would be difficult to
measure if it worsened the situation or improved it. (2002: 326)
In 1991, the document called the Patten Report was finally published.
The conception of this report could simply be described by change. After
nearly 80 years the police had been known under the name Royal Ulster
Constabulary, this statement was considered to alter (not only) this status
quo. (Dixon 2008: 294) Again, it needs to be stressed that the
recommendations meant not less but a complete transformation of the police
force as such. (2002: 326)
The Report recommended under 17.6 that the force should not be
“disbanded, it should [rather] henceforth be named the Northern Ireland
Police Service” (Patten 1999: 99). Along with many other points on policing,
the issue of the name is believed to have stimulated most of the anger from
the unionist side. (Mallie/McKittrick 2002: 326) Finally, in 2001 the name of
the security force was changed to the Police Service of Northern Ireland
(PSNI) as suggested by the report. (A History of Policing in Ireland 2008/
Ryder 2000: 513)
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The initiative behind this change of name was that the police should
represent the whole of the people in Northern Ireland, as the RUC had
become known for discrimination and violence against people with a catholic
background. (Ryder 2000: 513 pp. and Dixon 2008: 294-295) To bring about
change in this concept the new term for the police, in particular, stressed the
‘service’ aspect (a possible connection to American police slogans, see Los
Angeles Police Department) could be seen here: ‘To Protect and to Serve’
(also see The Origin of the LAPD Motto)). This idea to serve the people and to
care for the communities in Northern Ireland would be a significant step
forward. The noun service presumably expresses even more that the scheme
of policing in a society like that of Northern Ireland had to be approached
differently. Nevertheless, the discussion of policing in the province continued
even beyond Patten. (Dickson 2006: 170-186, in particular 184)
The change of name was as fundamental as the political alterations
that took place at the same time. The acronym PSNI was thought to mark a
turning point especially in the public image of the police as such (Patten
1999: 99). As described above the change of name had touched a very
sensitive nerve. According to Dixon (2008), it could be argued that there
were seemingly different attitudes among Protestants and Catholics not only
towards a name change of the police. However, this was not the only measure
the Patten Report suggested. In the following quote there are presented more
details of how the force should appear in the future:
“[…] a transformation of policing, including policing as a
partnership for community safety; a decentralisation of the
force; the creation of human rights culture; the democratic
accountability of the police; transparent and open policing;
and the composition of a force that better reflected the
communal make up of the population”. (2008: 294)
Dixon argues further that the suggestions altogether were considered
problematic, in particular “the symbolism was highly damaging, most
particularly the proposal to change the name of the RUC. The name change
[...] was seen by many Unionists as a betrayal of a force that had [severely]
suffered [...]” (2008: 294) especially because of the high number of casualties
during the conflict. (Dixon 2008: 294) As the recruitment happened to be
almost exclusively protestant so were the victims. (Dixon 2008: 294)
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In addition to the change of name, the neutrality feature remained as another
issue. To sum it up and cut a long story short: “Nationalists welcomed the
report, while Unionists attacked it” (Dixon 2008: 294). It appears not to be
surprising that (pro-) nationalist consociationalists (see Notes for definition
on consociationalism) demanded the full implementation of Patten strongly.
(Dixon 2008: 294)

6.3 New Force, New Language? – Frequency of Lexical Items of Policing
After the theoretical frame (6.1 and 6.2) for this analysis of lexical items
about policing has been set, the next step will now follow. Again, texts
(Belfast Telegraph, BBC Northern Ireland, and An Phoblacht) from the
period of 2000 to 2009 and 1995/97 to 1999 were used, to evaluate the
frequency of the lexemes. The searches were carried out by applying the same
procedure as in chapter four.
6.3.1 RUC and POLICE
For the comparison of the lexical item RUC with the lexical item police in
texts from 1995/97 to 1999, the following results were found. The Belfast

Telegraph and BBC Northern Ireland showed an almost equal frequency.
There was a higher frequency of RUC in texts from An Phoblacht.

Table 6.1 Frequency of RUC and police in sub-corpora POLITICS
RUC

police

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of hits

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of hits

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)

6.30

35

2.70

15

BBC NI 1995-1999
(32,232 words)

6.52

21

13.03

42

AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

37.76

147

3.34

13

At a first glance, the numbers above might surprise. How can this be
explained? BT and BBC NI seem to be very restrained regarding the use of
this acronym, even in those years, shortly before and one year after the Good
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Friday Agreement. The police force that had been in power now for about
seven decades was alleged to be challenged and changed.
As far as ethnicity could be estimated here, the Belfast Telegraph and
the BBC Northern Ireland belong to British (influenced) media. An Phoblacht
contrary to this is belongs to nationalist (even more republican) news. Out of
this it belongs to the other part of Northern Ireland’s society. In terms of
language usage, a relatively low number for the lexical item RUC and the
lexical item police seems to reflect this.
However, there is a slight but remarkable difference to be noticed. The

Belfast Telegraph rather tends to use RUC, while BBC Northern Ireland more
often employs the lexeme police. Police seemingly embodies a more neutral
lexical item. It appears as a broadened term as it does not favour either side.

AnP on the other side supposedly shows larger numbers for RUC,
which in some way provides some insight into AnP’s focus and with that on
their position towards the political situation as well as on politics in general.
For the believed self-defined ‘speaker’ of the Republican movement, the RUC
is considerably still seen as in the role of the ‘old’ policing opponent.
It should now be interesting to investigate how far the results supposedly
alter after the police force was to be changed in 2001.

Figure 6.1 Frequency of RUC and police in sub-corpora POLITICS
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6.3.2 RUC, police and PSNI
To be able to comment on the frequency of the lexemes in texts from 2000 to
2009, searches were carried out with texts from BT, BBC NI, and AnP into

AntConc. In table 6.2, the results of these searches are displayed.
Table 6.2 Frequency of RUC, police and PSNI in sub-corpora POLITICS
RUC

police

PSNI

Relat. N
per
10000
words

Tot. N of
hits

Relat. N
per
10000
words

Tot.N of
hits

Relat. N
per
10000
words

Tot.N of
hits

BT 2000-2009
(306,231 words)

2.68

86

14.83

475

5.46

175

BBC NI 2000-2009
(43,995 words)

2.95

13

52.05

229

12.27

54

AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

14.96

113

6.09

46

15.10
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BT and BBC NI use police quite frequently compared to RUC or PSNI. It
appears as if this lexical item is less connotated (also see 6.2). and, even
more, reflects a rather neutral as well as broadened terminology. If there
were a connotation, this would only be the traditional meaning of the security
force of the state as it is the case in other European countries. The use of the
acronym RUC only seems to come up in particular reference to the past.

Figure 6.2 Frequency of RUC, police and PSNI in sub-corpora POLITICS

60,00
BT
20002009

Relat. N

45,00

BBC NI
20002009

30,00
15,00
0,00
RUC

police

PSNI

AnP
20002009
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AnP presumably has a different approach towards the choice of lexical items
with relation to policing. Use apparently depends here on a rather complex
concept. The acronym RUC could be seen as a clear reference to the past with
a particular attitude attached to it. To apply the acronym PSNI instead of

police could also be interpreted as to underline the peace process. With the
abbreviation PSNI (replacing the abbreviation RUC) lexical change could be
observed as this is the new term for the police force (see 3.2.3.1 and 6.2 for
details on reform).

Table 6.3 Comparison of frequency of RUC, police and PSNI in sub-corpora
POLITICS

RUC

police

PSNI

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)

2.68

86

14.83

475

5.46

175

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)

6.30

35

2.70

15

-

-

BBC NI 2000-2009
(43,995 words)

2.95

13

52.05

229

12.27

54

BBC NI 1995-1999
(32,232 words)

6.52

21

13.03

42

-

-

AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

14.96

113

6.09

46

15.10

114

AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

37.76

147

3.34

13

-

-

In Table 6.3, numbers from the various sub-corpora (BT (old, new), BBC NI
(old, new) and AnP (old, new) have been combined in order to show differences
diachronically. It can also be noticed here that the BBC’s tendency to use the
official and non-connotated term police contrasts to AnP’s approach. AnP has
low counts for police in newer texts and even less in older texts. As already
mentioned they have a considerable large number of use of PSNI. This
comparison shows even more an alleged ideological influence on language
usage.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of frequency of RUC, POLICE, and PSNI in subcorpora POLITICS
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6.4 Beyond Frequency

RUC as well as PSNI are lexical items that certainly belong to certain periods
of Northern Irish historical development. Thereby RUC tends to reflect the
past decades shaped by the conflict and the ‘Troubles’. PSNI on the other side
is to some extent inseparably connected to the peace process, the
negotiations and talks, the monitoring commissions and above all the Good
Friday Agreement. The chosen lexical items (for details see 6.3 to 6.3.2) were
grouped as the follows: (1) RUC and POLICE and (2) RUC, police and PSNI.
To realise this mutual influence the use of RUC, police or PSNI is by
far not merely a choice of lexical items being applied or not, to describe the
security forces, but rather a believed steady discourse within a changing
society. Criticism on the assumed status quo and calling a spade a spade was
apparently hardly favoured not only in the case of policing the province in the
older days. (see Curtis 1998: 279-299 on Programmes on Northern Ireland
banned, censored or delayed; Hawes-Bilger 2007: 40-48) Maginess (2002:
38) points out that the change of name to PSNI – at times quite
controversially discussed among not only politicians – is found to have been
accepted in the end with only minor resistance. This means the public
accepted it with the possibility of gaining cross-community support.
Regarding the linguistic analysis, the results imply that the lexical item
favoured is the supposedly general term police, though evidence could be
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found that RUC has not completely vanished from the screen, as it possibly
relates to the history of policing or is used in connection with the ‘Troubles’ in
particular. The lexical item PSNI increasingly tends to be used in an official
way and the attitude towards this police force slowly seems to develop into a
positive one.
6.4.1 Collocations RUC, Police and PSNI
After first having had a look at the frequency of the particular lexical items
chosen, now the measure of collocations should be in focus. The collocates,
perhaps those that are of interest for this study, were selected from a wider
range of lexical items that could not be fully presented here (for the complete
table see Notes Chapter 6).
In the first table (Table 6.4), collocates of RUC in BT texts with a fixed
span of -15 to +15 are shown. Interestingly, only a few collocates were to be
found. In the second table (Table 6.5), collocates of police in BT texts with a
fixed span of -15 to +15 are displayed.

Table 6.4 Collocates of RUC in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
Roland
IrelandOs
disturbance

2
2
2

1
2
2

Again, it needs to be noted that the frequency with which these collocations
appear is relatively low. However, a look at these lexical items is nevertheless
interesting because it allows, to some extent, insight into the language usage
in current political and social discourses. Certainly interesting are those
lexical items below.

Table 6.5 Collocates of police in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
terriorists
Crimestoppers
Partnership
harra[s]sing
cooperation
informer
disturbance
gathering

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
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The third and last table (Table 6.6) in this sub-chapter presents collocations
of PSNI in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15. Here the picture created is
slightly fuzzy at first glimpse. What appears to be certain is that, with the

PSNI, there also seem to be other discourses connected to usage apart from
exclusively Northern Irish.

Table 6.6 Collocates of PSNI in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
They've
Campus
perpertrators
Afganistan
McNeilly
gardai
Superintendent
earth-shattering

5
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

Finally, it could be said that here collocations are also a factor that needs to
be recognised. Here evaluation is not predominately based on quantity, but
rather with by a closer look on certain items and their supposed discourse
relevance.

6.5 Conclusion
Generally, the results of this chapter and the change that has taken place in
society could be observed as not fundamentally new. However, it needs to be
noted that the change that the police underwent, brought a different
consciousness and awareness for the force and its situation in the North, as
the policing issue could be estimated as certainly one of the gravest factors in
any step towards any kind of lasting peace. In chapter 2 under 2.2.1.3, the
change within the force and of its name has been sketched and pointed out.
Moreover, the important role of Patten has been stressed as an instance of
regulation.
In this chapter five, the author illustrated how she believed change
came about and how the historical development has shaped this particular
police force giving insight into its difficult role during the ‘Troubles’ and
beyond. This detailed account was given in order to be able to understand the
further analysis of the lexical items in the second part of the chapter. What
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might be seen here is that the name of such a central security force carries
more than can be possibly noticed at first hand. The ethnic ‘boundary’ that
assumedly came with the prefix royal (see 6.1.1 for explanation) which in this
particular setting was a permanent reminder of the colonial attitude and even
more of the oppression of the catholic minority. To realise this pattern of
thinking and to change the name, appears to make the move possible from
the troubled past to the future of mutual acceptance.
That the issue of the police reform was not solely a side effect of the
supposed general change is also illustrated by the example of the St. Andrews
talks and the Agreement that was certainly followed by them. Here the debate
about the role of the police, its name and position in society was one of the
key issues that could have led to the failure or even the breakdown of the
talks.
Meanwhile, in the middle of society, the PSNI are widely serving the
community and trying to keep the peaceful status quo. The challenges that
would come up with the presumed emergence of the dissidents are a different
matter discussed besides others in the following chapter.
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Notes
6.1.3 Policing at the Time of the GFA and Beyond (1998-2009)
[...] “In both London and Dublin, ministers and officials had hoped that 1982 would
offer some respite after the turmoil that followed the hunger strikes of the previous
year; a year in which some political progress might be made in the north.
Unemployment was rising sharply, however, and by the end of the year more than
one in four men were out of work. And the bombings and shootings continued.”
“By the time of the deaths of Carroll and Grew, many nationalists in Northern
Ireland were enraged by the killings, and senior members of the Roman Catholic
clergy were demanding an independent inquiry. Sinn Fein accused the police of
carrying out summary executions. The suspicion grew that the RUC was running
some sort of a death squad. Few people were prepared to use such a term, however:
instead, someone coined the ambiguous phrase “shoot-to-kill”. Northern Ireland
secretary Jim Prior immediately denied there was any “shoot-to-kill policy”. There
was, he said, “a policy of capturing and dealing with terrorists”, but he added that if
people who were suspected of being armed broke through a roadblock, “they must
accept the security forces have to take the necessary action”.”
“In June the following year, as a result of pressure from the director of public
prosecutions for Northern Ireland, the RUC conducted fresh investigations into the
two shootings. Eventually three members of the HMSU were charged with the
murder of Eugene Toman, who had been shot by a constable named David
Brannigan.! [...]”
“Ian Cobain: “Northern Ireland: when Britain fought terror with terror: When
Martin McCauley was 19, he was shot by police as an IRA suspect. His best friend
was killed. The RUC has always denied that it had a shoot to kill policy, but now
fresh evidence is emerging”, Thursday 9 July 2015.” (Northern Ireland: when Britain
fought terror with terror 2015)

6.2.5 Political Parties (SDLP, DUP and Sinn Féin) and the Policing Reform
The following Figure 6.4 depicts the distribution of opinion on the question
of how far-reaching the policing reform appeared in the eyes of the DUP
members. Their perceptions have been described using expressions such as

Gone too far, About right, and Needs to go further. With increasing age, 45
and beyond, the acceptance for the reform seems to be decreasing as marked
by the description gone too far. The description about right appears to
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progress in the opposite direction with increasing age of 45 and beyond. The
suggestion that more needs to be done or that the reform Needs to go further
experiences a smaller percentage among all age groups. (For Figure see Tonge,
Braniff, Hennessey, McAuley, & Whiting 2014: 94)

Figure 6.4 DUP members’ views on policing reform, by age

The following Table 6.7 shows the relation in how far ‘Policing is benefiting
from Sinn Fein’s Participation on policing boards’. It is perceivable that DUP
members see perhaps a fair share of benefit for policing from Sinn Féin’s
participation on the policing board. The actual numbers, however, also show
that the typical attitude towards Sinn Féin remains, as only a very small
percentage of DUP members choose Strongly Agree. By far the largest
percentage express their view by Neither Agree or Disagree, followed by

Agree and Disagree. The category Strongly Disagree in comparison to
Strongly Agree, nevertheless, remains relatively large in numbers. (For figure
see Tonge, Braniff, Hennessey, McAuley, & Whiting 2014: 95)
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Table 6.7 DUP members’ views %

In Table 6.8, the attitudes towards the policing reform are depicted. The
groups involved are Catholics, Protestants, and people with no religion or no
reference to religion that have been interviewed too. At first glance, a
characteristic picture on the distribution of opinion is drawn with regard to
the category Gone too far and Not gone far enough. About right does not
show too much of an alteration in numbers. Only with the category Don’t

know people with no religion seem to come into greater focus. (For table see
MacGinty 2004: 91)

Table 6.8 Attitudes to Policing Reform, 2001

6.2.6 Implications of Patten Report 1999/2001
Short Definition: Consociationalism
“Consociationalism, a stable democratic system in deeply divided societies
that is based on power sharing between elites from different social groups.”
(Saurugger 2016)
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6.4.1 Collocations RUC, Police and PSNI
Collocates of police in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
joing
ruthlessness
Fridays
9.45pm
homeowner
o'dowd
hover
Whitecliff
obligate
terriorists
Crimestoppers
Partnership
exaggeration
retaliatory
paralyse
harrasing
assassin
debrief
eyewitness
cooperation
vigilant
okay
attribute
public's
Parade
O'Doherty
Roland
face-off
hood
O'Reilly
deadlocked
coerce
Corcrain
trader
crew
informer
disturbance
gathering
plus
%

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
10

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
6
162
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7. Change in Language Usage III: “Heroes” and Traitors
7.1 Republican and Loyalist Paramilitaries
There has been a long tradition of paramilitary groups in Ireland. They have
been a part of politics before and after the signing of the Anglo-Irish treaty.
Those groups are alleged to have shaped the province’s past fundamentally
on various levels of society and politics. The following chapter will now
particularly focus on the forces, the presumed changes they underwent and
the language usage that considerably surrounds them.
7.1.1 Historical Development and Impact on NI

7.1.1.1 From Irish Volunteers to Irish Republican Army
The Irish Volunteers are a group that was founded in 1913 when Ireland
already experienced a kind of the diversion of Irish Nationalist against Irish
Unionist opinion and loyalty to the British Crown. Their establishment can be
seen as an immediate reaction to the foundation of the UVF in the same year.
(Jackson 199: 167) It is important to understand the circumstances that
surround this group, as it later turned into what became known first as the
IRB and then as the IRA.
The Irish Volunteers are a valuable example of how particular
campaigns – for and against the British Crown – as that of Redmond (on the
question of military support for the British at the Somme in the First World
War) led to a split and through that to the establishment of a possibly more
radical version of that particular group. (Jackson 1999: 168-169, Augusteijn
2004: 282-283; Hanley 2010: 4-5)
On Easter Monday 1916 and during the following Easter Rising this
group is alleged to have made the stand. At that time, the Irish Volunteers
might well be described as a patchwork of different groups as there were also
activists of the IRB to be found within their ranks. (Jackson 1999: 168-169;
Hanley 2010: 4-5)
After the foundation of Dáil Eireann in January 1919, the organisation
(formally under the name Irish Volunteers) increasingly became known as
the Irish Republican Army (and Irish Volunteers). (Augusteijn 2004: 282283: Hanley 2010: 5-6).
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Already at that time, a split between the Volunteers and the GHQ happened
in Dublin because of this, altogether the volunteers were quite unevenly
distributed over the country. For the IRA had started out as an Irish
organisation, membership in Ulster was supposedly extremely low, as the
Volunteers were marginal and concentrated only in few small areas.
(Augusteijn 2004: 283)
Membership features of the Volunteers could be summed up in the
following: young (mostly aged between 20 and 30) and almost entirely
Catholic. The Volunteers seemingly were typical representatives of male Irish
Catholic society. They preferably came from most sectors of working and
middle classes, than from the upper-middle or upper classes. In some cases,
evidence seems to imply that a few of them were even unemployed or
indigent. (Augusteijn 2004: 283)
The officers, however, tended to be more urban based and
subsequently had a higher status, which means that they were better
educated, apparently more skilled and even financially better off. It can be
observed that there are clear changes in the composition of membership after
the fighting started, considering for example the decrease of the average age
of the volunteers. In the most active areas, the basis certainly turn out to be
more urban and working class, while the officers became more middle class.
Different backgrounds, that had existed in earlier periods, largely
disappeared by the year 1920/21. (Augusteijn 2004: 283)
Interestingly with losing the Irish War of Independence followed by
the Anglo-Irish Treaty, the IRA had to accept that their objectives could not
necessarily be reached through military confrontation. Moreover, the
organisation was faced with the reality of the Irish Free State and the newly
created state in the North of the island. At this stage, handing in their arms
was considered to be the last option possible. All that could perhaps be done
was to maintain the organisation and to mobilise support through Sinn Féin.
(Augusteijn 2004: 283) Partition and the Nationalist minority can be seen as
the major focus of Republican concern at this time. (O'Halpin 2004: 84)
From 1916 to 1922, the organisation is believed to have been left with a
difficult legacy. Soon abstention (staying way from political enrolment)
became the benchmark of true Republicanism. The inherent suspicion of
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involvement in politics was overwhelming. Memories of the past (Easter
Rising) and a democratic programme gave rise to a strong socialist tendency.
The combination of these elements made it virtually impossible to obtain the
wider public support, which was always desperately needed for success in
military campaign. (Augusteijn 2004: 283)
In 1925, the link with Sinn Féin was broken when a large section of the
party under De Valera saw that abstention from parliament would lead them
nowhere. The political success and the IRA’s inability to launch a military
campaign supposedly made clear that the IRA needed its own political party.
Several unsuccessful political initiatives followed, as the Republican Congress
(1934) and the more traditional party Cumann Phoblachta nahÉirann (1936).
(Augusteijn 2004: 283; Hanley 2010; Bell 1997)
In 1932, Fianna Fáil took over the government, which certainly caused
increased enthusiasm for the IRA. However, after a presumably short time,
De Valera banned the organisation, as it seemed to be not needed anymore.
Finally, the attempts of the IRA to regain its relevance led to a bombing
campaign in Great Britain in January 1939. Some hard-line remnants of the
organisation under Sean Russell hoped to force Britain to renegotiate the
treaty. Soon these activities proved to be futile. The campaign then ended
with relatively few casualties. (Augusteijn 2004: 283; Bell 1997; Hanley 2010)
Nonetheless, the IRA still hoped that destabilising Northern Ireland
could have an effect as it would bring about the collapse of the state and that
it then would not be able to survive. However, by the end of 1925, “Northern
Ireland seemed [to be] secure” (Bardon 2003: 788). Nationalists now had to
agree with bad grace to Unionist rule to some extent and their representatives
perhaps even ended their boycott on institutions and the government.
Despite that, the opportunity where the Unionist government could ensure
stability and by that show generosity towards the Catholic minority was not
taken. (Bardon 2003: 788) Nevertheless, there were still certain IRA
activities in the 1930s. (RUC 2007)
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For Protestants a new wave of fear certainly came when the IRA ceased its
foremost activity in the South. (Boyce 2002: 21) Attention then was turned to
the North of Ireland. However, this campaign only lasted for a short period,
as by December 1944, the movement there was practically wiped out.
(Augusteijn 2004: 283)

7.1.1.2 Preparing New Ground – The IRA in the North (WWII and after)
After the Second World War it appeared as only a matter of time that the IRA
was re-established by some of its former members. It also made the attempt
to renewed its links to Sinn Féin. The organisation certainly needed a new
objective and so they dedicated their struggle to re-unite Ireland by physical
force. (Augusteijn 2004: 283; Hanley 2010: 120) This could be seen as a
reason that the 1950s saw an increase of violence against the state of
Northern Ireland in particular. (Farrell 1976: 202)
At the beginning of the 1950s, the IRA was believed to have been
collapsed. (Fraser 2000: 34) According to Farrell (1976: 202), a ‘new’ IRA
then emerged in the mid-1950s; an Army that was better organised and
better planned. (Farrell 1976: 202) The preparations of the years from 1951 to
1954 had seemingly transformed the IRA. The army was on the move, as
there happened to be an increase in raids, volunteers and other items. Its
believed success, to them, was only a matter of time. (Bell 1997: 270) In 1956,
the Border Campaign (codenamed Operation Harvest (‘Operation Harvest’
(origin of codename) (2012)) actually began. (Bardon 1996: 235) The ‘Border
Campaign’ was a rural campaign that in its early stage ostensibly had public
support. (Farrell 1976: 202)
Early signs for such an IRA campaign apparently already took shape
back in June 1951, although, the actual campaign, as already pointed out
began later. Repeatedly Belfast and Dublin reacted equally towards this
paramilitary action using internment against IRA leaders as well as activists.
(Fraser 2000: 34) Unionists on their side continually banned and broke up
anti-Unionist rallies and demonstrations. (Farrell 1976: 202) Their security
campaign was almost entirely compensated by the Royal Ulster Constabulary
and Ulster Special Constabulary. (Fraser 2000: 34)
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Though activities were at a high level in 1957, it needs to be considered that
the IRA never seemed to truly come to the point of forcing a breakdown in
the administration of the North. (Fraser 2000: 34) Perhaps the campaign’s
major weakness has to be seen in the fact that two-thirds of the population
were Unionists. The Army was therefore not surrounded by what could
metaphorically be called ‘green’ support. (Bell 1997: 284) Certainly only in
the border areas, it was possible for the IRA to count on assistance. (Bell
1997: 285) Subsequently the border campaign was seemingly doomed to fail
due to the lack of wider public support beyond that of the border region.
(Augusteijn 2004: 284)
Hoping to attract a mass following the movement slowly turned to the
left during the 1960s. Out of this, members of the IRA became ostensibly
involved in economic and social agitation. Within the attempt to rouse the
masses, some of those who were involved now considered full engagement in
politics through existing institutions. This must have created conflict among
the more traditional abstentionists in the organisation. (Augusteijn 2004:
284) Considering this Northern Nationalists found themselves in an difficult
situation: if they were running candidates in opposition to Sinn Féin, they
would apparently provide Unionist success. (Bell 1997: 268)

7.1.1.3 The IRA between the Troubles and the Good Friday Agreement
Coogan (2000: 332) argues that the IRA’s most significant initiative, later on,
was the supposed behind-the-scenes involvement in the Civil Rights
Movement where it is believed to have avoided taking typical IRA action.
Coogan (2000: 304) stresses that the IRA deserved some credit for the great
‘success’. (Coogan 2000: 308) The Republican movement certainly supported
the civil rights agitation in Northern Ireland beginning in 1964. The
campaign put emphasis on debate and limited peaceful protest. That posed a
dilemma for the Northern Ireland government as well as the Unionist
majority. According to O'Halpin (2004: 86) attempts to acknowledge or
address minority grievances to some extent were only halting and halfhearted.
A formal split of the organisation then came about under the pressure
of the violence, which erupted in the North in 1969. During the Army
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Convention in 1969 militarists broke away over the issue of abstention,
forming what became known as the Provisional IRA. (Augusteijn 2004: 284;
Bell 1997: 372-392) Bell (1990) describes the PROVOS’s tradition – though
slightly side – the following way:
“The major rebel organisation – the Provisional IRA – can
trace its structural roots not just of the beginnings of the
present Troubles in 1969 but also back through the old IRA of
the Black-and-Tan years, 1918-1921 and after, to the Irish
volunteers of 1916 and on through the IRB to the Fenians. ”
(Bell 1990: 8)
The remainder of that split renamed itself as the Officials. The Officials are
alleged to have suspended violence in 1972 but appear to remain in existence
for fund-raising purposes. (Augusteijn 2004: 284; Bell 1997: 372-392)
Another breakaway group overtly unwilling to accept the ceasefire
became known under the name of the Irish National Liberation Army
(INLA). Despite other tendencies, the PROVOS have supposedly sustained
the violent action much longer than before. Nevertheless, it could be argued
that tensions between the various parts of the movement driven by a large
range of issues like abstentionism, political involvement, and physical force
have persistently followed it. (Augusteijn 2004: 284; Taylor 2011: 13-14;
Hanley 2010: 182-185)
The initial belief was that a full-scale military campaign with a
maximum of civil disorder could possibly bring about an early British
withdrawal from the province. The difficulties related to that plan gave way
from the mid-1970s to the concept of the ‘long haul’, which certainly was
sought to weaken the British will to remain. This matter also coincided with a
higher degree of structure within the organisation. (Augusteijn 2004: 284)
Since the early 1980s, the use of violence is alleged to have gone hand
in hand with attempts to establish the more political wing Sinn Féin as a
further force on three levels: national, local, and in community-based politics.
A fusion of military and political action was to be born. Again supporters for
abstentionism presumably challenged this strategy and broke away to form
Republican Sinn Féin in 1986. (Augusteijn 2004: 284; Dixon: 2008)
By 1994, successful involvement in social and political action seems to
have brought about serious re-appraisal of the role of physical force. The
result apparently was a formal suspension of the military campaign. This
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probably to some extent cleared the way for Sinn Féin to enter into political
settlement by compromise, the already mentioned Good Friday Agreement.
(Augusteijn 2004: 284; Bean 2007a/b; Dixon 2008, Coogan 2000; Coogan
2002)
The believed reluctance of Unionists to accept Sinn Féin as a genuine
political party and the perceived uncertainty surrounding the implementation
of the agreement must have given a boost to supporters of continuing
violence and abstentionist politics. The emergence of the Continuity Army
Council (Republican Sinn Féin) and the foundation of the Real IRA (1995) in
this perspective thereby remain as a potential for a persisting conflict.
(Augusteijn 2004: 284; Taylor 2011: 14-15)
7.1.2 Loyalist Paramilitary Organisations

7.1.2.1 The Beginning – The Ulster Volunteer Force
The Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) was created in 1913. It was used to be able
to coordinate the paramilitary activities of Ulster Unionists. After a period of
low activism, the UVF was revived in July 1920 in the context of the AngloIrish war. Later on, it was certainly incorporated by larger extent into the
official Ulster Special Constabulary. (Jackson 2004: 594)
In 1966, the title Ulster Volunteer Force was re-established again and
applied to a group of militant loyalists from the Shankill Road, Belfast. This
group was seemingly opposed to the more liberal unionism of Terence O’Neil.
(Jackson 2004: 594) A militia (originally established in 1913) now declared
‘war’ on the IRA and began a campaign of violence. It needs to be stressed
that the IRA in 1966 was possibly only a threat in the UVF’s imagination.
(Feeney 2005: 15)
By 1972, the UVF had built up the strength of 1,500 combatants. It was
legalised in April 1974 in an effort to guide it towards constitutional activity,
however, it was banned in October the following year. (Jackson 2004: 594)
Police intervention soon reduced its size and effectiveness in the later 1970s
and 1980s. Despite this, it could be stated that a ruthless and elusive core
certainly remained. Between 1969 and 1994 (when the leadership signed the
joint loyalist ceasefire), the UVF could be considered as the principal loyalist
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organisation responsible for a range of sectarian and political assassination in
Northern Ireland. (Jackson 2004: 594, also see Shankill butchers)

7.1.2.2 New Paramilitary Organisations – The UDA
The Ulster Defence Association is a paramilitary force that was established in
Northern Ireland in 1971. In the beginning, it used to be closely associated
with the Ulster Vanguard movement. The UDA grew to an estimated
membership of 40,000 during 1972 and was obviously prominent in mass
protests against the close of Stormont. In the same year, they appeared as a
threatened opposition to the British army, which was for quite a while
patrolling the streets of Belfast. This also meant increased pressure on the
government to end the republican no-go areas. (Hepburn 2004: 590)
The reactive style assumingly soon developed into an even more
disturbing dimension when elements, in this case, the Ulster Freedom
Fighters (already operating with the UDA) started a campaign of
assassination in response to IRA actions. (Hepburn 2004: 590)
During the mid-1970s and later, activities from loyalist paramilitaries
played an important part alongside republican violence. Those actions have
to be seen as amplifying the level of residential segregation not only in Belfast
and elsewhere. (Hepburn 2004: 590)
However, this would only be one side of the coin. The UDA also sought
to improve its image by repeatedly more formal involvement for example in
housing allocation. Its leaders were also associated with Vanguard’s attempt
in 1975 to restore the devolved government by establishing a ‘voluntary
coalition’ with the SDLP. The UUP and the DUP possibly thwarted this
attempt. (Hepburn 2004: 590) The combination of extreme violence and
certain hints of political flexibility have considerably characterised the UDA
since the 1980s up until the 1990s. It also established a ‘Combined Loyalist
Paramilitary Command’ in partnership with the rival UVF and an open
political party UDP, to contest local elections. (Hepburn 2004: 590)
In its leadership, the UDA was primarily urban working class and
presumably non-religious in tone and attitude. It also sought to avoid
domination by conventional politicians, as for example Ian Paisley or the
DUP. (Hepburn 2004: 590)
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7.2 ‘New’ Dissidents in Northern Ireland – Socio-political Background
In the long history of the struggle between Ireland and Britain, the IRA was
apparently both, a steady companion on the one hand and threat on the
other. This organisation had split up so often into sub-groups that it is
difficult to picture precisely who is who. To speak of Republican dissidents in
this connection, therefore, can mean to address different groups of
supporters as well as opponents. (Morrison 2011: 17-21, Dixon 2008, Hanley
2010)
Back in 1981, speaking of dissidents had certainly carried a different
connotation, in contrast to recent developments. When the attacks on the
police barracks in March 2009 were carried out, these attackers were also
called dissidents but, by far, these men, or rather youngsters, had obviously
not the slightest bit of support from any part of the local community.
(McGuinness 2009, also see Channel 4 News, Morrison 2011: 17-21, Bean
2007b)
Occasionally, dissidents claimed to fight for the Irish cause, but the
question remains if this is still the same cause, as it was in the years after the
treaty (1920/21) or during the time of the civil rights marches in Derry, when
the situation in the province was to be changed so dramatically. It could be
argued that this is probably not the case. (Hanley 2010: 209)
Today dissidents in Northern Ireland are to some extent a symptom of
the vacuum politics left behind after the ‘Troubles’ ended and the
paramilitary groups ceased most of their violent campaigns. Interestingly
many of these dissidents are not middle-aged women or men with a deeplyrooted republican ‘attitude’ that are behind these actions. It is often young
people partly from the contested areas of north Belfast and alike (and merely
as in other countries in Europe) who are in search of what could be referred
to as a peer group. The particular circumstance in Northern Ireland is that
this happens in the frame relating to an old conflict, ‘a conflict of bygone
days’. (Bean 2007b; Morrison 2011: 32-33) Beyond this, it could also be seen
as a class phenomenon and in the same way as a political challenge. The
typical image of the IRA fighter (some might use the word terrorist) is
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supposedly different from this image of the dissidents carrying out attacks
today. (Morrison 2011: 17-21, 36-38 in particular)
This becomes certainly more evident when Martin McGuinness (who
played a vital part in the IRA too) in his speech — on the attack of British
soldiers in Co. Antrim and on the murder of a policeman in Craigavon (both
incidents happened in March 2009) — refers to the dissidents as:
"[…] These people are traitors to the island of Ireland, they have
betrayed the political desires, hopes and aspirations of all of the
people who live on this island. They don't deserve to be supported
by anyone." ('McGuinness helped maintained UDA ceasefire'
(2015))

This blatantly shows the suggested change in attitude. Their continuing
appearance in society and even more the manner with which they often
terrorise people (probably of their own community too) implies that the
stability won by the peace process still could be threatened.

7.3 The Frequency of Lexical Items of (Dissident) Paramilitary Action and Beyond
7.3.1 Terrorist and dissident
After the socio-historical background has been provided so far, focus will now
turn to the analysis of texts. In the table below (7.1), the search was carried
out for the lexical items (in this case adjectives) terrorist and dissident. These
lexical items are used to describe paramilitary actions. The results of the
search will now be discussed in detail.

Table 7.1 Frequency of terrorist and dissident in sub-corpora POLITICS
terrorist

dissident

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of
hits

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot.N of hits

BT 1995-1999
(55,557words)

5.40

30

0.54

3

BBC NI 1995-1999
(32,232 words)

3.41

11

2.17

7

AnP 1997-1999
(38,933words)

0.26

1

0.51

2

Instantly it appears as if there is a higher frequency of terrorist (compare

Table 6.1) in older texts, certainly because of the period that was chosen for
the search namely the years of the decommissioning and around the time of
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the Good Friday Agreement. The lexical item dissident on the other hand
appears with a rather low frequency.
While terrorist has to be described as an apparently pejorative used
lexical item relating to older terminology (as Provos), dissident – as a
presumed pejorative term – is rather applied in relation to newer
terminology. Moreover, it is obviously used with regard to violent campaigns
by splinter groups supposedly creating distance towards the traditional
paramilitary organisations. Therefore dissident also assumingly became
narrowed in meaning as links with traditional paramilitary organisations are
often denied in the current language usage.

Figure 7.1 Frequency of terrorist and dissident in sub-corpora POLITICS
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0,00
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With a look at different sources, older texts from BT had a presumably high
count for terrorist along with the BBC NI, which had a relatively high count.

An Phoblacht is in a particular position as indicated in Table 7.1. The low
frequency of the lexeme terrorist in these texts could not be surprising as this
represents to some extent the thesis’s general perception on the approach of
(self-)referencing. Despite a change in deeds and political actions, the change
in language usage therefore appears only half-hearted.
The term dissident also had low counts with older BT texts along with
only slightly higher count in older BBC NI texts. Again, AnP is represented
with rather small number of the lexeme dissident. These numbers seem to
reflect the political position of AnP clearly. The avoidance of these lexical
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items, perhaps, also somehow blocks the debate on the political and societal
role of its members.
In Table 7.2, the frequency of terrorist and dissident was compared in
new texts of BT, BBC NI, and AnP. BT texts show a high frequency of the
lexical item terrorist and above that a very high frequency of dissident.
Especially in the newer texts dissident is apparently used in the narrowed
meaning and certainly also as a conceptual metaphor for splinter groups. In
growing numbers it seems to replace other terminology as for example the
more 1980s related lexical item Provos.

Table 7.2 Frequency of terrorist and dissident in sub-corpora POLITICS
terrorist

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)
BBC NI 2000-2009
(43,995words)
AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

dissident

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of hits

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot.N of hits

2.93

94

4.46

143

0.91

4

8.81

36

0.26

2

0.66

5

In comparison to that, the BBC NI indicates rather low numbers for terrorist
while there were slightly larger numbers for dissident. AnP texts are of a
particular kind as they show a very low frequency of both terms.

Figure 7.2 Frequency of terrorist and dissident in sub-corpora POLITICS
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7.3.2 Terrorist, dissident, republican and loyalist
In the following table, the frequency of the lexical items terrorist and dissident in
comparison to republican and loyalist in older texts is displayed. Their
frequencies in older texts from BT, BBC NI, and AnP are listed in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 Frequency of terrorist, dissident, republican and loyalist in subcorpora POLITICS

terrorist

dissident

republican

loyalist

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)

5.40

30

0.54

3

8.82

49

8.64

48

BBC NI 19951999 (32,232
words)

3.41

11

2.17

7

11.17

36

13.65

44

AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

0.26

1

0.51

2

6.18

26

16.70

65

The lexical items terrorist, republican, and loyalist were most frequently used
in BT texts. With the BBC NI, republican and loyalist had comparatively high
counts in contrast to terrorist and dissident. Dissident action (in contrast to
‘traditional paramilitary action and violence’) in this case seems to be more
connected with the years after the Good Friday Agreement rather than
before.

Figure 7.3 Frequency of terrorist, dissident, republican and loyalist in subcorpora POLITICS

20,00
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With texts from AnP loyalist and republican showed the highest frequency.
While terrorist and dissident, in particular, are marginal in numbers. The
high frequency of the lexical item loyalist in AnP texts could to some extent
verify the believed stereotype still relating to the republican view that violent
campaigns are predominantly of a loyalist motivation.
In the following Table 7.4, the frequency of the adjectives terrorist,

dissident, republican and loyalist in newer texts of BT, BBC NI and AnP have
been counted.
(1) Interestingly, large numbers for terrorist could be found in newer

BT texts, in contrast to BBC NI and AnP. In terms of the political situation,
the period from which the texts come could be seen as a transitional period. A
period when the Good Friday Agreement and, more importantly, the later St.
Andrews Agreement were sought to bring back the Northern Ireland
Assembly, and by this should re-establish self-governing authority in
Northern Ireland’s political landscape.

Table 7.4 Frequency of terrorist, dissident, republican and loyalist in subcorpora POLITICS

terrorist

dissident

republican

loyalist

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)

2.93

94

4.46

143

8.30

266

4.90

157

BBC NI 20002009 (43,995
words)

0.91

4

8.18

36

10.91

48

11.14

49

AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

0.26

2

0.66

5

7.95

60

25.29

191

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

(2) The word dissident was also searched for in new texts of BT. This
produced large numbers, which implies that the news has focussed much
more on this issue due to the incidents that had been carried out by dissident
(paramilitary) groups of both sides – not only in Belfast. (also see Hanley
2010, BT) Out of this, the lexical item — as if it had never been away —
appeared in news texts again (see explanation 7.3 and refer to 3.2.2.2 for
concept in language change or rather semantic shift). Here it can also be
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observed in a higher count in BBC NI texts as there often have been reports
on those activities too. Remarkably there are very small numbers for this item
in AnP texts of this period. This should not be surprising as there is still,
presumably little coverage of the latest incidents by nationalist as well as
republican media.

Figure 7.4 Frequency of terrorist, dissident, republican and loyalist in subcorpora POLITICS
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(3) The lexical items republican and loyalist are examples of words that
seemingly have never completely vanished from the journalistic language
agenda. With the development of the conflict and beyond, these lexical items
have presumably been narrowed in their meaning as they emphasise relation
to either group in society. New BT texts appear to have a large count for the
adjective republican, followed by AnP and the BBC NI with a rather small
count. Perhaps, there are supposedly two dimensions to the usage of this
word. On the one hand there appears to be much public attention as there are
many films, books, and plays published from this point of view.
Another dimension is also surely represented in the way the
Republican movement is believed to have changed (not only with reference to
the many splits inside the paramilitary wing). Additionally, the tremendous
change from the armelite to the ballot box embodies this ( Dixon 2008: 217).
( Bean 2007a/b; see also for details on identity, self-image of Republicanism;
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also see 7.1 to 7.2) The item republican moreover has partly become a brand
as well as a metaphor supposed to be reflecting the past, at least one
perspective of the past with reference to the ‘Troubles’.
(4) With the lexical item loyalist, a different tendency could be
observed. Newer texts of AnP seemingly have the highest count for this word.
Surely, this could be seen as a reflection the old picture of enemies, as it is in
this frame, probably easier to refer to ‘them’ than to refer to ‘us’.
7.3.3 Paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican paramilitary
In the following table, the frequency of loyalist paramilitary and republican

paramilitary was examined in older texts from BT, BBC NI, and AnP.
Table 7.5 Frequency of paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican
paramilitary in sub-corpora POLITICS
paramilitary

BT 1995-1999
(55,557 words)
BBC NI 19951999 (32,232
words)
AnP 1997-1999
(38,933 words)

loyalist
paramilitary
Relat.
N per
Tot. N
10000
of hits
words

republican
paramilitary
Relat.
N per
Tot. N
10000
of hits
words

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

4.41

23

0.54

3

-

0

14.58

47

2.17

7

0.62

2

0.77

3

0.26

1

-

0

At a first hand, there is a relatively large number of the lexical item

paramilitary to be found in texts from BT and BBC NI. For loyalist
paramilitary there are also measurable frequencies to some extent. However,
remarkably there are quite marginal numbers for republican paramilitary.
Therefore, it seems that there happens to be a much stronger focus on the
more neutral (here in the sense of not emphasising relation or bonding)
lexeme paramilitary as well as on the more specific lexeme loyalist

paramilitary (on the meaning and usage of paramilitary see 3.2.2.2 and
5.2.1.1.)
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As already pointed out, the lexeme republican paramilitary shows the lowest
frequency in this particular search. To some degree it is not surprising that
there are no findings in AnP texts. Generally, the numbers regarding this subcorpus are very small.

Figure 7.5 Frequency of paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican
paramilitary in sub-corpora POLITICS
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There is apparently less desire to name any of the protagonists or rather
groups here. Perhaps it might surprise that for BT there is no frequency
measurable with this lexical item republican paramilitary. BT appears to cling
to the rather neutral term paramilitary here, as this fails to refer to a
particular side.
In Table 7.6, the frequency of paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and

republican paramilitary in newer text from BT, BBC NI, and AnP is displayed.
Table 7.6 Frequency of paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican
paramilitary in sub-corpora POLITICS
paramilitary

loyalist
paramilitary

republican
paramilitary

Relat. N
per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N
per
10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

Relat. N
per
10000
words

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)

1.40

45

0.22

7

-

0

BBC NI 2000-2009
(43,995 words)

4.55

20

0.91

4

0.45

2

AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

3.58

27

0.53

4

-

0

Tot.N
of hits
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For paramilitary in all the sub-corpora – BT, BBC NI, and AnP – the findings
suggest that there seems to be an increase in the percentages reflecting usage.
As the texts are from the time after the Good Friday Agreement there
assumingly happened to be a shift ‘to call semi-military (and political) forces
by their real name’.
Another remarkable aspect is the relatively large number of this
lexeme in newer AnP texts, compared to older AnP texts. The question
remains here as to how far the lexeme paramilitary also reflects dissident
action. The shift already mentioned perhaps embodies a new aspect in
language usage (implying even gradual semantic change) in the post-conflict
society.

Figure 7.6 Frequency of paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican
paramilitary in sub-corpora POLITICS
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There is also a slight difference to the employment of loyalist paramilitary.
However, there are supposedly no changes with the expression republican

paramilitary as the frequency remains low to almost zero. Again, zero usage is
found with newer AnP texts. Here it could be argued that AnP does neither
intend nor would want to draw connections to the troubled past associated
with the usage of particular lexical items. Loyalist paramilitary shows a
slightly higher frequency in newer texts by AnP compared to older ones.
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7.3.4 UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA and UVF
After the evaluation of the lexical items above, the focus should be laid on the
abbreviations for loyalist and republican paramilitary organisations (for details
on names see List of Abbreviations at the beginning). The selection of the
particular lexical items is a mixture of already long established (UDA, IRA and
UVF) and new(er) organisations (Real IRA, LVF). The two main opposing ones
namely UDA and IRA were included as well as the R(eal)IRA or the UVF.

Table 7.7 Frequency of UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA and UVF in sub-corpora
POLITICS

UDA
Relat.
Tot.
N per
N
10000
of
words
hits
BT 19951999
(55,557
words)
BBC NI
19951999
(32,232
words)
AnP
19971999
(38,933
words)

IRA
Relat.
Tot.
N per
N
10000
of
words
hits

LVF
Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Real IRA
Relat.
Tot.
N per
N
10000
of
words
hits

UVF
Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

0.54

3

36.00

200

1.62

9

0.36

2

0.72

4

2.17

7

31.65

102

1.55

5

0.62

2

2.48

8

0.77

3

8.22

32

3.34

13

-

0

3.60

14

Already at first hand the relatively large numbers for IRA might surprise, in
contrast to the other lexical items presented in this table. The only exception
differing in numbers is the entry of AnP texts for this item. Perhaps this
organisation was and is still the most publicised one.
Talking about Northern Ireland and especially about the ‘Troubles’
ultimately brings up the lexeme IRA. It needs to be noted again at this point
that the texts are from the time around the Good Friday Agreement. That the
lexical item IRA was presumably used more frequently should cause no
surprise here, as more attention seemingly remains intentionally to be laid on
the ‘republican side’.

UDA, on the other hand, gained a relatively low frequency in all the
three sub-corpora, even with older texts from AnP. LVF and UVF are a
particular case as the numbers from older BT and older texts from BBC NI
are rather low, except those numbers from the republican AnP.
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Figure 7.7 Frequency of UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA, and UVF in sub-corpora
POLITICS
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In the following Table 7.8, the numbers of frequency in usage for the lexical
items UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA and UVF in sub-corpora POLITICS (newer
texts of BT, BBC NI, and AnP) are displayed.

Table 7.8 Frequency of UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA and UVF in sub-corpora
POLITICS

UDA

BT
20002009
(320,325
words)
BBC NI
20002009
(43,995
words)
AnP
20002009
(75,518
words)

IRA

LVF

Real IRA

UVF

Relat.
N
per
10000
words

Tot. N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

0.21

66

16.05

514

0.22

7

2.34

75

2.40

77

1.14

5

42.73

188

0.45

2

3.41

15

-

0

15.10

114

11.52

87

1.72

13

-

0

8.07

53
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(1) Regarding the lexical item or abbreviation UDA a higher frequency in
newer texts from BT and AnP could be observed. With AnP UDA came up
more often compared to IRA, which came up less frequently.
(2) In comparison to Table 7.7, the lexical item IRA even reached a
higher frequency in all of the three sub-corpora, supporting the evaluation of
the earlier results.
(3) LVF was also traced in rather low numbers with newer texts from

BT and BBC NI, but reached a supposed slightly higher frequency in
application with AnP texts.

Figure 7.8 Frequency of UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA, and UVF in sub-corpora
POLITICS
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(4) Real IRA only partly reached a higher frequency in texts from BT and BBC

NI, with no results from AnP. The assumption that must be drawn here is
that dissidents are probably not thought of as a “successor” of the IRA. The
‘new’ republican in-group attitude (also see 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3 on language
change in NI) towards the Real IRA portrays this group supposedly as
‘traitors’ to the Republican movement. Out of this New Republicanism does
not want to be connected to elements of this believed dissident splinter
group. Therefore, the lexical item Real IRA has to be considered as much a
pejorative acronym as the lexical item dissident itself. They could be seen as
synonymous to each other and even more as metaphors implying resistance
towards the established peace. This can also be illustrated by the already
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quoted example of Martin McGuinness and his speech on the Massereene
Barracks shootings (County Antrim) and the murdered policeman in
Craigavon in March 2009.
(5) The abbreviation UVF only was observed with a high frequency in
two of the three sub-corpora: BT and AnP. In newer BBC NI texts, UVF did
not come up at all.
7.3.5 Dissident loyalists and dissident republicans
The search for the lexical items dissident loyalists and dissident republicans
seemed to be quite promising. After searching the older texts from BT, BBC

NI and AnP there were no frequencies in usage measurable. Another search
was then carried out with the newer texts of the three sub-corpora. The
results of this search are in the following displayed in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9 Frequency of dissident loyalist paramilitary and dissident
republican in sub-corpora POLITICS
dissident loyalist

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)
BBC NI 2000-2009
(43,995 words)
AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

dissident republican

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

0.03

1

1.81

58

-

-

0.48

21

0.13

1

0.26

2

Regarding their usage the major focus lies on the lexeme dissident

republicans. Dissident republicans came into the discourse already during
the ‘Troubles’ and even more with the beginning of the peace process. They
also partly have shaped the province’s latest history with attacks on the police
and public buildings. (also refer to 7.3.4) Attributing the adjective dissident
to either republican or loyalist is supposed to stress the relation to recent
incidents.
Concerning the perceived existance of the Irish Republican Army,
there is a rather peculiar response by Sinn Féin politicians, as for example
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Gerry Adams in different interviews on the current activity of the IRA. The
question remains: Have they gone away or are they still there? In particular,
for Sinn Féin there obviously seems to be no easy answer to that question as
two contradictory articles from the Belfast Telegraph revealingly imply.
(Gerry Adams insists that the IRA has 'gone away' (2015) and Gerry Adams'

silence on Kevin McGuigan murder is deafening (2015))
Figure 7.9 Frequency of dissident loyalist paramilitary and dissident
republican in sub-corpora POLITICS
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7.4 Beyond Frequency
The entire pattern behind the numbers remains difficult to described in full
length, as there are many issues that hardly could be addressed in the narrow
frame of this chapter. Nevertheless, the author will try to discuss some
general tendencies beyond mere frequency For a further concise evaluation
the chosen lexical items (for details see 7.3 to 7.3.5) were therefore grouped
as following:
(1) Terrorist and dissident
(2) Terrorist, dissident in comparison to republican and loyalist
(3) Paramilitary, loyalist paramilitary and republican paramilitary
(4) UDA, IRA, LVF, Real IRA, and UVF
(5) Dissident loyalist, dissident republican
It can be seen that there is a tendency towards the usage of the lexical item

terrorist instead of the lexical item dissident in older texts. Perhaps the first
lexical item is considerably stronger related to what shaped the province all
through the ‘Troubles’. The second lexical item is more likely to be seen as a
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reference to a new measure in terms of public focus. Remarkably, for newer
texts, the opposite can be reported.
The question here is how much space do the media allow the

dissidents to take. Do they report on the activity as they reported on the
traditional IRA or UVF? BT actually does to some extent, because the
dissident activity is the new challenge to the continuing peace process and the
assumed mutual acceptance policy that Northern Ireland’s politics is
supposed to be driven by since the Good Friday Agreement was finally
implanted.
The lexical item terrorist has another implication (strangely enough, as
it refers to the days of the ‘Troubles’ and the opposing groups of that period)
and dissidents are presumably not covered by it.
Another analysis carried out involved the lexical items loyalist and

republican. There is not seriously a difference to be noted comparing older
and newer texts. Both lexical items seem to represent the traditional view
from both sides. In terms of using the lexical item terrorist, it appears as if it
in some way sums up the two lexical items. What becomes more important,
contrasting these two lexical items, is dissident. In a way this lexical seems to
close the gap, its usage enables reference to paramilitary activity postTroubles. It also reflects awareness that the conflict is still not completely
over yet and that the threat of violence remains as a part of day-to-day
politics in the province.

AnP still has its traditional opponent as the entry for loyalist illustrates
very well. There it seems the perception has not changed.
To use the lexical item paramilitary also appears to be as some kind of
reflex, a kind of general reference with rather low significance, for the
believed changes in the present.
In the same way, the abbreviation IRA was/ is used. It appears as the
main reference of the ‘Troubles’ as well as for today’s paramilitary activity.
The IRA is a particular paramilitary group even more in the sense of a
tradition in which it constantly puts itself.
Interestingly, the expression dissident loyalist and dissident republican only
came up in the newer texts. Evaluating the usage of these entries apart from
frequency also needs to take into consideration new political discourses as
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well as old political issues that have considerably not yet been resolved. As
already pointed out under 6.3.5, even the Northern Irish politicians tend to
eschew formulating clear statements about the forces behind ongoing
dissident (and paramilitary) campaigns. Perhaps dissidents, republican as well
as loyalist, repeatedly connect the province’s present with its grave past of
grief, death and commemoration. The lasting effect of that is at times hard to
estimate and tends to challenge, in particular those politicians preparing
Northern Ireland’s peaceful future.
7.4.1 Collocations Paramilitaries/ Dissidents
In the following, only some examples of the huge range of collocations related
to this chapter are provided as an abridged version of tables (see Notes
Chapter 7 for full table). They follow to some extent the expected measure of
how collocations related to the scheme of paramilitary action and dissidents
appear to resemble. Their frequency might somewhat be marginal, although a
quantity of the different collocations is notable.
In Table 7.10, collocates of terrorist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
are displayed which different lexical items are observable. These collocates
possibly do not allow a specific conclusion on the level of content. Nevertheless,
they reflect a rather general impression of the level of discourse.

Table 7.10 Collocates of terrorist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
exploves
ETA
forfeiture
Soldier
law-abiding
Interpol
earth-shattering
suspected
shade
proportionate

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
2

In Table 7.11, collocates of dissident in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15 are
given. Interestingly, in this table, there can be found some more specific
lexical items as collocates. These collocates of dissident reflect (although very
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small in quantity) a rather negative image. This appears not extremely
surprising, but worthy of being pointed out.

Table 7.11 Collocates of dissident in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
repubilcans
agreedment
waster
worthless
traitor
infuriate
ruthlessness
car-bombing
existent
poignant
anti-terrorism
suspected
exaggerate

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2

In Table 7.12, collocates of republican in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
are shown. Collocates in this table (despite small in quantity) reflect in a
remarkable way the change of ideology within the Republican movement.
However, hints of this transition period are also partly reflected, even if
subtle at times.

Table 7.12 Collocates of republican in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
chase
intriguing
FeinOs
restlessness
campain
GFA
uncomfortable
familiar
gathering
legitimise
cheerful
tactful
exaggeration
OfrustrationO
ex-IRA
negiotating
endorsement

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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barrel
thoughtful
trash
strategic
underline
exaggerate
destabilise
informer
disturbance
suspected
breakaway
Legacy

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Finally in Table 7.13, collocates of loyalist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to
+15 are presented. This table on collocates of loyalist makes it particularly
difficult to draw any conclusions. Perhaps only assumptions of meaning –
positive and negative – could be made. Despite that, a glance nevertheless
allows some insight of ongoing political and societal discourses.

Table 7.13 Collocates of loyalist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
police's
ations
psychpaths
admiration
deep-rooted
re-ignite
disparity
crackdown
AK-47
sceptic
disturbance

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

In summary the collocations in the frame of this chapter show a large variety
of collocates. Detailed analysis remains difficult though as the quantities are
marginal and therefore only indicative instead of delivering certain proof.
The important point here, however, was to have an exploratory look beyond
the frequency of the already analysed lexical items as such, and their usage.
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7.5 Conclusion
This chapter was dealing with paramilitary activity in Northern Ireland. It
also reflected on how the peace process is believed to have been altered the
general approach of Republicanism. It moreover made the attempt to sketch
the historical development so that the reader realises and consequently might
understand that change has seemingly taken place, implying that it can be
easily lost if incidents and awareness in language usage are low.
Dissidents as a group have also been discussed in this chapter. They
are a rather fuzzy group, but they are to a larger degree threatening to the
peace. They have already been part of the earlier history, and seem to remain
as part of the latest history and perhaps also for Northern Ireland’s future.
The linguistic analysis in the second part of this chapter was able to
show some trends towards the usage of particular lexical items such as

republican, loyalist, and dissident as well as the abbreviations for
paramilitary groups. Especially the lexical item dissident was and still is
connected to some kind of discourse revolving around groups that turn to the
violent struggle as a means of intervention on current politics.
Altogether this chapter among others also markedly shows that change
moreover also could include negative trends, although there happens to be
supposed substantial political improvement.
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Notes
7.4.1 Collocations Paramilitaries/ Dissidents
Collocates of terrorist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
mattress
calculating
admissible
one-third
phone-tap
exploves
ETA
forfeiture
empathize
Abbas
T-shirt
Soldier
law-abiding
discount
placate
Interpol
earth-shattering
suspected
shade
proportionate

3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Collocates of dissident in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
repubilcans
agreedment
waster
worthless
traitor
proportionate
constable's
exaggeration
unanimous
Fachtna
infuriate
remand
covert
ruthlessness
car-bombing
existent
poignant
wherewithal
anti-terrorism
repeated
attribute
tiger

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
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kidnapping
suspected
Kennedy
exaggerate

2
2
2
2

1
2
2
2

Collocates of republican in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
chase
herald
nigel69.
intriguing
FeinOs
restlessness
gravy
Win
campain
GFA
uncomfortable
familiar
gathering
sweetie
legitimise
cheerful
maverick
tactful
exaggeration
OfrustrationO
drone
bend
life-long
long-sighted
lane
ex-IRA
negiotating
endorsement
barrel
sanity
breadth
attribute
thoughtful
trash
OHe
strategic
Roland
cuckoo
underline
Rubicon
exaggerate
destabilise

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
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Lutton
informer
disturbance
suspected
breakaway
Legacy
%

2
2
2
2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
169

Collocates of loyalist in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
Primary
police's
Clontibret
ations
psychpaths
O'Reilly
universal
admiration
IIC
Corry
deep-rooted
re-ignite
disparity
crackdown
AK-47
sceptic
lynch
preparation
Lake
disturbance

4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

Collocates of paramilitary in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
crackdown
sponsor
dismantle
restorative

2
2
2
2

0
1
1
2

Collocates of UDA in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
17th
Finlay
weopons
comentators
reconsider
sanity
chip
inner
brigadier

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
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Collocates of IRA in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
sniper
weasel
wherewithal
Gatland's
Dublin-based
cross-over
Tribune
Molloy
bravery
Yep
backwoodsman
Hume-Adams
Gartland
grain
Advisors
disgruntled
culprit
Rupert
gun-runner
emphatic
cohesive
vanish
conclusive
Manhunt
learner
Cahill
offshoot
Nationalists/Catholics
extradite
crossover
dismantle
Iraq's
devastation
erect
banking
belated
compile
fheis
Film
They've
Roland
scupper
mortar
Provo
ard
particulary
proportionate

4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
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deadlocked
setback
missing
disbandment
envisage
duck
checkpoint
imprisonment
Storey
Map
unmarked
%

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
166
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8. Change in Language Usage IV: “You really need to talk guys!”
This chapter will look at gender in politics in Northern Ireland and try to
estimate the impact it had on change. It will attempt to evaluate if this
variable had a strong influence on politics and if it is possible to use it as a
category to underpin the changes that Northern Ireland has gone through. In
connection with these points, the language aspects need to be considered,
perhaps there should be found shifts in the use of lexemes as the gender of
politics changes and women become more visible. Finally, the chapter also
needs to reflect critically the significance of this category in the frame of this
study.
To bring opposing forces to one table to negotiate is regarded a great
aim, but often some of these talks were considered to be not very successful
as the peace process remained seemingly slow. In the case of Northern Irish
women, it appears therefore somehow astonishing to see that many
objectives despite this could be achieved if only people (here mostly women)
would keep to their idealism. Supposedly this means not only keeping the
focus on the idea of enhancing community relations – and by that on leading
towards the peace process – as well as a possibly shared future.
It also denotes keeping the nerve despite the criticism from not only
the opposing party but also against the criticism from within. The strategies,
especially of women's communication that were applied, seem to play a
particular role in that. However, since this study deals with political language
in Northern Ireland, it will not and moreover cannot be an in-depth analysis
of women’s language usage in Northern Ireland.
The task of this chapter in the frame of this thesis is rather to give
some general insight and compare the findings to possibly reveal some
tendencies. This analysis on gender in Northern Ireland’s politics will
function as a supporting argument on the believed change (for socio-political
dimensions of change see chapter 2).
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8.1 From Factory Workers to Politicians: Women’s Movement in NI –
Historical Background
Women are assumed to have been and still will be an influential force in
Northern Ireland. They supposedly have worked in the textile industry of the
North ever since (Protestant as well as Catholic women) and also were
expected to raise the children in terms of the religious belief of each
community. Women are considered as having a crucial position in society, as
well as, they are seen more importantly as ‘being the keeper of faith’ at home.
When it comes to the beginning of the political involvement the
women’s organisations as the NIWRM and the NIWC presumably were
certainly the first among the peace-talkers. They apparently saw the need to
find a solution to the political conflict. Under 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, these two
organisations will now be looked at in more detail and their importance for
the peace process will be highlighted.
However, the role of women has been seen as crucial in terms of
understanding and de-escalating but there is another side to this. Stepping
up for peace generally does not mean that there were not any (political)
hardliners to be found among women. (Ashe 2006: 157)
8.1.1 The NIWRM – Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement
As already pointed out, for a long time the political struggle in nearly all cases
was dominated by men (also refer to Ashe 2006: 147-164). In 1975, the
Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement (NIWRM) was founded to
challenge these given structures. It seemingly was time to mobilise for overall
negotiations and presumably for wider change in society and politics.
(Coulter 1999: 145-6; also see Galligan 1998: 112; Key Issues - Women and
the Northern Ireland conflict (CAIN)).
Out of this, it is not surprising that already from the beginning of the
peace process women, in particular, supposedly have played an important
role. (Coulter 1999: 145) They have been among the first to advocate
negotiations and to attempt to bridge differences within this contradictory
society. (Ashe 2008: 164-165) They appear to have been able to bring
together feminists with different backgrounds. (Coulter 1999: 146) Ashe calls
the new approach “transversalism” that “involves women from different
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ethnic groups accepting their ethnopolitical differences while forming
feminist coalitions around issues of gender and inequality. However, ethnic
division makes transversalism extremely difficult” (2006: 160). This could
also be seen as the reason why rights for women and the politics of peace in
Northern Ireland are believed to be entwined in a particular way.
8.1.2 The NIWC - The Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition
The NIWC had actually been founded in 1996 at the dawn of the elections
that would then determine the delegates for the peace negotiations. Apart
from others, this coalition had what could be referred to as a crosscommunity basis which means generally that its framework was shaped by 3
core principles: human rights, equality and inclusiveness. The NIWC
repeatedly stressed that they would not (stubbornly) defend a fixed
constitutional position. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 121) This
new idea of politics embodied a “rediscovering [of] the centre” (Coakley,
2002: 139). A notion that was often strongly influenced through and by the
earlier women’s movement. (Coakley, 2002: 139-141; Coulter 1999: 139/ 140)
One of the main approaches of the NIWC surely was that they focussed
on interests rather than on positions. An even more important point for the
NIWC was estimate how the interests could be accommodated within their
framework. A particular feature of the NIWC therefore also was that they
wanted to attempt to conceive compromises and creative agreement in
contrast to merely putting too much effort into finding out if an agreement
could be reached at all. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281)
In addition, the NIWC encouraged a so-called communicative circle as
they would not only involve the British government, but also the Irish
government, as well as talks’ chairpersons, other members of civil society,
grassroots community organisations and many more. This would also be
stressed by the approach of establishing constant communication with the
external community. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 122/23)
In terms of background, it could be noted that many of its members
assumingly had already been working in the community or were involved in
voluntary work. This way they could use their contacts to establish even
better relations with the different communities. (Fearon/Rebouche 2006: 281)
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Through being a rather small action group they were “able to minimise the
stunting effect of “group-thinking” [through their] heterogeneity and ethical
framework that guided its participation” (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281). All
of these features appear to have given rise to this coalition as one of the most
important with gender possibly becoming a major factor within the peace
process. (Fearon/ Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 125)
Though it might be surprising becasue of its involvement, the
Women’s Coalition was officially wound up in 2005 after only about ten years
of working for peace. (Aughey 2005: 93; Northern Ireland Women's Coalition
(NIWC) (1996-2006)) However, the impact that it created remains as an
alternative environment where different identities found a place to exchange
ideas. Its achievements were able to reach far beyond its actual work.
(Aughey 2005: 93; Northern Ireland Women's Coalition (NIWC) (19962006); Fearon & Rebouche 2006: 281, Hinds 1999: 125/126)

8.2 Changing the Gender NI’s Society and Politics
Talking now about women in Northern Irish politics and their influence
ultimately must lead to the broader frame of discussing gender in general or,
more precisely, the particular the gender of Northern Irish politics. In her
study Ashe (2006: 147-164) tries to explain and trace the (shifts) in the
gender of Northern Irish society and politics. She points out that certain
circumstances, for example the struggle at Ardoyne (September 2001 until
early 2002), to some extent led to a momentum of change. The incidents at
Ardoyne – a working-class Catholic area of North Belfast largely surrounded
by Protestant districts – (see Ardoyne (A Glossary of Terms Related to the
Conflict at CAIN 1996-2015) in contrast to others are one of the most
prominent examples to underline this statement.
Ashe (2006: 147-164) describes in great detail how the women took a
stand for their children and that they had done this against the background of
a very strict pattern of supposed gender conduct. As already pointed out
earlier the political conflict used to be male-dominated but in this particular
case, women are considered to have stepped beyond their prescribed gender
boundaries.
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Through the violent conflict, the gender of Northern Irish politics is assumed
to have turned male. (Ashe 2006: 151) Through the use of weapons, the state
would be brought under pressure to review its decision about national
bonding. The IRA, as well as the UDA, tend to be male dominated, in
particular, because of their structure, which is modelled on the hierarchy of
the armed forces. Though there happened to be a female wing/organisation
of the IRA – the Cumann na mBan, founded as a women’s auxiliary to the
Irish volunteers in 1914, their actions were solely concentrated on supply and
intelligence activities. (Hanley 2010: 69, 107, 191 for details; Jackson 1999:
190 (history))
Despite that, women in NI to some degree seem to have a particular
role. This could be illustrated by the example of the struggle of Bernadette
McAliskey (formerly Bernadette Devlin, born 23 April 1947, Politician; Civil
Rights Activist; Independent MP 1969-74, see McAliskey, Bernadette
Josephine CAIN (2016)) whose political struggle and involvement are
remembered in murals, for example in Derry.
Another proof of potentially political active women are Betty Williams
and Mairead Corrigan. For their tremendous effort and willingness to
negotiate they were given the Nobel Peace Prize in 1976/77. Already in the
very early stages of the peace process in the North, their considerably strong
influence along with the Northern Ireland Peace Movement later called the
Community of Peace People certainly made a difference for the better. (The
Nobel Peace Prize 1976 – Betty Williams, Mairead Corrigan) Their
declaration reads as follows.
“We have a simple message to the world from this movement for
Peace. We want to live and love and build a just and peaceful
society. We want for our children, as we want for ourselves, our
lives at home, at work, and at play to be lives of joy and Peace.
We recognise that to build such a society demands dedication, hard
work, and courage. We recognise that there are many problems in
our society which are a source of conflict and violence. We
recognise that every bullet fired and every exploding bomb
make[s] that work more difficult. We reject the use of the bomb
and the bullet and all the techniques of violence. We dedicate
ourselves to working with our neighbours, near and far, day in and
day out, to build that peaceful society in which the tragedies we
have known are a bad memory and a continuing warning.”
(First Declaration Of (The Peace People (1976))
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Consequently, there seems to be a strong gender aspect here. By the use of
their anti-violent language and believed willingness to cross and literally
bridge the divide, women were probably able to negotiate in a different
manner. Their work in the civil rights movement (see above for details) made
the situation of Northern Irish Catholics more visible. For the first time, the
media would focus on the province in the North to portray at last the
situation as it was (boundaries set to discriminate against Catholics and with
that against their right to vote to name only two issues). Later these peaceful
demonstrations are supposed to have altered circumstances turning into an
uprising of violence when the local police and with them, later on, also the
British Armed Forces fought back with military and physical force. (Dixon
2008; Hennessey 1997; Farrell 1976)
People who had come to protest were caught in a terrible historic
tragedy in a moment that would change the province’s political landscape
fundamentally. That particular incident became known as Bloody Sunday
(1972). This day marked the beginning of the era that would become
unknown as “the Troubles”. It would need about 30 years until negotiations
could lead to political decisions that would change the situation and the lives
of the people in Northern Ireland, and with that the gender of Northern
Ireland’s politics (Ashe 2012). However, it is not merely a picture of women as
an excluded group that should be drawn here.
“Women’s inclusions in and admission to or exclusions from party
politics (or socio-economic and cultural influence) are not the
same for Catholic women as they are for Protestant women. […]
They are not the same for working-class republican women as for
middle-class nationalist women, for working-class loyalist women
as for middle-class unionist women.” (Rooney 2000: 166)

8.2.1 Gender Equality and Political Representation
In 1998, the Good Friday Agreement manifested the principle that all groups
of society had the right to equal opportunity in a social and ethnic dimension
(GFA (1998): Part 6/1). With these policies, however, there is constantly the
problem of how to realise them. Rooney argues (2000: 166) that women’s
access to political representation and with that to decision-making depended
on a range of measures as party class, or religion. Rooney (2000: 167, Table
8.1) gives the following numbers for the Northern Ireland Assembly.
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Table 8.1 Party and Gender, June 1998
Party
UUP
SDLP
DUP
SF
Alliance
UKU
PUP
NIWC
Ind. U
Totals

Ulster Unionist Party
Social democratic Labour Party
Democratic Unionist Party
Sinn Féin
United Kingdom Unionist Party
Progressive Unionist Party
Northern Ireland’s Women’s Coalition
Independent Unionist Party

Members of
Assembly
28
24
20
18
6
5
2
2
3
108

Women in
Assembly
2
3
1
5
1
0
0
2
0
14

% Women
7
13
5
28
17
0
0
100
13

The table more clearly indicates that there was not only an assumed an
under-representation of women in the Northern Ireland Assembly. The only
party that shows a slight difference is Sinn Féin. They have, considerably, the
largest number of women represented in the assembly.
In the following table, based on the evaluation of Potter (2013: 22-30),
the numbers are still not that large but there could at least be traced some slight
change.

Table 8.2 Party and Gender, September 2013
Party
UUP
SDLP
DUP
SF
Alliance
UKU
PUP
NIWC
Ind. U
Totals
1Note:

2Note:

Ulster Unionist Party
Social Democratic Labour Party
Democratic Unionist Party
Sinn Féin
United Kingdom Unionist Party
Progressive Unionist Party
Northern Ireland’s Women’s Coalition
Independent Unionist Party

Members in
Assembly1
16
14
38
29
8
105

Women in
Assembly2
2
2
5
10
2
21

% Women
13
14
13
34
3
20

numbers based on Assembly Election (NI) Thursday 5 May 2011
numbers based on Potter 2013: 22-30

Perhaps there is to be found a slight alteration in terms of political
involvement. Women should become more visible and more represented in
political parties as the Gender Action Plan points out. In addition, this
document also provides information about events with a particular focus on
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women and their representation in public life and politics. (Northern Ireland
Assembly Statutory Equality and Good Relations Duties Annual Progress
Report 2014-15) Though quotas have been proposed (Potter 2013: 3/4) it
appears to be difficult to establish equal representation of women in northern
Irish politics. (also see Ashe 2008: 170)
McCoy (2000: 21) supports Potter’s argument by stating that “women
have started to have an impact on the agenda of mainstream politics […]”.
Hinds in her account (along with Ashe) points out that the women in the
North of Ireland expect more of their role in society as they have shaped
politics, in particular the peace process, fundamentally. The author remarks
that:
“The energy, experience, and commitment exhibited by
women will not be contained solely within the traditional
structures. Women have played and continue to play their
part in the transformation of Northern Ireland and expect to
reach beyond the traditional towards something more
innovative and forward looking.” (Hinds 1999: 126)
This leads to the conclusion that gender as a category in the Northern Ireland
(conflict and) post-conflict era has to be seen as becoming increasingly
important. Perhaps, gender as a category then embodies and reflects the
change to a larger degree as multidimensional. However, using this category
on a sociological level difficulties remain as to how to trace this development
with a linguistic approach without the traditional scheme of women's language
with its particular features such as “lexical hedging & filling, tag questions,
empty adjectives as well as intensifiers” (Holmes 1994: 314)
8.2.2 Social and Societal Dimension
Apart from the political impact (peace talks and negotiations), the women’s
movement tended to be also mutually influenced by homosexual emancipation
and the gay rights movement. (This is however not specifically northern Irish,
as for example the American gay liberation and its perspective had an impact
on equality also for women and African Americans.) Minority rights, in
general, were strengthened. This is also visible in the language used here. (The
community approach already established through Catholic and Protestant
neighbourhoods certainly obtained a new meaning as can be seen in Chapter 9.)
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8.3 The Frequency of Lexical Items of Gender (and Women)
After a rather difficult attempt to provide a socio-historical background for
the following analysis was made, the usage of lexical items of gender should
now be central. To analyse lexical items of gender (and women) in politics,
gender texts from sub-corpora WOMEN were used. However, the problem
with the sub-corpora WOMEN (BT, BBC NI and AnP) is that the data is very
narrow in size. Out of this, the decision was taken to also include other subcorpora (POLITICS) in the course of an exploratory Antconc search to
evaluate the frequency of the chosen keywords.
The procedure applied is still the same as in chapter 5, 6 and 7. The
analysis of the sub-corpora via Antconc searches are suggested be quite small,
as it is a specialised corpus, the explanation for small numbers is related to
the generally small size. Along with the concept of gender, a range of possible
keywords had been chosen.
The keywords are work, family, children, women, and gender for a first
search and investigation. In a second step the keywords support, political,

rights, agreement, and equality were searched for. These keywords are
presumed to express some central issues and put the focus on the traditional
as well as on the contemporary view of gender. These lexical items and their
usage should reflect the representation of women in the North and with them
also the matter of gender-awareness should be discussed. As already
suggested under 3.2.2.6 and 3.2.3.3 the terminology revolving around gender
has been considered to be shifting in meaning and partly even changing on a
lexical level.
8.3.1 Work, family, children, women and gender
Within the frame analysing lexical items related to the concept gender, the
following keywords were chosen: work, family, children, women, and gender.
These keywords tend to embody concepts that are representatives of concepts
more basic, significant, and fundamental for society. According to the method
used in the other chapters, the comparison of frequency works by providing the
frequency in the older texts followed by the frequency of lexical items in newer
texts.
For particular reasons, the table and figure on the frequency in older
texts of the sub-corpus WOMEN were left out here, they will only appear in the
Notes section as Table 8.10 and Figure 8.10., (also see Notes on Chapter 3 and
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7) as the numbers in this table are small but essential for analysis reference
and comparison. In Table 8.3 the frequency of the chosen items in newer texts
from BT, BBC NI, and AnP sub-corpora WOMEN is given.

Table 8.3 Frequency of work, family, children, women and gender in subcorpus WOMEN

work

family

children

women

gender

Relat.
N per
1000
0
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
1000
0
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

BT 2000-2009
(8,966 words)

41.27

37

20.08

18

25.65

23

33.46

30

2.23

2

BBC NI 20002009 (5,016
words)

5.98

3

-

-

3.99

2

85.73

43

1.99

1

AnP 2000-2009
(2,011 words)

9.95

2

4.97

1

4.97

1

328.19

66

29.84

6

With newer BT texts there are relatively large numbers of all the lexical items
— work, family, children and women — except gender. In newer BBC NI
texts, only the lexeme women had a significant frequency. In newer AnP
texts, repeatedly only women showed a large number in frequency.
Figure 8. 1Figure 8. 2
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In Table 8.4, the same lexical items that have been used in Table 8.3 were
searched for, but this time in the sub-corpora POLITICS (see chapter part 8.3
for explanation). The result of the Antconc counts is provided in the following
table.

Table 8.4 Frequency of work, family, children, women and gender in subcorpora POLITICS
work

family

children

women

gender

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

BT 2000-2009
(320,325 words)

6.03

193

4.75

152

3.78

121

1.56

50

0.03

1

BBC NI 20002009 (43,995
words)

8.64

38

2.05

9

8.64

38

0.68

3

0.23

1

AnP 2000-2009
(75,518 words)

9.67

73

7.42

56

4.90

37

2.25

17

-

-

It could be observed that all of the frequencies tend to be very large, in
particular, those of BT for work and family with a slightly larger number for

work. The same pattern can be found with BBC NI and AnP. Interestingly the
numbers for women is quite low in all three sub-corpora. Gender as a lexical
item has a very marginal frequency in the sub-corpora, too.

Figure 8.4 Frequency of work, family, children, women and gender in subcorpora POLITICS
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Searches for lexical items that are thought to be important and basic for the
concept of gender as: negotiation, talks, women’s rights, female participation,

unite and bring together were also planned (and carried out), but for some
reason these lexical items did not come up in the texts (=texts from
specialised sub-corpora WOMEN). It remains a difficult measure to interpret
this circumstances, although these lexical items are used in the discourse that
revolves around the socio-political change that takes place in the province, in
the media, as well as, in the broader political scheme.

8.3.2 Support, political, rights, agreement and equality
In addition to the lexical items presented above some other entries needed to
be searched for and evaluated. In the table below the keywords support,

political, rights, agreement and equality were chosen for the analysis of usage
in the sub-corpora WOMEN.

Table 8.5 Frequency of support, political, rights, agreement and equality in
sub- corpora WOMEN
support

political

rights

agreement

equality

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

BT 1995-1999
(2317 words)

12.95

3

17.26

4

-

-

12.95

3

4.32

1

BBC NI 1995-1999
(2965 words)

16.86

5

37.10

11

3.37

1

97.81

29

-

0

AnP 1997-1999
(2861 words)

31.46

9

24.47

7

20.97

6

3.50

1

-

0

(1) Support shows a relatively high frequency in AnP texts compared to BBC

NI and BT, while (2) political only had a high frequency with BBC NI texts.
The lexical item (3) rights shows a rather low frequency with a slight
differencing number in AnP texts. The lexical item (4) agreement only seems
to be present in older BBC NI texts. In addition, the lexical item (5) equality
was examined by frequency and was inserted in this table later. With the
older texts, there was only one sub-corpus (AnP) where a marginal frequency
was measurable.
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Figure 8.5 Frequency of support, political, rights, agreement, and equality in
sub- corpora WOMEN
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In Table 8.6 the result of the Antconc search for support, political, rights,

agreement and equality in newer texts from sub-corpora WOMEN are
provided.

Table 8.6 Frequency support, political, rights, agreement and equality of in
sub- corpora WOMEN

support

political

rights

agreement

equality

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

BT 2000-2009
(8,966 words)

-

-

-

-

11.15

10

1.12

1

-

-

BBC NI 20002009 (5,016
words)

5.98

3

27.91

14

19.94

10

21.93

11

17.94

9

AnP 2000-2009
(2,011 words)

14.92

3

69.62

14

4.97

1

-

-

14.92

3

(1) In comparison to older BT texts support did not come up, it was only
found in texts from BBC NI and AnP.
(2) Political shows a higher frequency with texts from BBC NI and

AnP. The lexical item (3) rights, on the other hand, is to be found in a larger
number in BT and BBC NI texts.
(4) Agreement only had a significant frequency with BBC NI texts.
There was at least a slightly larger number of the lexeme (5) equality in
newer texts to be noticed, in particular in texts from BBC NI and AnP.
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Figure 8.6 Frequency support, political, rights, agreement, and equality of in
sub-corpora WOMEN
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8.4 Beyond Frequency
As already pointed out especially in this analysis section, evaluation of
frequency and usage proved to be difficult. Looking beyond frequency now
the author will attempt to nevertheless provide some interpretation on
assumed usage. Therefore the chosen lexical items (for details see 8.3 to
8.3.2) were grouped as following: (1) Work, family, children, women and

gender and (2) Support, political, rights, agreement, and equality.
After having a look at the various numbers, the question of an assumed
change still needs to be answered. As it seems gender-related issues or rather
concepts are becoming more important in Northern Ireland. There are
initiatives from not only the Northern Ireland assembly in terms of tasks
forces. Gender and equality in a balanced working environment is debated
about and considered to be put into practice. The post-conflict society
appears to be faced with many discourses and debates in social as well as in
political life. Some of these discourses and debates now certainly centre on
gender and its related concepts.
However, up until now political institutions in Northern Ireland are
alleged have not completely managed to fulfil the ambitions given by the
Good Friday Agreement and its following documents yet. Full gender equality
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and, even more, stronger advocacy for female political representatives are
still to a larger extent missing.
As in other European countries, the gender question and the
introduction of quotas to force equality are measures that have been taken.
The gender of Northern Ireland’s politics was perhaps partly changed with
the arrival of the Women’s Coalition and it has been seemingly influenced by
the Women’s rights movement as such. Language can only trace a small
amount of this change now; it probably rather lies in the hands of political
decisions-makers and their impact on society which direction the province
will possibly head to in relation to the topic of gender.
8.4.1 Collocations Gender and Women
In line with the tables and figures of this chapter, the following collocations
were found (see Table 8.8 to Table 8.10). Since not all the results can be
displayed, the tables have been abridged and a full entry can be assessed in
the notes following this section.
In Table 8.8 collocates of work in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
are noted. These collocates are a general set of set lexical items rather than a
specified one in terms of gender. Some of the collocates, however, allow at
least an implicit link to the variable.

Table 8.7 Collocates of work in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
obscurity
workshy
Asian
Politics
attractive
breakfast
diplomacy
spice
unflinching
unscientific
bypass
well-receive
award-winning
parliamentary-related
flexible
nursery

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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entrant
qualification
part-time
lust
extensive
dedicate
excellent

2
2
3
2
2
2
2

0
0
4
2
2
2
2

In Table 8.9 collocates of woman in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15 are
given. Collocates to woman appear more in the expected frame, although not
altogether.

Table 8.8 Collocates of woman in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
ineterested
council/public
apparel
publcity
motherhood
lipstick
earring
conventional
adorn
judment
broided
middle-aged
unbelieveabl
devout
desent
frightened
harrasing
Lev.15
traumatise
menstrual
stay-at-home
distressed
unmarked

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

In Table 8.10 Collocates of gender in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15 are
presented. For gender there only have been taken two of collocates found.

Table 8.9 Collocates of gender in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
misintrepretation
attractive

3
2

0
2
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After having had thorough look at the different collocates, it appears as if
traditional language usage continues to play an important role. Perhaps the
difference between political decision-making and acceptance and its
application of the same in society relating to gender remains difficult.

8.5 Conclusion
Apart from the preceding chapters, this part regarding the dimension of
gender by outlining the political involvement as well as the historical
development of gender equality in Northern Ireland and its assumed
language change, proved to more difficult in means of evaluating its results.
The socio-historical development and women’s involvement in politics
admittedly was sketched from the 1960s until today. The focus on the one
hand was in particular on the Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Association
and on the other hand on the Women’s Coalition.
In contrast to other chapters, the results of the analysis are not as
clear. This was probably due to the difficulties in collecting the material for
the sub-corpus WOMEN as well as the matter of the chosen keywords. The
sub-corpus WOMEN is, by far, not that large as the sub-corpus POLITICS.
However drawing conclusions especially from the corpus analysis
remains to some extent therefore still incredibly vague. Perhaps allowing
some insight and the attempt to possibly generate further questions for
following discourses in linguistics and politics could be seen as the main
purpose here.
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Notes
As already stated in the text the following chart will only appear in this
section, as the numbers are small but necessary to complete the overview of
numbers of frequency so this chart needs to be included.

Table 8.10 Frequency of work, family, children, women and gender in subcorpora WOMEN

work

BT 19951999
(2317
words)
BBC NI
19951999
(2965
words)
AnP
19971999
(2861
words)

family

children

women

gender

Relat.
N
per
500
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
500
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
500
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
500
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

Relat.
N
per
500
words

Tot.
N
of
hits

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.29

6

0.43

2

1,35

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.17

1

0.17

1

0.17

1

6.64

38

-

-

Figure 8.10 Frequency of work, family, children, women, and gender in subcorpora WOMEN
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8.4.1 Collocations Gender and Women
Collocates of work in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
obscurity
diagree
dept
intitled
fishmonger
dissect
enviroment
tire
Programme
workshy
Asian
Bribery
cherry-pick
Politics
attractive
breakfast
diplomacy
spice
unflinching
unscientific
bypass
Pole
well-receive
laboratory
award-winning
parliamentary-related
flexible
smite
warts-and-all
exodus
dental
six-13
salesman
butter
BiLoves
achievable
delegate
ace
recompence
nursery
entrant
qualification
Domino's
32-year-old
voluntary
working-class
annum

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
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armalite
bread
preferred
day's
socialise
advisor
unseemly
portrait
Pollock
part-time
lust
extensive
dedicate
excellent
Owen
Chinese
%

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
169

Collocates of woman in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
wearer
wholesome
Show
adulterer's
middle-of-the-road
ineterested
ex-pat-kansas
---i
council/public
apparel
publcity
motherhood
lipstick
earring
thoes
Antoine
shamefacedness
conventional
adorn
poppycock
balderdash
appitite
Unbelievable
-here
pertaineth
Montfort
revile
gathering/whatever
sobriety
Stonewall&De

6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Timothy
lesson's
learn't
judment
cristian
broided
middle-aged
unbelieveable
devout
disown
profess
desent
frightened
life-a
fiery
uk
harrasing
castigate
uncleanliness
Biker
Lev.15
traumatise
menstrual
stay-at-home
life-long
carryout
84-year-old
old-fashioned
satisfying
beast
9.40pm
unatural
aloud
foget
prioritise
Valentine's
unseemly
lust
distressed
unmarked
Larne
weather
Air
%

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Collocates of gender in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
misintrepretation
neighbour's
attractive
%

3
3
2
2

0
1
2
170

Collocates of agreement in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
sibling
Stage
Coaltion
misread
Clontibret
asit
Pete's
secretariat
diktat
%

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
170
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9. Change in Language Usage V: "Dis ain't no place for people like ye!"
Northern Ireland’s political and social landscape is assumingly a very difficult
field to deal with. This could already be observed in chapter 5 to 7, moreover
with regard to gender in chapter 8 and supposedly even stronger when it
comes to the discourse on (homo)sexual identity that also constitutes the last
and most contemporary chapter of this thesis. Concerning the arrangement
of chapters in a larger perspective also it finds an explanation within the
general frame (see 1.2).
(Homo)sexual identity is believed to be quite challenging topic in the
perception of Northern Ireland’s traditional society. The province shaped by
certain patterns of gender and violent conflict apparently was certainly never
regarded as a place of blooming homosexual identity – some would even tend
to describe the place as homophobic — even today. Northern Ireland was and
partly still is not the place for gay people. However, it would be too simple to
see only this side of the coin. Having a closer look, change has seemingly
happened, with tinier steps than in other regions or countries, but it is
nevertheless there. The circumstance that makes the situation in Northern
Ireland so uniquely difficult is the specifically clash of tradition, religion,
ethnicity, gender issues and boundaries that to some extent do not allow a
“neutral” approach to the topic of (homo)sexual identity in particular.
To understand the full dimension of male homosexual emancipation a
look at the historical development is therefore needed. There the challenges
that had to be overcome to bring forward liberation are mapped out and, by
that sought to establish some kind of awareness in language usage so that
society would respond more positively to homosexual identity and does not
discriminate against it.

9.1 Male Homosexual Emancipation in NI – A Historical Background
9.1.1 Stereotyped Traditional Male Identity in Northern Ireland
In order to illustrate traditional male identity in Northern Ireland and to put
it in contrast to a assumed changing gender concept, a song should help to
outline some of the most prominent believed stereotypes. A musical group
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named The Irish Rovers wrote the song called The Boys of Belfast that will be
used here. Although this is rather a queer approach towards this topic, it will
remarkably show ascribed traditional gender behaviour and moreover the
attribution of apparently heteronormative structured gender roles. Despite its
year of appearance in 2000, the song is related to a time beyond, the socalled “gud auld days” – that perhaps never were that pleasant.
Already in the first stanza it is postulated clear that one of the main
features of male identity appears to be a physical presence as it is stressed in
the text by “We're the boys of Belfast town / Rantin', roarin', ramblin' 'round

[...]”(The Boys Of Belfast 2000). This notion is combined with another
reference to certain ethnic boundary: “We're Irishmen of high renown [...]”
(The Boys Of Belfast 2000).
Although in the frame of Northern Ireland this is not unproblematic,
the next stanza turns to portray men as heroic in a fight, but also in close
relation to the religion “You will find us anywhere / In the church or on the

tare”. Naturally, these men are: “[...] Brave and bold [and] there's none so
rare / That's the boys of Belfast [...]” (The Boys Of Belfast 2000).
Taking further account of the text men are depicted as considerably
strong and inhabiting political power and opinion, capable of argument with
arms or words: “We can fight with sword or pen / We'll never break, we'll

never bend / And if we fall we'll rise again / For we're the boys of Belfast”
(The Boys Of Belfast 2000; Ashe 2012).
With the fourth stanza the connection to heteronormativity could be
discovered, meaning explicitly the boundary of traditionally ascribed gender
roles “[...] Kiss the girls and hold them tight, /Rovin’ is our hearts’ delight /

For we're the boys of Belfast” (The Boys Of Belfast 2000). In the frame of this
song, there is of course not only one girl, but the plural form of the lexical
item to be applied.
In the final stanza, the picture is more precisely completed by the
metaphor of the sailor (or comparable profession). He who is missed at home
by his wife or female lover, and who makes her celebrate when he finally
returns home (with certainly unambiguous ethnic bonding) from foreign
fields: “When we're back on Paddy's shore / The lassies they'll be sad no

more, / Tonight we'll make the rafters roar / In the pubs of Belfast” (The Boys
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Of Belfast 2000). This last line also refers to the concept of (Northern) Irish
drinking culture and the “male capability” for it.
Considering this – although it is merely a ‘folk’ song and of course
driven by stereotypes – there seems to be only little room left for alternative
non-heteronormative attitude. The features presented here are stereotypical.
They possibly aim at particular exclusive masculine behaviour and, with that,
allow some insight into what could be called expected male/masculine
behaviour.
In many other accounts of popular culture, this kind of traditional
(Northern) Irish masculine identity can be found too. That stereotypical
approach (of a rather exclusive definition of masculinity) also includes the
concept of hypermasculinity as a side effect. The extreme emphasis put on
specific male behaviour in society and at home probably created an
atmosphere where alternative lifestyle lead, and perhaps still leads, (not as
dramatic) to clashes with earlier established norms.
9.1.2 Male Homosexual Identity before the Law Reform
As seen under 9.1.1, ascribed traditional male identity, though stereotypical,
is constantly presumed to have lead to difficult conditions with regard to
being openly gay or even more engaging in homosexual contacts.
As early as in the late 1940s, the Kinsey report had given the American
people more insight than any other book on the sexual behaviour of men and
women. Even to the most ordinary spectator it became evident that the lines
between ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ and ‘straight’ could not be so easily drawn. A
discourse had been started that was inevitable. (Kaiser 1997: 52-53; Rizzo
2007: 201-202)
In Britain, particular focus on homosexuals came with the Wolfenden
Report in September of the year 1957. This report recommended the
decimalisation of homosexual acts between consenting adults in private.
Even more it pointed out that this should not be a legal matter. Additionally,
Wolfenden recommended some other changes, although this first objective
remains to be considered the most important one. (David 1997: 188-9; Rizzo
2007: 201-202)
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However, in the case of the Wolfenden Report it would take some ten years
more until the law finally was changed – however only in mainland Britain
(CAB-128-41-cc-66-52-52: Homosexual Law Reform). Despite the discussion
that was sparked, Northern Ireland obviously remained in the ‘dark’, still
focussing on other matters, and by that making homosexual emancipation
difficult.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the circumstance of a permanent violent
terrorist threat posed an even bigger strain on homosexual people, as their
lives were already based on keeping secrets and hiding from the public eye. In
fact, young people left to live in other parts of the United Kingdom or in
bigger cities in Northern Ireland, because of their sexual orientation. Gay
people from Northern Ireland who had moved to live in Brighton,
Manchester or London back then would only come to visit Northern Ireland
to stay for a couple of days to meet some old friends they still knew from their
childhood days. For them, Northern Ireland appeared scarcely changed,
though it partly has. (Duggan 2012: 127/128) To trace change with regard to
this particular topic in Northern Ireland is rather difficult area to look at.
“The most notable difference between Northern Ireland and the
rest of the UK is that religion and politics are more deeply
intertwined. The larger political parties have traditionally held
close relationships with the Catholic and Protestant churches. As
a result, a number of politicians reference their religious values in
political debates and protests – most infamously in 1982 when
Ian Paisley and his supporters publicly campaigned against the
legalisation of homosexuality, shouting "sodomy is sin".” ( BBC
2016: Is Belfast the worst place to be gay in the UK?)

Supposedly, there is another aspect that could rarely be found in other
countries, that could be described as a certain kind of unity not known to any
other group because of the particular situation in the North. The constant
strain and discrimination made the minority groups therefore focus even
more on working together. (Toops 2014: 39)
There are two aspects to be recorded here. On the one hand, people in
the 1970s assumingly expressed support for a change of the law but, on the
other hand, the churches still had a believed severe ruling influence on the
province that would lead to a negative response from this side. (Toops 2014:
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40/41) This shows to a larger degree that there was allegedly a huge gap
induced by general opinion on the one hand and by religious hardliners on
the other that made change almost impossible and, even more, stressed the
considerably alienated nature of the province. (Toops 2014: 41)
9.1.3 Campaigning for the Decriminalisation of Male Homosexuality
Despite the difficulties discussed in the previous parts of this chapter,
campaigning for the decriminalisation of male homosexuality nevertheless
made its way. However, “gay liberation” as it is colloquially referred to
needed some more time to be able to take hold in Northern Ireland. In
America Stonewall (including the riots of 1969) and its aftermath had already
become a synonym for homosexual people standing up and taking action
against heterosexism executed by the state and the police. (also see D’Emilio
2002: 146-153 for Stonewall: Myth and Meaning, also see Cronin 2004: 253)
In Northern Ireland, this movement was supposedly not as fast
developing as in the US, though it did exist. People attracted to the same sex
certainly want to be accepted and respected too. Obviously, they did not want
to be called names or even worse be blackmailed (see the case of Jeff
Dudgeon and his kind) because of the relationships they were leading. (for
more detailed account see Black 2015 interview with Jeff Dudgeon on the
situation of homosexual males in Northern Ireland)
A rather notorious example of how religious outrage and protest was
articulated seemingly shows in the campaign by the Reverend Ian Paisley
(Free Presbyterian Church and DUP) and his leading slogan: “Save Ulster
from Sodomy”. However, even this infuriating campaign could not hamper
the change that later on was made to the law. (Duggan 2012: 70/71)
Hand in hand with the campaign, the DUP held a petition to declare
that no alterations should be made to the law on male homosexual acts. The
result of this petition was about 70,000 signatures that showed that legal
reform was not an easy aim to achieve. (Toops 2014: 41-42)
All the way on the road to law reform statements were made that to
some extent leave the impression that this topic was not number one on the
agenda of political decision, though it actually was. Even the church, despite
its contradictory view, was actually against the legal punishment of men who
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were engaging in homosexual acts and contacts. Their opinion apparently was
that the deed as such had to be morally condemned. This particular
circumstance is important as religion played one of the main roles in this issue.
(Toops 2014: 42)
The campaign for law reform was — though still in its early stages and
despite the issues surrounding it — on the way. (NIGRA History 2013) As
already seen in the other chapters, language usage apparently was playing a
major role in this process, as attitude towards various themes is carried by
the usage or avoidance of particular lexical items. Terms related to the
expressions of (homo)sexual identity nevertheless presumably forced their
way into society. Implicitly, change happened and made this considerably
still stigmatised minority visible. (Lacey 2008: 245-246)
With the campaign for homosexual law reform, possibly a new era of
gay life in Northern Ireland began and the signs of change made visible were
certainly to promote alternative language use.
In the following paragraphs, the NIGRA, the Northern Ireland Gay
Rights Association (a famous campaigner for homosexual law reform) and
one of the most prominent figures of Northern Irish gay liberation, Jeff
Dudgeon, will be looked at in detail to provide more information for the
subsequent analysis.

9.1.3.1 The NIGRA – Northern Ireland Gay Rights Association
In the struggle for homosexual emancipation, NIGRA (Northern Ireland Gay
Rights Association) became a very important force after it was founded in
Belfast in 1975. Soon after NIGRA had been established, it was presumed to
challenge the existing law (Sexual Offences Act of 1967), through mostly its
key figure Jeff Dudgeon (see Black 2015 interview with Jeff Dudgeon on the
situation of homosexual males in Northern Ireland), at the European Court.
The most important result and the basis for change could be seen in a revised
law on the one hand and the establishment of a group to fight for equality
against all chances. (Lacey 2008: 248, NIGRA History 2013) From the year
of its foundation, it could be concluded that this association certainly
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remained strongly influenced by the Civil Rights Movements in the USA as
well as in Northern Ireland.

9.1.3.2 Important Figures in Gay Rights: Jeff Dudgeon
Jeff Dudgeon has been and possibly still is one of the most prominent figures
in gay rights and, furthermore as an activist in the gay movement in Northern
Ireland. He repeatedly established organised resistance toward the law that
discriminated against homosexual acts and homosexuality in general in
Northern Ireland. He was also among, if not the person, to sue the state for
its reluctance to decriminalise homosexual acts. (Clews 2012; Lacey 2008:
248)
Bringing the issue of decriminalisation before the European court of Human
Rights, and being successful with his plea that resulted in a new law on
homosexual acts in 1982, could be seen as his achievement. (Clews 2012;
Lacey 2008: 248-249) Interestingly it can be stated that he is still an active
member of the conservative Ulster Unionist Party though his party refused to
adapt marriage equality to Northern Ireland recently. (Black 2015)
9.1.4 Male Homosexual Law Reform in NI and the Age of Consent Dispute
As already pointed out under 9.1.2 Northern Ireland’s “gay liberation
movement” was not comparable to Stonewall in the USA. In Northern
Ireland, the situation was made even more difficult as the province was still
stuck in what could be referred to as constant ethnic conflict. Nevertheless,
the exertion for liberation had an impact on Northern Ireland and that way
the campaign for law reform was finally successful. (NIGRA History 2013)
In 1982, the Homosexual Offences Order decriminalised male
homosexual acts between consenting adults at the age of 21 in absolute
privacy. (The Homosexual Offences (Northern Ireland) Order 1982)
Although this law reform was reached in the House of Commons, some
kind of moral conservatism survived within society – even today after more
than 30 years of gay life in Northern Ireland. (Lacey 2008: 249) The position
of the DUP could be seen as a very convincing example to illustrate this
attitude. (Duggan 2012: 71 for details) Beyond the general question of ending
legal prosecution, this conservatism could also be illustrated considerably
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well by a look at the question of the age of consent for male homosexual acts.
In 1982, this age of consent was set to 21, by The Homosexual Offences
(Northern Ireland) Order 1982.
It would take until 1994 for the laws to be reviewed and for the British
government to deal with the age of consent for male homosexuals in
Northern Ireland again. After repeatedly reviewing moral and political
questions, the age of consent was then lowered in Northern Ireland by the
Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 from 21 to 18. (Clews 2012,
NIGRA History 2013) Finally, in the year 2000 the Sexual Offences Act
lowered the age of consent again in Northern Ireland from 18 to 17. (Sexual
Offences (Amendment) Act 2000) This particular episode about the age of
consent for (male) homosexuals presumably shows that it needed a very long
time for their rights to be brought in line with the rest of the United Kingdom.

9.2 Perhaps the times are changing and it's even worse in the North –
Homosexual/ Queer Identity in NI's Society
9.2.1 Out and about: Pride, Pink Pound and Civil Partnership in NI
To be able to illustrate some of the recent developments and challenges in
Northern Ireland the following examples are given. Despite the rejecting
remarks and the impression they created regarding the path to liberty earlier
on, change is nevertheless on the way, although with this topic it remains
consequently slow. Certainly, in the bigger cities such as Belfast (gay) life is
more flourishing now. Not to forget that civil partnership ceremonies could
be carried out. The poor reputation in gay rights at least in public life is about
to become certainly redundant.
Belfast’s Sinn Féin mayor Niall O Donnghaile was found among the
politicians taking part in the gay pride festival. Along with him, people known
across the country joined the parade. The political demonstration was made.
It was also interesting to see that church protesters were only taken notice of
as a side show of this parade. (Rainbow warriors take Pride of place at Belfast

parade (2011))
Repeatedly, the Belfast Telegraph used similar events to report and to
perhaps promote the pluralistic climate of the province. In addition, with
people coming to watch, for example the parade, the Pink Pound finally
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found its way to Northern Ireland. When it comes to money, it should be
clear that among other groups in society gay people are a very important
target group. In terms of spending money on, for example, holidays or
fashion, other countries in Europe managed to establish what is commonly
called the pink pound, the pink Euro or Dollar.
The difference here between Belfast and some rural village in the heart
of the country needs to be highlighted, but since civil partnership ('Gay

weddings' first for Belfast BBC 2005) has been established, attitudes are
seemingly changing. Here it was apparently demonstrated that being part of
the UK (and, with that, applying to some extent the same laws) could at this
time presumably lead to more liberal legislation in contrast to the Republic.
This matter then gave the whole “a Nation once again” slogan for homosexual
people a different twist. Under British law, this progressive position became
possible in Northern Ireland.
In the southern Irish Republic, gay and lesbian couples were still far
away from this kind of legislation up until 2015 when a referendum brought
marriage equality to the Republic – and another twist in this topic. This issue
exemplifies that change could happen surprisingly quite fast, as only some
years ago, no change upon these issues of legislation had been granted to the
Republic in negotiations about the Lisbon Treaty. With the referendum this
did not seem to count anymore. For Northern Ireland however, this change in
law meant supposedly a huge step back as its politicians did not follow the
example of the liberal Republic as quickly as it was hoped for.
9.2.2 New Challenges for Rainbow Change: Marriage Equality and the Blood
Donation Ban
As already pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, homosexual people
in Northern Ireland remain in a difficult position. Somehow, there seems to
be a tendency partly to deny, and even more, to neglect those achievements
as in the Republic shown above.
With the Republic’s referendum on marriage equality, the North was
left behind with an urge to follow. Certainly Northern Irish politicians were
perhaps too afraid or too traditionally driven to recognise the mood of times.
According to the political elite (position of the DUP), same-sex marriage
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would not be accepted by society, although there seem to be quite a large
range of people who would actually support a referendum on that question in
the North. The position of Sinn Féin on the contrary has continually been one
in favour of such a measure. (also see Hayes&Nagle 2017)
Another issue that still needs to be solved (and perhaps should be
expected by the beginning of September 2016) is the blood donation ban on
gay men. This precaution (banning men who have sex with men from
donating blood) still exists because of the AIDS crisis that had hit the
province in the mid-end 1980s. (Moriarty (2 June 2016)) Again, a split along
party lines could be found illustrated by the following example.
“The ban was maintained by successive DUP health ministers in
Northern Ireland. Sinn Féin had long called for the removal of the
ban and when Ms O’Neill took over the health portfolio in the new
Northern Executive last week there was an expectation of a change
to the legislation.” (Gerry Moriarty (2 June 2016))

With the removal of this ban (in Wales and England already in 2011) the law
applied would “[…] allow gay men who had not had sex with another man for
a year or more to make blood donations. The same system will apply in
Northern Ireland once the lifetime ban is lifted.” (Moriarty (2 June 2016)).
These two examples are alleged to illustrate the difficult matter of
change and underline the notion that it will perhaps need more time and
effort, in comparison to the Republic and the rest of Europe.

9.3 The Frequency of Lexical Items Relating to Homosexual Identity
After having mapped out the socio-historical background and new issues on
the equal rights agenda, the focus now needs to be on the lexical items in
relation to (homo)sexual identity. The analysis in this part will also follow the
same procedure already applied in the other chapters. The texts from the subcorpora GAY (see chapter 3.2) will be analysed here with focus on keywords
that are used to describe sexual identity.
Traditionally this search for keywords would centre on two words
namely gay and queer. However, apart from being lexical items these lexemes
are also connected concepts of social and societal behaviour. Therefore, if
somebody uses these words in the context of Northern Ireland’s society it
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could actually imply two different meanings; firstly, in usage namely in the
context of identity description and secondly, they are applied to differentiate.
As already done in other chapters, the different sub-corpora will then be
compared.
However, the number of words here is apparently much smaller than
compared to the sub-corpora POLITICS, and therefore a different approach
to the documentation of results will be necessary. The results might be
marginal in numbers but here the context, especially the society or rather the
social context, decides. If the words are used frequently it could be concluded
that sexual identity seemingly has become more a important topic since the
‘Troubles’, apparently have been taken out of the centre of focus in Northern
Irish politics.
9.3.1 Gay, queer, lesbian and minority
The keywords to be analysed now in more detail are gay, queer, lesbian and

minority. One of the critical points at this stage might be that these words are
already carrying social as well as societal attitudes and could by that explicitly
or implicitly stimulate social and societal discourses.
Therefore, this analysis part will also be challenging in another way as
the number of older texts from BT, BBC NI and AnP are very low, or rather,
there are simply no texts. Nevertheless, searches were carried out as far as
possible and the findings from these were evaluated further.

Table 9.1 Frequency of gay, lesbian and minority in sub-corpus BT GAY
gay

BT 1995-1999
(3,239 words)

lesbian

minority

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

Relat. N
per 10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

98.80

32

15.44

5

3.09

1

In Table 9.1 above only older texts from BT were searched for the lexical
items gay, lesbian, and minority. (Actually queer was not recognised in older
texts.) Remarkably the lexical item gay appears to have reached the highest
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frequency. Two explanations should be mentioned here that contribute to
this result. One seems to be that the lexical item gay is the most common
expression used with regard to homosexual identity. Another reason could
also be seen in the metaphorical meaning it possibly carries. Perhaps in terms
of value attributed towards it, the assumption of a quite pejorative meaning
could be made, despite changing opinion and improving social circumstances
(as described in Chapter 2).

Figure 9.1 Frequency of gay, lesbian and minority in sub-corpus GAY

Relat. N

100,00
80,00
60,00
BT
19951999

40,00
20,00
0,00
gay

lesbian

minority

Lesbian, in contrast, implies a low frequency and the lexical item minority
was only found scarcely. There seems to be an interesting perspective here
concerning the visibility of gay men in contrast to lesbian women. Perhaps an
interpretation of usage could lead to the approach that has to be seen as part
of the heterosexist pattern where gay men are assumingly posing a kind of
(societal/social) threat as they are – by perception at that time – more closely
related to the threat of HIV/ AIDS as the data from the Ulster medical journal
on the attitudes towards gay sexuality certainly implies. (also see Ulster
Medical Journal, also Toops)
Another search was subsequently carried out with the older texts of

BBC NI. To avoid confusion with the other corpora the Table 9.2 displays the
results below.
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Table 9.2 Frequency of gay, lesbian and minority in sub-corpora GAY
gay

BBC NI 1995-1999
(380 words)
AnP 1997-1999
(0 words)

lesbian

minority

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of hits

184.21

7

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

Again, the lexical item gay is found, although the number is quite marginal.
In fact, these results cannot be surprising at this time as in Northern Ireland’s
earlier history apparently there had been a different focus. The province was
certainly still dealing with the aftermath of the ‘Troubles’. Political decisions
relating to higher potential threats needed to be taken at first hand.
As already explained under 2.2.3 and 9.1, there seemingly was a gay
liberation movement in Northern Ireland too. However, it needs to be
understood that the difficulty — the particular frame of a religious bound and
identity-based divided community as well as traditional society — could not
be excluded here as an assumingly major influence.

Figure 9.2 Frequency of gay, lesbian, minority in sub-corpora GAY

200,00

Relat. N

150,00

BBC NI
19951999

100,00
50,00

AnP
19971999

0,00
gay

lesbian

minority
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In the following table, the results are displayed for newer texts from BT, BBC

NI, and AnP for the lexical items gay, lesbian, queer and minority. Their
analysis will now follow under 1 to 4.

Table 9.3 Frequency of gay, lesbian, queer and minority in sub-corpora GAY
gay

lesbian

queer

minority

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

BT 2000-2009
(165.296 words)

34.00

562

2.66

44

0.18

3

4.54

75

BBC NI 20002009 (8.043
words)

124.33

100

8.70

7

1.24

1

6.22

5

AnP 2000-2009
(1.817 words)

110.07

20

38.53

7

0

-

-

0

(1) From the table above it could be concluded that the lexical item gay is
presumably very common. In comparison to the older texts, it could be
argued that this is to some extent about social change, as there were
considerably low numbers for this is lexical item in older texts. That there
were hardly any texts dealing with this measure found during the collection
process is regarded as a kind of proof for the change this study attempts to
trace.
(2) Lesbian also has comparatively high counts in texts from BT 2000
to 2009. With texts from BBC NI, there are rather low numbers as well, but
still more than with older texts.
(3) Queer (on terminology and theory see Butler et al, Seideman 1996,
Kirsch 2000) showed a small number of findings. This lexical item – due to
its extensive usage in LGBT slang (‘gay scene lingo’) – is probably not very
often to be found in the texts of the mainstream press.
(4) Minority showed a small number of hits with texts from BT new,
but low hits with BBC NI and no hits with AnP. Despite the lexical items gay
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and lesbian, the lexemes queer and minority reached no hits with AnP. This
measure which probably belongs to a different discourse would need to be
further investigated to find the reason for this lack of numbers.

Figure 9.3 Frequency of gay, lesbian, queer, and minority in sub-corpora GAY

140
120
BT 20002009

100

BBC NI
20002009
AnP 20002009

Relat. N

80
60
40
20
0
gay

lesbian

queer

minority

9.3.2 Gay rights, civil union, gay marriage and gay bashing
Under this point, the lexical items gay rights, civil union, gay marriage and

gay bashing should be searched in older and newer press texts. As already
observed there is an issue with the number of texts from 1995 to 1999. To
deal with this issue the same procedure as under 3.2.1 was applied.
Subsequently, only the lexeme gay rights was searched for (mainly
because lexemes such as gay marriage or civil union would not come up in
texts, as they are a phenomenon of later societal development). In addition,
also the lexeme gay bashing had to be left out because a test run had already
shown no results in older texts. In this particular case, the table was split in
two (one for BT and the second one for BBC NI and AnP) because the number
of words in the sub-corpora varies greatly due to relatively scarce data
volume.
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Table 9.4 Frequency of gay rights in sub-corpus GAY
gay rights
Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of hits

9.26

3

BT 1995-1999 (3,239 words)

In the table above the lexical item gay rights was chosen. As can be seen the
frequency tends to be very low in older BT texts, that means results are not
very complex. However, despite that fact they are still stated representing a
small but important part of the corpus here, and furthermore also imply the
degree to which it was supposedly applied in news texts.

Relat. N

Figure 9.4 Frequency of gay rights in sub-corpus GAY

10,00

BT 19951999

0,00

gay rights

In the table below the lexical item gay rights was chosen again. The frequency
of this lexical item appears to be also very low in older BBC NI. Remarkably,
from AnP no texts could be collected as there simply were none to find
regarding this theme, what to some extent seems surprising as Sinn Fein
repeatedly stressed it supporting approach on this topic.

Table 9.5 Frequency of gay rights in sub-corpora GAY
gay rights

BBC NI 1995-1999 (388 words)
AnP 1997-1999 (0 words)

Relat. N per
10000 words

Tot. N of hits

103.09

4

0

0
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Figure 9.5 Frequency of gay rights, civil in sub-corpora GAY

BBC NI
19951999

Relat. N

1,00
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0,50

AnP
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0,25
0,00

gay rights

In the Table 9.6 the lexical items gay rights as well as civil union, gay

marriage and gay bashing were searched for in newer press texts. The result
of the various searches is quite a different compared to the older press texts.
(1) Gay rights reached the highest frequency compared with BT 2000
to 2009, in comparison to BBC NI and a very low frequency compared to

AnP. Also in the frame of Northern Ireland, the meaning of this lexical item
has been attributed assumingly ameliorative meaning. However, the low
number allows only assumptions on its definite usage in society.

Table 9.6 Frequency of gay rights, civil union, gay marriage, and gay bashing
in sub-corpora GAY

gay rights
Relat.
N per
10000
words

BT 2000-2009
(165.296 words)

civil union

Tot. N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

1.57

26

BBC NI 20002009 (8.043 words)

11.19

AnP 2000-2009
(1.817 words)

5.50

gay marriage

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

-

0

9

1.24

1

-

gay bashing

Tot.
N of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.
N of
hits

0.30

5

0.24

4

1

1.24

1

-

0

0

-

0

-

0

(2) Civil union the official term for legally registered lesbian and gay couples
showed no hits. The cause for not using this item is partly the result of the
official aspect of its meaning, partly too abstract when compared to the actual
scheme of “tying the knot”.
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(3) Gay marriage (= colloquial term) appeared in marginally larger numbers
with BT 2000 to 2009 compared to the BBC NI. It is a rather ameliorative term
too also in the narrow frame of Northern Ireland. By attaching gay to

marriage, this term is additionally apparently broadened in meaning and in
terms of lexical change compounding could be observed. It seemingly has
become an essential term reflecting the right to marriage equality of
homosexual couples. Even more, to some extent, it also stresses the ambition
to follow the full traditional marriage scheme in contrast to reflecting only
legal recognition, as in civil union.

Figure 9.6 Frequency of gay rights, civil union, gay marriage, and gay bashing
in sub-corpora GAY
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Relat. N
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2,00
0,00
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gay
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(4) The lexical item gay bashing only appeared in a very low number of texts

from BT 2000 to 2009. However, despite its scarce usage it reflects the idea
as a pejorative term for more violent forms of homophobia. It is a connotated
lexical item (connected to a wider discourse on sexual identity) and there lies
perhaps the cause for rare usage, as homophobia still appears to be a societal
issue, but seemingly not in the public eye.

9.3.3 Fear, silence, hate and religion
In the table below the frequencies of the following lexical items are listed:

fear, silence, hate, religion. The sub-corpora searched were only BT and BBC
NI because there were no hits for these words in the sub-corpus of AnP. The
lexical items were chosen as they reflect in a particular way attitudes towards
and from homosexual people (also see Toops 2014 on the choice of lexical
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items). Especially in Northern Ireland the atmosphere in society has largely
been negative towards these people, also because the influence of religion was
and still is very strong in the province.
In 2009 Iris Robinson, the wife of Peter Robinson (DUP First Minister
at this time) felt the urge to share her ideas and comments about homosexual
people in Northern Ireland and which through its inadequateness caused
quite some political upheaval (Ashe 2009b).
Interpreting the data analysis the following statements could be made.
(1) Fear was the first lexical item that was searched in the newer BT texts. With

BT, the number is relatively high though not striking. With BBC NI, the
frequency is actually very low.

Table 9.7 Frequency of fear, silence, hate, and religion in sub-corpora GAY
(only BT and BBC NI)
fear

silence

hate

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot. N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

BT 2000-2009
(165.296 words)

2.18

36

1.27

21

BBC NI 2000-2009
(8.043 words)

1.24

1

0

-

religion

Tot.
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.N
of
hits

4.48

80

4.96

82

7.46

6

1.24

1

N

(2) Silence another lexical item is represented in BT texts but does not come
up in BBC NI texts. Despite that, silence used to be one of the measures in
dealing with the matter of homosexuality as such. It is noticeable in phrases
as “[...]the love that dare not speak its name” coined by Lord Alfred Douglas
in the poem Two Loves (Lord Douglas: Two Loves). Another example is
found in the phrase of the originally American Act Up campaign (see Act UP
New York) Silence=Death of the mid-1980s, related to AIDS. In Northern
Ireland’s society the concept of silence (in buses and on the street) was
apparently determining in the same way. The only difference between the
silence on the busses and the silence AIDS created could be estimated with
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regard to theme – as the one was often caused by terror and the other
certainly by a new disease and social stigma.
(3) Hate is a further lexical item that expresses an opinion. With BT
texts, hate comes up in relatively large quantities. This still seems to reflect a
particular notion, not only as a feature of expressing detest by religious
communities (traditional approach) but also in connection to the devaluation
of certain sexual identity.
(4) Finally, the lexical item religion was in focus. Again, BT shows
relatively large amounts of the item, while BBC NI shows a rather scarce
frequency. In the particular setting of Northern Ireland, with its still divided
and moreover traditional communities, the concept of religion and its lexical
item plays a very important role. Because of this, it is more than suitable to
include this lexical item as a keyword for analysis here.

Figure 9.7 Frequency of fear, silence, hate, and religion in sub-corpora GAY
(only BT and BBC NI)

8,00
BT
20002009

Relat. N

6,00
4,00

BBC NI
20002009

2,00
0,00

fear

silence

hate

religion

9.3.4 Homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality
According to their definition, there is a remarkable difference between the
meaning of the lexical item tolerance and the lexical item acceptance. To
tolerate refers to rather not taking action against the particular person or
lifestyle and by that obviously means much less than acceptance. In the
theory of this chapter, these lexical items were put in contrast to each other
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and furthermore put in contrast to equality, that primarily means being
treated the same. In the Table 9.8 below the frequencies of the following
lexical items are listed: homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality.

Table 9.8 Frequency of homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality in
sub-corpora GAY

homophobic
Relat.
N per
10000
words

BT 2000-2009
(165.296 words)

tolerance

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

2.84

47

BBC NI 2000-2009
(8.043 words)

13.68

AnP 2000-2009
(1.817 words)

27.52

acceptance

Tot. N
of
hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

0.73

12

11

2.49

5

0

equality

Tot.N
of hits

Relat.
N per
10000
words

Tot.N
of hits

0.24

4

3.57

59

2

4.97

4

12.43

10

0

5.50

1

16.51

3

However, in the concept of Northern Ireland tolerance appears as the first
step, though acceptance and equality are even more needed as they show
awareness and the will to develop a seemingly positive attitude within society
and beyond the boundaries of religion, gender, and sexual identity.
(1) The lexical item that was first searched for was the highly
connotated adjective homophobic. This is the direct word for to dislike and,
even more, hate based on sexual identity. In newer BT texts, the item comes
up relatively often as well as in BBC NI texts with a slightly different amount.
The item also came up marginally in AnP texts.
(2) The next lexical item to be interpreted is tolerance. As already
pointed out above, tolerance has to be seen in contrast to acceptance in
particular. In relation to sexual identity tolerate is, however, the first
expression of attitude in approaching homosexual people. With regard to
frequency, tolerance comes up in BT texts, but rather in small amounts in

BBC NI. There are no hits for this lexical item with texts from AnP.
(3) In contrast to tolerance, acceptance came up even more rarely.
Altogether, this lexical item only had a small frequency with all the three subcorpora. This is noticeable, as acceptance is more important a concept here,
especially as it reveals a different dimension in approaching homosexual
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people and homosexual identity. Acceptance also had an extremely low
frequency in AnP texts.

Figure 9.8 Frequency of homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality
in sub-corpora GAY
30,00
25,00

Relat. N

20,00
15,00
10,00

BT
20002009
BBC NI
200020092

5,00
0,00

AnP
20002009

(4) The last lexical item to be focussed on in this table is equality. Trying to
pin down change, this lexical item plays an important role. Interestingly, the
frequency is relatively large for BT texts and in comparison to tolerance and

homophobic. BBC NI rather shows a small frequency of this lexical item. In
AnP texts, the items also only appeared in marginal quantity.

9.4 Beyond Frequency
With regard to the developments pointed out earlier society now deals with
different topics, although the old conflict has not fully disappeared yet (see
other chapters 2, 5, 6, 7, 8). It could even be concluded that it was a long way
from catholic emancipation to women’s rights and finally gay rights. Still, it is
difficult, to estimate in how far the gay liberation in Northern Ireland could
be called a success story.
Though frequencies in usage could be observed, this study should only
draw vague conclusions, as the texts are rather scarce in number. The chosen
lexical items (for details see 4.2 to 4.2.2.2) were grouped the following:
(1) Gay, queer, lesbian, and minority
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(2) Gay rights, civil union, gay marriage and gay bashing
(3) Fear, silence, hate and religion
(4) Homophobic, tolerance vs. acceptance and equality
Homosexuality and the lexical items reflecting it are rather infrequent apart.

Civil union is to be found in Northern Ireland but there is hardly a hint of it
to be found in the news texts. It seems as if the tradition related to topic, to be
‘quiet and stay in the closet’ (keep homosexuality as a secret), is apparently
still to be found.
Being gay is one aspect, but the public focus is another. The latest
development with the referendum in the Republic (May 2015) created a new
initiative, but soon the focus of the press was turned away from the subject
again by inner political and social struggles. There the lexical items of bygone
days came up as the immediate focus was only concerned with political
instability that would according to some media voices lead to the “shaking up

of the assembly” or even worse “risking peace and stability”. As it seems, the
northern Irish homosexual community had been ignored again when it came
to the adaption of equal rights following the Republic’s example. Repeatedly
they were given the impression that against the background of political
struggle their issues were pushed aside by rivalling parties in a still tense
peace.
Leading an open life – gay or lesbian – in Northern Ireland supposedly
continues

to

remain

different

from

other

countries.

Consequently

Europeanization still seems to be needed to enable further steps towards for
example marriage equality. People are looking to the South and wonder how this
country alleged to be even more religious – meaning catholic – could legalise gay
marriage, equalising it with the heterosexual form, could change so easily.
9.4.1 Collocations Sexual Identity
Following the analysis of the lexical items revolving around sexual identity,
also in this chapter, a short look at collocations is considered. Along with the
other chapters, focus will be laid only on texts from the Belfast Telegraph
again.
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In Table 9.9 the collocates of gay in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15 are
displayed and already at the first hand a huge variety with relatively small
numbers could be observed. Since attention need only to be paid to some of
the results, the table has been abridged with a full entry given in the notes
section of this chapter.

Table 9.9 Collocates of gay in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15

So far collocates of gay reflect in a very rich way the various discourses about
sexual identity. Although there are also rather small even marginal
quantities, the main threads as well as the trends of discourse to some extent
become clear. Those discourses mainly revolve around the area of religion,
sociology, psychology, and certainly sexuality.
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9.5 Conclusion
The main idea of this chapter was to present the topic of sexual identity as an
expression of a different dimension of Northern Ireland’s post-conflict society.
In a broader scheme, this chapter reveals the difficulty within the theory of
change as progressiveness which is the common thread of this thesis.
For linguistic analysis in this chapter the same measure applies as for
the chapter on gender. The results of the analysis are not as clear and tend to
be marginal. In their core, however, they supposedly indicate a trend towards
a shift in focus regarding language usage in the frame of sexual identity.
The historical development has shown that an assumed change came
along with time. In the case of Northern Ireland’s complex situation of rival
religious, political, and societal groups, homosexuality is believed to have
posed a certain threat to the established heteronormative tradition. This is,
however, not a singularity for the Northern Irish society, but it nevertheless
also leads to the problem that politics in the past were too much occupied
with what Northern Irish political leaders thought were the concerns of the
people in Northern Ireland.
According to the latest numbers (see, Notes on Chapter 8) Northern
Ireland is still one of the areas in the UK, and perhaps in Europe, where being
lesbian or gay and living openly still reminds to some extent in certain
regions more of the past, than the future. The past is still present, though
there are projects and organisations established to support people.
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Notes
9.4.1 Collocations Sexual Identity
Collocates of gay in BT texts with fixed span -15 to +15
Watchdog
desent
anyday
fling
honey
checking
peadophiles
Asian
basket
child-abuser
OBVIOUSLEY
psychologist
persuming
thir
blether
condems
G-d
implant
dodifferemt
homophobic"=afraid
phsiciatrist
AWARE
mater
breast
Lea
thinking/beliefs
Guys
sec
intimacy
impulse
realize
anwser
uncharitable
Tall
Tale
sociotey
relgios
tha
overdramatic
muslim
hetrosexualsMoslem
recomend
lesbianism

9
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Sodomy
coercion
prostitution
Mother
shalt
Hey
thou
all-inclusive
GLBT
transgendered
Titty
What/where
self-denying
adam
Fornication
queer
Partridge
nat
st
terminology
Gomorrah
prades
occurence
Ayatollah
psychological
Stonewall
hemisphere
ordinance
Jude
advert
percent
unscientific
liposuction
Straight
perverse
advisor
accident
ignite
pat
curtail
Sodom
Straw
Toner
whatever
%

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
62
166
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9.5 Comparing the capitals

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z2pqxsg#zy4fbk7 (24.01.16)All NI figures The Rainbow Project except 5, 6 & 9. UK figures - 1. Metro; 2, 3. The Consultation
and Advocacy Promotion Service; 4, 7, 8 & 9. Stonewall; 5. Office for National
Statistics; 6. ONS, National Records of Scotland (over first 4 months)
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10. Discussion
In the early phase of this study, the subsequent research questions were
formulated for each of the three main topics. Now these research questions
will be discussed after the quantitative and qualitative analysis has been
carried out (in the chapters 5 to 9) and the results were evaluated with regard
to the theory of language change. Now it will be discussed in how far the
hypotheses could be verified or falsified and how far the research questions
could generally be answered.
10.1 Language Change in the Field of Politics
For the first topic in the frame of this study, the subsequent research
questions were posed as follows.

RQ 1.1: Has the peace process and the developments in Northern Ireland’s
society led to a shift in meaning or rather a change in the lexical inventory?
RQ 1.2: What kind of features of language change, semantic and lexical, can
be observed in the lexical inventory regarding politics?
Repeatedly, the question was discussed if a shift in meaning or a change in
the lexical inventory that came with the peace process could be observed
there. The answer to this question remains difficult. This is partly due to the
rather problematic scheme of applying a strict approach towards the
language change theory which was not possible for this study. As the
timeframe remains assumingly narrow, the suggestion was to rather illustrate
shift in language usage instead of change.
Seemingly, with regard to some sources of literature it could be
assumed that the peace process at some stage has had an influence on
Northern Ireland. The situation however could be considered relatively
difficult. McGarry and O’Leary (1995: 396) refer to the time around the GFA
as a phase of a so-called “cold peace”. This is a very strong comparison with
presumingly much truth in it; perhaps (gradual) language (change) works
within that concept too.
With relation to the language usage being applied, different notions in
valuing particular lexical items seem to have taken place. According to the
findings in the analysis part it could be stated that words such as peace, war
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(older texts), incident, participation, assembly, paramilitary (especially with
phrases loyalist paramilitary or republican paramilitary) supposedly appear
narrowed; while others have been alleged to be broadened in meaning such
as war (in newer texts), gay, gender, paramilitary (referring to both groups
and their activities), terror as well as police .
New acronyms such as PSNI have been added to the lexical inventory
while others such as RUC have become obsolete. Considering this particular
example, ideas, ideologies and politics apparently connected to it could not
completely be ignored, as much as the new surroundings (a society in
transition in a stable peace process as well as the alterations in the
Republican movement) in which language usage happens cannot be.
This leads to another matter, that there apparently happens to be a
kind of incident language as particular terms come up more frequently than
others in situations of events that recall the past. Proof can be found in the
texts, as the texts derive from a period when there was strong dissent action
and this seems to be reflected in the texts. Dissidents have to be regarded as a
new threat and it could be argued that this is traceable and even more
reflected in language usage.
Another measure that could be discussed here too, has to be seen in
the instance of the higher frequency of lexical items such as war which also
presumably reflects a more open way in which news texts refer to these terms
and uses them. People tend to speak their mind, as well as journalists do,
which is considerably a rather new phenomenon. The ‘Troubles’ and their
language usage, as well as the peace process and its language usage, are to
some extent a vital part of this.
10.2 Language Change in the Field of Gender
The second topic this thesis focused on is gender. Subsequently, the research
questions with reference to this tropic are given:

RQ 2.1 Can we find traces in the language usage of women’s influence in the
peace process in NI?
RQ 2.2 What kind of gender has Northern Irish politics? Has gender
awareness also increased in language usage?
Especially with this topic there are a number of difficult to answer questions
and, with that, challenges in the analysis of the findings came up. Trying to
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trace language change within this concept turned out to be relatively difficult
to even challenging. The keywords chosen are actually more implicitly
connected to gender. It seems that women tended to have influenced the
peace process to some extent by forming action groups such as NIWIC or

NIWRM although they have lived and partly still live in very traditional roles.
With the women their language, even more their language usage, was
transferred to the different occasions of their cross-communal work.
The lexical items related to gender could be interpreted along with the
theory of language change. Perhaps texts that are more specific would be
needed to carry out more precise analysis and enable clearer statements on
this issue to be formulated. In this chapter, the study shows a rather
straightforward weakness of its data. With reference to particular language
usage, the lexical items of gender do not offer the clear picture in a diachronic
comparison (old versus newer texts) that could be observed earlier on with
the chapter on politics.

Gender as a variable and keyword to a group of lexical items tends to
remain generally scarce in language usage and perhaps needs to find stronger
political realisation in actual changes to the law, including quotas for female
representation (especially in politics) to reduce the believed discrimination of
women. Due to the focus primarily on the linguistic features, semantic and
lexical change, the sociological as well as the political background of gender
could therefore only be discussed very roughly in this study.

10.3 Language Change in the Field of Sexual Identity
The third main topic of this thesis sexual identity closes this study. For this
subject of analysis the following rather research questions were formulated.

RQ 3.1 In which way does language usage reflect/portray/represent changed
attitudes towards sexual identity in Northern Ireland?
RQ 3.2 What lexical items are actually used to refer to homosexual (queer)
identity?
Sexual identity came into the discussion as the last of the topics. Perhaps with
the more stable social and political circumstances in society that could be
observed related to the peace process also language usage and change
surrounding this concept is detectable sooner. In the chapter dealing intensively
with this topic, the historical development had been sketched.
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Again, stress has to be put on the linguistic approach as the focus. In comparison
to the topic of gender, there has been the notion of the very important measure
of awareness on the importance of talks, of negotiation. This example shows that
change was possible once before, so why should it not be possible again. Perhaps
awareness in language usage can be seen as the most straightforward measure
with both topics here.
With a look at the lexical items, perhaps a stronger focus on not using a
heteronormal or heterosexist language could possibly be regarded the first step
for decreasing prejudice. Because of this it is no wonder that, despite other
measures, “diversity notes” and with that diversity concepts have become an
integral part of public life.
In comparison to gender, language usage is alleged not to be traced here
easily. Evidently, the focus is on gay and its lexical items (see Chapter 9: 9.3.1
and 9.3.2). Issues still seem to bundle here and apparently give rise to more
visibility compared to other lexical items such as lesbian or transsexual in the
field of sexual identity.
Summing up this discussion it could be stated that the study had started
with a strong motivation and ambition to find a range of explicit examples of
political as well as language change. However, with a closer look at the analysis
of the data and its evaluation, it was certainly not possible to meet the
expectations in any case. The study nonetheless remains an important account
as it could be seen as a starting point for future research especially in this area of
gender and sexual identity in Northern Ireland.
Other issues also to be discussed here relate to the particular sociopolitical background that needs to be included further as a frame. However, as
already pointed out in the previous chapters evaluation is only partly possible as
the study’s main focus remains on linguistics.
In the following table, the main examples of semantic and lexical change or
merely shift are given in an overview sorted by chapter. This table should
illustrate and in the same way shortly summarise the outcome of this thesis only
focusing on the analysis part. For some reason chapter 8 has been left out in this
overview as the examples in this chapter are the least typical for Northern
Ireland but provide general information on change and shift only in a larger
context.
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Table 10.1 Main examples of semantic and lexical change/ shift
Time
Lexical
item
war

peace

RUC
PSNI

police

Before
the Good Friday Agreement
Chapter 5
rather narrowed in usage with
“home-focussed” reference
rather narrowed in usage with
reference to overcome the
obstacles that had been around
at the end of the troubles
Chapter 6
partly pejorative, partly neutral
depending on group it is used by
not in usage before, only after
Patten reform of policing
tended to be used as rather
neutral term, referring to security
issues, perhaps to avoid bias
Chapter 7

terrorist

pejorative meaning, related
to older terminology

dissident

different meaning, lexical item
to supposedly refer to split
from main organisations

dissident
republican

related to older terminology to refer
to split from main organisations

After
the Good Friday Agreement

rather broadened in usage
remains narrowed in usage
with reference to the ongoing
peace process
rather pejorative reference to the
past and how police was operating
new more ameliorated terminology
using the attribution of the lexical
item service to underline reform
remains to be used as rather
neutral term, especially with
reference to ongoing peace process
recent usage rather low due to
increasing dissident action, partly
replaced by dissident to express
relation to recent violence
pejorative meaning, applied for usage
with negative connotation primarily
refers to dissident Republican
pejorative meaning in-group: dissident
Republicans = “traitor”, usage in
statements like “dissident Republicans
are a threat to the peace process”

Chapter 9
gay

out-group usage mainly pejorative –
ameliorative in cases when used as
self-description

gay
rights

lexical item to refer to law reform,
especially the decriminalisation
of homosexual acts

gay
marriage

not in usage before the Good Friday
Agreement, as the law in Northern
Ireland only opened this path in 2005
after the Good Friday Agreement

generally broadened in meaning,
used as an umbrella term to refer
to different members of LGBT
community
assumed ameliorated meaning
to refer to law and further reform
including marriage equality and
lifting the ban on blood donation
new terminology using this
ameliorated lexical item to stress
the particular character of this type
of relationship, connected with the
traditional marriage scheme

Note: Chapter 8 was excluded here due to vague terminology.
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With this part the dissertation is about to end, therefore this is the point to
conclude what has been done, how it has been done and what can be drawn
from the analysis. This study started out with a necessary depiction of the
impact of believed political change in Northern Ireland in chapter 2. This
portrait was drawn by sketching some of the historical developments and,
with that, the implicitly perceived change towards a state of long-lasting
peace. As the ‘Troubles’ have left what could metaphorically be called a huge
wound in the state and society of Northern Ireland, underlying change in
politics should perhaps be more than covering up the scars. As Szomptka
(1994: 5/6) has shown that social change has presumably different levels on
which it ‘works’, it could be argued that it is the same with political change.
The situation that could therefore be observed in Northern Ireland is a
society and community supposedly still be in transition.
In the beginning (2.3.) of this study, Coakley (2002) was quoted on the
model of political change in Northern Ireland. He describes this situation
more precisely with the concept of political change that was accompanied by
an “ideological shift, or at least policy repositioning" (2002: 132). This shift
and policy repositioning could also be observed with the Republican
movement, more explicitly outlined by Bean (2007a/2007b) and even more
in the challenging linguistic issues that came up. Within the course of chapter
2, the frame was also set for a more detailed insight into the recent
developments in Northern Ireland’s society (Dixon 2008; Hennessey 1997;
Tonge 2006; Wilson 2010) that are needed to evaluate change or shift in
meaning and lexical inventory further.
Subsequently in chapter 3, the theory of language change was looked
at in a more specific way. The chapter focussed more explicitly on the
particular features of the Northern Irish circumstance of assumed language
usage and change (semantic and lexical) than on generally explaining
language change at a larger scale. With a particular stress on the mechanisms
of semantic (McMahon 1994; Traugott & Dasher 2005; Hock & Joseph 2009;
Aitchison 2013) and lexical change (Murray 1997; Jones & Singh 2005; Lipka
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2002; Hock & Joseph 2009) and its further adaption through selected
examples to the Northern Irish frame (on frame in general Lakoff
1980/2003; Lakoff 1993; Barsalou 1992; Hawes-Bilger 2007 on NI political
language and conflict), it is possible to provide the theoretical basis for the
presumed changes or shifts in the analysis part. The difficulty of the short
time-span already referred to at the very beginning marks certainly the
difference between traditional language change studies (McMahon 1994;
Hock &Joseph 2009) and this interdisciplinary approach.
Nevertheless, the already mentioned second part of the chapter was to
some extent able to trace and present some examples of semantic change or
shifts and singular expressions of lexical change. The examples given can be
found under headings such as: 3.2.2.1 War and Peace in Northern Ireland, in

3.2.2.2

the

Terminology

on

Paramilitaries

and

Dissidents,

3.2.2.3

Republicanism vs. New Republicanism, 3.2.2.4 Community – Neighbourhood:
Divided or/and United, 3.2.2.5 Participation, 3.2.2.6 Gender, 3.2.2.7 Negotiation
– Far More Than Talking and 3.2.2.8 Assembly – Two Perspectives.
With a clear reference to lexical change in language usage, particular
examples of new words, expressions and lexical items were described under
headings such as: 3.2.3.1 Top-down Change in Terminology: RUC vs. PSNI,

3.2.3.2 ‘Heroes’ Become ‘Traitors’, and 3.2.3.3 Revised Social Terminology.
In chapter 4, the frame for the correlation of linguistic and social
variables, namely ethnicity (McCafferty 2001; Wolfram 2007), gender
(Coulter 1999; Ashe 2006/2008; Rooney 2000), and sexual identity (Dyer
2007, Motschenbacher 2010) has been set and the different approaches on
the principles of corpus collection have then been presented (see 4.2
Database) with an assumed prototyped readership. These principles were
thought over thoroughly and repeatedly. It was stressed in this chapter, why
news texts have preferably been chosen using BT, BBC NI, and AnP before
other possible sources (also see 4.2 Database). This approach was thought to
allow further specific insight into language usage in Northern Ireland to some
extent. The corpus that has been developed out of the material collected is a
specialised and diachronic one. The chosen texts cover the period pre-Good
Friday Agreement from 1995 onwards, and post-Good Friday Agreement to
the end of 2009. Within this chapter, also, the challenges faced were
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discussed (Baker 2006), for example why news texts were used or why
software to copy whole websites like for example HTTRACK was not used for
the data collection (Wagner & Schmied 2016 on application of HTTRACK). It
is also the last chapter of the theory Part A.
In the analytical part (Part B) that is to follow, a range of searches had
been carried out in the various sub-corpora (see chapter 4). These searches
should show different significances in believed (changed) language usage.
The lexical items per topic used for the analysis were chosen from ongoing
political, social, and societal discourses (see chapter 4 for details, Table 4.1).
After the searches with a focus on the different frequencies had been carried
out, the question remained as to how, on the one hand to deal with the
findings and, on the other, what could possibly be learned about changes or
shifts in the language usage of Northern Ireland.
Simplified, it could be stated that the sub-corpora POLITICS
supposedly acquired the largest numbers with most of the hits. The subcorpora WOMEN had rather lower numbers with some certainly unexpected
results. The sub-corpora GAY could be found in the middle with a relatively
large number of selected lexical items. In the following, the different chapters
(5 to 9) will be concluded in a more detailed manner.
The starting point of the analysis can be seen chapter 5 where the
language concepts of ‘war’ and ‘peace’ in Northern Ireland were examined,
discussed, and later on analysed. The frequencies of the lexical items of these
concepts (see Table 5.3 and 5.4) were slightly surprising, but possibly not
unexpected. The frequencies of the particular lexical items war and peace
have indeed changed and, perhaps with that, seemingly the socio-political
circumstances too (see chapter 2). It can also be concluded on this chapter
that there are periods where a higher frequency of them could perhaps be
found due to security incidents. This has to be seen as connected to the
character of language usage revolving around security incidents that this
study focussed on.
This chapter also postulated that the concept of ‘war’, and with that a
particular language, could still be found in Northern Ireland’s news texts.
Nevertheless, change has to be estimated as on the way and the ‘black &
white’ scheme of language usage is seemingly about to vanish partly. The
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press and moreover the media communicated a reflection of the situation
instead of ignoring or even banning it (Curtis 1998). Within this dissertation,
a picture of change in language was attempted to be drawn that presumably
still needs time to be completely established and with that would fully free
itself from the invisible bonds of earlier Irish history. Meanwhile, society
tends to have partly changed, in some cases more, in some cases less (Davey
2001).
Apart from the terminology of war and peace, a different example
chosen to illustrate change was the issue of the change regarding the name of
the state’s security forces (Patten 1999) and the attempt to establish
awareness that the police are considered an integral part of both
communities in Northern Ireland, in chapter 6. A police force in the midst of
society whose task it is to “serve and to protect” (The Origin of the LAPD
Motto) embodies presumably a new aspect in the frame of Northern Ireland’s
security forces (Ryder 2000; Patten 1999; Tonge et al. 2014).
The lexical item or rather acronym RUC (meaning Royal Ulster
Constabulary) became obsolete as the force was re-named PSNI (meaning
Police Service of Northern Ireland). This is actually one of the rare examples
of lexical change the study discovered (on circumstances of lexical change see
Jones & Singh 2005; Lipka 2002; Hock & Joseph 2009, Burridge & Bergs
2017). In contrast to this, the lexical item police was also searched for in the
texts and revealed as rather a favoured term for usage. This leads to the
suggestion that it is perhaps the more neutral term police which is applied in
contrast to the new acronym PSNI which seems to be not fully freed from any
form of connotation (see Notes chapter 3).
Also in relation to the police, chapter 7 addressed a further topic. Here
change was illustrated by putting the focus on the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ threat in
Northern Ireland. From the paramilitary units (with their assumed historic
links) of both sides to the dissidents in the new Northern Ireland, the
historical background was given and it was attempted to show how the peace
process presumably altered the approach of republicanism (Bean 2007a /
2007b; McMahon 2004a, Hanley 2010).
The linguistic analysis was able to show at least some trends towards
the usage of particular lexical items such as republican, loyalist, and
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dissident. Especially the last lexical item was and still appears to be
connected to some kind of discourse revolving around groups that take up the
violent struggle again as a means of intervention (Morrison 2011).
The two final chapters 8 and 9 then turned the focus on different
themes: gender and sexual identity and to further explore how far linguistic
change has taken place here. In chapter 8, the dimension of gender was
investigated, on the one hand in terms of political involvement and, on the
other hand, with a focus on the historical development of gender equality in
Northern Ireland (Hinds 1999; Galligan 1998; McCoy 2000; Rooney 2000).
With relation to this topic, lexical items were chosen that are rather
implicitly connected with the frame topic. In contrast to other chapters, the
results of the analysis of lexical items here certainly were not as clear as in
chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6. One of the causes of this could be seen in
the difficulties arising from the collection of material for the sub-corpus
WOMEN as well as the matter of choosing lexical items for the analysis. The
sub-corpus WOMEN is, by far, not as large as the sub-corpus POLITICS,
which was also used additionally for analysis here.
In chapter 9, the topic of sexual identity as an expression of a different
dimension of Northern Ireland’s society was presented and discussed. Apart
from the chapters that already were concluded this chapter considerably
revealed the complexity of the theory of change as progressiveness, which is the
common thread.
The historical development showed to some degree grave differences
to other countries because of the nexus of rivalling religious, political, and
social discourse forming pressure groups against an open and accepting
approach towards homosexuality (Lacey 2008; Toops 2014; Duggan 2012).

11.1 Limitations
Although this empirical study tried to look at the very different aspects of
language change, semantic and lexical in particular, in the theoretical part as
well it attempted to apply them in the analysis part, the limitations of this
study need to be pointed out in the following. Despite the fact that the author
has endeavoured to cover the topic thoroughly, several issues are remaining.
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Limitations coming up in the frame of this study, were, for example, the
apparently marginal figures in the different chapters of the analysis part. The
linguistic analysis was carried out focussing mainly on frequency
(quantitative) with a further step taken under the sub-category called Beyond

Frequency (qualitative). Here the study had a look at collocations, but only in
texts from the Belfast Telegraph, the largest corpus among the news sources.
The advantage of the focus on frequency supposedly lies in the answer
to the question of how often news texts use a particular word or expression.
The disadvantage of the concept of frequency (quantitative analysis) must be
seen in the problem that this is only one or more lexical items stripped from
its relation to the text and its application in the text.
Another limitation is connected to the size of the corpus. After many
suggestions about the usage of potential sources (TV, Radio, academic
writings and newspapers), the author took the decision and went for the news
text also because it was in most of the cases an easily accessible source and
through corpus-linguistic analysis it allows the systematic collection of texts
that are likely to contain cases of the particular lexical items (see 4.2.2.1 and
4.2.6) being employed. The Belfast Telegraph, BBC NI, and An Phoblacht
then became the sources for the corpus collection. Regarding the sociopolitical situation in Northern Ireland, the three sources also reflect the
Protestant/unionist, the comparatively neutral other and the Catholic/
nationalist perspective.
Apart from the two issues mentioned above a further limitation also
needs to be stated with regard to the concept of language change.
Traditionally language change covers long periods and can then be traced
quite well. However, due to the short time-span the study covers, emphasis
had to be placed more on shift in usage or more explicitly in meaning rather
than in actual language change.
Already from the title of the study, another limitation can be observed.
As an interdisciplinary study, it combines major fields of academic work;
namely linguistics with its methods of language evaluation (main part),
certain aspects of political science, and social science to be able to trace
possible features of estimated social change.
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11.2 Outlook
Along with all other societies in transition, the question of language usage is
steadily associated with the questions on other levels of society. For Northern
Ireland that means that focus will be on how to communicate particular
developments and how to write about them, as their will be a core issue on the
way to a continuing and stable peace. The analytic linguistic approach towards
communication can perhaps give some direction for journalists as well as for
other scholars writing about Northern Ireland. The using of particular terms
from times gone by in Northern Ireland probably then indicates that they are
not over yet.
The same could be said for excluding particular lexical items from
journalistic texts, as it assumingly creates the same impression. Lately, BBC NI
has been urged to review some of its patterns of communicating about
‘incidents’ and news publication in general. Again, focus of criticism was put on
the impression which was created by using particular expressions in news texts
and it further then became the main argument of a revision of these
publications.
Here again it should be stressed why this study is obviously important to
other scholars as well as to students. With its quite challenging approach, it has
attempted to reveal the linguistic difficulties that academics could be faced with
when examining language usage in societies that have experienced conflict and
now find themselves in some kind of transition phase.
The observations of shift in language usage made here could perhaps be
strengthened by three different approaches to this subject. Following studies
could further evaluate results with respect to data from social media or rather
social networks to broaden the findings on lexical innovation in the Northern
Irish frame.
Another measure could be the application of different social variables as
well as idiomatic expressions and even a specialisation on the field of grammar
to show in how far developments in Northern Ireland’s English are part of more
general trends in English language. The tracing of language change in Northern
Ireland in larger periods of time would also be the task of future studies dealing
with this subject. In any case, Northern Ireland surely remains an interesting
test field for linguistic observations with focus on how future language usage and
society become entwined beyond this particular frame and period.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
1. Thema
Diese interdisziplinäre Arbeit mit dem Titel „Changing Northern Ireland:
Reflections in Language Usage and Change“ untersucht inwieweit sprachliche
Veränderungen in Nordirland, vor dem Good Friday Agreement (von 1998)
und danach, den einschneidenden sozio-politischen Wandel, und damit den
Weg zu dauerhaftem Frieden und Verständigung zwischen den einst
verfeindeten

Bevölkerungsgruppen,

reflektieren

können.

Der

Untersuchungszeitraum wurde gewählt, weil es hier bedingt durch die
Tragweite der politischen Ereignisse möglich erschien, Veränderungen in
einem für Sprache relativ kurzen Zeitraum empirisch zu belegen.
Mit Hilfe einer linguistischen Korpusanalyse sowie der Korrelation
von soziolinguistischen Variablen wurde versucht, die Tendenzen zur
Verwendung „besserer“ (amelioration) oder zur Vermeidung „schlechterer“
(pejoration) Wörter und zur Verstärkung oder Erweiterung (broadening)
bzw.

Abschwächung

oder

Verengung

(narrowing)

ihrer

jeweiligen

Bedeutungen zu finden bzw. in Einzelfällen sogar konkreten Sprachwandel
nachzuweisen. Hierbei war allerdings einer Reihe an formal wie auch
inhaltlichen Herausforderungen zu begegnen, da lexikalischer Sprachwandel
an sich über recht große Zeiträume erfolgt, was hier aber durch die relativ
kurze Betrachtungszeit — einige Jahre vor und nach dem Good Friday
Agreement — nicht gegeben ist.
Die empirische Grundlage der Arbeit bildet eine Korpussammlung von
knapp 800,000 Wörtern, die sich in drei Subkorpora unterteilt: POLITICS,
WOMEN und GAY. Es handelt sich also um einen spezialisierten Korpus,
dessen Texte manuell von den jeweiligen Nachrichtenwebseiten gesammelt
wurden, d.h. die Auswahl erfolgte unter Verwendung bestimmter vorher
festgelegter Suchbegriffe (siehe auch Kapitel 4, Unterkapitel 4.2.2.) Im
Anschluss wurden die gesammelten Texte chronologisch in die jeweiligen
Subkorpora einsortiert. Die quantitative Untersuchung erfolgte dann mit
Hilfe der bekannten Analysesoftware AntConc, um für zuvor festgelegte
Schlüsselwörter (keywords siehe dazu Tabelle 4.1) Häufigkeiten und ihren
Gebrauch in Kollokationen zu ermitteln.
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Die korpuslinguistische Untersuchung wird gerahmt durch eine Darstellung
des jeweiligen historischen Hintergrunds, d.h. jener gesellschaftlichen und
politischen Entwicklungen, in welchen sprachliche Äußerungen mutmaßlich
verwendet werden.
Der Sprachgebrauch während der ‚Troubles‘ – einer langen Zeit der
politischen Instabilität – war in vielen Fällen nachhaltig durch die politischen
Ereignisse geprägt, vornehmlich handelte es sich dabei um paramilitärische
Anschläge gegen die jeweils konfessionell-kulturell gegnerische Gruppierung.
Mit dem Good Friday Agreement, einer Übereinkunft getroffen durch
wiederholte Verhandlungen, erfolgte die verstärkte Betonung des Friedens
und der nachhaltigen Zusammenarbeit. Für viele Einwohner Nordirlands
weckte dies die Hoffnung auf eine anhaltende sozio-kulturelle Kooperation
der verschiedenen Gruppen sowie die Entwicklung hin zu einer modernen
europäischen Gesellschaft, in der nun auch verschiedene andere Themen, wie
Minderheitenrechte, Frauenrechte und verstärkte politische Repräsentation,
etc., Eingang in die Tagesdiskurse finden konnten.
2. Aufbau
Gängigen Mustern früherer Studien ähnlicher Art folgend, gliedert sich die
Arbeit in zwei große Bereiche: Part One: Literature, Theoretical Background
and Database und Part Two: Analysis and Results.
Im ersten Teil werden in Kapitel 2 zunächst wichtige Aussagen aus der
Forschungsliteratur zum sozio-politischen Wandel in Nordirland und
Beispiele aus Politik und Gesellschaft zusammenfasst bzw. verschiedene
Wandlungstendenzen angeführt.
Im Kapitel 3 erfolgt das Darlegen des theoretische Hintergrundes zum
sprachlichen Wandel. Einerseits werden die grundlegenden Konzepte, vor
allem

zum

semantischen

und

lexikalischen

Wandel,

beschrieben,

andererseits werden diese Konzepte auf den nordirischen Rahmen
übertragen, um die Analyse im zweiten Teil theoretisch vorzubereiten.
Die empirischen Grundlagen zur Arbeit wie die Methode zur
Datensammlung eines spezialisierten Korpus (bestehend aus Subkorpora zu
den Themen Politik, Gender und Politik sowie sexueller Identität) und die
soziolinguistischen Variablen werden dann im Kapitel 4 dargestellt. Auch
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werden an dieser Stelle erste Aussagen zur Limitierung der Anwendbarkeit
des Korpusgetroffen (siehe 4.2.2.3).
Im zweiten Teil steht dann die Analyse der gesammelten Texte im
Vordergrund.

Für

den

jeweiligen

kulturellen

Rahmen

spezifische

Schlüsselwörter und -ausdrücke werden nach Gebrauch in den jeweiligen
Subkorpora untersucht, d.h. nach Häufigkeit und Kontexten, um daraus
Rückschlüsse auf den soziopolitischen Wandel ziehen zu können. Aber dabei
wird meist deutlich, dass die Häufigkeiten selbst in den spezialisierten
Subkorpora zu gering sind, um gute statistische Aussagen zu treffen.
Die Themen der einzelnen Kapitel (5-9) wurden folgendermaßen
gewählt und nun zum besseren Überblick stichwortartig zusammengestellt:
(5) Krieg versus Frieden in verschiedenen sprachlichen Konzepten und
lexikalen Einheiten
(6) Die nordirische Polizei: Vergleich der Verwendung der ihr zugeschriebenen
sprachlichen Einheiten, damals (RUC) und heute (PSNI)
(7) „Helden“ und „Verräter“ (Dissidenten) und ihre Verwendungen als
Eigen- und Fremdzuschreibungen von paramilitärischen Gruppen und
Organisationen beider ethnoreligiöser Gruppen
(8) Gender – Geschlecht und politischer bzw. sozialer Wandel, Frauen in
der nordirischen Politik und ihre sprachliche Repräsentation
(9) Sprachliche Ausdrücke zur sexuellen Identität (LBGT Rechte) und ihre
Verwendungen als Abbild des gesellschaftlichen Wandels.
Noch einmal sei hier verdeutlichet, dass die einzelnen Kapitel in ihrer
Mikrostruktur jeweils den historischen Hintergrund umfassen, zum einen
zum besseren Verständnis für den Leser und zum anderen zur besseren
Vorbereitung der folgenden Analyse der spezifischen lexikalen Einheiten
innerhalb der Rahmenthemen. Neben der Frage der Quantität bestimmter
lexikaler Einheiten wurde hier auch der Sprachgebrauch qualitativ
betrachtet, das heißt, wo immer möglich, hat die Autorin eine Diskursanalyse
begonnen, Sprachwandelbeobachtungen evaluiert und Übersichten zu
Kollokationen erstellt. Erwartungsgemäß bewegen sich die Kollokationen
zahlenmäßig in einem recht kleinen Rahmen, sodass sie meine These von der
sprachlichen Reflexion des soziopolitischen Wandels in Nordirland nur
partiell belegen können.
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3. Ergebnisse
Generell konnte meine These, wonach ein so starker soziopolitischer Wandel
sich in relativ kurzer Zeit auch durch relativ starke Unterschiede in
kulturspezifischen Wörtern und Ausdrucksweisen zeigt, nur teilweise belegt
werden. Die detaillierten Ergebnisse zu meiner Untersuchung dazu können in
30 Grafiken und 45 Tabellen in den jeweiligen Kapiteln nachvollzogen werden.
Formal wurden die Ergebnisse vergleichend dargestellt, beginnend mit den
älteren Texten, fortfahrend mit den neuen Texten.
Die Erkenntnisse aus der vorliegenden Arbeit dienen daher in erster
Linie dem Verständnis der Wechselwirkungen von sprachlichem und
gesellschaftlichem Wandel. Die in Nordirland wahrgenommene sozio-politische
Veränderung lässt sich jedoch nur ansatzweise in den konkreten sprachlichen
Beispielen in der journalistischen Sprachverwendung zeigen. Der eingeführte
Begriff der incident language (eine „distinguierten“ Sprachanwendung auf
gewaltsame

Zwischenfälle)

Verbindung

zwischen

ermöglicht

den

allerdings

gesellschaftlichen

das

Herstellen

Ereignissen

und

einer
ihren

entsprechenden sprachlichen Reaktionen, da deutlich wird, wie sprachliche
Äußerungen in journalistischen Texten in alte Muster verfallen, sobald es zum
Beispiel um republikanische Dissidenten und ihre Gewalttaten geht, gleiches
gilt, bis zu einem gewissen Grad, durchaus auch für loyalistische
Gruppierungen.
Zu Beginn hat sich die Arbeit eine Reihe von Forschungsfragen gestellt.
Im Folgenden sollen diese drei zentralen Forschungsfragen der Arbeit – soweit
möglich – beantwortet werden:
Frage (1): Kann man von sozio-politischem und sozio-kulturellem
Wandel in Nordirland sprechen und diesen anhand der Sprachdaten
nachvollziehen? Zwar können durch bestimmte Sprachwandeltheorien viele
sprachliche

Beispiele

für

Bedeutungsänderung,

Auslassung,

Verengen,

Erweiterungen und Metaphern gefunden und erklärt werden, diese bleiben aber
durch die kurze Zeitspanne nur Momentaufnahmen. Am eindrücklichsten sind
sicherlich die Veränderungen im Bereich des lexikalen Wandels, bei der Frage
Krieg vs Frieden bzw. auch bei der Umbenennung oder vielmehr
Rekonstituierung der Polizei. Ähnlich war auch die Verschiebung (shift) der
Begrifflichkeiten beim Thema paramilitärische Einheiten und den sich
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Splittergruppen zuordnenden Dissidenten, wobei im nordirischen Rahmen eher
eine verengte (spezifische) Verwendung der Bezeichnung „Dissident“ als Eigenwie auch Fremdzuschreibung sichtbar wird.
Frage (2): Lässt sich eine stärkere sprachliche Integration von Frauen in
der nordirischen Politik sowie Gesellschaft und damit verbunden eine stärkere
sprachliche Repräsentation von Frauen in der Gesellschaft

bzw. genauer

bezeichnet in bestimmten journalistischen Texten gegen das traditionalistische
Bild der vergangenen Dekaden belegen? Leider ist die Datenlage gerade bei
diesem Thema recht schwierig, da eindeutige Begrifflichkeiten schwer zu finden
sind. So bleibt in diesem Fall die Analyse auf der exploratorischen Ebene,
bedingt durch die schmale Datenlage, mit uneindeutigen Schlussfolgerungen auf
Basis der daraus erhobenen Daten.
Frage (3): Kann man im Sprachgebrauch in Nordirland eine emanzipierte
homosexuelle Identität erkennen? Natürlich ist diese Identität — verstärkt
durch das Referendum in der Republik Irland (2015) — im öffentlichen Diskurs
und damit in vielen Nachrichtentexten wahrnehmbar, u.a. im Ruf nach einer
Erweiterung der Rechte Homosexueller und in der zunehmend positiven
Wahrnehmung sexueller Identitäten allgemein. Fragt man aber nach den klaren
sprachlichen Gebrauchsänderungen, so sind diese noch nicht eindeutig
belegbar, ja man kann noch die Nachwirkungen der Troubles erkennen, was
zeigt, dass die sprachlichen Veränderungen den gesellschaftlichen erst mit einer
Zeitverzögerung folgen.
4. Ausblick
Wie

in

jeder

anderen

Gesellschaft

im

Wandel

ist

die

Frage

des

Sprachgebrauches in Nordirland aufs Engste mit Fragen des Wandels auf
anderen Ebenen der Gesellschaft verbunden. Die Erhaltung eines stabilen
Friedens als zentrales Thema bleibt eben deshalb besonders auch sprachlich
betrachtet ein kritischer Punkt und äußert sich in der Frage, wie man bestimmte
Entwicklungen kommuniziert bzw. wie man sich journalistisch darüber äußert.
Der korpuslinguistische Ansatz zur Kommunikation kann hier vielleicht
Aufschluss geben, indem diese empirische Studie zeigt, wie nah ein spezifischer
Begriff in Nordirland, ob politischer bzw. gesellschaftlicher Genese, der
Vergangenheit noch ist oder nicht. Die Vermeidung oder Anwendung von eben
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solchen

signifikant

konnotierten

lexikalischen

Elementen

in

einem

journalistischen Text vermag eben dies zu vermitteln.
Interessanterweise wurde gerade in letzter Zeit die BBC NI gebeten,
einige der Muster zur Kommunikation von Vorfällen (incidents) im
Zusammenhang mit Dissidenten oder Nachrichtenpublikationen, auf ihren
Tenor hin, zu überprüfen. Auch hier war das Hauptargument, dass durch eine
zu starke Betonung einzelner Zwischenfälle ein falscher Eindruck zur politischen
Situation in der Provinz entsteht und dadurch der Wandel gefährdet werden
könnte.
Diese empirische Studie hat den Versuch unternommen, die sprachlichen
Herausforderungen zu eruieren, die sich Gesellschaften im Umbruch, wie
Nordirland nach dem Good Friday Agreement von 1998, stellen müssen. Der
Fokus auf journalistische Texte ergab sich, weil die Presse durch ihre
Sprachverwendung einen wichtigen Teil der gesellschaftlichen und politischen
Realität darstellt. Natürlich könnte diese Arbeit in drei Richtungen erweitert
werden:
Die Beobachtung von Verschiebungen im Sprachgebrauch in Nordirland
über größere Zeiträume sollte zu noch klareren Ergebnissen für die
kulturspezifischen Schlüsselwörter führen und so noch stärker belegen, wie
Sprachnutzung und Gesellschaft verschlungen sind.
Die Einbeziehung anderer sprachlicher Stilebenen, wie sie z.B. durch die
heute ebenfalls leicht zu sammelnden Daten aus sozialen Medien möglich ist,
könnte unsere Erkenntnisse grundlegend erweitern, wie sich zum Beispiel
lexikalische Innovationen in einem spezifischen Kontext wie in Nordirland
ausbreiten.
Die Erweiterung auf andere sprachliche Variablen in Idiomatik und sogar
Grammatik könnte zeigen, inwieweit die Entwicklungen im nordirischen
Englisch spezifisch sind bzw. inwieweit sie vielleicht sogar in einem allgemeinen
Trend liegen.
Wie viele vergleichbare Arbeiten konnte diese korpuslinguistische
Untersuchung nur versuchen, Methoden aufzuzeigen, wie komplexe sprachliche
Veränderungen als Indikatoren für genauso komplexe gesellschaftliche
Veränderungen dienen können – und wo nicht. In jedem Fall bleibt Nordirland
ein interessantes Testfeld für sprachliche Beobachtungen und darüber hinaus.
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2009
<BT09P/01>
<author: Malachi O’Doherty>
<title: A dissident campaign could topple the Assembly>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/a-dissidentcampaign-could-topple-the-assembly-14218422.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A show of solidarity in Northern Ireland to keep past at bay>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/ashow-of-solidarity-in-northern-ireland-to-keep-past-at-bay-14217872.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A time too grave for point scoring>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/atime-too-grave-for-point-scoring-14219751.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: [new] Adams in truth body warning as PM meets Eames and Bradley >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/
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adams-in-truth-body-warning-as-pm-meets-eames-and-bradley14153486.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan >
<title: Brian Rowan: Response to attacks must be measured, proportionate>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/brian-rowanresponse-to-attacks-must-be-measured-proportionate-14218134.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: [new] Brown to discuss security claims with Omagh families>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/brown-to-discuss-security-claims-with-omagh-families14180346.html>>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Campaign for a united Ireland set to go global>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/campaign-for-a-united-ireland-set-to-go-global-14126597.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Continuity IRA claiming responsibility for killing PSNI officer>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/continuity-ira-claiming-responsibility-for-killing-psni-officer14220267.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: David McKittrick: If we are at peace, why are soldiers still dying?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/david-mckittrickif-we-are-at-peace-why-are-soldiers-still-dying-14218200.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Dissident Real IRA claims responsibility for army barracks attack>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/dissident-real-ira-claims-responsibility-for-army-barracks-attack14217953.html>?startindex=20
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: [new] DUP man expelled from Assembly over Adams IRA claims>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-manexpelled-from-assembly-over-adams-ira-claims-14180272.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Ed Curran>
<title: Ed Curran: We have come too far to let the peace prize slip from our
grasp>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/edcurran/ed-curran-we-have-come-too-far-to-let-the-peace-prize-slip-fromour-grasp-14218205.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Getting tough now will only play into the hands of killers>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/getting-toughnow-will-only-play-into-the-hands-of-killers-14219756.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Gordon Brown condemns Northern Ireland barracks shooting>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/gordon-brown-condemns-northern-ireland-barracks-shooting14217896.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: Gunmen 'shot at people on the ground'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/gunmen-shot-at-people-on-the-ground14218202.html>?startindex=40
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Is the writing on the wall for dissidents?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/isthe-writing-on-the-wall-for-dissidents-14226895.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author:Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title:'Loyalist lynch mob came in taxis intent on killing a Catholic’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/loyalist-lynch-mob-came-in-taxis-intent-on-killing-a-catholicrsquo14313851.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09 P/>
<author:->
<title: Man critically ill after ‘display of flags’
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/mancritically-ill-after-lsquodisplay-of-flagsrsquo-14313089.html
<date of publication: 2009
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Manhunt begins for 'Real IRA' gunmen>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/manhunt-begins-for-real-ira-gunmen14218395.html>?startindex=40
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: [New] McCartney murder, Omagh bomb and Northern Bank robbery
'in cold storage'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/mccartney-murder-omagh-bomb-and-northern-bank-robbery-incold-storage-14136304.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Murdered officer was a family man>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/murdered-officer-was-a-family-man-14220251.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: New book claims British Army colluded with loyalists>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/new-book-claimsbritish-army-colluded-with-loyalists-13948622.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: (new) New Republican group threatens wave of violence>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/newrepublican-group-threatens-wave-of-violence-14176868.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author:Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title: Nine held after killing of Catholic in Northern Ireland>
<web address:http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/nineheld-after-killing-of-catholic-in-northern-ireland-14313852.html
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: No retaliation pleas after barracks attack>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/noretaliation-pleas-after-barracks-attack-14217897.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam >
<title: Noel McAdam: Murders could help galvanise the Northern Ireland
Executive>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/noel-mcadammurders-could-help-galvanise-the-northern-ireland-executive14218174.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Northern Ireland Assembly may hold debate on shootings>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/northernireland-assembly-may-hold-debate-on-shootings-14218175.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland policeman shot dead in ambush>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/northern-ireland-policeman-shot-dead-in-ambush14219526.html>?startindex=60
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Northern Ireland shootings: 12 years on, two additions to a grim litany
of violence>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/northern-ireland-shootings-12-years-on-two-additions-to-a-grimlitany-of-violence-14218146.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese and Claire Harrison >
<title: Orde shows his grief in defiant appeal to catch PSNI officer's killers>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/ordeshows-his-grief-in-defiant-appeal-to-catch-psni-officers-killers14219975.html>?startindex=60
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peter Robinson: We can’t go back>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/peter-robinsonwe-canrsquot-go-back-14219757.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: PM Brown in terror summit in wake of RIRA double murder at Massereene>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/pmbrown-in-terror-summit-in-wake-of-rira-double-murder-at-massereene14218521.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Political will and unity is unshakeable, says Brown>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/political-will-and-unity-is-unshakeable-says-brown14219581.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Claire McNeilly and Deborah McAleese>
<title: PSNI widow: They’ve taken my life>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/psniwidow-theyrsquove-taken-my-life-14220337.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: [new]Republicans ‘lift the lid’ on dissident criminals>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/republicans-lsquolift-the-lidrsquo-on-dissident-criminals14166114.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Republican Sinn Fein links soldier murders to 'British occupation'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/republican-sinn-fein-links-soldier-murders-to-british-occupation14218147.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Lisa Smyth>
<title: [new]Row erupts as special forces return to Northern Ireland>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/rowerupts-as-special-forces-return-to-northern-ireland-14217087.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Fein condemns attack on British military base>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/sinnfein-condemns-attack-on-british-military-base-14217886.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Soldiers shot dead in Northern Ireland terror attack>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/soldiers-shot-dead-in-northern-ireland-terror-attack14217509.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09 P/>
<author: Ken Sengupta>
<title: Special forces deployment in Northern Ireland may have sparked
assault>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/special-forces-deployment-in-northern-ireland-may-have-sparkedassault-14218201.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Teenager arrested over shooting of Northern Ireland policeman>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/teenager-arrested-over-shooting-of-northern-ireland-policeman14220747.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: These killings should come as no surprise. We were warned>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/these-killingsshould-come-as-no-surprise-we-were-warned-14218419.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Eric Waugh>
<title: Those paying lip service to Union don’t speak from the heart>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/ericwaugh/those-paying-lip-service-to-union-donrsquot-speak-from-the-heart14219752.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Town reduced to state of shock after soldier murders>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/town-reduced-to-state-of-shock-after-soldier-murders14218172.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: Process must not be derailed>
<web address:
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/viewpoint-processmust-not-be-derailed-14218206.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Maurice Hayes>
<title: We owe it to murdered soldiers to hold our nerve>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/we-owe-it-tomurdered-soldiers-to-hold-our-nerve-14219755.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: What did GCHQ overhear about Omagh atrocity?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/whatdid-gchq-overhear-about-omagh-atrocity-14190788.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 P/>
<author: Gail Walker>
<title: Your day has definitely come, Martin McGuinness>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/gailwalker/your-day-has-definitely-come-martin-mcguinness-14219750.html>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<BT08 P/01>
<author: ->
<title: 11-week gap in Executive meetings blasted>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/11week-gap-inexecutive-meetings-blasted-13918720.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A swift, untheatrical end to a rising political star>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/a-swiftuntheatrical-end-to-a-rising-political-star-13386372.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: >
<title: A vital test for Cowen, and for democracy within the EU>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/a-vital-test-forcowen--and-for-democracy-within-the-eu-13893975.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A vote of confidence for Ulster>
<web address www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/a-vote-ofconfidence-for-ulster-13908937.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Jonathan McCambridge>
<title: Adams in fresh appeal to meet Orange Order>
<web address http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/adams-in-fresh-appeal-to-meet-orange-order-13987191.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Adams: Sinn Féin justice minister is possible in the future>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/adams-sinn-finjustice-minister-is-possible-in-the-future-13931484.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Sam Lister>
<title: Adams: Talks with PM were full and frank>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/adams-talks-withpm-were-full-and-frank-13507040.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: ‘All that is left are photos and memories of Lorraine’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/lsquoall-that-is-left-are-photos-and-memories-of-lorrainersquo13943418.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Amnesty hits out at massive increase in number of weapons taken
through Ireland>
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<web address:www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/amnesty-hits-outat-massive-increase-in-number-of-weapons-taken-through-ireland13917454.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: An edited version of comments made by First Minister Peter Robinson
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/an-edited-versionof-comments-made-by-first-minister-peter-robinson-13954329.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: An independent watchdog is vital>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/anindependent-watchdog-is-vital-13923406.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Anti-Orange remark stirs up dissent within UUP>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/antiorangeremark-stirs-up-dissent-within-uup-13947073.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Claire McNeilly>
<title: Apprentice Boys have a real blast>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/apprentice-boys-have-a-real-blast-13935773.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Arms lobbyist in Parliament exposed>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/arms-lobbyist-inparliament-exposed-13896992.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly is bogged down, can MLAs dig themselves out? Will they,
won’t they?>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/assembly-isbogged-down-can-mlas-dig-themselves-out-will-they-wonrsquot-they13918259.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: Assembly rescued at the eleventh hour>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/assembly-rescued-at-the-eleventh-hour-13507392.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Emily Moulton>
<title: Belfast’s Sinn Fein Mayor will be absent from Remembrance>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/belfastrsquos-sinn-fein-mayor-will-be-absent-from-remembrance14043528.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Belfast-based loyalist helps BNP spread race hate message>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/belfastbased-loyalist-helps-bnp-spread-race-hate-message13948469.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bill threatens historic right to protest planning decisions>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/bill-threatenshistoric-right-to-protest-planning-decisions-13508168.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bobby Sands film wins prestigious prize at Cannes>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/filmtv/news/bobby-sands-film-wins-prestigious-prize-at-cannes13879236.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bomb alerts blamed on dissidents>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/bomb-alerts-blamed-on-dissidents-14065810.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: […]>
<title: Bombings up 300pc as gang war rages in Dublin>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/bombingsup-300pc-as-gang-war-rages-in-dublin-13995252.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Boris knifes Blair>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/borisknifes-blair-13992244.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Both First Ministers pull out of Labour conference>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/both-firstministers-pull-out-of-labour-conference-13980163.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Brown announces review to be carried out on Omagh intelligence material>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/brownannounces-review-to-be-carried-out-on-omagh-intelligence-material13975379.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Brown: No plans to take IRA off banned list>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/brown-no-plansto-take-ira-off-banned-list-13896320.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Andrew Grice>
<title: Brown triumphs on terror - but then he is stopped in his tracks>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/brown-triumphson-terror--but-then-he-is-stopped-in-his-tracks-13894033.html>>
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<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brendan McDaid>
<title: Call for more police after border shooting>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/call-formore-police-after-border-shooting-13986006.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Robin Morton>
<title: Call for public sector jobs to be moved out of Belfast>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/call-forpublic-sector-jobs-to-be-moved-out-of-belfast-13988189.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Cardinal in plea to Omagh bombers>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/cardinal-in-pleato-omagh-bombers-13948589.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: William Allen>
<title: Church aided cleric exiled over priest handshake>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/churchaided-cleric-exiled-over-priest-handshake-13994958.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Civil servant told to remove GAA flag from car>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/civilservant-told-to-remove-gaa-flag-from-car-13972178.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Civilians targeted by dissident republicans>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/civilians-targeted-by-dissident-republicans14016763.html>?startindex=20>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Victor Gordon >
<title: Council chief suspension row goes to Stormont>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/councilchief-suspension-row-goes-to-stormont-13979065.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry and Alan Erwin>
<title: Court may hear tape of Real IRA chief>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/court-may-hear-tape-of-real-ira-chief-13992259.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Creating a crisis out of a drama in Assembly>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/creating-a-crisisout-of-a-drama-in-assembly-13954324.html>
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<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Crime rises after CCTV system is turned off>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/crime-risesafter-cctv-system-is-turned-off-13986466.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Steven McCaffery>
<title: Crummy mocking Ian’s bird>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/crummy-mockingianrsquos-bird-13935735.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

<BT08 P/>
<author: Lisa Smyth>
<title: Devlin murder trial: five in court>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/devlin-murder-trial-five-in-court-13981575.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Devolved justice, make it work>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/devolvedjustice-make-it-work-13930601.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: Dissident republicans blamed for Fermanagh roadside bomb>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/dissident-republicans-blamed-for-fermanagh-roadside-bomb13993661.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Graham Bargett>
<title: Dissidents out to kill police, warns Orde>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/dissidents-out-tokill-police-warns-orde-13937396.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Dissidents vowed to kill Catholic officer after McGuinness visit>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/filmtv/news/dissidents-vowed-to-kill-catholic-officer-after-mcguinness-visit14079612.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: DUP: All traces of Provos must go before deal on policing powers>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-all-traces-ofprovos-must-go-before-deal-on-policing-powers-13932186.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: DUP and SF admit crisis ahead>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-and-sf-admitcrisis-ahead-13980349.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: DUP and SF break logjam on policing>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-and-sf-breaklogjam-on-policing-13930092.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP: Disbanded IRA Army Council no devolved justice guarantee>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-disbandedira-army-council-no-devolved-justice-guarantee-13931822.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP leader holds talks with loyalist paramilitaries>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-leader-holdstalks-with-loyalist-paramilitaries-13962702.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: DUP: no deal to save Brown>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-no-deal-tosave-brown-13894031.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: DUP planning move delays probe>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-planningmove-delays-probe-13925375.html>
< date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thorton>
<title: DUP 'ready for an election' as political stalemate continues>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-ready-for-anelection-as-political-stalemate-continues-13931240.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP repeats call for 'end of IRA' statement>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-repeats-callfor-end-of-ira-statement-13960736.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Sam Lister>
<title: DUP saves Prime Minister from disastrous defeat in Commons>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-saves-primeminister-from-disastrous-defeat-in-commons-13894032.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP seeks clarification of Sinn Fein withdrawal threat>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-seeksclarification-of-sinn-fein-withdrawal-threat-13949092.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP sports minister refuses Celtic invitation>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/dup-sportsminister-refuses-celtic-invitation-13979062.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: DUP undecided over terror bill>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-undecidedover-terror-bill-13893981.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: DUP's two tribes>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dups-two-tribes13387086.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Durkan’s Assembly plea is turned down>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/durkanrsquosassembly-plea-is-turned-down-13918280.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Early Assembly session ruled out as UUP rejects SDLP call for
emergency meeting>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/early-assemblysession-ruled-out-as-uup-rejects-sdlp-call-for-emergency-meeting13947579.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Eta mass killer may have fled to Ulster>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/eta-masskiller-may-have-fled-to-ulster-13982276.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel Adam>
<title: Executive meeting is cancelled amid crisis>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/executive-meetingis-cancelled-amid-crisis-13918257.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel Adam>
<title: Executive plunges deeper into crisis>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/executive-plunges-deeper-into-crisis-13955931.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel Adam>
<title: Executive to review viability of bringing back Civic Forum>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/executive-toreview-viability-of-bringing-back-civic-forum-13910335.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: Expenses row could damage Assembly, watchdog warns>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/expenses-rowcould-damage-assembly-watchdog-warns-13972605.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Lisa Smyth>
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<title: Families of Omagh bomb victims threaten legal action over
intelligence service tapes>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/families-ofomagh-bomb-victims-threaten-legal-action-over-intelligence-service-tapes13974819.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Few tears as Paisley Jnr finally falls on his sword>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/few-tears-aspaisley-jnr-finally-falls-on-his-sword-13386369.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Flawed report behind restorative justice: SDLP>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/flawed-reportbehind-restorative-justice-sdlp-13923335.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Focus now on future of Ian Senior>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/focus--now-on-future-of-ian-senior-13386334.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: >
<title: Former republican prisoners may sue>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/formerrepublican-prisoners-may-sue-13948586.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: From ashes of Omagh rises a vision of hope>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/fromashes-of-omagh-rises-a-vision-of-hope-13943434.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Furore over Gregory Campbell GAA Tyrone comments>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/furore-overgregory-campbell-gaa-tyrone-comments-13981094.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Victoria O’Hara>
<title: Garden shines a ray of hope on the broken heart of Omagh>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/garden-shines-a-ray-of-hope-on-the-broken-heart-of-omagh13943431.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: General to meet loyalists on arms issues>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/general-to-meetloyalists-on-arms-issues-13980353.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Gerry Adams blames DUP for impasse>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/gerry-adamsblames-dup-for-impasse-13920806.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Gerry Adams in call for truth commission>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/gerry-adams-in-call-for--truth-commission-13984921.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Gusty Spence tells the UVF: Put your guns completely beyond use>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/gusty-spence-tellsthe-uvf-put-your-guns-completely-beyond-use-13944747.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: Honour denied to cleric who shook priest's hand>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/honourdenied--to-cleric-who-shook-priests-hand-13987824.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Hunger strike movie vies for seven awards>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/filmtv/news/hunger-strike-movie-vies--for-seven-awards-14018766.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
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<title: Ian Jnr: no rules were disobeyed>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ian-jnr-no-ruleswere-disobeyed-13893999.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IMC asked to prepare special report on IRA>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/imc-asked-to-prepare-specialreport-on-ira-13931521.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: IMC to declare IRA have ‘disappeared’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/imcto-declare--ira-have-lsquodisappearedrsquo-13957641.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: […]>
<title: ‘I should not have quit’ over IRA past, says Tory councillor>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/lsquoi-should-not-have-quitrsquo-over-ira-past-says-torycouncillor-14107891.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Emily Moulton>
<title: I still want to talk says loyalist chief>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/istill-want-to-talk-says-loyalist-chief-13978619.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: ‘I never go past the spot where the bomb went off’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/lsquoi-never-go-past-the-spot-where-the-bomb-went-offrsquo13943415.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IRA Army Council is 'no longer operational'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ira-armycouncil-is-no-longer-operational-13960155.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan >
<title: IRA Army Council no longer a threat, says PUP>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ira-armycouncil-no-longer-a-threat-says-pup-13959854.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IRA campaign 'well and truly over'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/iracampaign-well-and-truly-over-13960484.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IRA ‘could be taken off British Government’s banned list’>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ira-lsquocould-betaken-off-british-governmentrsquos-banned-listrsquo-13896321.html>
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<date of publication:2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IRA funds worth up to €200m put at risk in United States>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/irafunds-worth-up-to-euro200m-put-at-risk-in-united-states-14000911.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Victoria O’Hara>
<title: IRA murder victim finally laid to rest after 27 years>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/iramurder-victim-finally-laid-to-rest-after-27-years-14117989.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: IRA ruling Army Council may be disbanded in attempt to break
deadlock>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ira-rulingarmy-council-may-be-disbanded-in-attempt-to-break-deadlock13959615.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: It’s time to show true governance>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/itrsquostime-to-show-true-governance-13954005.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Ben Rumsby>
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<title: John Reid slams Rangers fans' 'racist' song>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/john-reidslams-rangers-fans--racist-song-13987077.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Law Lords reject Holy Cross policing challenge>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/law-lords-reject-holy-cross--policing--challenge-14059761.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalist killer Stone could be out in eight years>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/loyalist-killer-stone-could-be-out-in-eight-years-14099310.html
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Loyalist terror leaders fear being ousted if they back guns handover>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/loyalist-terrorleaders-fear-being-ousted-if-they-back-guns-handover-13926448.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Maintain minor ailment scheme urges Sinn Fein>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/maintain-minorailment-scheme-urges-sinn-fein-13932296.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/><author: David McKittrick>
<title: Makeover for the murals of hatred>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/makeover-for-the-murals-of-hatred-13957634.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: Martin McGuinness: My long journey>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/martinmcguinness-my-long-journey-13958582.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Martin McGuinness to advise Iraqis on making peace>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/martinmcguinness-to-advise-iraqis-on-making-peace-13898605.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Maze prison was as bad as Guantanamo, say producers>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/filmtv/news/maze-prison-was-as-bad-as-guantanamo-say-producers13879239.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: McGuinness accuses loyalists of hypocrisy on weapons>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/mcguinnessaccuses-loyalists-of-hypocrisy-on-weapons-13931983.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam >
<title: McGuinness ‘optimistic’ of success with Robinson>
<web address:
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/mcguinnesslsquooptimisticrsquo-of-success-with-robinson-13958581.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Medals for 100 weekly warriors who braved the hell of Helmand>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/medals-for100-weekly-warriors-who-braved-the-hell-of-helmand-14000388.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Steven McCaffery>
<title: MLA ‘protests’ in song>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/mlalsquoprotestsrsquo-in-song-13935734.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: More talks at Downing Street in a bid to mend divisions>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/more-talks-atdowning-street-in-a-bid-to-mend-divisions-13507391.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brendan McDaid>
<title: Mourners told Peggy McGuinness was a patriot with ‘a deep faith’>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/mournerstold-peggy-mcguinness-was-a-patriot-with-lsquoa-deep-faithrsquo13995638.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Move to allow Catholic monarch>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/move-toallow-catholic-monarch-13982423.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Murder accused 'sacked from police pipe band after Billy Wright
funeral appearance'>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/murderaccused-sacked-from-police-pipe-band-after-billy-wright-funeralappearance-13999848.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: New Justice Minister on way in deal between SF and DUP>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/newjustice-minister-on-way-in-deal-between-sf-and-dup-14068350.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: New row builds pressure on Jnr>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/new-row-buildspressure-on-jnr-13386063.html>
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<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: O'Loan comments out of step with changing attitudes>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/oloancomments-out-of-step-with-changing-attitudes-13943922.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Omagh: A name blackened with infamy>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/omagh-aname-blackened-with-infamy-13943481.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Omagh bombing: A day seared into all our memories>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/omagh-bombing-a-day-seared-into-all-our-memories13943490.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: Omagh bombing intelligence review ordered>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/omaghbombing-intelligence-review-ordered-13975694.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Omagh: cross-border powers sought>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/omaghcrossborder-powers-sought-13999185.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Victoria O’Hara>
<title: Omagh to pay a silent tribute to bomb victims>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/omagh-to-pay-a-silent-tribute-to-bomb-victims-13943414.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: One day left to save Stormont>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/one-day-left-tosave-stormont-13507041.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Henry McDonald>
<title: Opinion: How the Provos 'sold out'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/opinion-how-the-provos-sold-out-14068549.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Lisa Smyth>
<title: Orde plays it cool over Met move>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/orde-playsit-cool-over--met-move-13992258.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: Orde: Stormont logjam putting lives at risk>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/ordestormont-logjam-putting-lives-at-risk-14038469.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley in-law emerges as owner of DUP office>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-inlawemerges-as-owner-of-dup-office-13385734.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley is facing Commons inquiry>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-is-facing-commonsinquiry-13387087.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley's office is owned by father-in-law's firm>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisleys-office-isowned-by-fatherinlaws-firm-13385733.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam and David Young >
<title: Paisley's 'shoot to kill' call slammed>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisleys-shoot-tokill-call-slammed-13946376.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley Jnr's constituency office had link to Sweeney>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-jnrsconstituency-office-had-link-to-sweeney-13385736.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley Jnr’s father-in-law steps down as director of firm that owns
constituency office>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-jnrrsquosfatherinlaw-steps-down-as-director-of-firm-that-owns-constituency-office13958630.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Paisley Jnr lodges complaint against SDLP’s Dallat>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-jnr-lodgescomplaint-against-sdlp8217s-dallat-13898353.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Paisley Jnr quits after months of pressure>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisley-jnr-quitsafter-months-of-pressure-13386335.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Party grows tired of controversy>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/party-grows-tiredof-controversy-13385735.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam >
<title: Parties in stand-off as Adams meets PM>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/parties-instandoff-as-adams-meets-pm-13507042.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam >
<title: Parties still locked in talks>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/parties-stilllocked-in-talks-13507390.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace to be Omagh’s memorial>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/peace-to-beomaghrsquos-memorial-13936104.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Michael McHugh>
<title: Pipe bomb discovered in Malone>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/pipe-bombdiscovered-in-malone-13994464.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: Policing powers must work first>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/policingpowers-must-work-first-13936954.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Political tide turning for Tories>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/political-tideturning-for-tories-13922036.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Prevention always better than cure>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/prevention-always-betterthan-cure-13938017.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: PSNI spurn criticism of talks with UDA bosses>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/psni-spurn-criticism-of-talkswith-uda-bosses-13926164.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Purvis dismisses Truth Commission>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/purvisdismisses-truth-commission-13986007.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Lisa Smyth>
<title: ‘Release Omagh tapes for civil case’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/lsquorelease-omagh-tapes-for-civil-casersquo-13974142.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Revealed: Irish government concern over Derry Bishop>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/revealed-irish-government-concern-over-derry-bishop14124000.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Republicans attack Sinn Fein MLA after bonfire row>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/republicansattack-sinn-fein-mla-after-bonfire-row-13926200.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Republicans deny taking down Eoghan Quigg posters>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/republicans-deny-taking-down-eoghan-quigg-posters14068924.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Robinson warns of 'serious consequences' in Executive row>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/robinson-warnsof-serious-consequences-in-executive-row-13954295.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Role of FOI legislation in Minister’s downfall>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/role-of-foilegislation-in-ministerrsquos-downfall-13386373.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Matthew McCreary >
<title: Royal Irish troops return after six months on Afghan front line>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/royal-irishtroops-return-after-six-months-on-afghan-front-line-13993968.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Ruane is reported for Sands remarks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/ruane-is-reported-for-sands-remarks-14117767.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: RUC bugged Rosemary Nelson’s home for three years>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/ruc-buggedrosemary-nelsonrsquos-home-for-three-years-13987835.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Kathryn Torney>
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<title: School defies Ruane on tests>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/schooldefies-ruane-on-tests-13992940.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Search for the victims of IRA's cruellest crime>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/search-for-the-victims-of-iras-cruellest-crime-14064500.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Secret donations to our parties more than double after devolution>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/secret-donationsto-our-parties-more-than-double-after-devolution-13925387.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Sam Lister>
<title: Service tribute to troops during Northern Ireland Troubles>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/service-tribute-to-troops-during-northern-ireland-troubles13968103.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: SF and DUP clash over attitude to Tyrone footballers>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/sf-and-dupclash-over-attitude-to-tyrone-footballers-13994577.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: SF and DUP consider compromise on policing powers>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sf-and-dupconsider-compromise-on-policing-powers-13922537.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: SF leadership talks bring new hope stalemate may be broken>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sfleadership-talks-bring-new-hope-stalemate-may-be-broken-14065824.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Victor Gordon>
<title: Sinn Fein councillor slams Orangemen toilets>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/sinn-feincouncillor-slams-orangemen-toilets-13986008.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Fein meet Brown for Downing St talks>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sinn-fein-meetbrown-for-downing-st-talks-13919928.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Sinn Fein threatens to collapse Executive>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sinn-feinthreatens-to-collapse-executive-13948499.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin resignation>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sinn-finresignation-13931485.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Fein tones down threat to collapse Assembly>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sinn-fein-tonesdown-threat-to-collapse-assembly-13949086.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Society must reflect all the views>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/society-mustreflect-all-the-views-13913134.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Society must stand up to those preying on vulnerable>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/society-muststand-up-to-those-preying-on-vulnerable-13956596.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Soldiers from South to join Belfast parade>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/soldiers-from-south-to-join-belfast-parade13979755.html>?startindex=0
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Paul Higgins>
<title: Stone denies ‘unfinished business’ with SF>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/stone-denies-lsquounfinished-businessrsquo-with-sf13981569.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Steven McCaffery>
<title: Stormont crisis deepening as Robinson hits out at Adams>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/stormont-crisisdeepening-as-robinson-hits-out-at-adams-13922022.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Stormont not mature enough for policing: Empey>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/stormont-notmature-enough-for-policing-empey-13924483.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The IRA - time for a decisive winding down?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/theira--time-for-a-decisive-winding-down-13932005.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The troubled path to power-sharing>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/the-troubled-pathto-powersharing-13954330.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Tory councillor quits over IRA links>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/torycouncillor-quits-over-ira-links-14089939.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Alan Murray and Lesley-Anne Henry >
<title: Trimble demands release of Omagh tapes>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/trimble-demands-release-of-omagh-tapes-13979689.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: UK spies 'tracked Omagh bombers'>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/uk-spiestracked-omagh-bombers-13973331.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Ulster Unionists in merger talks with Cameron’s Tories>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ulster-unionistsin-merger-talks-with-cameronrsquos-tories-13919997.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Steven McCaffery >
<title: Unionists still hurt over Sands election>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/unionistsstill-hurt-over-sands-election-13985406.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: United Ireland referendum poll ‘by 2016’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/united-ireland-referendum-poll-lsquoby-2016rsquo14101007.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Unpublished Assembly magazine will cost up to £8,000>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/unpublishedassembly-magazine-will-cost-up-to-pound8000-13946028.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: Trouble-makers must be isolated>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/viewpointtroublemakers-must-be-isolated-13955416.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: Twelfth marches into the future>
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<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint/viewpointtwelfth-marches-into-the-future-13908001.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Michael McHugh>
<title: We will decide when IRA has gone away, says DUP>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/we-will-decidewhen-ira-has-gone-away-says-dup-13936034.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Where are the IRA when you need them? - Bart Simpson>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/filmtv/news/where-are-the-ira-when-you-need-them--bart-simpson14006839.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: David McKittrick>
<title: Why are all the Troubles’ films about republicans?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/why-are-all-thetroublesrsquo-films-about-republicans-14022941.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Lindy McDowell >
<title: Why unionism fails to star on the big screen>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/lindymcdowell/why-unionism-fails-to-star-on-the-big-screen-14036054.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Will Alliance break stalemate over the devolution of policing?>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/will-alliancebreak-stalemate-over-the-devolution-of-policing-13923338.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: Burham Bucks><Letter>
<title: Will bigotry ever be eradicated from our land and people?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/letters/willbigotry-ever-be-eradicated-from-our-land-and-people-14053386.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Young Protestants reject segregation>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/young-protestants-reject-segregation-13985389.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

2007
<BT07 P/01>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: 58% of DUP voters back power-sharing>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/58-of-dupvoters-back-powersharing-13465898.html>
<date of publication: 2007>

<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: 9 RUC died in Newry blast, now SF heads police body>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/9ruc-died-in-newry-blast--now-sf-heads-police-body-13491372.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: After 38 years of action Operation Banner is finally wound down>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/after-38years-of-action-operation-banner-is-finally-wound-down-13459229.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Ahern promises to seek British action on collusion issue>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ahernpromises-to-seek-british-action-on-collusion-issue-13402028.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: A highly-charged day for republicans of all hues>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ahighlycharged-day-for-republicans-of-all-hues-13402919.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Army Council's secret meetings key to securing devolution deal>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/army-councils-secret-meetingskey-to-securing-devolution-deal-13429300.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
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<title: Assembly's key vote on Budget>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/assemblyskey-vote--on-budget-13497763.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Brian Rowan: Old foes get down to business>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/brian-rowan-old-foes-get-down-to-business-13443276.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Alf McCreary>
<title: Community free from chains of past on horizon: Primate>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/community-free-from-chains-of-past-on-horizon-primate13431672.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: David McKittrick: Tony Blair and the rocky road to peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/davidmckittrick-tony-blair-and-the-rocky-road-to-peace-13423665.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Devil is still in the detail of the peace process>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/devil-isstill-in-the-detail-of-the-peace-process-13399662.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
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<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: DUP defends police who hampered collusion inquiry>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dupdefends-police-who-hampered-collusion-inquiry-13402027.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: DUP demands apology after RUC branded a paramilitary force>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ukandireland/dup-demands-apology-after-ruc-branded-aparamilitary-force-13416728.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Family shocked by RUC 'apathy' over threats to lawyer>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/family-shocked-by-ruc-apathy-over-threats-to-lawyer13477688.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Hain under fire from the DUP after alleging RUC discrimination
against Catholics>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/hain-underfire-from-the-dup-after-alleging-ruc-discrimination-against-catholics13434731.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
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<title: How one man's courage brought the truth to light >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/howone-mans-courage-brought-the-truth-to-light-13401982.html>
<date of publication: 2007>

<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Human rights victory for victims of UVF-RUC gang>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/human-rights-victory-for-victims-of-uvfruc-gang-13498046.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Informer saved my life says campaigning dad>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/informer-saved-my-life-says-campaigning-dad-13402144.html>
<date of publication: 2007>

<BT07/ P>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: Key figures in Ulster peace process to hold conference>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/keyfigures-in-ulster-peace-process-to-hold-conference-13489335.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: My campaign 'is not about the RUC but about justice'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/mycampaign-is-not-about-the-ruc-but-about-justice-13402464.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
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<BT07 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: More members will quit warns ex-DUP veteran>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/moremembers-will-quit-warns-exdup-veteran-13471949.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Most of us want to see policing and justice powers devolved, poll
shows >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/most-of-us-want-to-see-policing-and-justice-powers--devolvedpoll-shows-13466226.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: New unionist movement opens anti-accord Voice>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/new-unionist-movement--opens-antiaccord-voice-13500365.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: David Mckittrick>
<title: No more 'Dr No': meet the new Ian Paisley>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/no-moredr-no-meet-the-new-ian-paisley-13391075.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Mark Hookham>
<title: Nothing should be allowed to derail process, says Reid>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/nothing-should-be-allowed-to-derail-process-says-reid13402925.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Ombudsman probes RUC handling of Adams murder attempt >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/ombudsman-probes-ruc-handling-of-adams-murder-attempt13400997.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thornton and Mark Hookham>
<title: Ombudsman thanked us says former Special Branch chief>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/ombudsman-thanked-us-says-former-special-branch-chief13402244.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: ->
<title: Push for agreement on devolution of policing in North>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ireland/politics/push-for-agreement-on-devolution-of-policing-innorth-13505818.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: SF seeks Stormont debate on O'Loan's collusion report>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sf-seeksstormont-debate-on-oloans-collusion-report-13402049.html>
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<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: SF 'undemocratic', says resigned MLA>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/sfundemocratic-says-resigned-mla-13499224.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Signs of a split at Stormont>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/signs-of-asplit-at-stormont-13489124.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Sinn Fein endorses policing>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/sinnfein-endorses-policing-13402918.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Special Branch facing second collusion probe>
<web

address:

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-

national/special-branch-facing-second-collusion-probe-13402369.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Talks vital to peace process: McDonald>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/talksvital-to-peace-process-mcdonald-13443275.html>
<date of publication: 2007
<BT07 P/
<author: ->
<title: The odd couple who've survived despite the odds>
<web

address:

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/the-odd-

couple-whove-survived-despite-the-odds-13491665.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: The People's Petition: What do you want from the new Assembly?>
<web

address:

www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/the-peoples-

petition-what-do-you-want-from-the-new-assembly-13430862.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Deborah McAleese >
<title: Tensions rise as DUP threaten to name 'spy'>
<web

address:

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-

national/tensions-rise-as-dup-threaten-to-name-spy-13468821.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Ashleigh Wallace>
<title: Three ex-RUC officers are 'exonerated' by Goggins over collusion
inquiry: MP>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/three
-exruc-officers-are-exonerated--by-goggins-over-collusion-inquiry-mp
13460075.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
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<BT07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Two worlds come together to broker a new era of hope>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/twoworlds-come-together-to-broker-a-new-era-of-hope-13428083.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: Chris Thornton >
<title: UDA funds row set to escalate in Assembly>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/udafunds-row-set-to-escalate-in-assembly-13485585.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/04>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Ulster spells out what it demands from Stormont>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/ulster-spells-outwhat-it-demands-from-stormont-13430860.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thronton>
<title: Unionists are 'in denial' over report: McCord>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/unionistsare-in-denial-over-report-mccord-13402360.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: ->
<title: Unionists hold open possibility of talks with SF to help ex-prisoners>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ireland/politics/unionists-hold-open-possibility-of-talks-with-sf-tohelp-exprisoners-13448464.html>
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<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ P>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: UVF victim's dad demands wider scrutiny of informers>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/uvfvictims-dad-demands-wider-scrutiny-of-informers-13401984.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/05>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: How the army held the line in Ulster>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint-howthe-army-held-the-line-in-ulster-13463360.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author:- >
<title: Viewpoint: No place for Assembly infighting >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint-noplace-for-assembly-infighting-13496158.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: Unlikely partners working in harmony>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpointunlikely-partners-working-in-harmony-13456364.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 P/
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: 2007 is a year that broke the stalemate>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint-2007is-a-year-that-broke-the-stalemate-13505893.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
Read the IMC report in full (pdf)

2006
<BT06 P/
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Adams and Sir Hugh in first public meeting>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/adams-and-sir-hugh-in-first-public-meeting-13577551.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Adams, Orde upbeat after historic meeting>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/adams-orde-upbeat-after-historic--meeting-13577722.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Claire Weir>
<title: Army close to vacating base>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northwestedition/weekly/army-close-to-vacating-base-13577697.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Claire McNeilly>
<title: Assemblyman's questions to MI5 chief on Ulster role>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/assemblymans-questions-to-mi5-chief-on-ulster-role-13579370.html>
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<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Claire Regan>
<title: Call for 'small step' to peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/callfor-small-step-to-peace-13579404.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: ->
<title: For the first time since 1998, a feeling of real change in the air>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/for-thefirst-time-since-1998-a-feeling-of-real-change-in-the-air-13579357.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: William Allen>
<title: Government 'dragging heels' on ambitious Derry plans>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northwestedition/daily/government-dragging-heels-on-ambitious-derry-plans13577052.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Hard men of loyalism won't try to prevent power-sharing>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/hardmen-of-loyalism-wont-try-to-prevent-powersharing-13577560.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: MI5 is seeking to recruit ex-RUC officers: SDLP>
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<web

address:

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/mi5-is-

seeking-to-recruit-exruc-officers-sdlp-13578684.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Claire Weir >
<title: Newbuildings residents looking to the future >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northwestedition/weekly/newbuildings-residents-looking-to-the-future-13577689.html
>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author:- >
<title: Old pupil captures Hume in bronze>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/oldpupil-captures-hume-in-bronze-13577508.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Mark Hookham>
<title: Plea for progress on policing by next month>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/pleafor--progress-on-policing-by-next-month-13577648.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: Policing: a moment of truth looms as SF prepares for debate >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/policing-amoment-of-truth-looms-as-sf-prepares-for-debate-13579368.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
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<BT06 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Secretary of State takes flak from all sides in Assembly>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/secretary-of-state-takes-flak-from-all-sides-in-assembly13569155.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Sinn Fein ready to move on policing >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/sinn-fein-ready-tomove-on-policing-13579405.html >
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Brian Rowan>
<title: The policing question will now be answered>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/thepolicing-question-will-now-be-answered-13579413.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: The £200m inquiries bill>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/the163200m-inquiries-bill-13578752.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Kathryn Torney>
<title: The tragic kids traumatised by loyalist feuding >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/thetragic-kids-traumatised-by-loyalist-feuding-13549133.html>
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<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Watchdog under fire>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/watchdogunder-fire-13578252.html >
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 P/
<author: David Gordon>
<title: What are we paying them for?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/whatare-we-paying-them-for-13578387.html>
<date of publication: 2006>

2004
<BT04 P/
<author: Jonathan McCambridge>
<title: Dissident link to £20m bank heist>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/dissident-linkto-pound20m-bank-heist-13683977.html?startindex=-1>
<date of publication: 2004>
<BT04 P/
<author: Brendan McDaid>
<title: Interface kids paint picture of real peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/interface-kidspaint-picture-of-real-peace-13664762.html>
<date of publication: 2004>
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2001
<BT01 P/
<author: Ciaran O'Neill >
<title: RUC base target of grenade attack as Real IRA strike>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ruc-base-targetof-grenade--attack-as-real-ira-strike-13852557.htm>
<date of publication: 2001>

2000
<BT00 P/
<author: Jane Bell >
<title: Belfast: The image problem >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/belfast--theimage-problem-13783311.html >
<date of publication: 2000>
<BT00 P/
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Bomb case campaigner stops on health grounds>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/bomb-casecampaigner-stops-on-health-grounds-13848278.html>
<date of publication: 2000>
<BT00 P/
<author: ->
<title: Pipebomb links dissidents to attack on RUC>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/pipebomblinks-dissidents-to-attack-on-ruc-13786744.html>
<date of publication: 2000>
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Category <Press news/ Gender>
2009
<BT09 W/01>
<author: Alf McCreary>
<title: Gender row minister may be Moderator>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/gender-row-minister-may-be-moderator-14162646.html>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<BT08 W/01>
<author: ->
<title: Bernadette McAliskey: the return of the roaring girl>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/bernadette-mcaliskey-the-return-of-the-roaring-girl13993688.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 W/02>
<author: Sharon Owens>
<title: Can today's women really have it all?>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/can-todays-womenreally-have-it-all-13945545.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 W/03>
<author: ->
<title: De Valera 'bombarded by virgins' over condom plan>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/devalera-bombarded-by-virgins-over-condom-plan-14123999.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 W/04>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: My sham life with a bigamist husband>
www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/my-sham-life-with-abigamist-husband-13987808.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

2006
<BT06 W/01>
<author: Brian Hutton>
<title: Belfast's prostitution problem 'out of control'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/belfastsprostitution-problem-out-of-control-13744480.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BT06 W/02>
<author: ->
<title: Action group continues to play starring role>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northwestedition/weekly/action-group-continues-to-play-starring-role13577686.html>
<date of publication: 2006>

Category <Press news/ Gay>
2009
<BT09 G/>
<author: Matthew McCreary>
<title: A straight ‘no’ from Iris Robinson to gay play invite>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/astraight-lsquonorsquo-from-iris-robinson-to-gay-play-invite14520374.html>
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<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title: Gay protest at decision not to pursue Iris prosecution>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/gayprotest-at-decision-not-to-pursue-iris-prosecution-14240125.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay marriage plan comes under fire>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breaking-news/ukireland/gay-marriage-plan-comes-under-fire-14587610.html?startindex=-1>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: >
<title: How can we reduce the fear of hate crime in Belfast?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/communitytelegraph/safer-belfast/how-can-we-reduce-the-fear-of-hate-crime-inbelfast-14430094.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: ->
<title: I’m gay, reveals GAA star Donal Og Cusack in new autobiography>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/irsquom-gay-reveals-gaa-star-donal-og-cusack-in-newautobiography-14535587.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/01>
<author: ->
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<title: Marriage rights the main issue for LGBT community>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ireland/marriage-rights-the-main-issue-for-lgbt-community14295552.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Most homophobic hate crimes in Northern Ireland not reported>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/most-homophobic-hate-crimes-in-northern-ireland-not-reported14322237.html?startindex=60>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/02>
<author: ->
<title: Shrinks ‘trying to turn gay people straight’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/shrinks-lsquotrying-to-turn-gay-people-straightrsquo14242555.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Tatchell to Iris: Come and join me for debate on gay rights>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/tatchell-to-iris-come-and-join-me-for-debate-on-gay-rights14538211.html>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BT09 G/>
<author: Brendan McDaid>
<title: The Northern Ireland man hoping to rule the gay world>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/thenorthern-ireland-man-hoping-to-rule-the-gay-world-14164588.html>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<BT08 G/>
<author: Deborah McAleese >
<title: 11,000 demand PM reprimands Iris for her outburst about gays>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/11000demand-pm-reprimands-iris-for-her-outburst-about-gays-13918742.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Church of England says homosexuals face pain>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ireland/church-of-england-says-homosexuals-face-pain13913598.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Deborah McAleese >
<title: Complaints on Iris gay row go to MP watchdog>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/complaints-oniris-gay-row-go-to-mp-watchdog-13918273.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Deborah Orr: We had few words of comfort this year. The Pope's not
helping>
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<web address:
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/deborah-orr-wehad-few-words-of-comfort-this-year-the-popes-not-helping-14119694.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: First Minister Peter Robinson backs wife's view that gays are an
'abomination'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/firstminister-peter-robinson-backs-wifes-view-that-gays-are-an-abomination14023693.html>?startindex=80
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Emily Moulton>
<title: Free Presbyterian advert ignites fresh anti-gay storm>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/freepresbyterian-advert-ignites-fresh-antigay-storm13931139.html?startindex=60>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Steven McCaffery>
<title: Gay activist’s ‘King Billy was a homosexual’ claim sparks furore>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/gayactivistrsquos-lsquoking-billy-was-a-homosexualrsquo-claim-sparks-furore13922468.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: David Young>
<title: Gay lifestyle is ‘abomination’ not a mental disorder: Iris>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/gaylifestyle-is-lsquoabominationrsquo-not-a-mental-disorder-iris13507744.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Iris: gays more vile than child abusers>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/irisgays-more-vile-than-child-abusers-13913517.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Iris in U-turn over ‘vile’ gay outburst>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/irisin-uturn-over-lsquovilersquo-gay-outburst-13917582.html?startindex=0>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Deborah McAleese>
<title: Iris Robinson's gay outburst leads to street protests, official complaints
and calls to quit>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/irisrobinsons-gay-outburst-leads-to-street-protests-official-complaints-andcalls-to-quit-13918085.html?startindex=0>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title: Iris slammed for offering gay ‘cure’>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/irisslammed-for-offering-gay-8216cure8217-13507748.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 G/>
<author: Lindy McDowell>
<title: Lindy McDowell: Iris should meet a few gay people>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/lindy-mcdowelliris-should-meet-a-few-gay-people-13507746.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry >
<title: Man suing Iris Robinson over her comments on gays>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/mansuing-iris-robinson-over-her-comments-on-gays-13507743.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: McGuinness weighs into Robinson’s gay storm>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/mcguinness-weighs-into-robinsonrsquos-gay-storm13507742.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: My two mums: Growing up with lesbian parents>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/bt-woman/my-twomums-growing-up-with-lesbian-parents-13963933.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: ‘No approach to Paisley on gay funding’>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/lsquono-approach-to-paisley-on-gay-fundingrsquo14003744.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Paul Vallely: Theological point that was lost in translation>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/paulvallely-theological-point-that-was-lost-in-translation-14119695.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: Peter Robinson in £80,000 handout to gay groups>
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/peter-robinson-inpound80000-handout-to-gay-groups-13955271.html>?startindex=20
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Emily Moulton>
<title: Police probe Iris Robinson’s ‘gay’ remarks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/police-probe-iris-robinsonrsquos-8216gay8217-remarks13507747.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Pope’s Christmas message ignites fury of gay groups>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/popersquos-christm>as-message-ignites-fury-of-gay-groups14119585.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Pope pleads: 'Save the world from homosexuality'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/popepleads--save-the-world-from-homosexuality-14118936.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<title: Psychiatrist in gay storm steps down from Belfast hospital>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/breakingnews/ireland/psychiatrist-in-gay-storm-steps-down-from-belfast-hospital13938019.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title: Robinson: no regrets over gay comments>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/robinson-no-regrets-over-gay-comments-13507741.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: Simon Creer>
<title: The Ulster Titans, Northern Ireland’s first gay friendly rugby team>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/the-ulster-titansnorthern-irelandrsquos-first-gay-friendly-rugby-team-13961109.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: Mrs Robinson should have kept quiet>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint-mrsrobinson-should-have-kept-quiet-13508171.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BT08 G/>
<author: Lesley-Anne Henry>
<title: Watchdog set to probe Iris’s stance on gays>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/watchdog-set-to-probe-iris8217s-stance-on-gays-13507745.html>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BT08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Why we're glad to be gay>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/why-wereglad-to-be-gay-13920740.html>
<date of publication: 2008>

2007
<BT07 G/>
<author: David Gordon and Lesley-Anne Henry >
<title: DUP gay grant row escalates>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-gay-grant-row-escalates-13438891.html>
<date of publication: 2007
<BT07 G/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: DUP minister faces Gay Pride grant row>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/dup-ministerfaces-gay-pride-grant-row-13438208.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 G/>
<author: David Gordon>
<title: Extra funding for Gay Pride... from a DUP ministry>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/extra-funding-for-gay-pride-from-a-dup-ministry-13438338.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ G>
<author: Brendan McDaid>
<title: McGuinness's tribute to gay community at pink Free Derry wall>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/mcguinnesss-tribute-to-gay--community-at--pink-free-derry-wall13464000.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 G/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Paisley defends himself in gay remarks storm>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/paisley-defends-himself-in-gay--remarks-storm-13446333.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 G/>
<author: David Gordon >
<title: Paisley's job means funding gay groups>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/paisleys-jobmeans-funding-gay-groups-13430859.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 G/>
<author: Ben Lowry>
<title: Pressure grows on Ian junior as gay slur row refuses to fade>
<web address: www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/pressure-growson-ian-junior-as-gay-slur-row-refuses-to-fade-13446332.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
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<BT07/ G>
<author: Claire McNeilly >
<title: Pride placard row rumbles on>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/localnational/pride-placard-row-rumbles-on-13465546.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Viewpoint: So what is DUP stance on gay rights?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/viewpoint-sowhat-is-dup-stance-on-gay-rights-13446334.html>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BT07/ G>
<author: ->
<title: When your child tells you 'Mum, I'm gay'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/when-your-childtells-you-mum-im-gay-13457494.html>
<date of publication: 2007>

2006
<BT06/ G>
<author: Emily Moulton>
<title: Legal bid to block gay rights law fails>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/local-national/legalbid-to-block-gay-rights-law-fails-13578757.html>
<date of publication: 2006>
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Texts Belfast Telegraph 1995- 1999
Category <Press news/Politics>
1999
<BT99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Agreement does not lay down requirement to decommission>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/agreementdoes-not-lay-down-requirement-to-decommission-13775029.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: Arms hand-in 'hasn't been dropped' Mo>
<web address:http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/arms-handinhasnt-been-dropped-mo-13804126.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: Maurice Neill>
<title: Devolution 'gives say to the people'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/devolutiongives-say-to-the-people-13850322.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: [Moving on]>
<title: Don't linger in shadow of past>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/dont-linger-inshadow-of-past-13782611.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
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<BT99 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Hume and the Sinn Fein factor >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hume-and-thesinn-fein-factor-13825199.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: IRA failure to recognise reality should not stop process>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ira-failure-torecognise-reality-should-not-stop-process-13764709.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: [Peter Holmes]>
<title: Nationalists must be disabused of illusion>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/nationalistsmust-be-disabused-of-illusion-13753714.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: No need for bombs or bullets>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/no-need-forbombs-or-bullets-13771770.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BT99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Parties to brief groups on deal>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/parties-to-briefgroups-on-deal-13776147.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
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<BT99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: We must all share blame: McWilliams>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/we-must-allshare-blame-mcwilliams-13808048.html>
<date of publication: 1999>

1998
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A question of identity>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/a-question-ofidentity-13840813.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Eric Waugh>
<title: Assembly _ recipe for peace or conflict?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/assembly-recipe-for-peace-or-conflict-13850080.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Conference date set for peace deadline>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/conferencedate-set-for-peace-deadline-13826621.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Contrasting reaction to terrorism>
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/contrasting-reaction-toterrorism-13812424.html>
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<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Derry parade talks still alive>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/derry-paradetalks-still-alive-13749050.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Dissidents alarmed over arms remarks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/dissidentsalarmed-over-arms-remarks-13839969.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: Government wants LVF ceasefire guarantees>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/governmentwants-lvf-ceasefire-guarantees-13793577.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan and Martina Purdy>
<title: IRA ceasefire will hold>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ira-ceasefirewill-hold-13838073.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: McGuinness warns of threat to Agreement>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/mcguinnesswarns-of-threat-to-agreement-13844888.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: No deal without us, say Sinn Fein>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/no-dealwithout-us-say-sinn-fein-13813975.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'No peace at any price'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/no-peace-atany-price-13766165.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly and Martina Purdy>
<title: Orangemen march into bill battle>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/orangemenmarch-into-bill-battle-13811996.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan and Martina Purdy>
<title: PM's wish for start to decommissioning>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/pms-wish-forstart-to-decommissioning-13854788.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
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<title: Price of return for peace talks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/price-of-returnfor-peace-talks-13844845.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: RUC chief asked for views on SF-IRA links>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ruc-chief-askedfor-views-on-sfira-links-13775065.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Sands McKevitt attacks 'injustice'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sands-mckevittattacks-injustice-13844647.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: SDLP an obstacle to real peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sdlp-anobstacle-to-real-peace-13811464.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Sinn Fein's plan 'offers no solution'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sinn-feins-planoffers-no-solution-13775083.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BT98 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Sympathy for terror group sparks furore>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sympathy-forterror-group-sparks-furore-13824840.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Test of unionism>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/test-ofunionism-13834064.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: Troops off the streets>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/troops-off-thestreets-13797771.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly>
<title: UDP sets out its assembly plans>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/udp-sets-outits-assembly-plans-13795129.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionists should stop demonising Sinn Fein>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/unionistsshould-stop-demonising-sinn-fein-13831256.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BT98 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: We want to go back to talks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/we-want-to-goback-to-talks-13757246.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Why were terrorists not appeased earlier?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/why-wereterrorists-not-appeased-earlier-13814426.html>
<date of publication: 1998>

1997
<BT97 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly>
<title: Bloody secret of the bombers>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/bloody-secretof-the-bombers-13872394.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Suzanne Rodgers>
<title: Boys walk walls>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/boys-walkwalls-13870836.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Eric Wuagh>
<title: Careless words salt open unionist wound>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/careless-wordssalt-open-unionist-wound-13867590.html>
<date of publication:1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Richard Whitten>
<title: Civil rights when it suits>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/civil-rightswhen-it-suits-13857313.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly>
<title: Continuity IRA has had help from the provos>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/continuity-iraocirchas-had-help-from-the-provosotilde-13863853.html>
<date of publication:1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Gates open to Sinn Fein>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/loyalists-telludp-not-to-engage-in-sf-talks-13866470.html>
<date of publication:1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly>
<title: Hitting the hidden arms piles of Ulster>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hitting-thehidden-arms-piles-of-ulster-13870985.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Enda McClafferty and Jennifer Doherty>
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<title: Hume safe in a tense city>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hume-safe-in-atense-city-13867403.html>
<date of publication:1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Joe Connolly>
<title: Is it time to change the votes system?
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/is-it-time-tochange-the-votes-system-13862496.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: 'IRA's terror threat ignored'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/iras-terrorthreat-ignored-13866500.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: ÔLetÕs give talks a chanceÕ>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ocircletotildesgive-talks-a-chanceotilde-13871387.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Let’s give power to the people!>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/letotildes-givepower-to-the-people-13863049.html>
<date of publication: 1997)
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<BT97 P/>
<author: Amanda Doherty>
<title: Loyalists tell UDP not to engage in SF talks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/loyalists-telludp-not-to-engage-in-sf-talks-13866470.html>
<date of publication:1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: McGuinness tells of the dangers facing negotiations>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/mcguinnesstells-of-the-dangers-facing-negotiations-13873577.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Mitchell in pledge to back talks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/mitchell-inpledge-to-back-talks-13865531.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Chris Thornton>
<title: New study portraits casualties of violence>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/new-studyportraits-casualties-of-violence-13873395.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Parade laws>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/parade-laws13869543.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
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<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Relief for RUC as Order leaders cancel 'right to march' parades>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/relief-for-rucas-order-leaders-cancel-right-to-march-parades-13872606.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Paul Connolly>
<title: Secrets of the hidden armouries>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/secrets-of-thehidden-armouries-13865085.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: SF issue talks invite to Trimble>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sf-issue-talksinvite-to-trimble-13860367.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Sinn Fein denies 'playing games'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sinn-feindenies-playing-games-13871389.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson and Desmond McCartan>
<title: Talks being 'delayed by Sinn Fein'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/talks-beingdelayed-by-sinn-fein-13865360.html>
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<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: staff reporters>
<title: Threat to talks amid IRA gloom>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/threat-to-talksamid-ira-gloom-13860738.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: Trimble leaves weapons door ajar>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/trimble-leavesweapons-door-ajar-13869291.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: UUP challenge Mo on arms issue>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/uup-challengemo-on-arms-issue-13869443.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<BT97 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: UUP set for clash over ÔarticlesÕ>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/uup-set-forclash-over-ocircarticlesotilde-13869445.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
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1996
<BT96 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Alliance urges parties to reach settlement>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/alliance-urgesparties-to-reach-settlement-13867854.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Are the talks dying?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/are-the-talksdying-13865365.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Arms talks>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/arms-talks13856926.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Ceasefire demand>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ceasefiredemand-13871097.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Create a new Ulster'>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/create-a-newulster-13873551.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Decommissioning legislation 'on the way'>
<web address:
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/decommissioning-legislationon-the-way-13866486.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: David Trimble>
<title: Election offers the best chance to end instability>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/election-offersthe-best-chance-to-end-instability-13870980.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: GROUP JOINED BY A 'BOND OF GRIEF'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/group-joinedby-a-bond-of-grief-13857503.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Holding on to peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/holding-on-topeace-13868982.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
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<BT96 P/>
<author: Rosie Cowan>
<title: Huge rise in tourism during ceasefires>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/huge-rise-intourism-during-ceasefires-13871245.html>
<date of publication:1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Hume urges new thinking on all sides>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hume-urgesnew-thinking-on-all-sides-13865754.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Hybrid system unworkable say unionists>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hybrid-systemunworkable-say-unionists-13873838.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Keeping the peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/keeping-thepeace-13862473.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalist ceasefire>
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/loyalist-ceasefire13872707.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
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<BT96 P/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Loyalists plan fresh protest>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/loyalists-planfresh-protest-13857569.html>
<date of publication:1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Robert McCartney QC MP>
<title: Majority share our pro-union stance>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/majority-shareour-prounion-stance-13856408.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Paisley stung by disband call>
<web address:http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/paisley-stungby-disband-call-13861010.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace on a knife-edge>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/peace-on-aknifeedge-13863201.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace process finished?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/peace-processfinished-13863732.html>
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<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Maeve Quigley>
<title: People adopt wait and see attitude>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/people-adoptwait-and-see-attitude-13868025.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Amanda Doherty>
<title: Pre-poll row splits Derry nationalists>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/prepoll-rowsplits-derry-nationalists-13862879.html>

<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Real unionism>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/real-unionism13870945.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Republic 'split over boycott of assembly'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/republic-splitover-boycott-of-assembly-13870651.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Re-visiting peace>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/revisitingpeace-13861117.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Rosie Cowan>
<title: Rocky road for tourism>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/rocky-road-fortourism-13873801.html>
<date of publication:1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC decision 'may spark protest'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ruc-decisionmay-spark-protest-13860023.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Search on for peace of mind counsellors>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/search-on-forpeace-of-mind-counsellors-13873720.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Shattering our peace >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/shattering-ourpeace-13860167.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
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<title: Terror laws shake-up held up by IRA threat>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/terror-lawsshakeup-held-up-by-ira-threat-13857226.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: John Hume>
<title: The central issue is lasting stability and peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/the-centralissue-is-lasting-stability--and-peace-13860614.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: THE DUP admitted today the Stormont talks were likely to proceed
without>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/were-losingarms-battle-says-dup-13858931.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The Irish Voice describes the bombing as a pyrrhic victory _ one that >
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/the-irish-voicedescribes-the-bombing-as-a-pyrrhic-victory--one-that-13864167.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The only conclusion is that they are living in two different worlds>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/the-onlyconclusion-is-that-they-are-living-in-two-different-worlds-13861141.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
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<BT96 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Trimble in plea to spell out stance>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/trimble-in-pleato-spell-out-stance-13865173.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unwise words>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/unwise-words13858499.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'We must all be able to feel at home here'>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/we-must-all-beable-to-feel-at-home-here-13861475.html>
<date of publication: 1996>
<BT96 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: We must gain entry to talks: loyalists>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/we-must-gainentry-to-talks-loyalists-13856398.html
<date of publication: 1996>

1995
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A blow to peace>
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/a-blow-topeace-13874257.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Adams again rules out twin-track talks plan>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/adams-againrules-out-twintrack-talks-plan-13857107.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Ashdown in plea to Ulster>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ashdown-in-plea-to-ulster-13857095.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: [Lindsay Robb]>
<title: Committed to peace?>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/committed-topeace-13867109.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author:->
<title: Crucial task>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/crucial-task13866501.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
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<title: DUP rubbish 'poor attendance' jibe>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/dup-rubbishpoor-attendance-jibe-13862524.html>
<date of publication:1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Elections for a new forum by March: Paisley>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/elections-for-anew-forum-by-march-paisley-13863751.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Group denies Adams slogan>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/group-deniesadams-slogan-13872723.html>
<date of publication:1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Gary Grattan>
<title: Hendron says killing breaks the ceasefire>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/hendron-sayskilling-breaks-the-ceasefire-13871316.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson and Michael Devine>
<title: IRA arms stance angers unionists>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/ira-armsstance-angers-unionists-13864176.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
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<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Meeting to identify areas of co-operation>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/meeting-toidentify-areas-of-cooperation-13866869.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: On the brink
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/on-the-brink13860223.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace prize>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/peace-prize13857144.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: PUP agrees to twin-track>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/pup-agrees-totwintrack-13860846.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney >
<title: Robinson may face challenge from UU
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/robinson-mayface-challenge-from-uu-13859512.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
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<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney >
<title: Sinn Fein challenge
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sinn-feinchallenge-13859363.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Sinn Fein in tough challenge to unionists
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sinn-fein-intough-challenge-to-unionists-13870116.html>
<date of publication:1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Sinn Fein is wrecking peace say loyalists>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/sinn-fein-iswrecking-peace-say-loyalists-13856771.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Still no agreement
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/still-noagreement-13869376.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan and Michael Devine>
<title: Spring in new bid to get Trimble into talks
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/spring-in-newbid-to-get-trimble-into-talks-13870316.html>
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<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Trimble and Hume star formal talks
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/trimble-andhume-star-formal-talks-13858900.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Trimble dismisses SF attack
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/trimbledismisses-sf-attack-13867766.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionist-DUP pact must be scrapped'
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/unionistduppact-must-be-scrapped-13869640.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Unionist fury after IRA gun' threat
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/unionist-furyafter-ira-gun-threat-13856321.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: Desmond McCartan and Vincent Kearney>
<title: Unionists unite in bid to scrap pact
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/unionists-unitein-bid-to-scrap-pact-13874499.html>
<date of publication: 1995>
<BT95 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Whither the sash?
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/whither-thesash-13862502.html>
<date of publication: 1995>

Category <Press news/ Gender>
1998
<BT98 W/>
<author: Gail Walker>
<title: Bomber who backs peace>
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/bomber-whobacks-peace-13758995.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 W/>
<author: Eamonn McCann>
<title: Facts 'pro-lifers' won't face
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/facts-proliferswont-face-13831709.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 W/>
<author: Patrick Mahony>
<title: McWilliams claims finance post
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<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/mcwilliamsclaims-finance-post-13768754.html>
<date of publication: 1998>

1996
<BT96 W/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Party in fight to clear Robb
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/party-in-fightto-clear-robb-13872465.html>
<date of publication: 1996>

Category <Press news/ Gay>
1998
<BT98 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Age of consent
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/age-of-consent13838235.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Being gay is part of the scheme of things
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/being-gay-ispart-of-the-scheme-of-things-13788092.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
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<title: Bid to cut gay age of consent shelved
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/bid-to-cut-gayage-of-consent-shelved-13813273.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: Desmond McCartan >
<title: 'Consent' age lowered to 17
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/consent-agelowered-to-17-13855104.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Christianity offers a way out of homosexual lifestyle
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/christianityoffers-a-way-out-of-homosexual-lifestyle-13784303.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: Noel McAdam>
<title: Church warned on gay moves
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/church-warnedon-gay-moves-13849015.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: Frank Keany>
<title: DUP stand alone in opposition to Derry's gay resource centre
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/dup-standalone-in-opposition-to-derrys-gay-resource-centre-13794029.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BT98 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Pro-gay arguments are wishful thinking
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/progayarguments-are-wishful-thinking-13765207.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BT98 G/>
<author: Desmond McCartan>
<title: Straw 'to shelve' gay sex age of consent cut
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/straw-to-shelvegay-sex-age-of-consent-cut-13822079.html>
<date of publication: 1998>

1996
<BT96 G/>
<author: Elaine Lester>
<title: Gays in North suffer violence, says new report
<web address: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/imported/gays-in-northsuffer-violence-says-new-report-13870954.html>
<date of publication: 1996>

Texts BBC NI 2000-2009
Category <Press news/Politics>
2009
<author: ->
<title: Armagh device 'designed to kill'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/8367718.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Army attack 'brutal and cowardly'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7933530.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Arrests over NI policeman murder>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7935734.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: John Ware>
<title: Attacks put pressure on republicans>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/7934750.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Border checks 'may discriminate'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7922993.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Brown condemns N Ireland killings>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7930995.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Continuity IRA shot dead officer>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7934426.stm>
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<date of publication: 2009>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Ex-detectives being re-employed>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_
west/7831898.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Fears for 'scary times' returning>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7934996.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Local community responds to deaths>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/hi/the_p_word/newsid_7934000/7934619
.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: LVF victim's family may sue PSNI>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/82
02322.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Minister pledges to improve PSNI>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/8257831.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Orde risks 'republican support'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7930308.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Orde will be hard act to follow>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/8001730.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Policeman shot dead in N Ireland>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7933990.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PSNI criticised over city trouble >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/81
92808.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PSNI is asked to make £17m cuts>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/8234706.stm>

<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PSNI say city trouble 'sinister'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/81
50336.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Public grief can be difficult'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7936624.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Real IRA was behind army attack'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7930995.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: Vincent Kearney>
<title: Report blasts state of policing>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland
/foyle_and_west/8223225.stm >
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Republicans 'behind city trouble'>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/81
93713.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: Jim Fitzpatrick>
<title: Since when did Patten become God?>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/8252083.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Testing time for Northern Ireland>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7930924.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Tories' reform plan for Stormont>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/7915484.stm
>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Troubles group makes IRA appeal>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7925446.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
<BBC NI09 P/>
<author: Dave Howard>
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<title: Why people want peace in N. Ireland>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/hi/the_p_word/newsid_7938000/793816
2.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Apprentice march without incident>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7769148.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy >
<title: Is Stormont heading for stalemate?>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/
northern_ireland_politics/7500762.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>

<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PSNI planning three base closures >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/7402658.stm >
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Sinn Fein topping finance table>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/northern_ireland_
politics/7533135.stm>
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<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: John Ware>
<title: The price of peace>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/7273611.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Time 'wasted' on Holy Cross case>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7725599.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Tories will fight for seats in NI>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/7640555.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 P/>
<author:->
<title: Views sought on police closures>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/foyle_and_west/74
32073.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>

2007
<BBC NI07 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: Lords to hear Holy Cross appeal>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6398417.stm>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BBC NI07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: On the hustings>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/northern_
ireland/6355839.stm>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BBC NI07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Fein votes to support police >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/6308175.stm>
<date of publication: 2007>

2006
<BBC NI06 P/>
<author:- >
<title: Reaction to NI devolution plan >
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/4884338.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>

<BBC NI06 P/
<author:->
<title: Shots fired at rural police base >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/6135502.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>
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2004
<BBC NI04 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Peace process faces tricky year>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2322833.stm>
<date of publication: 2004>
<BBC NI04 P/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: 'Summer of our discontent'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/3902931.stm>
<date of publication: 2004>

2003
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Agreement 'only way forward'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/3020576.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author:->
<title: NI election casualties>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/3246234.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: NI political deal 'not easy'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/3250582.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: No thaw at Stormont>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2647653.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author:->
<title: Political theatre 'could backfire'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/3260029.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PUP walks out of NI talks>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2636955.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Restoring devolution 'the goal' >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/northern_ireland/2001/
ni_deadlock/3242622.st>
<date of publication: 2003>
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<BBC NI03 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Rise in Catholic employment >
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3323517.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>

2002
<BBC NI02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly suspended over 'loss of trust'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2325833.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Bringing down the political barriers >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2198192.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: Community remembers village bombing>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2163950.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: DUP ministers resign from executive>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2319781.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
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<BBC NI02 P/
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Fudge and humbug at Stormont>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2322833.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: 'Gatecrashing' the NI talks party>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2532153.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: >
<title: IRA says sorry to civilian victims>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2132102.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: 'IRA spy ring' inquiry call>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2447141.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: >
<title: March remembers Bloody Sunday>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/1798501.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
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<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: NI executive 'to be suspended'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2315147.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland: How the trust was lost >
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2317501.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: PM addresses 'political impasse'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2331553.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Fein accused of political conspiracy>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2304015.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: 'Spy' probe triggered by police source>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2453149.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
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<BBC NI02 P/>
<author: Mark Simpson>
<title: Trimble feels political heat>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2074550.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: Trimble issues Sinn Fein ultimatum>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2310455.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
<BBC NI02 P/
<author: ->
<title: Unionists challenge Trimble's policy>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/2220298.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>
2001
<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: Dominic Casciani>
<title: Ardoyne Stories: Peace lines and division>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1522743.stm>
<date of publication: 2001
<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: Dominic Casciani>
<title: Ardoyne stories: Behind nationalist lines>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1524362.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>
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<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Helpful' meeting over Holy Cross>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1667467.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>
<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: Dominic Casciani>
<title: Holy Cross School: Hatred amid the hope>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1617384.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>
<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Ministers tackle north Belfast violence>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1573454.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>
<BBC NI01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace wall for school dispute>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1592084.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>

2000
<BBC NI00 P/
<author: >
<title: Memorial marks 'forgotten' atrocity>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/888643.stm>
<date of publication: 2000>
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Category <Have your say- Will the gun attack in Northern Ireland derail
peace? 2009>

Category <Press news/ Gender>
2009
<BBC NI09 W/>
<author: Johnny Caldwell>
<title: Party discrimination case fails>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/northern_ireland_
politics/8132333.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>
2008
<BBC NI08 W/>
<author: ->
<title: MPs pushing abortion rights in NI>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/7520856.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>

2007
<BBC NI07 W/>
<author: ->
<title: SF outlines Commonwealth stance>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6652869.stm>
<date of publication: 2007>
<BBC NI07 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Women rally for role in politics>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6494603.stm>
<date of publication: 2007>
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<BBC NI04 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Libel damages for former MP>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3499201.stm>
<date of publication: 2004>
<BBC NI03 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Women's party wants 'sectarian code'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3247541.stm >
<date of publication: 2003>
<BBC NI03 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Women's party to fight on>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3299125.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>

2002
<BBC NI02 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Parties 'must recommit to Agreement'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/2484541.stm>
<date of publication: 2002>

2001
<BBC NI01 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Inquiry hears from McAliskey>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1331843.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>
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<BBC NI01 W/>
<author: ->
<title: McAliskey recalls 'sheer terror'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1332312.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>

Category <Press news/ Gay>
2009
<BBC NI09 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Church holds landmark gay service>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/8055274.stm>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Age of consent set to be lowered>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7375298.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Attack victim lambasts Robinson>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7447850.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay comment inaccurate – Robinson>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7517500.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay rights protest for Stormont>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7470880.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Minister defends wife in gay row>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7444565.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>
<BBC NI08 G/>
<author: ->
<title: New criticism over MP's gay views>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/7443323.stm>
<date of publication: 2008>

2006
<BBC NI06 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly clashes over gay rights>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6169873.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BBC NI06 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Baroness Paisley's HIV/Aids worry>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6180121.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BBC NI06 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay marriage under the spotlight>
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<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6159362.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>
<BBC NI06 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay rights regulations challenged>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/6181565.stm>
<date of publication: 2006>

2005
<BBC NI05 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay couples in partnership move>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/4499640.stm>
<date of publication: 2005>
<BBC NI05 G/>
<author: Patrick Jackson>
<title: Gay Pride weathers Belfast storm>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/4739815.stm>
<date of publication: 2005>

2003
<BBC NI03 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Gay discrimination 'normal' in NI>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/3105241.stm>
<date of publication: 2003>

2001
<BBC NI01 G/>
<author: ->
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<title: Gay blood donor comments furore>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/1563360.stm>
<date of publication: 2001>

2000
<BBC NI00 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Focus on attacks on gay community>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/861138.stm>
<date of publication: 2000>
<BBC NI00 G/>
<author: ->
<title: Row over 'gay park'>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/671500.stm>
<date of publication: 2000>

Texts BBC NI 1995-1999
Category <Press news/Politics>
1999
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: [Mark Devenport]>
<title: A fond farewell to Northern Ireland>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/focus/307718.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: David Eades>
<title: A promising week in Belfast>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/from_our_own_correspondent
/530640.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Arms deadlock can be broken'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/294036.s
tm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bomb attack on Ulster pub>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/303210.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: Ruth Dudley Edwards>
<title: Conditions not right for Patten Recommendations>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/special_report/1999/09/99/patten_report/4432
21.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Dublin welcomes peace moves>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/529651.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
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<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Focus shifts to NI peace talks>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/euros_99/news/368977.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalists err on side of caution>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/394464.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Mitchell hopeful of N Ireland breakthrough>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/328576.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Mixed reaction to Stormont deal>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/384559.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: Denis Murray>
<title: Northern Ireland: An imperfect peace>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/from_our_own_correspondent/27
9555.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
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<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland peace talks continue>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/490474.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland talks reach critical stage>
< web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/309411.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Omagh frustration over peace process>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/396209.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Paramilitary groups across the divide>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/paramilitaries/69824.
stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace plan 'flawed' - unionists>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/393806.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: Jane Black>
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<title: Peace sells>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/383224.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>

<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Pressure mounts over NI talks>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/351079.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Quarter century after first assembly's fall>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/354539.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Rights, Safeguards, and Equality of Opportunity>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/focus/299033.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: Stephen Grimason>
<title: Rollercoaster peace process>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/300083.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC must change significantly – report>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/398138.stm>
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<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Splinter groups threaten peace>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/paramilitaries/290701
.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
<BBC NI99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Who polices the police?>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/special_report/1999/02/99/stephen_lawrence/
284013.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>

1998
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Business begins for Northern Ireland Assembly>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/124466.st
m>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Decommissioning in the summer - Ahern
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/recent_stories/77699.
stm
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: Sean Coughlan>
<title: Education offers hope for Northern Ireland>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/education/features/121484.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: Stephen Grimason>
<title: Euphoria all round, but tough times ahead>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/talking_politics/185334.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Murder in Northern Ireland described as sectarian>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/205381.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Night of violence as Ulster peace process totters>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/49498.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland inquiry ruled out>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/politics/72685.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Northern Ireland Political Parties>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/parties/70610.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Old certainties falling away>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/121460.st
m>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Orange Order refuses to back peace deal>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/92711.st>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Patten role in Northern Ireland welcomed>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/84639.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Peace deal 'extraordinary opportunity,' says Blair>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/recent_stories/77365.s
tm>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Profiles of David Trimble and John Hume>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/profiles/194705.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Special Report When is a 'criminal' a 'political prisoner'?>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/special_report/46095.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: various>
<title: The Omagh bombing - your reaction>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/reaction/152133.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: Gary Duffy>
<title: The road to peace>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/focus/76653.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: 'Time to build on peace process'>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/lib_dem_conference/176548.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: Robin Oakley>
<title: Tories accuse New Labour of profligacy>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/politics/50625.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>
<BBC NI98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: UFF involved in Ulster murders - police chief>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/49696.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>

Category <Press news/ Gender >
1999
<BBC NI99 W/>
<author: ->
<title: 'I've not given up yet' – Mowlam>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/289748.st
m>
<date of publication: 1999>
<author: ->
<title: Mowlam holds snap talks with Sinn Fein>
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/events/northern_ireland
/latest_news/293439.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>

1998
<BBC NI98 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Everyone can be a winner – Mowlam>
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<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/events/northern_ireland/latest_news/80964.st
m>
<date of publication: 1998>

<BBC NI98 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Mowlam 'planning peace PR offensive' >
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk/politics/70707.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>

<BBC NI98 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Mowlam wants troops off streets>
<web address:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/labour_conference/183730.stm>
<date of publication: 1998>

Category <Press news/ Gay>
<BBC NI99 G/>
<author: […]>
<title: Rethink for gay consent age
<web address: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/402275.stm>
<date of publication: 1999>
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Texts An Phoblacht 2000-2009
Category <Press News/ Politics>
2009
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: Emma Clancy>
<title: 100 Romanians flee homes after racist violence>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38380>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: Declan Kearney>
<title: Can the real DUP please stand up?>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38323>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: COLERAINE MURDER: Nine charged after loyalist invasion of estate>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38327>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09/ P>
<author: Emma Clancy>
<title: Community stands behind sacked Visteon workers>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/37978>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Derry Volunteers commemoration>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38470>
<date of publication: 2009>
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<AnP 09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Electoral Office may face legal action over denying voters' rights>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38325>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: McDaid murder - witnesses' lives threatened>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38479>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Progress on Loyalist decommissioning>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38474>
<date of publication: 2009>
<AnP 09 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Residents say there is a win-win solution to contentious march>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/38477>
<date of publication: 2009>

2008
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: AMBUSH The deaths of Tyrone IRA Volunteers Tony Doris, Lawrence
McNally and Pete Ryan>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29770>
<date of publication: 2008>
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<AnP 08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bill of Rights: 'Get it right,' says conference>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32284>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Devolution of policing and justice needs to happen quickly McGuinness>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31693>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: McGuinness and Robinson take the helm as Paisley steps down>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30290>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: Peadar Whelan>
<title: McGuinness slams micro-groups over Derry killing>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31679>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Outstanding St. Andrews issues need to be resolved - Adams>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29752>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: The killing of Aidan McAnespie>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31060>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Twelfth speeches expose Orange Order agenda>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32723>
<date of publication: 2008 >

2007
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: >
<title: Anger at state funding for UDA>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18449>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly election aftermath : Negotiations peace dividend>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18281>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly election: campaign launched>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/17945>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: Assembly election: 'Politics has to be about empowering people' Adams>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18076>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Assembly election : Sinn Féin vote highly motivated>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18158>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP must clarify relationship>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/20657>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Extraordinary Ard Fheis: Political pressure falls on Paisley>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/17643>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07/ P>
<author: Laura Friel >
<title: Is Ronnie Flanagan fit for purpose? >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/17646>
<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Ombudsman Report : Attempted rebuttal by former Special Branch
members>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18468 >
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<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: SF/DUP Agreement : events mark beginning of national reconciliation
process>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18467>
<date of publication: 2007>

<AnP 07 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionist paramilitaries : Fears UDA feud may spread>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/20919>
<date of publication: 2007>

2006
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Collusion: Further revelations expose British terrorism>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/14081>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: >
<title: Ending sectarianism requires leadership >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/13426>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Interview: 2006 - a year of hope and expectation>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/12525>
<date of publication: 2006>
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<AnP 06 P/>
<author: ->
<title: "IRA decision has continuing impact" - Adams>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/15370>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: Peadar Whelan>
<title: Parades Commission criticised over loyalist bands>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/15645>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Sectarian murder in DUP heartland>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/14213>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin warns Governments in advance of discussions>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/13291>
<date of publication: 2006>
<AnP 06 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Stakes high as DUP seek to subvert Agreement >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/14397>
<date of publication: 2006>

2005
<AnP 05/ P>
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<author: ->
<title: 1916 Easter commemorations 2005>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9112>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Adams responds to IRA statement >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/8386>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Attacks expose myth of peaceful road blocks>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/11187>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Coiste organises anti-criminalisation rally>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9135>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: DUP cannot delay forever -- Adams>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/10687>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Nationalist taxis targeted in Derry>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9138>
<date of publication: 2005>
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<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Observers slam PSNI and Commission over parades>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9846>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sectarian campaign continues unabated>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/10745>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin is up for the fight>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/8452>
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin opposed to return to conflict BY MARTIN McGUINNESS
(Sinn Féin Chief negotiator) Martin McGuinness>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/8453 >
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 05/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin stands with ethnic minority communities>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9149>
<date of publication: 2005>

<AnP 05/ P>
<author: ->
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<title: UVF/LVF drug dealer is former RUC man>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9124>
<date of publication: >
<AnP 05 P/>
<author: ->
<title: We will not be criminalised>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/8623>
<date of publication: 2005>

2004
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Are discrimination and sectarian violence inextricably linked? >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/3833 >
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Joanne Corcoran >
<title: Betrayed by Dublin - Republicans furious over IMC Report >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/4350 >
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Joanne Corcoran>
<title: Independent Monitoring Body - Smokescreen for Exclusion>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/2797>
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Ombudsman can't see the wood for the tree >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/5971 >
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<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Opportunity to accelerate process of change>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/3086>
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Stay Away - Parades Commission must prevent north Belfast parade >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/5947 >
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: >
<title: Time for truth on collusion>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/2988>
<date of publication: 2004>
<AnP 04 P/>
<author: Laura Friel >
<title: Unionist Crisis? Blame Republicans!>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/3770>
<date of publication: 2004>

2003
<AnP 03 P/>
<author:- >
<title: Adams death threat>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/1883>
<date of publication: 2003>
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<AnP 03 P/>
<author: ->
<title: A 'peaceful' march?>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/21927>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: >
<title: Crucial elections>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/1797>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: From the cradle to the grave...Schoolchildren targeted and even the
dead can't rest in peace>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/1507>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: >
<title: Republicans must continue to be agents of change>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/21931>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Review no substitute for political institutions>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/1940>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Unionists jeopardise progress>
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<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/1581>
<date of publication: 2003>
<AnP 03 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Unionists under pressure>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/931>
<date of publication: 2003>

2002
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: Michael Pierse>
<title: Adams slams unionist obstacles>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/24136>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: first part: -/ second part: Laura Friel>
<title: Belfast homes attacked/ Sectarian murder bid>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25302>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalists provoke North Belfast riots>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25187>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: f irst part: - / second part: Colm Barton>
<title: Nationalists urged to resign from Police Board>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25167>
<date of publication: 2002>
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<AnP 02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sectarian attacks intensify in North Belfast>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25168>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The chill or kill factor >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25256>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: Pedar Whelan>
<title: Tension mounts on Lower Ormeau>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25219>
<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 02 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionists urged to work Agreement>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/24982>
<date of publication: 2002>

2001
<AnP 01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Ardoyne school under loyalist siege>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26590>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01 P/>
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<author: ->
<title: Bad week all round>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26556>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01/ P>
<author: ->
<title: DUP promotes sectarianism>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/2001/March22/22dups.html>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Employment discrimination persists>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/2001/March08/06unem.html>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01/ P>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Loyalist violence 2000>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/2001/January11/11loy2.html>
<date of publication:2001>
<AnP 01/ P>
<author: Laura Friel >
<title: Out of step on policing>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/2001/January25/25iris.html>
<date of publication: 2001>
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<AnP 01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Rights and Entitlements - Not `conditional upon a unionist veto'>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26555>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC jackboot tactics slammed>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27140>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01 P/>
<author: >
<title: RUC to be investigated>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26206>
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Trimble threat a disaster for process>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26726 >
<date of publication: 2001>
<AnP 01/ P>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: UDP split as loyalist violence continues>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/2001/January25/25atta.html>
<date of publication:2001>
<AnP 01 P/>
<author: Michael Pierse>
<title: Unionists withdraw from process>
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<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26008>
<date of publication: 2001>

<AnP 01 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Wrecking the Agreement>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/26535>
<date of publication: 2001>

2000
<AnP 00P/>
<author: >
<title: Efforts continue to avert disaster >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33438>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: “If the shooting starts''>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33761>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalist tension in Belfast>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33783>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: Michael Pierse>
<title: Sinn Féin report slams Policing Bill>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/34204>
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<date of publication: 2002>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: Fern Lane>
<title: Trimble survives again>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/34881>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: Sean Brady>
<title: Unionist threats mount>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33409>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: >
<title: Unionist veto may destroy Agreement>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33466>
<date of publication: 2000>
<AnP 00P/>
<author: >
<title: We're sick of British rule and Unionist vetos>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33513>
<date of publication: 2000>

Category <Press news/ Gender>
2007
<AnP 07 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Determined to tackle under-representation of women>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18343>
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<date of publication: 2007>
<AnP 07 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Women under-represented in Assembly>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/18282>
<date of publication: 2007>

2005
<AnP 05 W/>
<author: Jennifer Williams >
<title: Feature - Through my eyes >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/8518 >
<date of publication: 2005>
<AnP 07 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Women for the Republic>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/9351>
<date of publication: 2005>

2002
<AnP 02 W/>
<author: Maire Murphy >
<title: Women - Full speed ahead>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/25086>
<date of publication: 2002>
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Category <Press news/ Gay>
2008
<AnP 08 G/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Iris Robinson in police probe over anti-gay comments>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30261>
<date of publication: 2008>
<AnP 08 G/>
<author: Laura Friel >
<title: Robinson's homophobic comments spark protest>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33296 >
<date of publication: 2008>

Texts AnP 1997- 1999
Category <Press news/Politics>
1999
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: Dan O’Neill>
<title: Belfast City Council votes through new power-sharing scheme>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32026 >
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Bigotry and unionism go hand in hand>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32810>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: Sean Brady>
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<title: Executive appointed>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/33201>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Governments must back Agreement>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31900>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: Sean Brady>
<title: Governments must restore confidence in process >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32808>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ P>
<author: ->
<title: How do they know you're a Catholic?>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/April29/29garv.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalist terror fills political vacuum>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32373>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalist threat grows>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31870>
<date of publication: 1999>
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<AnP 99 P/>
<author: Sean Brady>
<title: McGuinness warns on dangers of Agreement collapse>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32915>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Orange Volunteers threaten >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32860 >
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Ormeau betrayed>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32749>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Policing checklist launched ahead of Patten Report>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32806>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ P>
<author: Dan O'Neill>
<title: Proportionality - Equality for Belfast nationalists>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/March18/18prop.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Rally demands removal of spyposts>
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<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/February11/11sa.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC trying to undermine peace process>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32011>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ P>
<author: Roisin Cox>
<title: Springfield residents betrayed again>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/July08/08spri.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: Pádraig MacDabhaid>
<title: Twelfth not so peaceful for nationalists>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32601>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ P>
<author: Mary Maguire >
<title: Unionist obstructionism continues to block Agreement>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/January21/21mary.html>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionists reject Agreement >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32545>
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<date of publication: 1999>

1998
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: [Gerry Adams]>
<title: A bridge to the future>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30199>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Peadar Whelan>
<title: And the Orange band played on>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30902 >
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Britain must act - IRA>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29869>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: But referenda votes are only a beginning>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30677>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Calls for total demilitarisation>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1998/September17/17dem.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
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<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Deep mourning for LVF victim>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29900>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Martha McClelland>
<title: Derry welcomes march deal>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30998>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Did RUC know of attack?>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29900>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Face to face>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31208>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Brian Campbell>
<title: Getting down to business>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30240>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Harassment increases>
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<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1998/June11/11har.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98/ P>
<author: Eoghan Mac Cormaic>
<title: Horses for courses>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1998/September17/17gino.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Looking to the future>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30650>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Mick Naughton>
<title: NIO security chief to leave>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30457>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98/ P>
<author: Sean Brady >
<title: No illusions about new institutions>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1998/September17/17pol.html >
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: No more word games>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31061>
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<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Orange support for Assembly >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/31113>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Karlos Rodriguez>
<title: Our crime: Looking for peace>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29873>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: Mary Nelis>
<title: Same old SDLP analysis>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30067>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98/ P>
<author: Mick Naughton>
<title: Tensions rise in North Belfast>
<web address: http://republican-news.org/archive/1998/June11/11nb.html>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The struggle continues>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30609>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
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<title: Tension and fear in Derry>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30965>
<date of publication: 1998>
<AnP 98 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Unionist disunity >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30453 >
<date of publication: 1998>

1997
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: >
<title: British army and RUC slammed in Derry>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28791>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: British rule must end>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28846>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Conflicting signals on the peace process>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/29667>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: Michael MacDonncha>
<title: Historic announcements precede cessation>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28783>
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<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ P>
<author: Mick Naughton>
<title: Loyalist attacks continue>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/May22/22loy.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Loyalists threaten Catholics>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28847>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: Mary Nelis>
<title: Morgan killing was planned>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28851>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: Ned Kelly>
<title: Murdered LVF man was working for Special Branch >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30236>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: New chance must be seized>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28783 >
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ P>
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<author: Eoin O'Broin >
<title: North Report storm before publication>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/January30/30nort.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: Laurence McKeown>
<title: Part of the tradition>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/30236>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: P r e s s u r e f o r d i a l o g u e g r o w s>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27921>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC assaults nationalists >
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28849>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: RUC framed Duffy from the start>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28848>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: Sectarian shooting and intimidation>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/28786>
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<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ P>
<author: Laura Friel>
<title: Sinn Féin enter talks>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/September11/11stor.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ P>
<author: ->
<title: Sinn Féin meets Parades Commission>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/April17/17par2.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: ->
<title: The front line of bigotry>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27832>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 P/>
<author: Laurence McKeown>
<title: Tightening the Ballymena Bible belt>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27832>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ P>
<author: >
<title: RUC admit recruiting informers>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/September25/25recr.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
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Category <Press news/ Gender>
1999
<AnP 99 W/>
<author: ->
<title: New women's policy launch>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/32487>
<date of publication: 1999>
<AnP 99/ W>
<author: Yamila Petruschansky>
<title: Realities for the young single mother>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1999/March18/18wome.html>
<date of publication: 1999>

1997
<AnP 97/ W>
<author: ->
<title: A Celebration of Endurance>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/March06/06rois.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 W/>
<author: Eoin O Broin>
<title: Amnesty Urgent Action on Roisín McAliskey>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27831>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97/ W>
<author: ->
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<title: Mowlam meets residents groups>
<web address: http://republicannews.org/archive/1997/May22/22mow.html>
<date of publication: 1997>
<AnP 97 W/>
<author: ->
<title: Set Róisín free>
<web address: http://www.anphoblacht.com/news/detail/27831>
<date of publication: 1997>

BLOGS
Category <Blog/ Devenport Diaries>
October 2009
<DD Oct09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A price for policing?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/10/ >
<date of publication: 6th October 2009>
<DD Oct09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Atlantic Archipelago Revisited >
<web address: http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/
markdevenport/2009/10/ >
<date of publication: 8th October 2009>
<DD Oct09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
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<title: Devenport Diaries: No Expenses Spared>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/10/ >
<date of publication: 15th October 2009>
<DD Oct09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Tale Of Two Tommies>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/10/ >
<date of publication: 16th October 2009>
<DD Oct09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: How shall Gerry extoll thee?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/10/>
<date of publication: 18th October 2009>

April 2009
<DD Apr09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Slimming Down Stormont? >
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/04/.html >
<date of publication: 23rd April 2009>
<DD Apr09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Imposters>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/04/.html>
<date of publication: 26th April 2009>
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March 2009
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Taking my name in vain...>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 2 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: White House bound>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 2 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: A party of shopkeepers?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 3 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Hefner or Stringfellow?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 4 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Pounds, Euros and Dollars>
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 5 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: UCUNF in a Funk>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 6 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: The Ulster Hall, the UVF and Carson>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 6 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Prior to departure>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 7 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Murder at Massereene >
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 8 Mar 09>
<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
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<title: Devenport Diaries: A show of unity>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 9 Mar 09>

<DD Mar09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Another grim day>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/03/>
<date of publication: 10 Mar 09>

February 2009
<DD Feb09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Grilling At Westminster>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/02/>
<date of publication: 25 Feb 09>
<DD Feb09 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Can you feel the force?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2009/02/>
<date of publication: 27 Feb 09>

November 2008
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: After the ovation>
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 1 Nov 08>

<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Looking to the future in Armagh>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 1 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: The wit and wisdom of Mr Wilson>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 4 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: An end to the optimism?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 4 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Nelson takes a walk>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 4 Nov 08>
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<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: The Magilligan Mouse>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/
<date of publication: 5 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Breakfast with Barack>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 5 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: The UUP, the Tories and the "Triumvirate">
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/
<date of publication: 6 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Absent Friends and Angel Delight>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 7 Nov 08>

<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Exploiting the Vacuum>
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 10 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Decommissioning Alban>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 10 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Having it both ways>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 11 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: More Angel Delight>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 11 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Bare faced cheek>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 13 Nov 08>
<DD Nov08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
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<title: Devenport Diaries: 21 weeks >
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/11/>
<date of publication: 13 Nov 08>

October 2008
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Homeward bound>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 1 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: "Arsing about" in the Concerto Suite>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 1 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Polishing up the CV?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 2 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Diplomatic Incident>
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 2 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: After the reshuffle>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 3 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Gerry and the Cookie Monster>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 3 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A slap on the wrist for Margaret>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 6 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Obama on Finucane>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 7 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
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<title: Devenport Diaries: McManus versus Maher>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 7 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Bloggers' big bash>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 7 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Michelle's last day>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 7 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Time for a bit of flexibility>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 7 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Social Engineering?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 9 Oct 2008>
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<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Questions, questions>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 9 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: So who did it?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 9 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Shop away those Stormont blues>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 10 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport
<title: Devenport Diaries: 92%>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 10 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Sir Reg Empey>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 10 Oct 2008>
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<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Nobel or a Sausage?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 10 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Frazer on Obama>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 10 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: When is a pact, not a pact?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 13 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Scones and sandwiches>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 13 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Contriving an election?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 13 Oct 2008>
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<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: A timetable at last...>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 14 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Naked Nigel>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 14 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport & Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Remember 42 days?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 14 Oct 2008>

<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Abortion Filibuster?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 17 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: The cost of withdrawal>
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 17 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: US Election Latest>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 20 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Ken and Sammy>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 20 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: Dates for your Diary>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 20 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: At all times...>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 21 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
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<title: Devenport Diaries: Timed out>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 22 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: In transit>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 23 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Who decides?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 24 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Peter's Platform>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 28 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: That's showbiz>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 29 Oct 2008>
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<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport & Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Friend or FoE?>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 29 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport & Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: More politics than ever!>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 30 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport & Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Faugh a Ballagh>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 30 Oct 2008>
<DD Oct08 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport & Martina Purdy>
<title: Devenport Diaries: No Cobwebs in the Castle>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2008/10/
<date of publication: 31 Oct 2008>

May 2007
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Celtic Pincer Movement?
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 17 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: About Mark Devenport
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 17 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: The Special Ones
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 18 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Location, location, location
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 18 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Both Barrels
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 21 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
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<title: Devenport Diaries: Neither here nor there
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 21 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Here, There and Everywhere
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 21 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A Fishy Flap
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 22 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: A burning issue
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 22 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Jacket Required
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 22 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
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<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: The Whooper Swan Designation
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 23 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Abolishing the NIO
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 23 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Gagged
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 24 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Committee of the ?
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 24 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Shotgun Wedding
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 24 May 2007>
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<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Southbound
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 25 May 2007>

<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Back up north
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 26 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: It's my party
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 29 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: 50/50 recruitment?
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 29 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Nothing to grouse about
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<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 29 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Five Minus One Equals ?
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 29 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Strangfeud
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 30 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Committee of the ? 2
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 30 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: First Walkout
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 31 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
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<title: Devenport Diaries: Irreversible
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 31 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport>
<title: Devenport Diaries: Answering apartheid
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/
<date of publication: 31 May 2007>
<DD May07 B/>
<author: Mark Devenport >
<title: Devenport Diaries: An artistic drag>
<web address:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/markdevenport/2007/05/ >
<date of publication: 31 May 2007>

Texts Official Report
Bound Volume 1: (1 July 1998 - 1 February 1999) (Pre-Devolution)
<HBV [1] 99/ >
1 February 1999
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/990201.htm
<HBV [1] 99/ >
18 January 1999
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/990118.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
15 December 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/981215.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
14 December 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/981214.htm
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<HBV [1] 98/ >
9 November 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/981109.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
26 October 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/981026.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
5 October 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/981005.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
15 September 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/980915.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
14 September1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/980914.htm
<HBV [1] 98/ >
1 July 1998
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/record/reports/980701.htm
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Eidesstattliche Erklärung zu Eigenständigkeit
Hiermit erkläre ich, Michaela Rusch, an Eides statt, dass ich die vorliegende
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